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Abstract
The possibility of homology m odelling the shikim ate pathway enzymes, 
3-dehydroquinate synthase (el), 3-dehydroquinase (e2), shikimate dehydrogenase (e3), 
shikimate kinase (e4) and 5-enolpyriivylshikimate 3 -phosphate (EPSP) synthase (e5) is 
investigated. The sequences of these enzymes are analysed and the results found 
indicate that for four of these proteins, e l, e2, e3, and e5, no structural homologues 
exist. Developing a model structure by homology modelling is therefore not possible. 
For shikimate kinase, statistically significant alignments are found to two proteins with 
known structures, adenylate kinase and H-ras p21 protein. These are also judged to be 
biologically significant alignments. However, the alignments obtained show too little 
sequence identity to permit homology modelling based on primary sequence data alone.
An ab initio based methodology is next applied, with the initial step being careful 
evaluation of multiple sequence alignments of the shikimate pathway enzymes. Altering 
the parameters of the available multiple sequence alignment algorithms, produces a 
large range of differing alignments, with no objective way to choose a single alignment 
or construct a composite from the many produced for each shikimate pathway enzyme. 
This problem with obtaining a reliable alignment for the shikimate pathway enzyme 
will occur in other low sequence identity protein families, and is addressed by the 
development of a novel multiple sequence alignment method, Mix'n'Match.
Mix'n'Match is based on finding alternating Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) and 
Loosely Conserved Regions (LCRs) in the protein sequences. The SCRs are used as 
'anchors' in the alignment and are calculated from analysis of several different multiple 
alignments, made using varying criteria. After divided the sequences into Strongly 
Conserved Regions (SCRs) and Loosely Conserved Regions (LCRs), the 'best' 
alignment for each LCR is chosen, independently of the other LCRs, from a selection of 
possibilities in the multiple alignments. To help make this choice for each LCR, the
secondary structure is predicted and shown alongside each different possible alignment. 
One advantage of this method over automatic, non-interactive, methods, is that the final 
alignment is not dependent on the choice of a single set of scoring parameters. Another 
is that, by allowing interactive choice and by taking account of secondary structural 
information, the final alignment is based more on biological, rather than mathematical 
factors. This method can produce better alignments than any of the initial automatic 
multiple alignment methods used. The SCRs identified by Mix'n'Match, are found to 
show good correlation with the actual secondary structural elements present in the 
enzyme families used to test the method.
Analysis of the Mix'n'Match alignment and consensus secondary structure predictions 
for shikimate kinase, suggest a closer match with the actual secondary structure of 
adenylate kinase, than is found between their amino acid sequences. These proteins 
appear to share functional, sequence and secondary structural homology. The proposal 
is made that a model structure of shikimate kinase, based on the structure of adenylate 
kinase, could be constructed using homology modelling techniques.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 The shikimate pathway - general introduction
The seven-step shikimate pathway synthesises chorismate from the carbohydrate 
precursors phosphoenol pyruvate and erythrose-4-phosphate [1-3] (figure 1.1). 
Chorismate is the common metabolic precursor of the aromatic amino acids,
1
1
phenylalanine and tryptophan. It is also the precursor for many other aromatic 
compounds such as vitamins E and K, folic acid, ubiquinone, tetrahydrofolate,
alkaloids, coumarins, lignin and various secondary metabolites [3,4].
The shikimate pathway is present only in micro-organisms and plants, with other 
organisms requiring a supplementary dietary intake of aromatic amino acids. In higher 
plants it is a major biosynthetic pathway, with in excess of twenty percent of the carbon
'fixed by plants passing through it [5]. This has brought attention to this pathway as a 
potential target for pesticides and herbicides. The herbicide glyphosate, a specific 
inhibitor of the enzyme 5-enolpyruvylshikimate 3-phosphate (EPSP) synthase, is
already of commercial importance [6-8].
The chemical actions of the seven enzymes of the shikimate pathway are the same in all
plants and micro-organisms studied. However, the control and organisation of these 
enzymes shows a great deal of diversity between species [9].
In Escherichia coli the seven steps are separate and are catalysed by monofunctional 
proteins [10]. The genes of the seven enzymes are unlinked in the bacterial genome. In
fungi and yeasts, the enzymes catalysing the five central steps of the pathway (el-e5)
occur on the arom complex. This consists of two identical pentafunctional polypeptide 
chains encoded by a single gene. The existence of this multifunctional enzyme has been
Neurospora crassa \ \ \ ] ,  Euglena gracilis [12], Aspergillus nidulans [13], 
Schizosaccharomycespom.be [14], and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [15].
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Reactions and enzymes of the second to sixth steps of the seven step biosynthetic shikimate 
pathway.
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Studies on the enzymes of the shikimate pathway could provide answers and 
information relevant to a variety of research areas including the rational design of 
pesticides and herbicides. The principal information required for rational herbicide 
design is the structure and mechanism of the chosen enzyme. When this study was 
undertaken, no three dimensional structural information was available for any of the 
enzymes, however, the first structures are now appearing. EPSP synthase (e5) from 
Escherichia coli has been crystallised at 3 À resolution [16] with further crystallisation 
studies being carried out on other enzymes of the shikimate pathway [17, 18].
A way to expand the knowledge base for the enzymes is to use computational sequence 
analysis and molecular modelling techniques. These are used to extract a range of 
information from primary sequence data and can potentially be used to predict a 
structure for the enzymes.
The rest of this introduction will present in more detail each of the enzymes comprising 
the shikimate pathway. A brief introduction to sequence analysis and molecular 
modelling methods will also be related and the objectives of this thesis will be outlined.
1,2 The shikimate pathway enzymes
The first step in the pathway is the condensation reaction between phosphoenol 
pyruvate and erythrose-4-phosphate. These are produced by the oxidation of glucose via 
the glycolytic and pentose phosphate pathways, respectively. The condensation reaction 
is catalysed by 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate 7-phosphate synthase (DAMP 
synthase, eO, EC 4.1.2.15) and results in the loss of inorganic phosphate and the 
formation of the phosphorylated seven carbon keto sugar acid, 3-deoxy-D-arabino- 
heptulosonate 7-phosphate (DAHP). The enzyme requires a divalent cation, such as 
Co^+, Mn^+, or Mg^"'', for activity.
with a subunit molecular weight of 35 kD, with the other isoenzymes both dimeric with 
a subunit molecular weight of 39 kD.
they may act in a concerted, synergistic or cumulative manner.
In Escherichia coli, three isoenzymes exist. The most active isoenzyme is a tetramer
.
I
As in many metabolic processes, the first enzyme of the shikimate pathway (DAHP 
synthase) is regulated and involved in the control of carbon flux. The pattern of 
regulation is complex and highly variable between species [3, 9]. An organism may 
posses from one to three isoenzymes, feedback inhibited, either by pathway end- 
products, pathway intermediates, a combination of the two or, exceptionally, the
.enzyme may be unregulated. Where an enzyme is responsive to more than one effector,
.s 
.1;
The second reaction in the pathway is that catalysed by 3-dehydroquinate synthase (el, 
EC 4.6.1.3) and involves the intramolecular exchange of the DAHP ring oxygen with 
the C l  carbon. This is accompanied by a reduction at C2 and an oxidation at C6. The 
enzyme requires Co^+ and NAD+ as cofactors and the reaction results in the release of 
inorganic phosphate and the production of 3-dehydroquinate (step 1, figure 1.1). In 
Escherichia coli, this enzyme is monomeric with a molecular weight of 39 kD [19, 20]. 
In fungi and yeast, this enzyme is one of the five catalytic components of the arom 
multifunctional enzyme [11,21].
The third step in the pathway is the dehydration reaction which converts 
3-dehydroquinate to 3-dehydroshikimate. This is catalysed by 3-dehydroquinase (e2, 
EC 4,2.1.10) and introduces the first double bond into the structure (step 2, figure 1.1) 
[22]. Chemical modification studies on the Escherichia coli enzyme identified a lysine
and histidine residue at the active site [23, 24] with two methionines implicated as 
likely active site residues [25, 26].
The dehydroquinase enzyme exists in biosynthetic and catabolic forms. The 
biosynthetic 3-dehydroquinase is found in bacteria, plants, yeast and fungi while the 
catabolic dehydroquinase is found only in fungi such as Neurospora crassa and Î
___
above, in a variety of plants the activity resides with 3-dehydroquinase on a bifunctional
The fifth step in the pathway involves the phosphorylation of shikimate to form 
shikimate-3-phosphate, using ATP, with the reaction being stimulated by Mg^+ (step 4,
Escherichia coli has two isoenzymes, shikimate kinase I and shikimate kinase II. An
■
Aspergillus nidulans. The biosynthetic enzyme is found as either dimers of subunit size 
27 kD [27] or as a domain within a multifunctional protein corresponding to this size
.V
[15, 28]. The catabolic dehydroquinase is induced in response to quinic acid and is 
involved in the utilisation of quinic acid as carbon source for growth [29]. The catabolic 
enzyme foims large multimeric proteins consisting of identical monofunctional subunits 
of 16-18 kD [30,31].
In fungi and yeast, 3-dehydroquinase is one of the five catalytic components of the 
arom multifunctional enzyme [11, 21] whereas in plants, 3-dehydroquinase and 
shikimate dehydrogenase (e3) share a single bifunctional polypeptide [28, 32, 33].
I
The fourth step in the pathway involves the transfer of hydrogen from NADPH to
3-dehydroshikimate to form shikimate (step 3, figure 1.1), and is catalysed by shikimate
dehydrogenase (e3, EC 1.1.1.25). The enzyme is a monomer in Escherichia coli with a
.molecular weight of 32 kD [34]. The sequence contains a consensus nucleotide binding 
region which is thought to represent the NADPH binding site [35]. As mentioned
,1;
protein and on the arom multifunctional protein in yeast and fungi [11, 15, 30].
■A
figure 1.1). This is catalysed by shikimate kinase (e4, EC 2.7.1.71). The enzyme is a
monomer in Escherichia coli with a molecular weight of 19 kD. In fungi and yeast, the 
enzyme is one of the five catalytic components of the arom multifunctional enzyme [11, 
21],
examination of the kinetic properties indicated that shikimate kinase I may possess 
another function and only fortuitously catalyse this reaction. The Km of shikimate 
kinase II for shikimate is 200 |iM, whereas that of shikimate kinase I is in excess of 5
mM [36, 37]. Shikimate kinase II is regulated by the aromatic amino acids which has
The sixth step in the pathway involves shikimate 3-phosphate and phosphoenolpymvate
arguably been the main source of study in the pathway in terms of mechanism and 
structure, due to its inhibition by the broad spectrum herbicide, glyphosate [6, 7]. A
weight of 38 kD.
1.3 Sequence analysis and molecular modelling
model a structure of a-lactalbumin based on the known structure of lysozyme. If no
led to the hypothesis that an unknown metabolic pathway branches from the shikimate
.pathway at this point or, that in the evolutionary past, aromatic biosynthesis originated 
at this point [36].
reacting to form 5-enolpyruvylshikimate 3-phosphate (EPSP) and inorganic phosphate 
catalysed by EPSP synthase (e5, EC 2.5.1.19) (step 5, figure 1.1). This enzyme has ■:ei
number of amino acids have been implicated in the catalysis mechanism including 
arginine, cysteine, glutamate, histidine and lysine residues [3]. In fungi and yeast, this
enzyme is one of the five catalytic components of the arom multifunctional enzyme [11,
21].
Chorismate synthase (e6, EC 4.6.1.4) catalyses the seventh and last reaction of the 
shikimate pathway, namely the trans 1,4-elimination of phosphate from EPSP to yield 
chorismate [38, 39]. The enzyme requires a reduced flavin cofactor, FMNH2, to carry 
out the reaction. In Escherichia coli this enzyme is a tetramer with a subunit molecular
Molecular modelling is the process of predicting a protein's tertiary structure. An 
outline of some of the stages involved and the methods used is shown in figure 1.2, The 
first step is to search through amino acid sequence databases with the sequence of the 
protein of interest [40]. The next steps are dependent on the results of this procedure. If 
a homologous sequence is found, which has a known three dimensional structure, this 
structure can be used as the basis for building a model structure [40-42]. This approach 
is known as homology modelling and was first used in 1969 by Browne et a l [43] to
i
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Figure 1.2
A flowchart detailing some of the procedures and methods used in homology and ab initio 
modelling of protein structures. The first stage in both procedures is sequence database 
searching. If a homologous sequence with a known structure is found, the left hand 
pathway for homology modelling is used, whereas if no homologous sequence is found, 
the right hand pathway for ab initio modelling is used.
homologue is found or no structural information is known for any homologues, ah initio 
prediction techniques can be used.
1.3.1 Homology modelling
The three dimensional structure of proteins is better conserved than the primary 
structure [40, 44-46] with structural homology being found between proteins even when 
lim ited primary sequence homology is found e.g., lactate dehydrogenase, 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and liver alcohol dehydrogenase have 
ninety four topologically equivalent residues but only three glycines and one aspartic 
acid are conserved between all the structures [47]. It follows that if homology is found 
between proteins at the primary structure level, it is likely that they may share a 
common tertiary structure. This knowledge is the basis of homology modelling.
In a protein family, the elements of seeondary structure are usually found in comparable 
positions, with the main structural changes in the surface loops and coils or species 
specific secondary structural units [48-51]. Furthermore, most insertions and deletions 
occur in surface loops and coils rather than within secondary structural units [45, 52, 
53]. Mutations that occur within the hydrophobic core can be compensated for by 
coordinated substitutions, acting to constrain any structural change [54, 55], or by shifts 
in the relative position of the secondary structural elements [56-58]. Chothia and Lesk 
quantified the structure/sequence relationship [59], showing that for distantly related 
proteins, sequence identity at the twenty percent level could mean that less than fifty 
percent of the molecules would have the same general fold. Increasing the percentage of 
sequence identity increases the percentage of the structures that share the same fold.
The stages involved in homology modelling start with aligning the sequences, with the 
intention of matching up topologically equivalent residues. The structure of the known 
sequence is then modified with the relevant insertions, deletions and mutations as
appropriate. The resulting model is refined using energy minimisation techniques to 
give a low energy conformation and remove any steric clashes [60-62].
The initial aligning stage is of critical importance, as any errors introduced at this stage 
will have potentially dramatic effects on the final model [63]. The sequence alignment 
generated in the database searching stage should be treated with caution as the 
algorithms used in database searching (described in more detail in chapter two) 
generally sacrifice sensitivity for speed. A better approach lies in using sensitive 
sequence aligning algorithms and, if possible, multiple sequence alignments [64]. These 
methods are described in more detail in chapter three.
When more than one structural homologue is found, two methods have been suggested 
for building a model strueture. One approach is to generate a model structure from each 
of the known structures. These model structures can then be analysed and a preferred 
structure picked [65]. An alternative approach lies in constructing a composite three 
dimensional framework from all of the known tertiary structures, enabling the 
information from the structures to be used simultaneously [40, 59]. The sequence of the 
unknown structure is aligned and modelled to this framework. This approach has been 
shown to increase the accuracy of modelling in the case of sperm whale myoglobin 
[66].
The original structure’s sequence is modified to that of the sequence of unknown 
structure by inserting, deleting and mutating residues. Two of the main tasks are then 
modelling loop structures and sidechain replacements. As the loops between secondary 
structural elements tend to be variable regions where insertions, deletions and mutations 
readily oecur, these can be particularly difficult to model.
Studies on protein structure have identified and quantified a number of loop motifs. 
This information can be useful in the modelling proeess. The four residue [3-turns have 
been widely studied [67-72]. The most commonly used classification is that of 
Richardson [69] which identifies six turn types, although a more recent and extensive
study, [70] proposed a new nomenclature based on the populated regions of a tj), 1]/ plot 
of the middle two residues in the turn. Sequence preferences for one of these turns have 
been identified. Systemic classifications have also been proposed for the |3-hairpin loop, 
found between two anti-parallel (3-strands [40, 72-77]. Efimov [77] lists the order of 
hydrophobic, hydrophilic and glycine residues that are expected for different types of 
hairpins and Sibanda e t a l [74] formulated rules based on loop length and sequence 
patterns that can give an indication of loop conformation in short loops. Another 
common motif is the p-bulge loop [69, 78], which can be thought of as being derived 
from the insertion of an extra residue in one of two adjacent strands of an anti-parallel 
p-sheet, although they can exist in the absence of P-sheet [79, 80]. Further examples of 
characterised loops include the paperclip loop [81, 82], commonly found at the C- 
terminal end of a  helices, a - a  corners [83] and hairpins [84], p-a-p loops [85] and 
omega loops [86].
A simple guide to modelling loops lies in first examining the sequences for 
characteristic sequence motifs, detailed in the literature cited above, which may enable a 
specific structure to be picked. Following this, the conformation of a loop of equivalent 
length in a homologous protein can be used [48], although this will not always give the 
correct structure. When no loop of equivalent length is found, other procedures include 
using the conformation from other proteins with similar supersecondary structure [76] 
which involves selecting a loop from a database of structures [87] according to a set of 
rules [88], or selecting loops based on geometrical features [89]. Failing this, ab initio 
techniques can be used to systematically search through loop conformations using 
energy minimisation [90, 91], molecular dynamics or distance geometry algorithms 
[92]. Such approaches are more likely to be accurate when the loop being modelled is 
short [93].
To model the replacement of sidechains, several approaches have been used including 
sampling all possible conformations [90], the use of the most probable torsion angles
[94, 95], rotomer libraries [96], or using the equivalent torsion angles of the sidechain 
being replaced [60, 97, 98].
Once the backbone model has been obtained and the sideehains replaced, energy 
calculations can then be used to remove steric clashes and allow local changes in 
structure [99]. A range of approaches have been suggested [40, 100] including 
constraining part of the structure from moving [60, 101], including surrounding water 
molecules in the model [102], and the use of molecular dynamics to explore a range of 
local conformations [91].
Once a model is constructed, an estimate should be made as to how correct it is. The 
relationship given by Chothia and Lesk [103] between the root mean squared (r.m.s.) 
difference in topologically equivalent Coc atoms and percentage sequence identity, can 
be used as a rough guide of expected r.m.s. deviation of the model structure from the 
x-ray crystal structure.
Analysing the model structure in the light of what is known about the structure of well 
defined proteins can also give useful information. For example, hydrophobic residues 
exposed to surface water molecules, or non hydrogen-bonded charged residues in the 
hydrophobic core are uncommon and their presence in the model may indicate that it is 
incorrect. Other indicators include whether p-strands are almost fully hydrogen bonded, 
the number of hydrophobie contacts, the ratio of polar to non-polar residues' solvent 
accessible surface [104, 105] and side chain packing [106]. The program PROCHECK 
[107] which uses a range of parameters from well defined proteins as described by 
Morris et. a l [108], together with 'ideal' bond lengths and angles, can also be used to 
assess the 'stereochemical quality' of a protein. A further useful check is whether or not 
the model can be used to make testable predictions [109].
Homology modelling can be a powerful technique, especially when there is high 
sequence identity (i.e., greater than fifty percent) between the sequences with the known 
and unknown structure. In such cases, the model may be expected to show differences
from the x-ray determined structure of the order of less than 1 Â for most of the protein 
[40, 46]. However, the large shifts in secondary structural elements observed in 
structures by Chothia and Lesk when the sequence identity is low [56-58, 103], are very 
hard to accommodate in this process.
1.3.2 Ab initio modelling
Ab initio modelling utilises computational sequence analysis techniques to predict 
information from the primary sequence of a protein. In combination with the knowledge 
obtained from studies on proteins with known three-dimensional structure, if enough 
useful information is gathered, it may be possible to predict a three-dimensional 
structure for part or all of the protein. Even if predicting a three-dimensional structure is 
not possible, the information gathered may prove useful, e.g., suggesting possible 
struetural or catalytic features for the protein or for the design of further experiments. A 
variety of techniques are available for computational sequence analysis, including 
comparing and aligning sequences, motif analysis [110, 111] and prediction of various 
properties of the sequences e.g., hydrophobicity [112], hydrophobic moment [113], 
antigenicity [114], flexibility [115] and secondary structure.
Ab initio modelling is used when a database search reveals no structural homologues for 
the protein of interest. However, comparison and alignment of the sequences of the 
protein family members and the non structural homologous sequences that are found, 
can reveal much information. Details on the methods used in aligning are given in 
chapter three. Alignments of distantly related sequences can identify invariant residues 
essential to structure or function. Such sites can be analysed by mutagenesis studies 
[116, 117]. Variant residues may point to species dependent sites, useful for design of 
specific antibodies. Examination of the aligned sequences can reveal motifs that can be 
used to identify other family members [118] or define possible structural or functional
units within the protein [119]. Where a large number of sequences are available for
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aligning, approaches for predicting secondary and tertiary structure have been described 
using the pattern of sequence variation and conservation [120] or patterns of 
hydrophobicity [121]. Multiple alignments can also be used in various other roles 
including increasing the accuracy of secondary structure predictions [122-125], 
predicting surface residues [126], predicting active site residues [126-128] and 
evolutionary studies [ 129-131].
Using a protein's primary sequence, a variety of methods have been developed for 
predicting other aspects of the protein, however, by far the greatest amount of work has 
concentrated on predicting the secondary structure. The earliest secondary structure 
prediction methods, and still in wide spread use today, are those of Chou and Fasman 
(CF) [132-134] and Gamier, Osguthorpe and Robson (GOR) [135]. These use statistical 
analysis of the most likely conformation for residues together with empirical rules for 
creating a prediction and information theory respectively. Other methods include 
modifying the CF method by including data from other structural forms [136], updating 
the GOR method [137], empirically combining the CF method with stereochemical 
rules [138], neural networks [139-144], combining the CF method with structural class 
prediction [145], turn prediction combined with pattern recognition [146], using 
physical-chemical features of the residues [147, 148], combing different methods [124, 
149], use of sequence similarities [124, 150], and hidden Markov methods [151]. 
Algorithms have also been described for predicting (3-turns [152, 153] and turn residues 
[154]. The claims of accuracy of these secondary structure prediction methods vary 
from approximately fifty to eighty percent (detailed in references above and [155-157]), 
with the turn prediction methods of Cohen et al. [146, 154] claiming over ninety 
percent accuracy.
Methods have also been developed which allocate an amino acid sequence to one of 
four structural classes (high a  content, high p content, mixed a  + P content and 
disordered structures) [158-161] with a claimed accuracy of over eighty percent.
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If a secondary structure is predicted, it may be possible to predict a tertiary structure, 
either using a topology prediction method [162-164] or by manually folding the protein 
using principles gathered from known protein structures [165]. Such principles include 
the packing of a-helices against a p-sheet [164], layering of side chains [166], turns in 
[167] and the conformation of [168] a /p  barrel proteins, residue specific interactions in 
P-sheets [169] and classes of amphipathic helices [170]. The secondary structure 
predictions, which tend to be poor at correctly defining the start and end positions of 
secondary structural units [171], can also be refined using principles gathered from 
known protein structures, e.g., amino acid preferences for the N and C caps of a-helices 
[82, 172, 173] or other specific locations [174] and sequence fingerprints for specific 
secondary structures [175, 176].
1.4 Aims of the project
Information on the structure of the shikimate pathway enzymes is of great use in many 
research areas, including studies on enzyme mechanism and the rational design of 
pesticides and herbicides. When starting this project, the structural information on 
enzymes of the shikimate pathway was extremely limited, with no enzyme having a 
known three dimensional structure. One structure has since been solved, with work 
progressing on determining the x-ray structure of several more of these enzymes. An
.alternative approach to x-ray crystallography for gaining structural details, is the use of 
computational sequence analysis methods. Such methods may allow model structures 
for the shikimate pathway enzymes to be developed, potentially in a lot less time than a 
x-ray crystallography approach requires. Five of the shikimate pathway enzymes, el to 
e5, are chosen to carry out studies on.
:
I
The objectives of this work were therefore
(1) To investigate the possibility of homology modelling the shikimate enzymes el 
to e5.
(2) To investigate the possibility of ab initio modelling the shikimate enzymes el 
to e5.
(3) To determine weak links in the molecular modelling and sequence analysis 
process and develop methods if needed.
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Chapter 2 Database analysis of the shikimate enzymes
2.1 Introduction to database analysis
Following the molecular modelling flowchart in the introduction (figure 1.2), once the 
enzyme sequences are known, the first step is to search the sequence databases [40]. 
The aim of database searches is to discover any already known sequences that show 
similarity to the sequences under investigation.
Similar sequences and the alignments they can produce, can accrue many benefits, as 
knowledge from an already characterised protein can be transferred to the homologue. 
The range of benefits are covered in the introduction and include highlighting candidate 
residues for site-directed mutagenesis probes [116, 117] and enhancing secondary 
structure and tertiary structure predictions [120, 124, 126]. Protein three-dimensional 
structures are conserved in evolution more than primary sequences and considerably 
more than DNA sequences [45, 103]. Therefore, if an unknown amino acid sequence 
matches one with a known three-dimensional structure, a testable tertiary model can be 
constructed [40, 42]. Predicting testable tertiary models was one of the aims of this 
thesis.
2.2 Search for enzyme sequences of the shikimate pathway
This thesis is concerned with five of the seven enzymes of the shikimate pathway 
(figure 1.1). These enzymes, labelled el to e5 carry out the second to sixth steps in this 
pathway. For each of the five enzymes, all the known amino acid sequences are 
collected. Searches are conducted on the major databases of known DNA and protein 
sequences [177] using the programs STRINGSEARCH from the GCG package[178] 
and DELPHOS, a part of the ISIS package [179] (table 2.1).
g
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Program Database searched Database
Version
Database Size Database Size 
(residues)
STRINGSEARCH GenBank 73 78 608 101 008 486
EMBL 32 79 377 101 292 310
PIR 32.0 23 840 6 935 412
SwissProt 23.0 26 706 9011 391
DELPHOS OWL 20.2 29 874 10 875 829
Table 2.1
Showing the version number and size of the databases searched, for enzymes e l to e5 of 
the shikimate pathway, for each of the programs used.
:
These programs search through the documentation of each sequence in the database for 
the presence of a user chosen text string or keyword. The DELPHOS program improves 
on the basic string matching approach taken by STRINGSEARCH by ignoring 
punctuation marks and by searching through a pre-generated index of the text in the 
database. These have the effect of greatly improving both the speed and sensitivity of 
the searching. Due to the possibility that a sequence’s documentation may contain 
typographical errors, variations in any abbreviations used or differing punctuation 
(which would have the effect of causing false negatives in the search results), a variety 
of keywords are used with both programs to ensure that all known sequences of 
enzymes el to e5 are found.
For these five enzymes, a total of twenty five sequences are found from eleven different 
species: three sequences are known for enzyme e l; four sequences are known for 
enzyme e2; three sequences are known for enzyme e3; five sequences are known for 
enzyme e4; and ten sequences are known for enzyme e5. For each enzyme, the species 
that have been sequenced are shown in table 2.2. When referring to a specific enzyme, 
the number of the enzyme in the shikimate pathway and the accession number will be 
used. The accession number is a unique identifier given to each sequence by the 
database administrators. For example, the shikimate kinase from E. coli is referred to as 
e4-P08329.
2.3 Database searching methods
The ease with which sequences can be aligned depends on how closely related they are 
[180]. As the degree of identity in a protein family decreases, the core 
three-dimensional structure starts to differ by increasing amounts [103]. This is 
reflected by an increase in the proportion of insertions and deletions (collectively called 
indels), which makes aligning harder. Indeed, once the percentage of sequence identity 
drops below fifty percent, and especially lower than twenty five percent, (what 
Doolittle et al., [181] refer to as the ‘twilight zone’ of sequence alignment) the
15
Table 2.2
Shikimate pathway enzyme sequences. Showing the known enzymes species, E. C. 
number, accession numbers - taken from the OWL database - and length for each 
sequence of the shikimate enzymes e l to e5. The sequences of Aspergillus Nidulans 
and Saccharomyces Cerevisiae are pentafunctional polypeptides of length 1603 and 
1588 residues respectively. The lengths given are the lengths of the individual enzymes 
along the sequence, taken from the annotations in the sequence databases. The sequence 
of Aspergillus Nidulans used differs from the sequence given in the databases according 
to a revised sequence for the Shikimate dehydrogenase (e3) enzyme received from Dr. 
A. Hawkins, Newcastle University (personal communication) and shown in appendix 
A. The sequence of pea EPSP sythnase was received from Prof. J. R. Coggins (personal 
communication) and is shown in appendix A.
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importance of exactly what is meant by the sequence similarity becomes paramount. 
This will be explored in more detail later in this chapter when discussing the specific 
algorithms used in sequence alignment and database searches.
2.3.1 Methods used in pairwise sequence aligning
Database searches proceed by comparing the query sequence against every database 
sequence in turn. First, the main algorithms used in aligning two sequences together, are 
described. The evolutionary changes that can occur between two sequences include 
insertions, deletions and mutations, and any alignment method therefore should take 
these possibilities into account.
A large number of pairwise alignment algorithms have been described. These are 
detailed below, following an approximate chronological order. The majority of pairwise 
alignment methods can be roughly divided into two camps, depending on whether they 
compare single residues or lengths of residues at a time. Other methods have been 
described that utilise different approaches to sequence alignment to those given below, 
including methods based on fast Fourier transforms [182] and iterative statistical 
analysis of homologous subsequences [183]. These methods are not discussed in greater 
detail as they were unavailable for use and do not give any advantage over the methods 
discussed below.
2.3.1.1 Comparisons using single residues
A simple approach to sequence comparison is to lay one sequence along a matrix 
column and the other along the matrix row. A scoring matrix is then consulted which 
holds a score for the comparison of every residue against another and the appropriate 
score S(i,j) for the ith residue from sequence one and the jth residue from sequence two 
is inserted into every cell of this matrix. An example of a simple scoring matrix is the
1 6
identity matrix where identical residues score one and all others score zero. Diagonal 
runs of ones show up where there are identities between the sequences, and a visual 
examination can then be used to identify putative aligned regions.
An alternative to visual examination of the matrix is the dynamic programming method,
developed by Needleman and Wunsch [184] (see figure 2.1 for illustration). This
method constructs a matrix from the two sequences, as described above, the upper left-
hand and lower right-hand corners of the matrix corresponding to the amino and 
.carboxyl-termini of the amino acid sequences. The matrix elements are filled in 
according to the scoring matrix chosen. Then, starting from the carboxy-terminal corner 
of the matrix and proceeding row by row to the top left hand corner, the scores of each 
matrix element are replaced by the cumulative scores reached so far. The next step, 
which defines the alignment, starts at the highest score of the amino-terminal end and 
traces the path back through the matrix. The pathway that gives the highest cumulative
score is the chosen alignment. If deviations are taken from a diagonal path, this is 
equivalent to inserting gaps. A penalty factor can be subtracted from the score for every 
gap used as a barrier to their insertion. This method was extended by the works of Seller 
[185] and Waterman et al. [186] who developed new, mathematically rigorous metrics 
to measure the distance between biological sequences, which could include insertions or 
deletions of arbitrary lengths. These metrics were incorporated into the Needleman and
I
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Wunsch iterative matrix method of calculation and ensure that the highest scoring
alignment is found, although the value of the highest score is dependent on the scoring 
matrix used and what gap penalties are used. It can also be extended to align n 
sequences by carrying out the calculations in a n-dimensional matrix (see Murata [187] 
for a three-way alignment method).
This general method has had a variety of modifications and improvements made to it to 
enhance its usefulness. These include those made by Smith and Waterman [188] who 
modified this technique to find the highest scoring subsequence or docal’ alignment. 
This involves finding the highest scoring matrix element (which no longer has to start at
17 II 
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Figure 2.1
Needleman and Wunsch method for calculating the optimal alignment between two 
sequences. A matrix is constructed with one sequence laid along the columns and one 
along the rows, with their amino termini together. (A) Scores are inserted in the matrix 
elements according to how similar the residues at that position are - in this case a score 
of 1 for identity, otherwise 0 is given. (B) Starting from the carboxy termini (lower 
right) corner, and moving row-by-row, the cumulative scores are then inserted into the 
elements. (C) Starting from the amino termini corner, the pathway is traced out which 
gives the highest cumulative score. The pathway is shown highlighted. (D) This 
pathway gives the alignment.
-sw
(A)A D c D E F G
A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0F 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
D 0 1 0 1 0 0 0C 0 0 1 0 0 0 0D 0 1 0 1 0 0 0H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0F 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
s
(B)A D c D E F G
A 5 3 2 1 1 0 0F 4 3 2 1 1 1 0
D 2 4 2 2 1 0 0
C 2 2 3 1 1 0 0D 1 2 1 2 1 0 0H 1 1 1 1 1 0 0Y 1 1 1 1 1 0 0F 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
(C)
A D c D E F G
A g 3 2 1 1 0 0
F 4 3 2 1 1 1 0D 2 â 2 2 1 0 0
C 2 2 g 1 1 0 0
D 1 2 1 g 1 0 0
H 1 1 1 1 a 0 0
Y 1 1 1 1 1 0 0F 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
(D)
A - D C D E - F G
A F D C D H Y F
the first row or column) and then tracing back the score. A weighting scheme (i.e. the 
combination of scoring matrix and gap penalties) was chosen so that no element of the 
matrix was below zero and the traceback stopped on reaching any element containing 
zero. This local alignment method has been refined with techniques which have allowed 
alternative local optimal alignments to be detected [189, 190] and improvements to be 
made in the speed of analysis [191], amongst others [192-195].
The treatment of gap scoring by these methods varies. They may have the same gap 
penalty for any gap length [196], concave scoring where the penalty increases in a non­
linear fashion as the indels get longer [197], gaps at the ends of sequences not being 
scored [188], or non-affine gap penalties, introduced by Gotoh [198]. Non-affine gap 
penalties have a score for starting a gap and a second score which is dependent on the 
gap length. More recently, methods have been developed which enable the gap penalties 
to be varied along the sequence. This is useful if the secondary structure or other 
biological information is known so that areas that should not have gaps inserted, e.g., 
regions of secondary structure can have high penalties, and vice versa [199, 200].
An additional benefit of the Gotoh method’s use of non-affine gap penalties is that it 
uses fewer steps and less computer memory than is required by previous methods. This 
is of importance as the dynamic programming methods are computationally expensive 
in terms of both computer memory and time. A variety of methods have been developed 
to deal with this [201-203] : only carrying out the calculations on parts of the matrix at a 
time, to reduce memory usage [204] and, to increase speed, only calculating the 
pathways through certain parts of the matrix [205-207].
2.3.1.2 Scoring matrices
Some form of scoring matrix is used in almost all pairwise aligning and database 
searching methods. A scoring matrix is used to quantify the mutational changes that 
occur between sequences and therefore plays an important role in any algorithm. An
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example of a scoring matrix, the identity matrix, is shown in chapter 2.3.1.1, and a large 
number of other scoring matrices have been described. These include matrices based 
on; the “genetic distance” of the amino acids in the genetic code (i.e., the minimum 
number of base changes required to convert one residue to the other), conservation of 
various amino acid properties [208, 209], alternative amino acids found at 
corresponding positions in aligned sequence families [210], the observed occurrence of 
amino acids in protein secondary structural elements [ 150], observed replacements in 
superimposed three-dimensional structures of related proteins [211], hydropathy [95, 
212], and combinations of the above [213]. Indeed, any quantitative scale of residue’s 
attributes can be turned into a suitable scoring matrix [208, 212]. Kidera [214] and 
Nakai [215] on analysing 188 and 222 published indices respectively, show that the 
similarity between indices can be used to group the indices into four major clusters. The 
difference in indices between each cluster can be large, with indices from different 
clusters showing large variations in defining which residues are grouped as ‘similar’ 
[211].
Amongst the most widely used matrix is the PAM (Point Accepted Mutation) matrix of 
Dayhoff [216-218] which is based on data from mutation studies. Each matrix element 
is calculated by multiplying the conditional probability that residue A is replaced with 
residue B by the probability that residue A is replaced with anything. The matrix is 
normalised so that the probability that there is no change is ninety nine out of one 
hundred, corresponding to one accepted amino acid substitution per hundred residues. 
The final matrix then gives the probability that residue A is replaced by B in one unit of 
evolutionary time. The conditional probabilities are calculated from the observed 
frequencies of exchanges between the amino acids in groups of closely related, aligned 
sequences (greater than eighty five percent identity). The probability that residue A is 
replaced, the relative mutability, is calculated as the ratio of the total number of times 
the amino acid was observed to change, to the total exposure to change. For each pair of 
sequences, the exposure to change is calculated for each amino acid as the frequency of 
the occurrence of that amino acid multiplied by the total number of all amino acid
19
2.3.1.3 Comparisons using lengths of sequences
2 0
1
1
changes observed for that sequence pair per hundred sites. These values are summed to
give the total exposure to change. Dayhoff and Eck's results from 1968 [218] were
based on four hundred accepted point mutations while Dayhoff et al.'s 1978 results
[216] used sixteen hundred accepted point mutations from seventy one groups of
proteins. Little difference is found between the resulting matrices [212]. Jones et al.,
[219] automated this methodology, enabling the calculation of the PAM matrix from
up-to-date databases. In a comparison of the latest matrix, calculated from 2621 groups 
.of proteins, to the 1978 matrix [216], only a few significant differences were seen and 
they almost all corresponded to exchanges that were observed only once by Dayhoff et 
al..
3
In use, the PAM matrix is usually changed to use scaled logarithms for each matrix 
element to increase the speed of calculations [219]. Also, the 1-PAM matrix can be 
scaled to reflect larger intervals of evolutionary time by multiplying the matrix by itself, 
i.e., the 2-PAM matrix corresponds to the square of the 1-PAM matrix, the 3-PAM 
matrix with the cube, etc.. The commonest PAM matrix in use is the 250-PAM matrix.
s
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A second approach to pairwise alignment uses regions of sequences of a given length 
such that each region of one sequence is compared to every other region of the other 
sequence. The sequences are laid out on the row and column of a matrix. A scoring 
matrix is employed and the score for each residue in a fragment against the residues in 
the other fragment are summed and inserted in the matrix cell at the middle position of 
the comparison. For example, if the fragment length was eleven, the summed score of 
comparing residues one to eleven in the first sequence against residues one to eleven in 
the second sequence would be inserted at cell (6,6) and against residues two to twelve in 
the second sequence inserted at cell (6,7), etc.. Replacing scores above a certain 
threshold with a dot and everything else with a blank produces a dot matrix or dotplot
When the output is displayed, different symbols are used for different standard
(programs for doing this include COMPARE and DOTPLOT from the GCG package).
Regions of similarity can be ascertained by visual examination of the dotplot. Diagonal 
lines, parallel to the main diagonal, trace out the best alignment and, if insertions and 
deletions have taken place, the lines are disjointed or broken. Another use of this ■ 'I
method in sequence analysis is where the same sequence lies on both axes of the matrix, 
enabling internal sequence repeats to be identified.
Kubota et al., [220, 221] improved this technique’s sensitivity in detecting distance 
.relationships, by scoring the residues using a correlation of many amino acid properties.
Argos [213] extended and generalised this method with the scores for each fragment
being calculated using both the Dayhoff matrix [216] and the correlation coefficients of 
five physiochemical properties (size, hydrophobicity, shape, strand and turn). These 
scores are scaled and summed together and placed along the entire length of the 
fragment. If part of a fragment has a higher score when used as part of another region, 
the higher score is kept. As a further refinement, the dotplot is recalculated using 
various length fragments and at each position in the matrix, the highest score from these 
different runs is used. The mean and standard deviation of all comparisons in the matrix 
are calculated and the scores replaced with their number of standard deviations above 
the matrix mean. Only scores above a threshold are displayed.
deviation ranges. This serves as an aid to visual examination enabling quick
■identification of significant aligned regions. An automated alignment of the two
sequences is also possible which entails using a Needleman and Wunsch method [213,
222] to link up regions of high similarity already identified. Gaps are not allowed in the 
regions of high similarity, only in the areas joined by the Needleman and Wunsch 
method.
1Although the fragment comparison methods are sensitive and useful for comparing 
distantly related sequences, they are computationally more expensive than the dynamic 
programming methods (Argos quotes an overnight run on a VAX computer being
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1enough time to compare one sequence against one hundred to one hundred and fifty
sequences [213]).
2.3.2.1 Time efficient database searching algorithms
:
Ï
I2.3.2 Methods used in database searching
■One practical consideration to be borne in mind when contemplating the use of the 
above methods in searching entire databases of sequences, is that of speed. The original 
dynamic programming algorithms have been superseded by faster ones (computational 
time has been reduced from, in the order of the cube of the average sequence length, to 
the square [196, 201]) and computers have greatly increased in power, however, they 
are still slow when used for database searches. This problem has been addressed in two 
ways; development of novel algorithms specifically designed for database searching 
which trade-off sensitivity and selectivity against speed, and conversion of pairwise and 
other alignment methods to run on multi-processor computers which utilise the speed 
gains inherent in their design. I
One of the earliest programs which was effectively used to search a database was that of 
Wilbur and Lipman [223]. This uses several techniques to increase the speed of 
sequence comparison while retaining sensitivity. Firstly, all identical matches between 
the sequences, of length k , are rapidly found using the ‘lookup table’ method of Dumas 
and Ninio [224] (see figure 2.2 A). Secondly, diagonals through the matrix of the two 
sequences are found where the number of A;-tuple matches on that diagonal are a certain 
number of standard deviations above the mean of all diagonals with ^-tuple matches. A 
window space of size w is then defined around the chosen diagonals (see figure 2.2 B). 
This has the effect of reducing the matrix space to be searched to find the alignment. 
The sequences are aligned and a score generated using a Needleman and Wunsch type 
algorithm where residues are given a score of -+-1 if they occur in window space and are
2 2
Figure 2.2
This figure illustrates how the fas ta family of programs work, (a) The original method 
finds all tuple matches between the query sequence and the database sequence, (b) 
Then, diagonals with greater than a threshold number of matches on them are chosen 
and a window space, shown above by a red dotted line, defined around them. The final 
alignment is calculated in that space, (c) The FASTP method finds the ^-tuple matches 
as in (a), but then choses the top 5 diagonals. These are rescored using the PAM-250 
matrix and the highest score, shown above marked with an asterix, is kept to rank the 
hits in the database. Finally, optimal global alignments are carried out on the top 
database hits using the top diagonal and a narrow window space around them, (d) The 
PASTA method finds the A^ -tuple matches as in (a), but then choses the top 10 
diagonals, (e) These are checked to see if any of the subsequences can be extended 
using an optimal aligning method. The method used permits gaps in the alignment and 
tlie scoring matrix to be changed. The scores from this step is kept to rank the database 
hits, (f) Finally, the extended subsequences and a narrow window space around it, 
shown above by a red dotted line, is used as the basis for calculating an optimal 
alignment.
(a)
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part of a A:~tupie match produced by that alignment. Gaps can be introduced to the ]
alignment and each gap carries the same penalty, g. The raw score for each database 
sequence is dependent on the length of both the query sequence and database sequence 
used, so a correction factor is applied to each. Using this corrected score, the database 
sequences are ranked in order of their similarity to the query sequence. A statistical 
measure is also calculated from the corrected score which can be used as an 
approximate guide to the significance of the similarity between the query sequence and 
the database sequence. The variables k, w and g are all user-definable and setting their 
values is important both to the speed and sensitivity of the method. Indeed, if k~\ and w 
is large enough to include all diagonals, then this algorithm is equivalent to the 
Needleman and Wunsch algorithm with the same speed drawbacks. However, providing
k >1 and w is of a modest size, for any given pairwise comparison, this method is much
faster than those detailed above, and fast enough to enable searches of sequence 
databases to be made practicable. The time requirements of the method, for comparison 
of most sequences, depends on the sum of the sequence lengths rather than the product 
(e.g., doubling the length of the sequences doubles the comparison time rather than 
quadrupling it).
This method was improved upon by Lipman and Pearson [225] with their program 
FASTP which increased the speed and sensitivity of amino acid sequence comparisons. 
Identities of /c-tuple length are again found by the above mentioned ‘lookup table’ 
method and the top five diagonal regions are chosen based on the number of matches 
and the distances between the matches. These regions are then rescored using the 250- 
PAM matrix (see figure 2.2 C). No insertions or deletions are allowed at this stage.
I sI
Then, for each database sequence, the highest of these subsequence similarity scores is 
kept rather than the highest score generated over the whole diagonal. An ‘optimised’ 
score which does allow gaps is then generated for sequences with high initial scores.
This applies a Needleman and Wunsch type algorithm to the initial alignment, and a 
narrow (sixteen residue) window space around it. Speed is increased by using a fast 
scoring scheme to get the ranking and only having to calculate a slow global alignment
i
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for the top hits in the database, while sensitivity is increased by using a 250-PAM 
matrix rather than an identity matrix in the calculations.
SWEEP [226] is an extension of the FASTP method which can search the OWL 
database. Its major extensions are the use of user-definable scoring matrices and that the 
query sequence, once aligned with a homologous database entry, can then be segmented 
by user-specified criteria and these segments tested for homology.
Further refinements were made to FASTP by Pearson and Lipman [227] in the program 
F AST A. These increased the sensitivity of the method (detecting more distantly related 
sequences), with a small loss of selectivity (unrelated sequences get slightly increased 
scores) and little effect on speed. The top ten regions of highest similarity are found, 
rather than the five of FASTP (see figure 2.2 D). After rescoring by the 250-PAM 
matrix (although now any matrix can be used), instead of the top subsequence region 
being taken forward for ranking the database sequences, the subsequences are analysed 
to see if they can be joined up. Only subsequences with scores above a threshold are 
included in this step to keep the degradation in selectivity to a minimum (see figure 2.2 
E). The joining procedure uses a form of optimal aligning and allows gaps to be 
inserted. The resultant score is used to rank the database sequences. So, rather than the 
score of an area of local similarity, as in FASTP, being used to rank the hits, ranking is 
now based on optimal alignments of areas of local similarity. The final step - applying 
the Needleman and Wunsch type algorithm to the initial alignment and a narrow 
window space around it - remains the same (see figure 2.2 F). Only small differences 
are expected between the final alignment in FASTA and the one used for ranking, 
whereas in FASTP, the optimised score can be greatly increased from the ranking score. 
These methods can now search through a database with computational time on the order 
of the sum of the sequence lengths rather than the product.
The STATSEARCH program [228, 229] for searching databases includes a measure of 
statistical significance. Only database sequences which compare with the query 
sequence at the one percent significance level are kept and alignments can then be
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calculated using the Smith and Waterman [188] local similarity method. A dot matrix is 
constructed using a 'lookup table' approach and the statistic U is defined as the score of
'the maximum-scoring diagonal of the dot-matrix. A close approximation of the 
.distribution of U for random sequences with the same composition and length is then
used to assess the statistical significance of the observed value of U. This distribution of
U is not calculated for every comparison made as this would be computationally
exorbitant in time. Initially, using rounding-down of the sequence length and
approximations of the sequence’s composition, a 'lookup table' is consulted which holds
one percent values to give a quick indication of the significance. If U exceeds this
approximated one percent level, the actual sequence composition values are then used
to recalculate U. If U still exceeds this new one percent level, the value of U is then
calculated using the actual sequence length and compositions directly. This three step
approach retains sequences that are clearly significant but enables a rapid elimination of
.most sequences that are insignificant and further consideration for those that are
borderline. The risk of false negatives increases as the sequences increase in length, so
STATSEARCH cuts up sequences into fragments. The analysis of these fragments is 
.conducted in an overlapping manner to ensure that a similarity at the fragmentation 
point is not missed.
Another approach is the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) program of
Altschul et a l  [230]. This is based on finding Maximal Segment Pairs (MSP) which are 
defined as the highest score pair of identical length sequences chosen from two 
sequences and the scores are calculated using any scoring matrix. The statistical 
significance of these MSP scores can be estimated [231]. Each database sequence will 
contain a MSP, so a cut-off score S is set so that only sequences with a MSP score 
above this are recorded. S is set low enough so that all highly significant sequences as 
well as some borderline cases are found. The speed of this method lies in the way it 
eliminates sequences that are unlikely to exceed this score. The initial pass of the 
database is made looking for sequences that have small fragments that exceed another 
cut-off value, T. Any such hit is extended to see if it is contained within a region that
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has a score exceeding S. T is empirically chosen to balance speed of execution and the 
risk of not finding some MSP’s that do exceed S. The scanning for T scoring fragments 
is accomplished by first dividing the query sequence into small fragments, and for every 
fragment, every possible set of residues that match with this to give a score greater than 
T are calculated and stored. The database sequences are then rapidly scanned using the 
finite state machine method [232] to see if they contain one of these stored high scoring 
fragments. This fast searching for initial hits which can then be expanded as well as the 
use of a specially formatted, compressed database, results in this method being an order 
of magnitude faster than comparable methods.
An alternative method which emphasises sensitivity rather than speed in searching a 
database is that of profile analysis [233]. In this method, a group of aligned query 
sequences are converted into a position specific scoring table or profile. This profile is 
then compared to a database using dynamic programming methods. The profile lists, for 
each position in the query sequences, a score for every amino acid and an extra column 
for an insertions/deletions penalty. This penalty can be set low if there are gaps in the 
query sequences or at the user’s request to encourage insertions at this position or high 
to discourage them. The score for every amino acid is calculated using the sum of the
ffPAM matrix scores for every residue at that position multiplied by a weighting scheme 
that depends on the frequency of the residues. The scores between the query and
database sequences are read from the profile rather than from a scoring matrix. The use 
of more than one sequence in the query enables a greater information content to be used 
in searching the database sequences. Also, each position and each sequence can be 
weighted enabling secondary structure or other known information to be incorporated ;.:
into the tests. These have the effect of enhancing the sensitivity and selectivity of this 
method.
A further approach to speeding up database searching is taken by Higgins and Gouy
[234]. If it is known that the search should only be undertaken on a subset of the 
database, their program extracts that subset for use by the searching method.
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2.3.2.2 Searching on multi»processor computers
To speed up database searching, and enable vastly increased computing power to be 
applied to the problem, methods have been devised which use parallel processing 
computers. These are systems which have more than one central processing unit (CPU) 
enabling the query sequence to be simultaneously compared to many database 
sequences with a consequent increase in speed. This has made it feasible to search 
databases using rigorous, dynamic programming methods [235-239]. The sensitive and 
computer intensive fragment length based method of pairwise comparison has also been 
implemented on parallel computers [240].
Deshpande et a l, [237] implemented their program in a modular fashion which enabled 
the searching algorithm to be changed. A parallel version of the Smith and Waterman 
algorithm [188] and the FASTA [227] algorithm were developed. After many changes, 
which resulted in a sixteen fold speedup in their FASTA implementation, their final 
code on a sixteen CPU computer was only slightly faster than that of a single CPU 
MIPS workstation. Miller et al. [241], with their parallel implementation of FASTA, 
found that when the word size (/c-tuple) was set to one (which can be the equivalent of a 
rigorous aligning method), the program speeded up as more processors were added. 
However, when the word size was set to two, i.e., the more normal, faster setting, the 
program soon ceased to speed up as processors were added. In both cases, the already 
high performance of the FASTA method, the speed with which the database could be 
read in and the communication overheads in their machines, limited the possible 
increases in speed that parallélisation could achieve. As algorithms for searching 
databases become faster, other computational resources than computing power can 
become the limiting factors.
Many of these methods use dedicated parallel processing hardware, where considerable
.
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effort must be spent on adopting the database searching code to take full advantage of 
the machine’s architecture. Barton [242] developed a program which reduces the effort 
required to get the code running on a parallel system, by using a virtual parallel
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machine composed of a network of linked, single CPU computers. These computers 
must run NFS (network file system), i.e., have a shared file system and have the ‘rsh’ 
command (most machines that run the UNIX operating system have this capability built 
in and such programs are available for IBM PC’s). A main controlling program does 
much of the parallélisation and little has to be done to convert the database searching 
code from a single CPU version to enable it to work with this system. In practice, the 
main program splits the database into chunks and then sends commands to each 
computer to run a database search on its own local database chunk. The main program 
checks to see when each computer finishes its task and will then send out another chunk 
to be searched until the entire database is searched. Once all the searches are finished, 
the results can be merged. Barton, using a Smith and Waterman algorithm showed a 4.5 
fold increase in speed when five computers were linked.
2.4 Which methods should he used
The large range of different methods described above all attempt to align one sequence
2.4.1 Global or local, optimal or sub-optimal
li
against another and careful consideration should be applied to the choice of methods to 
use.
Methods can be described as ‘global’ (e.g., Needleman and Wunsch or Argos 
algorithms) or ‘local’ (e.g., Smith and Waterman, FASTA or BLAST algorithms) 
depending on whether they align all the sequences together or find the most similar 
subsequences. In searching a database for homologous sequences to be used for 
homology modelling, globally based methods should be used initially. The alignment 
along the entire length of the sequence is needed for the swap in three-dimensional co­
ordinates that homology modelling entails. If no hits are found then local methods could 
be used to search the database for a protein which had homologous subsequences. This
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may enable a ‘spare-parts’ approach to modelling to be carried out [87] or other 
information about the sequence may be gathered. The SWEEP program has the useful 
ability of being able to consider the query sequence in segments so that a more 
comprehensive search for such subsequences can be undertaken.
Argos's method may be the more sensitive of the two global methods. The benefits of 
this method are threefold: extended similarity (i.e., local neighbour interactions) counts 
toward what is regarded as similar; accommodation of the varying sizes of structural 
and functional motif in proteins (e.g., long invariant regions in interior beta strands or 
short invariant regions at catalytic sites) due to the rerunning of the calculations using 
different fragment lengths ; and use of the highest score along the entire length of the 
fragment emphasises the areas of similarity and reduces any noise in the matrix.
The methods can also be described as 'optimal' (e.g., the Needleman and Wunsch or 
Smith and Waterman algorithm) or sub-optimal' (e.g., the PASTA, STATSEARCH and 
BLAST algorithms amongst others [201, 206, 207]), depending on the rigour of their 
mathematical analysis. All of the methods quantify alignments using numerical scores, 
mostly derived from the gap penalties and scoring matrices used. 'Optimal' methods 
guarantee to find the alignment of the 2 sequences that has the highest score while 'sub- 
optimal' methods, more concerned with speed, find high scoring alignments.
.Concentrating on the mathematical basis on which these methods work leads to the 
choice of optimal methods, which give the highest score. However, even when the 
highest scoring alignment is found, it has been noted that this does not necessarily agree 
with the real, biologically based alignment [63, 200, 243, 244]. The aim of sequence 
comparison is to get the residues to line up according to the superimposition of the
structure relates to tertiary structure are not detailed enough to let us adequately assess 
the sequence characteristics important for these processes. This incomplete model of
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three-dimensional structures, which is felt to be the most biologically meaningful type 
of alignment [48]. Unfortunately, the present level of biological knowledge of the
processes involved in determining protein structure and/or function and of how primary
2
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sequence similarity limits all sequence comparisons algorithms, which therefore cannot 
be guaranteed to produce alignments equivalent to structural alignments.
Even with this limited model, the relationship of the primary to tertiary structure that is 
implicit in the present aligning algorithms is naive. The use of a single set of gap 
penalties and scoring matrix incorrectly assumes that the reasons and potential for 
indels and mutations are constant and singular throughout the length of the sequences. 
Both indels and mutations are dependent on structural and functional constraints that 
vary throughout the sequence length [48-51] e.g., indels are almost always found in 
surface loops and coils rather than within secondary structural units [52, 53] and a 
mutational change at one position may be compensated for by related changes at
I
another position [54, 55, 120, 126]. Lesk et al. [199] and Barton and Sternberg [200] 
allow for the gap penalties to change according to a limited definition of secondary
structure (defined as helix or strand, not helix or strand and last two residues of helix or 
strand) but not for any other reason e.g., knowledge of active sites where indels would
be inappropriate. Most of the sub-optimal programs, e.g., PASTA, SWEEP and 
BLAST, do not permit gaps in the alignments in their initial phase where they rank the 
hits in the database. Argos [213], by using a mutation matrix and five other matrices 
based on residues' physiochemical properties, allows for more than just a single residue 
property to be examined when calculating a score. However, no existing method at 
present allows for the use of differing matrices along the sequence lengths or for a 
change at one position to have an effect on the probability of a change at another 
position.
The choice of which gap penalties and scoring matrix to use is made when running 
these programs, although some allow only limited change (e.g., PAST? only uses the 
250-PAM matrix). The choice of which model of gap penalty to use, e.g., affine, non- 
affine, concave, constant, etc., is usually constrained, with each method using one 
model. Length dependent gap penalties (non-affine) have been advocated as optimal 
[196], however others have pointed out that they may not be always be optimal.
'jp
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especially when large gaps are involved [187, 200]. The method mostly used is non-
affine gap penalties, primarily because of the algorithmical speed enhancements that
these allow [245]. Work carried out on which values to use for gap penalties has shown
that no single value is best [222], and that all are dependent on the choice of scoring
matrix [209]. The choice of gap penalties is important, as setting the penalties too low 
.can allow alignments between unrelated sequences and setting them too high can 
disallow alignments between related sequences. The choice of which scoring matrix to 
use is also open to debate, with recommendations including matrices that take account 
of both genetic likelihood and structural similarities between the residues [209], the 
250-PAM matrix [200, 212, 246] and a PAM matrix chosen on the evolutionary 
distance between the sequences [235]. It is generally agreed that the identity matrix is a 
poor choice. Overall, the choice made, for each of the above programs, is important to 
the final alignment produced [196, 247]. As the scoring schemes differ, so the highest 
scoring alignment they produce differs (see alignments in Henneke [248]). For Argos’s 
program, the choice of fragment length and the threshold above which to count the 
fragment as showing similarity, are also critical factors.
I
Taking all these points into consideration clouds the decision of whether an optimal or 
sub-optimal alignment method produces the best alignment. It may be arguable that
■
optimal methods should be used in preference to sub-optimal methods, as within the
boundaries of their methodology, they do produce the highest rather than a high scoring 
alignment. However, it has been shown that most methods can work well when aligning 
members of a family of proteins with high identity with problems occurring only when 
the identity is low, when no automatic method may give satisfactory results [249]. The 
main consideration, however, when database searching, is one of speed. The sub- 
optimal methods are two orders of magnitude faster than optimal methods, so are 
preferred in general use.
' i -
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2.5 Statistical significance of alignments
After searching a database, each method displays a user-definable number of top 
scoring alignments. Because of the nature of the algorithms involved, searching a 
database with a query sequence unrelated to anything in the database would still 
produce this list of top scoring alignments. Attempting to reduce this noise factor has 
led to the development of methods which attempt to quantify how good an alignment is 
and to check whether it could be expected to happen by chance.
One method [250]. involves randomising one or both of the sequences and then 
realigning using the same scoring scheme Repeating this enables a mean and standard 
deviation of the alignment scores to be calculated. If the initial alignment score is a 
certain number of standard deviations above the mean, then it can be said to be a 
significant alignment. Critics of this method have suggested that it over-emphasises the 
significance [251]. Further criticisms have included the fact that the random sequences 
used are not a valid comparison. Residues in proteins do not occur at random but have 
preferences for certain dimer and trimer oligopeptides [252] and also certain structural 
based preferences, e.g., hydrophobic residues in every third or fourth position in a -  
helices. The scores achieved are also dependent on the length of the sequences used. 
Also, different researchers have found that significance lies at different numbers of 
standard deviations above the mean, with some recommending three [209] or four [213, 
253] and others at least six [254]. The number of randomisations to use is given as 
twenty-five by Feng et aL [209], however Barton and Sternberg [254] recommend using 
at least sixty to achieve consistent results.
In an attempt to avoid these problems and also because calculating such statistics in a 
database search would be inconsistent with the need for speed, significance is 
sometimes expressed as z scores [223, 250]. These rely upon the assumption that a 
query sequence is randomly related to most sequences in the database enabling a 
random distribution to be obtained. The scores of the query sequence against the entire
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.database are used to calculate a mean and standard deviation. The z score can then be 
calculated by subtracting the mean from the alignment score and then dividing the result 
by the standard deviation. Values of three or more indicate a significant alignment [223,
250]. The distribution obtained, however, is only approximately random, thus z scores 
can only be used as a guide to significance. The main problems with this method occur
■if the composition of the query sequence is markedly different from the database 
average; the average score is lowered while sequences that share the composition have
-raised scores. Pearson and Lipman with their PASTA program note that this method 
produces further divergence from a random distribution thus weakening the usefulness 
of z scores. They recommend instead randomising the sequences (between 50 and 200
■times) and using the highest score as a guide - if it approaches or surpasses the observed 
score then the similarity is not significant.
Collins etal. [235] use a similar approach where the lowest 97% scores from a database 
search are used to calculate the expected frequency of occurrence of any score. Their 
method calculates the probability that a given score would be obtained if the query 
sequence was used to search a identical size database of unrelated sequences.
'I:';:'""
STATSEARCH includes an explicit statistical approach to database searching with a
test at the one percent significance level on every sequence it searches against. The 
distribution of the scores for random sequences of the same length and composition is 
used to assess the significance of the ungapped local alignment of the query and 
database sequences. Criticisms of this approach include: the alignment method does not 
allow indels; it has flaws inherent in the random composition of sequences approach; 
and a further problem in that the one percent significance level means that in a database 
of 100,000 sequences (present protein databases are approaching this size), 1000
sequences would be acceptable by chance.
The BLAST program includes a significance factor derived from the work Karlin and 
Altschul [231] carried out on the distribution of maximal segment pair (MSP) scores in 
random sequences. This work enables the approximate score an MSP should have to be
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2.6 A strategy for database searching
distinguishable from a chance similarity in the database to be calculated. Although only 1
strictly applicable to random sequences, the Karlin and Altschul method shows that,
when using a PAM matrix (certain others can also be used), high scoring chance MSPs
' : %should resemble MSPs that reflect real homology. This method has probably the most 
rigorous statistical approach, although again it applies only to sequences with no gaps.
When confronted with a long list of hits from a database search, a statistic to discern 
whether an alignment is biologically significant or not would be a useful tool. In apractice none of the above methods fully qualify. If such a tool did exist, then the 
database searching methods would include it and would only present a list of significant 
hits. Although some of the methods are statistically rigorous, their statistical 
significance does not necessarily imply biological significance. The significance quoted 
a is useful aid but ultimately one must rely on the information that the alignment | |
confers to the biologist rather than whether it is improbable or not.
In consideration of the above, a general strategy towards searching for homologous 
sequences can be formulated. The initial step is to rapidly identify sequences with |
strong homology to the query sequence. To this end, a fast database searching method 
should be employed. At Glasgow, the available methods are PASTA and BLAST. As H
the databases differ in content and size, all available databases should be used to ensure 
a thorough search. The different possible methods do have differences in their 
sensitivity and selectivity - Argos et al. [255] generally rank BLAST as more sensitive 
than PASTA, so the best strategy is to search the databases with all available methods 
to ensure that no algorithmical quirk leads to any false negatives. Pearson and Lipman 
[227] recommend the use of the PASTA program instead of any other of their methods 
e.g., PASTP, due to its increased sensitivity, and this recommendation was employed.
1The gap penalties, scoring matrix and other parameters used should be varied, where 2
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Short regions (e.g., under ten residues long) with many identities should be treated with 
caution as their significance may be low. M^Caldon and Argos [256] found that these 
matches could occur between clearly unrelated sequences, and it is also known that 
neither identical pentapeptides [117, 257] nor heptapeptides nor hexapeptides [258] 
necessarily share the same structure. However, such homologies could have a biological 
basis e.g., if the proteins shared an active site, so they should be checked.
'I
possible, to investigate any differences in the results obtained and to increase the chance 
of detecting distant homologies. Lipman and Pearson recommend starting a search with 
their program with a k-tuple of two and then reducing this to the more sensitive value of 
one [225]. It is likely that all methods find the top scoring, most similar sequences 
although they probably vary in what counts as a less well scoring alignment. With this
■
in mind it is recommended to produce a large list of output and to study the medium hits
on the list using any available biological information to determine whether an alignment 
is reasonable. As the shikimate enzymes each have more than one known sequence, 
another useful method is to multiply align the sequences and then generate a profile that 
can be used with the PROFILESEARCH program. This is a sensitive method for 
detecting distant relationships. It may also be desirable to search against DNA sequence 
databases to ensure that a possible homologue that has not yet been translated is not 
ignored. This possibility is remote though, as the protein sequence databases do include 
translations from DNA databases. Searching of DNA sequence databases using protein 
sequences can be done using the programs TBLASTN (of the BLAST suite) and 
PASTA. i
If strong homologies are found, more sensitive, optimal methods can then be employed 
to see if the alignments produced can be extended. Methods include the GAP program, 
from the GCG package, which uses the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm and the 2
Argos sequence fragment based approach. In the present analysis, the GAP program is |
used due to its availability. 1
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If no particularly strong homologies are found, the top scores from a fast method should 
be analysed using the GAP program to check that the alignments cannot be extended 
into a more useful, longer alignment.
2.7 Results and discussion of database searches
1
■2;;.
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To test for sequences of use in homology modelling, database searches are first carried 
out on release 8.0 of the NRL_3D [259]. This is a protein database of sequences with a 
known structure. This is converted from PIR format to GCG format using the GCG 
program DATASET [178]. The PASTA and BLAST programs are run against this 
database with each known sequence of the shikimate enzymes el to e5.
IIThe PASTA program is run with two different gap penalty settings (table 2.3) and the 
more sensitive, /c-tuple value of one. Default settings are used for other PASTA 
parameters. The number of matches between the query sequence and database 
sequences that are displayed is set to one hundred. The parameters of the BLAST 
program use their default settings. The maximum number of matches between the query 
sequence and database sequences that are displayed is set to two hundred and fifty.
Output from BLAST lists statistically significant matches between query sequence and 
database sequences. Por seven of the enzyme sequences, no such matches are found. :
Por the other sequences, matches are found which show moderate sequence identity, up
to fifty eight percent, between the query and database sequence. These matches are 
between short subsequences of the query and database sequence, with the longest match 
being forty nine residues in length, corresponding to less than twenty percent of the 
query sequence length. A summary of the results found by the BLAST program are 
shown in table 2.4, with the full BLAST results for two e4 sequences, e4-P08329 and
e4-P10880, listed in appendix B. The PASTA output lists the top one hundred matches 
found between query sequence and the database sequences, whether they are
statistically significant or not. Varying the gap penalties used in the PASTA runs has
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FASTA
parameter name Set one Set two
gap creation 12.0 5.0
gap extension 4.0 1.0
/c-tuple 1 1
GAP
gap penalty name Set one Set two Set three Set four
gap creation 3.0 5.0 1.0 3.0
gap extension 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.5
Table 2.3
The parameters used for the alignment and database searching programs. FASTA, a 
database searching program, is run using two sets of gap penalties, with the k-tuple set 
to one (default setting is two). The pairwise alignment program, GAP, is run using four 
sets of gap penalties. The first set of gap penalties are the default values for the 
programs.
f
Enzyme P08566 P07547 el
P07639
e2
P05194
e2
P24670
e3
P15770
e4
P08329
e4
P10880
e4
Q00497
Significant hits 12 1 0 16 0 1 3 40 1
Number of identities 9 12 n/a 16 n/a 19 9 7 7
Hit length (residues) 16 34 n/a 49 n/a 34 24 12 14
Identity (%) 56 35 n/a 32 n/a 55 37 58 50
Enzyme e5 e5 e5 e5 e5 e5 eS c5
P07638 P07637 P10748 P ]1043 P05466 P12421 P20691 pea
Significant hits 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 2
Number of identities n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 13 9 14
Hit length (residues) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 24 27 39
Identity (%) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 54 33 35
Table 2.4
Results of searching the NRL_3D database with enzymes of the shikimate pathway 
using the BLAST program. The number of matches between query sequence and a 
database sequence, that BLAST reports as significant, are shown for each shikimate 
pathway enzyme sequence. For each enzyme, where significant matches are found in 
the database, the following values are shown for the match with the highest percentage 
identity: the number of identical residues in the match between the query and database 
sequence; the length of the match between the sequences; and the percentage identity 
score.
æNot all of the e4 sequences show statistically significant alignments: the score for 
e4~P07547 aligned against adenylate kinase is within two standard deviations of the
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little effect on what database sequences are matched to the query sequence, however, a 
longer overlap is produced with the lower gap penalty setting. Examination of the data 
reveals that matches longer than forty five residues have a percentage sequence identity, 
ranging from fifteen to twenty five percent. Shorter matches can show higher 
percentage sequence identity values, with the highest being sixty three percent over a 
eleven residue match (e4-P08329 to porcine citrate synthase, nrhlcts).
The reported matches between query and database sequences from BLAST, are too 
short to be of use in homology modelling, while FASTA does find longer matches but 
with percentage sequence identity values too low to be of use. The recommendation to 
use the GAP program to check the alignments produced by the database searching 
algorithms and to test if homologies can be extended into longer, more meaningful 
alignments, is followed.
Few enough matches are reported by BLAST to enable all of them to be tested. The 
results from FASTA are too numerous to enable this approach to be taken, so a 
selection of sequences is taken. Each sequence set is run through GAP four times, using 
different gap penalty settings (table 2.3). The statistical significance of the resulting 
alignments is calculated by taking the database sequence, changing the order of its 
residues at random, and re-running GAP. This process is repeated one hundred times. 
Two matches reported by BLAST show statistically significant results when GAP is 
used to extend the alignments, with the other matches scoring within one standard 
deviation of the mean of the random scores, or lower. The statistically significant 
alignments are between e4-P10880 and porcine adenylate kinase and e4-P10880 and
human H-ras p21 protein (figure 2.3). Similarly, for FASTA, only the initial matches 
found between adenylate kinase or H-ras p21 protein and the sequences of enzyme e4
are shown to be statistically significant when complete alignments are generated using 
GAP (table 2.5).
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GAP of E4-P10880 x adenylate kinase
1 ..... MTEPIFMVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEFVDTDIEMQH....  39
1 MEEKLKKSKIIFWGGPGSGKGTQCEKIVQKYGYTHLSTGDLLRAEVSSG 50
40 .TSGMTVADWAAEGWPGFR. . .RRESEALQAVATPNRWATGGGMVLLE 85
51 SARGKMLSEIMEKGQLVPLETVLDMLRDAMVAKVDTSKGFLIDGYPREVK 100
86 QNRQFMRAHGTWYLF. . . APAEELALRLQASPQAHQRPTLTGRPIAEEM 132
101 QGEEFERKIGQPTLLLYVDAGPETMTIŒLLKRGETSGRVDDNEETIKKRL 150
133 EAVLRERE. . .ALYQDVAHY.WDATQPPAAI. . .VCELMQTMRLPAA 173
151 ETYYKATEPVIAFYEKRGIVRKVNAEGSVDDVFSQVCTHLDTLK. . . . 194
Quality: 74.0 Percent Identity: 20.710Average quality based on 100 randomizations: 55.3 +/- 2.7
GAP of E4-P10880 x H-ras p21 protein
1 MTE. PIFMVGARGCGKTTVGREL........ ARALGYEFVDTDIFMQHT 40I  I I ‘ •  2  I I I I •  I I  ‘  ‘  ‘  •  '  I . . .  :  :  .  :  .  :  :  .  .  |1 MTEYKLVWGARGVGKSALTIQLIQNHFVDEYDPTIEDSYRKQWIDGET 50
41 SGMTVADWAAEGWPGFR. . . RRESEALQAVATPNRWATGGGMVLLEQN 87
51 CLLDILDTAGQEEYSAMRDQYMRTGEGPLCVFAIMNTKSFEDIHQYREQI 100
88 RQFMRAHGTVVYLFAPAEELALRLQASPQAHQRPTLTGRPIAEEMEAVLR 137
101 KRVKDSDDVPMVLVGNKCDLAARTVESRQAQDLARSYGIPY..,lETSAK 147
13 8 EREALYQDVAHYWDATQPPAAIVCELMQTMRLPAA 173
148 TRQGVEDAFYTLVREIRQH................  166
Quality: 68.2 Percent Identity: 22.222Average quality based on 100 randomizations: 50.6 +/- 2.9
Figure 2.3
Statistically significant alignments found during database searching. Alignments are 
carried out using the GAP program, with gap weight of 3.0, gap length of 0.1. In both 
alignments, the shikimate kinase sequence is uppermost. The statistics gathered from 
GAP are shown below each alignment. The adenylate kinase sequence is from porcine 
muscle (database reference nrl_3d:3adk), and the H-ras p21 protein sequence is from 
human (database reference nrl_3d:421p).
shikimate
enzyme Score
adenylate kinase 
Statistics Identity (%) Score
H-ras p21 
Statistics Identity (%)
C4-P08329 75.9 56.3 ± 3.0 19 61.1 51.7±3.1 19
e4-PlG880 74.0 55.3 ±2.7 21 68.2 50.8 ±2.8 22
e4-Q00497 82.1 67.1 ±3.1 23 56.2 56.9 ± 2.6 21
e4-P08566 76.4 68.2 ±2.9 22 65.5 57.1 ±2.7 21
e4-P07547 72.6 67.6 ± 2.9 21 59.9 56.8 ± 2.7 19
Table 2.5
Comparison of sequences of shikimate enzyme e4, against adenylate kinase and H-ras 
p21 protein. Comparisons are carried out using the GAP program, with gap weight of
3,0 and gap length of 0.1. The score for each alignment is shown, along with the mean 
and standard deviation of the alignment score. These statistics are calculated for each 
pair of sequences, by running GAP one hundred times with the randomised sequence of 
adenylate kinase or H-ras p21. The percentage sequence identity between the sequences 
is also shown. The adenylate kinase sequence is from porcine muscle (database 
reference nrl_3d:3adk), and the H-ras p21 protein sequence is from human (database 
reference nrl_3d:421p).
mean of the random scores and e4-Q00497 aligned against H-ras p21 protein has a
lower score than the mean of the random scores. Yet, the homology between these 
. . .proteins is an interesting result. All three, shikimate kinase, adenylate kinase and H-ras
p21 protein, utilise adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Walker et al. [260] identified 
conserved patterns of residues in ATP binding loops, primarily the sequence G-X-X-X- 
X-G-K-(T) (where X is any amino acid and threonine is not conserved in all examples). 
This sequence motif is encompassed in the alignments of the matches found by BLAST 
and FASTA (appendix B). This common functionality and the presence of the ATP
binding loop motif, suggest that the alignments of these proteins are biologically, as 
well as statistically, significant.
It is likely that the structure of the ATP binding loop is conserved between all these 
proteins, as it is between adenylate kinase and H-ras p21 protein [261], however, it is 
not necessarily the case that the rest of the structures will be conserved. The presence of 
identical residues throughout the alignments between shikimate kinase, adenylate 
kinase and H-ras p21 protein (figure 2.3), suggest that the structures may be conserved, 
as does the fact that the sequences are similar in size: adenylate kinase has one hundred 
and ninety four residues; H-ras p21 protein has one hundred and sixty six residues; and 
shikimate kinase sequences are roughly one hundred and seventy residues (table 2.2).
The main drawback is the low sequence identity found between these sequences, which 
range from nineteen to twenty three percent. At this level, Chothia and Lesk [103] Ishowed that large changes are seen in the structures of homologous proteins. Also, 
outside the ATP binding loop motif, there are no other strongly homologous regions, 
suggesting the structural homology may be confined to the ATP binding site alone. If 
homology modelling was to be undertaken, obtaining an accurate alignment of 
topologically equivalent residues would be problematic. No method is yet known, 
which can account for the large structural changes expected at this level of identity.
Ï;I
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sequences show similarities, they are structurally different.
which these matches are reported, rather than finding different sequences matching.
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On balance, there is not enough information from the alignments of primary sequence
'■■alone, to warrant homology modelling shikimate kinase to either adenylate kinase or 
H-ras p2l protein.
Database searches are next carried out on the protein sequence databases, SWISSPROT 
and PIR. The FASTA and BLAST programs are run, with the settings as detailed above, 
with each known sequence of the shikimate enzymes e l to e5. The purpose is to 
identify strongly homologous sequences, which can be added to alignments of the
shikimate enzymes.
FASTA lists one hundred matches per query sequence and BLAST finds statistically 
significant matches for each enzyme sequence (table 2.6). Due to this large number of 
matches, the GAP program is run, using the settings detailed above, on selected
sequences. Statistically significant alignments are obtained: between shikimate kinase 
(e4) sequences and other members of the adenylate kinase family, (e.g., GAP gives the
alignment of e4-Q00497 to human adenylate kinase (swissprot:kadl_human) a score 
five standard deviations above the mean scores of one hundred randomisations); and 
between shikimate dehydrogenase (e3) and quin ate repressor (swissprot:qals„neucr) 
and quinate dehydrogenase (swissprot:dhqa_neucr, swissprot:dhqa_aspni). The former 
relationship is expected, and leads on from the results obtained searching the NRL_3D
I
database. The latter relationships have been reported [35, 119] and although the
To ensure a thorough analysis, database searches are repeated with FASTA and 
TBLASTN, using the EMBL database of DNA sequences. Varying the database 
between SWISSPROT, PIR and EMBL finds little difference in the sequences reported 
as matching. This is an expected result as the difference in sequence content between 
the databases is minor. Altering the gap penalties for FASTA mostly influences the 
length of overlap in the matches between query and database sequence, and the order in
4'
Enzyme F08566 P07547 el e2 c2 e3 e4 c4 e4
P07639 P05194 P24670 PÎ5770 P08329 P10880 Q00497
Significant hits 63 41 17 15 18 18 57 50 35
Enzyme e5 e5 c5 e5 c5 c5 c5 e5
F07638 P07637 PI 0748 PI 1043 P05466 P12421 P2069Î pea
Significant hits 21 26 40 40 38 42 38 58
Table 2.6
Results of searching the SWISSPROT database with enzymes of the shikimate pathway 
using the BLAST program. The number of matches between query sequence and a 
database sequence, that BLAST reports as significant, are shown for each shikimate 
pathway enzyme sequence.
a
■The main finding from database searching is that strong homology is only found 
between the query sequence and the sequences of protein family members. Scores range 
from double to almost an order of magnitude greater, than matches to non family 
member sequences, e.g., e3-P07547 to e3-P08566 has a FASTA initn score of 451 
while e3-P07547 to the highest scoring non family sequence, RNA replicase 
polyprotein (swissprot:polr_tymva), has an initn score of 124.
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Chapter 3 Multiple alignment of the shikimate enzymes
3.1 The role of multiple sequence alignment
ft
.ft:;ft;n
' f t
ft
s
The next stage in investigating the structure of the shikimate enzymes is the extraction
of information from the sequences. A useful procedure for this, and following the 
molecular modelling flowchart in figure 1.2, is to align the sequences judged to be 
similar after completing the database searches. In the case of the shikimate enzymes, 
only sequences belonging to the same enzyme were found to be similar and for each of 
the enzymes, more than two sequences are known, requiring the use of multiple 
sequence alignment methods. The aim of multiple sequence aligning is to generate
alignments that would agree with those produced by superposition of the three- 
dimensional structures. These are felt to be the most biologically meaningful type of 
alignments [48].
A benefit of using multiple sequence alignment methods, is that the accuracy of 
alignments produced, measured by the number of residues correctly aligned according 
to a structural based alignment, is generally greater than if a pairwise alignment method 
is used [64, 254, 262]. Phylogenetic trees calculated from multiple alignments can also 
have more plausible topologies than trees derived from separate pairwise alignments
[263]. An explanation for the increase in the accuracy of these methods when multiple 
sequences are used, is based on the knowledge that an alignment of homologous 
sequences will share approximately the same tertiary structure although with differing 
primary structures [103] - the homologous proteins will have differing approaches to 
achieving the same conformation. ‘Averaging’ over the sequences can be expected to 
reduce the importance of the ‘noise’ content any one sequence introduces and increases 
the importance of the common features.
ft
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3.2.1 Simultaneously aligning sequences
As previously detailed in chapter 2.3.1, a large body of work exists on the problem of 
pairwise sequence alignment. The dynamic programming method of Needleman and 
Wunsch [184], although primarily used for pairwise aligning is not limited to
3.2 Methods used in multiple sequence alignment
A number of differing approaches to multiple sequence aligning have been described.
The approaches can be divided into two groups, depending on whether the sequences to
be aligned are considered simultaneously or not. Simultaneously comparing all the
residues in all the sequences is, as described below, a very computer intensive
procedure. So far, this approach can only be applied to aligning a few, short sequences.
To align simultaneously more, and longer sequences, methods have been developed
which consider segments of the sequences at a time and generate an overall alignment
from analysis of the alignment of the segments. Another method used involves 
.summation of pairwise dotplots to produce a dotplot for the multiple sequences. The 
non-simultaneous approach is based on progressively pairwise aligning the sequences, 
building up the results into the final multiple alignment. These methods are described in 
more detail below.
considering only two sequences at a time and can be used for simultaneously aligning 
multiple sequences. When dealing with more than two sequences though, a problem lies 
in the extensive computer requirements of the method - for three sequences, time 
requirements are proportional to the fifth power of the number of residues. Murata et al.
[264] describe an extension to the method, applicable for three sequences, which 
reduced the time requirements of this approach at the expense of increased memory 
requirements. The increased memory requirement limits this method to peptides or 
proteins under two hundred residues in length. The Murata et al. method produces the 
highest scoring alignment using its scoring scheme, which included the use of the same
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gap penalty regardless of whether the gap occurs in a single sequence or as an 
overlapping gap in two sequences and not scoring for pairs of matched residues 
opposite a gap. Including the scores of such pairwise matches can result in a higher 
scoring alignment [265] and the method was refined to include such pairwise scoring 
[187]. The size of sequences that could be compared was also increased to 900 residues 
in length by limiting the search space through the matrix. This technique of reducing the 
number of cells in the matrix which are examined - used in database searching 
algorithms to increase speed, and here to increase the number of sequences that can be 
aligned - has been shown to be capable of still producing the highest scoring, optimal 
alignment [266]. A dynamic programming method that uses such an approach, enabling 
four or five sequences to be optimally aligned, has been described [267, 268]. This 
method allows for further heuristic reductions to be made to the search space, 
permitting up to six to eight sequences to be aligned, although the alignment may no 
longer be optimal. The boundaries of the matrix areas to be searched are calculated 
from initial pairwise comparisons of the sequences. However, even with four or five 
sequences, this method may be impractical due to excessive time requirements, if the 
pairwise alignments are inconsistent enough to require a large search space.
This limitation in the number of sequences that can be aligned is relevant in the case of 
aligning the shikimate enzymes, where ten sequences are known for the enzyme 
5-enolpyruvylshikimate 3 -phosphate synthase (EPSP synthase or e5). These multiple 
alignment dynamic programming methods share the flaws already discussed for the 
pairwise algorithms, namely their simplified ties to the presently incomplete model of 
evolution. Further considerations also apply in what score the algorithms seek to 
minimise or maximise and their treatment of gaps. With two sequences, dynamic 'f 
:methods can use the similarity or difference between the sequences for scoring. This ; ;
can be ex tended to m ultiple sequences by summation of the pairw ise 
similarity/difference scores. This will tend to maximise the number of alignment 
positions where most or all of the sequences agree. An alternative approach exists 
where the multiple alignment is used to produce an evolutionary tree. Ancestor
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sequences are calculated and the sum of the pairwise alignments of these ancestor
•î-i
sequences are used for scoring. This will bias the alignment towards minimising the 
overall number of mutations from the ancestor sequences. The different definitions of 
score can produce different alignments even when other parameters are kept the same 
(e.g., see alignments in [268]). The gap problem in multiple aligning lies in the rise in 
possible types of gaps and overhangs that can occur and how these are scored. The 
types of gaps and overhangs that can occur in aligning two and three sequences are 
illustrated in table 3.1. Whereas for pairwise aligning, the gap topology can be 
explained by a single insertion or deletion event, with three sequences this is not always 
the case. A useful ability missing in these methods, would be to take the evolutionary 
basis of the gap topology (i.e., whether they are explicable by a single or multiple
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insertion or deletion event) into consideration when calculating the gap penalty of the 
.alignment. This complexity in the evolutionary model underlying the gap topology
increases as more sequences are compared. The possible ways gaps can be scored for 
pairwise alignments have been described above and include constant, concave and 
length dependent penalties. With multiple alignments, the possibilities greatly increase 
and methods include; summation of the number of gaps in all pairwise comparisons; a 
column which has any gaps adding to the gap score; and a single score for a gap where 
the first and last column with no gaps, define the start and end of the gap (this is 
covered in more detail in Altschul and Lipman [245]). No method has been 
demonstrated to produce ‘better’ alignments, although some have clearer ties to a 
biological basis.
sAnother approach to simultaneous alignment of sequences uses sub-sequences or 
'segments'; either by the search for such segments in the sequences ,or by analysis of the 
sequences in segments. Sobel and Martinez [269] describe a method that searches 
sequences to find common sub-sequences, greater than a user specified length. These 
segments are then joined to define the multiple alignment with gaps inserted to enable 
the segments to match up. The method pieces together the segments that give the 
highest score, where score is defined as the sum of the length of the matching segments
I
3;
I
i
Caused by a 
single indel event
Alignments of two 
sequences
Alignments of three sequences
Yes ..GG-G.. GG.. ..GTWG.. GTWG..
. .GG-G. . . .GG-G. . GG. . GG. . . . GTWG. . . . GT-G . . WG . . GTWG. . . . TTYG . . . . TTYG . . TYTG . . TYTG . .
No
..GG-G.. GG.. . .G— G. . TWG. . ..TTYG.. TTYG..
Table 3.1
Possible types of gaps and overhangs that can occur between two and three sequences. 
The possibility that a single insertion or deletion (indel) event in an ancestral protein 
could account for such, is shown. Gaps are shown by and the continuation of the 
sequences by ‘ The overhangs shown can be at the amino or carboxy terminus.
Johnson and Doolittle [265] employ a window based approach to build up the multiple 
alignment from progressive comparisons of segments. A window is moved along the 
sequences one residue at a time, with the best alignment from each window determining 
the alignment of one residue from each of the sequences. The best segment alignment is 
calculated from summation of the pairwise scores in the alignment minus a gap penalty. 
This method does not always find the overall highest scoring alignment. To reduce the
minus a gap penalty. The fact that only identical segments that are present in all the 
sequences are matched, limits this method’s ability when aligning distantly related 
sequences where such events may be rare. Other drawbacks include having to pre­
specify the length of segments to be matched and the use of the heuristic scoring and 
gap placement schemes.
computational requirements, limits are introduced into the range of comparisons any f
'3segment may participate in, however, the use of this method with more than four
ft:sequences is impractical. The window length chosen determines the maximum length of 
gap which can be introduced and which parts of a sequence are compared to any other. ft
With sequences with long insertion or deletion events or that are distantly related, the |
choice of window length will become very important.
To enable more sequences to be aligned, Bacon and Anderson [208] describe a method 
which greatly reduces the number of comparisons made. The best segment alignments, 
generated from aligning two of the sequences are stored. These stored segment 
alignments are then compared in turn against the other sequences with the stored 
alignments being replaced after each comparison with the new best segment alignments. 
Although this method enables more sequences to be compared, as the number of f
sequences increase, the alignments produced become more dependent on the order of |
'ft
the sequence comparison - if a region of homology is weak in the first sequences, it may 
not be picked up in later sequences where the homology is strong. The segment 
alignments generated do not allow for gaps, which is of concern if distantly related 
sequences are being aligned. i
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The method used by Santibanez and Rohde [270] to search for identical segments in all
or some of the sequences is based on the fast A:-tuple algorithm of Wilbur and Lipman
[271]. Matching segments present in all sequences are used to form an initial multiple
alignment. The other segments found are then added to this initial alignment. The order
of adding segments depends of the number of sequences they are found in, with those 
.found in the most sequences being added first. With distantly related sequences, so few 
hits may be found as to invalidate the initial framework alignment found, leading to a 
poor overall alignment.
ft
Vingron and Argos [262] divide the alignment procedure into two steps depending on 
how closely related the sequences are. Closely related sequences are aligned by 
consideration of /c-tuple matches amongst the sequences with the regions in between 
matches being aligned by the profile analysis method [233], a modified dynamic
programming method which uses information from all sequences being compared. Such 
groups of sequences are then aligned, two at a time, using the profile analysis method. 
This is not a strictly simultaneous aligning method, except for closely related 
sequences, although it does provide information from many sequences to be considered 
at a time. An advantage is that a virtually unlimited number of sequences can be aligned 
although there is a limit of ten sequences in any single group.
Chappey et al. [272] use an extension of a fast method for finding repeats in sequences 
[273] to build up a database of identical segments present in at least two of the 
sequences. These segments are then aligned together, starting with the highest scoring 
segments, to build up a multiple alignment. The segments can be scored on their 
frequency of occurrence, their length or a function of frequency and length. They 
recommend changing the scoring scheme depending on how related the sequences are 
as the schemes reflect different possibilities. The correct setting of this parameter can be 
seen to be important as changing the scoring scheme can alter the alignments.
Deperieux and Feyntman [274] extend the segment comparison method to include 
matches between non-identical residues. Each residue can be characterised by a number
The evolutionary changes that can be present in a family of sequences are mutations, 
insertions and deletions, and programs attempting to align sequences should be able to 
take these into account. Segment comparison methods that only look for identical 
segments are thus ignoring mutational events. Homologous regions which contain
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of variables (e.g., physiochemical properties of the residues), and regions in the 
sequences which have similar properties in all sequences are found. The search for such 
matches employs a window based approach with threshold values for similarity being 
determined by the user. The matches found are then pieced together into a multiple 
sequence alignment, starting with the highest scoring set of segments as determined by 
one of a possible two methods. Gaps are introduced into the areas between matching 
segments to enable them to align. The matches automatically chosen for the multiple 
alignments may not be the best available and the user is recommended to critically 
evaluate the choices made. The risk of inappropriate matches being chosen increases 
with the length and number of sequences. The method most likely to find good choices 
for the multiple alignments is computer intensive with several hours of computer time 
needed to align three sequences. A useful aspect of the method is its delineation of 
regions it predicts to be structurally conserved.
The limitation that matches must involve identities or be present in all the sequences are
removed in the MACAW program [249]. This uses pairwise comparison of all 
,sequences to find segments that match above a user-specified threshold. The sequences 
are then searched to see if these segments can be found in other sequences. Gaps are not 
allowed in the segments used for matching. A heuristic approach is used to determine 
which segments are reported to the user, although the user can specify that segments 
must be present in at least a certain number of sequences. The segments can have their 
limits altered - the method does not guarantee finding the ‘best’ segments - and they can 
be linked to produce a multiple alignment. These operations are carried out using a 
graphical user interface. The multiple alignment is produced by adding gaps into the 
regions in between the segments.
■I
mutations are ignored by such programs, lessening the validity of any multiple 
alignment produced. This problem is exacerbated with distantly related sequences 
where homologous regions are more likely to contain mutations, although it will still be 
present with closely related sequences. For example, Dayhoff et al. used closely related 
sequences with greater than eighty-five percent identity to calculate the PAM matrix
I
I
[216]. The regions used to calculate the accepted mutations, aligned by 'eye', would be 
ignored by such programs, thus raising the possibility that alignments so produced 
could be worse than manually created alignments. Another drawback with some of the 
segment searching programs is their requirement that segments found should be present 
in all sequences, with the consequence that a region conserved in all sequences bar one
-,would be treated as a non-homologous region. With distantly related sequences, the ;|
possibility that a region is not conserved in all sequences is increased, which may in ;i
Iturn lead to a poor multiple alignment. It is also an area of concern how these methods 
turn the sets of segments deemed homologous, into a complete multiple alignment. For 
most of the methods, gaps are placed with the single criterion of enabling the segments 
to match up. This is a biologically unrealistic method of dealing with insertion and t;
deletion events. Some of the methods do have the useful ability of enabling the user to 
identify similar regions of the sequences. In cases where the sequences are so divergent 
as to make their aligning problematic, useful information can still be extracted from the 
sequences with the use of such methods.
iA further approach to simultaneous aligning is based on extensions to the dotplot 
method, previously described in the pairwise aligning chapter 2.3.1.3. Dotplots place 
the sequences to be compared along the rows and columns of a matrix with scores
between the residues being inserted into the respective cells. With multiple sequences,
:true simultaneous dotplots would require a n dimensional matrix, where n is the number ^
à'
Î
of sequences. This rapidly becomes impractical as the number of sequences grows, as 
well as generating hard to visualise results. Current methods therefore rely on pairwise
' 5dotplots being carried out between the sequences, with the results of all of the resulting
Fdotplots being summed in some way. The dotplots produced cannot simply be
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superimposed due to the insertions and deletions that may occur between the various 
sequence pairs. One method to deal with this was described by Vihinen [275, 276] who 
used one of the sequences as a reference that the others are aligned against. Dotplots are 
produced using a window, with the score threshold used to determine similarity for that 
window being chosen by the user. The cells at equivalent positions in all of the dotplots 
are then summed and if they are higher than a second score threshold, again chosen by 
the user, they are added to a final dotplot. The choice of which sequence is picked as the 
reference sequence may have bearing on the final result because regions where 
insertions and deletions occur are not included in the dotplots to ensure consistency. In 
distantly related sequences, where the patterns of insertions and deletions is likely to be 
more variable between the sequences, more of the sequences would not be included in 
the dotplots. This method will also be sensitive to the parameters chosen for the dotplots 
and for the initial pairwise alignments, carried out using the Needleman and Wunsch 
algorithm.
Vingron and Argos [277] use a process of calculating the dotplots between all 
sequences with a modification of matrix multiplication to sum the dotplots together. 
Intermediate 'estimated' matrices are calculated which, when overlapped with the actual 
dotplots found, are used to delineate consistently aligned segments. Two methods can 
be used for this delineation; points are placed in the final dotplot if they are found in all 
dotplots or only in some. The dotplots can be calculated either using a method which 
includes 'sub-optimal' and 'optimal' points [244] or according to the 'sensitive' method 
previously described by Argos [213] where multiple window lengths and differing 
scoring matrices are used. The choice of significant segments can be interpreted 
automatically or with user interaction. The automatic method may sometimes result in 
too few points being found in the final dotplot, especially if the sequences are distantly 
related, thus necessitating user interaction. The segments are then joined together using 
the same method as described in their previous paper [262] which employs profile 
analysis to place the gaps. As well as being used for multiple sequence aligning, this 
method can be used to identify similar regions of the sequences.
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3.2.2 Extension to pairwise aligning methods
I
"F:,
The other main approach to multiple sequence aligning is based on pairwise aligning 
the sequences followed by compilation of these alignments into a composite. The main 
basis of the pairwise aligning methods has been previously dealt with (see chapter
2.3.1.1). A number of methods have been described which are detailed below following
fan approximate chronological order.
The MULTAN program [278, 279] proceeds by aligning each sequence against a 
consensus sequence. Initially, one of the sequences is chosen at random to act as a 
consensus sequence. During alignment a new consensus sequence is generated at each 
position by using the residue which gives the highest summed match when compared to 
the two residues being compared or a gap is inserted if the score is not greater than a 
user specified threshold value. Gaps inserted into the consensus sequence are inserted
4;into all sequences bar the one being aligned This process repeats until no change is seen L
in the consensus sequence.
ÎThe approach taken by Barton and Sternberg [254] aligns the first two sequences, then
the third is aligned against the alignment of sequences one and two, the fourth against Ithe alignment of sequences one, two and three, and so on, until all the sequences have 
been aligned. Iteration is then performed to produce a final alignment. In this method, A
Ithe most similar sequences are aligned first with the least similar sequences being |
aligned last. The score of the alignment, divided by the length of the shortest sequence, 
is used to generate the sequence ranking score. The alignments are carried out using the 
global, optimal, Needleman and Wunsch algorithm. The score for aligning a sequence 
against a number of sequences is calculated by taking the average score between all the
'7residues being compared, which ensures that information from all sequences is 
included. The iteration step involves realigning each sequence against the complete 
alignment minus that sequence. These iterative steps can be conducted until no further
.change is seen in the alignment. A similar approach is used in the ALIGN program of |I"6
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Taylor [280], except that the multiple alignment is produced at the end of the pairwise 
comparison stage - the iterative stage is missed out.
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Henneke's [248] variation of Barton and Sternberg's method enables the user to weight 
residues, biasing the alignment towards matching these residues. Where the secondary U
structure is known for any of the sequences, that information can also be included with 
the use of different gap penalties for placing a gap against regions in the middle or end 
or not in a secondary structure. It is noted that the use of biasing the alignment towards 
aligning specific residues can lead to improved alignments although the correct choice #
of scoring parameters (gap penalties and scoring matrix) can have a bigger effect.
Feng and Doolittle [130, 263] use pairwise alignments between all the sequences to
determine an approximate phylogenetic tree. The order of progressive pairwise aligning 1
)!■-follows the order as defined in the tree diagram, so closely related sequences are aligned 
followed by progressive aligning of such pre-aligned clusters or of more distantly 
related sequences. The alignments use the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm. When i
adding a sequence to an already aligned pair of sequences, two possible alignments are 
scored and the highest scoring alignment is used. For example, when aligning Sequence 
C to the already aligned pair A and B, the score produced is compared to the alignment ;î'
score produced between sequence A to aligned pair B and C.
A similar approach to that of Feng and Doolittle is used by the program PILEUP [178] 
except that when aligning a sequence to a cluster, the two possible ways of aligning are 
not used. PILEUP extends the method by enabling any scoring matrix to be chosen by
Îthe u ser.
The initial step of finding out how the sequences are related to each other is normally 
the slowest step in these methods and becomes increasingly so as the number of 
sequences rise. Higgins and Sharp [281] developed the CLUSTAL program, based on 
Feng and Doolittle's method [263], which increases the speed at which the multiple
alignment can be calculated. Their approach lies in replacing the optimal Needleman I
■
a
and Wunsch algorithm with the faster, sub-optimal Wilbur and Lipman algorithm [271] 
in both calculating the initial ranking pairwise alignments and for the progressive 
pairwise aligning. The Wilbur and Lipman algorithm is modified so that it can 
accommodate conservative substitutions and a slight degree of mismatch. These slow 
the method down compared to the original Wilbur and Lipman method but improve the 
sensitivity of the method. Compared to using the optimal pairwise aligning method, this 
method sacrifices sensitivity for speed and this may limit its applicability for aligning 
distantly related sequences, although the authors argue that it will generate a good 
initial approximation. The method was refined [282] to address the lack of sensitivity 
by replacing the Wilbur and Lipman algorithm used in the progressive pairwise aligning 
stage with a fast but optimal pairwise alignment method based on the method of Myers 
and Miller [203]. The score for aligning a sequence against a number of sequences is 
calculated by taking the average score between all the residues being compared thus 
ensuring that information from all sequences is included. This algorithm was recoded 
from FORTRAN to C in the ALIEN program [283] with an extension, allowing varying 
scoring matrices to be used. Î
An approach which does not use a pre-calculated ordering of the sequences is described 
by Berger and Munson [284]. The sequences are divided into two groups and these 
groups are pairwise aligned to each other. The alignment produced is used as a starting 
point for another round of this aligning and the process is repeated until no change is 
seen in the alignments. This has the advantage that the final alignment produced is not 
dependent on the order that the sequences are presented, and gaps can be removed from 
sequences thus reducing the possibility of an early misplaced gap being propagated 
through to the final alignment. The alignment algorithm is an extension to the 
Needleman and Wunsch algorithm which enables two groups of sequences to be treated 
as two sequences, however, it does not align regions that contain gaps, only scores the 
alignment for positions without any gaps in them and treats any number of contiguous 
gaps between aligned positions as a single gap. These extensions act to limit the
I
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effectiveness of this algorithm to sequences that are closely related and of similar 
length.
Smith and Smith [285] use pairwise alignments between all the sequences to determine 
an approximate phylogenetic tree. The sequences are then aligned according to the 
order defined in the tree. At each stage a consensus sequence is defined and the 
progressive alignments are carried out on these consensus sequences. The final multiple 
alignment replaces the consensus residues with the actual residues in each sequence. 
The alignments use the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm.
A benefit of this pairwise extension approach, compared to the methods based on 
simultaneous aligning, is that the number of sequences that can be aligned is virtually 
unlimited. Also, they tend to be much faster. However, another consequence for most of 
these methods is that once a gap is inserted into an alignment, it is perpetuated through 
to the final multiple alignment, even if, when other sequences are added to the 
alignment, a better alignment would result on its removal. This is most likely to happen 
if the order of the pairwise sequence alignments is random or a sequence is aligned to a 
distant relative before being aligned to closely related sequences. Thus, the order in 
which the sequences are aligned can play a crucial role in determining the final 
alignment. Most of the methods therefore, first attempt to rank the sequences in order of 
similarity before the multiple alignment stage. This is commonly done by carrying out 
pairwise comparisons of the sequences against every other with the scores being used to 
rank the sequences. It is argued that this approach places reliance on the alignments 
generated between closely related sequences, and that it would be improper to remove a 
gap that was placed when aligned to closely related sequences, when the alignment to a 
distant relative would suggest doing so. An inherent drawback with these methods is the 
same as previously described for pairwise aligning methods: their simplified ties to the 
presently incomplete model of evolution. Any errors introduced by such methods may 
escalate as more sequences, which are less related, are added at each stage.
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3.3 A strategy for multiple aligning
The above methods describe a variety of approaches, along with their various 
refinements, to the problem of multiple sequence aligning. In each of these approaches 
some limitations have been identified, however, the main drawback, applicable to all 
the approaches, is that changing the parameters used for aligning can change the 
alignment. For each method, changing the parameters can produce equally ‘optimal’ 
though radically different alignments. In an attempt to pre-define parameters that would 
produce the best alignment, Henneke et al. [64] investigated whether the parameters 
that produce the best pairwise alignments of the sequences produce the best multiple 
alignments. The results were negative. In common with pairwise aligning, no single set 
of parameters produce the ‘best’ alignment for all proteins, however, compared to 
pairwise methods, the number of parameters that can be altered with multiple alignment 
methods is usually increased. Even with these limitations, such methods can work well 
for aligning members of a family of proteins with high identity [267, 281, 282, 284]. 
The problems occur when identity is low, when it is often found that no automatic 
methods gives a satisfactory alignment [249].
In consideration of the above, a general strategy towards searching for multiple aligning 
can be formulated. For closely related sequences, an automatic method can be used, 
followed by visual inspection. Different parameters can be used, as well as using more 
than one method, to ensure that no algorithmical quirk is inadvertently biasing the 
alignment. For more distantly related sequences, more than one method should be used 
with varying scoring schemes, followed by close visual inspection. Various editors, 
designed to handle alignments of sequence data, have been developed which can aid in 
the process of manual aligning [178, 286-290].
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3.4 Results and discussion using methods and strategy detailed above
are increased, by an average of twenty residues, over those listed in table 2.2. This is to 
ensure that the alignments are obtained over the entire length of the sequences and to
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The strategy outlined above for multiple aligning varies depending on how related the 
sequences are, however, the relationship between sequences is determined after 
aligning. To resolve this for the shikimate enzymes, an initial estimate is made. Due to
the disparity in lengths between the sequences of some of the shikimate enzymes (e.g., 
the thirty residue difference between el-P07639 and el-P08566), it was decided to treat 
them as distantly related sequences for the purposes of aligning. If, after aligning, the
i:sequences are found to be closely related, the extra computational resources that have 
been used in calculating alignments using more than one method are not wasted as the 
extra alignments can contribute to the final visual examination stage. The methods 
available for aligning on the local computer are PILEUP [178] and ALIEN [283]. In
'line with the recommendation to use many alignment methods, the multiple alignment 
method of Vingron and Argos [262] was also obtained but difficulty was encountered in 
getting this to compile and run correctly on the local computer.
The sequences of the pentafunctionai arom complexes from Aspergillus nidulans and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae are split into their individual enzymes and these are aligned 
against the other sequences for each of the five shikimate enzymes, as listed in table 2.2. 
The pentafunctionai complexes are split so that the length of the individual sequences
,12
check that the limits given in the documentation for the complexes is correct.
Following the recommendations above, the shikimate enzymes are aligned using both 
the ALIEN and PILEUP programs, run with a variety of scoring schemes. When 
aligning proteins, ALIEN has seven possible parameters that can be altered: four for the 
pairwise aligning stage; two for the multiple aligning stage; and one which is set 
depending on whether the sequences are dissimilar or not in length. Two pairwise 
aligning parameters are altered. These penalise gaps (Wilbur Gap), and increase the area
t
.of comparison in the pairwise matrix (Diagonal). The two pairwise aligning parameters 
that are not altered have default values which produce rigorous alignments. The two 
multiple aligning parameters are the penalties for creating and extending gaps (Fixed 
Gap and Floating Gap respectively). For the shikimate enzymes, although the sequence 
lengths vary, it was felt that they do not qualify as being dissimilar, so the setting is left K
as recommended for sequences of similar length. PILEUP has two parameters that 
affect the alignments produced. These are the penalties for creating and extending gaps 
(GapWeight and GapLengthWeight respectively).
ALIEN is run with nine different sets of parameters and PILEUP with eleven sets of 
parameters. The values chosen for the parameters, listed in table 3.2, are picked to give 
a spread of values, ranging from making gap insertions easy to hard. For the ALIEN 
alignments, six different scoring matrices are also used. Four matrices are based on
Î
Dayhoff’s PAM matrix and two structure/genetic matrices: (i) PAM, log odds form of ss
the mutation data matrix for 250 PAM [216] ; (ii) DBF, a log odds form of the mutation 
data matrix for 250 PAM, modified so there are no negative scores and "alters some U
scores to arguably more reasonable levels" (quote taken from the user documentation 
supplied with ALIEN); (iii) DAYHOFF, a log odds form of the mutation data matrix for 
250 PAM as rescaled and used by Gribskov and Burgess [291] ; (iv) MD, a log odds . ■
form of the mutation data matrix for 250 PAM, modified so Y:R=0, W:F=2, W:Y=2 
and Y:Y=12; (v) BACON, a structure/genetics matrix [208]; and (vi) SG, a 
structure/genetics matrix [209]. The matrices are listed in appendix C. A total of sixty- 
five alignments are generated for each of the five shikimate enzyme families. The 
results obtained from the alignments are summarised in table 3.3. For the alignment
produced for each shikimate enzyme family by each scoring set (matrix and gap penalty
-FK.set), results are given for: the total number of gaps in the alignment; the total number of 
insertions, regardless of length; the number of identical residues; the percentage
:sequence identity (this uses the definition of percentage identity as given by Feng et al.
[209] - the number of identical residues divided by the length of shortest sequence); and 
the length in residues of the multiple alignment.
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Name of 
gap penalty
Gap penalty set 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ALIEN
Wilbur Gap 3 3 3 3 5 8 8 8 2
Diagonal 10 15 10 20 10 20 20 20 8 - -
Fixed Gap 10 10 20 15 10 10 15 20 10 - -
Floating Gap 10 10 20 15 10 10 15 20 10 - -
PILEUP
GapWeight 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
GapLengthWeight 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.1 0.5 1.0
Table 3.2
Scoring parameters used to generate the different alignments, (ALIEN) The names of 
the gap penalties used by ALIEN and the values used in each of nine different sets of 
penalties. ALIEN is run using each of these sets with six similarity matrices, producing 
fifty four differing alignments. (PILEUP) The names of the gap penalties used by 
PILEUP and the values used in the eleven sets of gap penalties. Pileup is mn using the 
default matrix, producing eleven alignments. The default value for each parameter for 
each method is shown in gap penalty set one.
I
.1:;
Table 3.3
Results of sixty five alignments of shikimate enzymes e l to e5. Alignments are 
produced using the ALIEN and PILEUP algorithms. Five quantitative measures, a to e, 
of the alignments generated are listed. The gap sets are numbered as the gap penalty sets 
given in table 3.2. The matrices used for ALIEN alignments are as described in the text 
and shown in appendix C. The alignments produced by PILEUP use the rescaled 250 
PAMs matrix, labelled DAYHOFF above. For the alignment produced by each scoring 
set (matrix and gap penalty set), results are given for: (a) the total number of gaps in the 
alignment; (b) the total number of insertions, regardless of length; (c) the number of 
identical residues; (d) the percentage sequence identity; and (e) the length in residues of 
the multiple alignment. The highest values for results a to d are shaded. The sequences 
used for each enzyme are as shown in table 2.2. The lengths for the enzymes are given 
in table 3.2, except for the Aspergillus nidulans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
sequences where the lengths for el to e5 are; 400, 261, 291, 210, 489 , 410, 256, 289, 
220 and 480, respectively.
Shikimate Enzyme el - results from ALIEN algorithm
Matrix Gap
set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a 82 82 76 76 82 82 76 76 82
b 21 21 14 15 21 21 15 14 21
PAM c 115 115 109 109 115 115 109 109 115
d 31.8 31.8 30.1 30.1 31.8 31.8 30.1 30.1 31.8
e 418 418 416 416 418 418 416 416 418
a 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76
b 16 16 11 12 16 16 12 11 16
DBF c 112 112 104 104 112 112 104 104 112
d 30.9 30.9 28.7 28.7 30.9 30.9 28.7 28.7 30.9
e 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416
a 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76
b 15 15 13 14 15 15 14 13 15
BACON c 111 111 110 110 111 111 110 110 111
d 30.7 30.7 30.4 30.4 30.7 30.7 30.4 30.4 30.7
e 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416
a 91 91 76 76 91 91 76 76 91
b 35 21 23 ' 35 35 23 21 35
DAYHOFF c 116 116 115 114 116 116 114 115 U 6 :
d 32.0 32 .0 31.8 31.5 32 .0 32 .0 ! 31.5 31.8 3 2 .0
e 421 421 ' 416 416 421 421 416 416 421
a 76 76 73 76 76 76 76 73 76
b 14 14 9 11 14 14 11 9 14
SG c 109 109 90 104 109 109 104 90 109
d 30.1 30.1 24.9 28.7 30.1 30 .1 28.7 24 . 9 30.1
e 416 416 415 416 416 416 416 415 416
a 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76
b 18 18 14 15 18 18 15 14 18
MD c 113 113 109 109 113 113 109 109 113
d 31.2 31.2 30.1 30.1 31.2 31.2 30.1 30 .1 31.2
e 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416 416
Shikimate Enzyme e l - results from PILEUP algorithm
Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
a 76 79 79 85 82 79 79 88 76 79
b 18 14 14 14 24 16 15 15 14 14 14
c 106 103 98 98 110 96 98 98 102 103 98
d 29.3 28.5 27.1 27 .1 30.4 26.5 27.1 27.1 28 28.5 27.1
e 427 416 417 417 419 418 417 417 420 416 417
Shikimate Enzyme
Matrix Gap 
Set
e2 - results from ALIEN algorithm
1 2 3 4 5 7
PAM
DBF
BACON
67
27
37
14 .7
272
67
27
37
14 .7
272
47
15
2811.1
267
51
17
30
11 .9
268
67
27
37
14 .7
272
67
27
37
14 .7
272
51
17
30
11 .9
268
47
15
28
11.1
267
67
27
37
1 4 .7
272
51
16
30
1 1 .9
268
51
16
30
1 1 .9
268
27
7
10
4 .0
262
3911
20
7.9
265
51
16
30
11 .9
268
51
16
30
1 1 .9
268
3911
20
7 .9
265
27 
7 
10 
4 .0  
2 62
51
16
30
1 1 .9
268
11 .9 11.  9 11 .911 .9 1 1 .9
16-3 1 5 .1 15 .9 15 .9 1 5 .1
a 39 39 27 27 39 39 27 27 39
b 16 16 7 7 16 16 7 7 16
SG c 20 20 10 10 20 20 10 10 20
d 7 .9 7 .9 4 .0 4.0 7 .9 7 .9 4 .0 4 .0 7 .9
e 265 265 262 262 265 265 262 262 265
a 63 63 43 51 63 63 51 43 63
b 27 27 12 16 27 27 16 12 27
MD c 36 36 25 30 36 36 30 25 36
d 14 .3 14 .3 9.9 11 .9 14 .3 14 .3 11 .9 9 .9 14 .3
e 271 271 266 268 271 271 268 266 271
Shikimate Enzyme e2 - results from PILEUP algorithm
Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
a 40 40 36 36 40 40 40 36 40 36 36
b 27 27 21 22 29 29 29 22 26 22 22
c 37 37 34 34 37 37 37 34 37 34 34
d 1 4 .7 14 .7 1 3 .5 13 . 5 14 .7 14 .7 14 .7 13 .5 14 .7 13 .5 13 .5
e 272 272 270 270 272 272 272 270 272 270 270
1
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Shikimate Enzyme e3 - results from ALIEN algorithm
Matrix Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a 87 87 66 66 87 87 66 66 87
b 24 24 14 16 24 24 16 14 24
PAM c 43 43 46 46 43 43 s r - ' - i f ;
d : , 6 , 9 15 .8 15.8% 16 ,9 1 5 .8 1 5 .8 1
e _ _ _ _ 306 306 « « «313 113"' 306 306 313
a 66 66 21 45 66 66 45 21 66
b 15 15 6 11 15 15 11 6 15
DBF c 43 43 13 37 43 43 37 13 43
d 15 . 8 15 .8 3 .7 13 . 6 15 .8 1 5 .8 1 3 .6 3.7 1 5 .8
e 306 306 291 299 306 306 299 291 306
a 57 57 24 45 57 57 45 24 57
b 16 16 8 11 16 16 11 8 16
BACON c 38 38 13 37 38 38 37 13 38
d 14 .0 14 . 0 4 .8 13 .6 1 4 .0 14 . 0 13 .6 4 .8 1 4 .0
e 303 303 292 299 303 303 299 292 303
a 95 95 57 78 96 96 78 57 ' 96
b 42 42 21 29 42 42 29 21 42
DAYHOFF c 46 46 40 44 46 46 44 40 46
d 1 6 .9 1 6 .9 14 .7 16 .2 16 ,9 1 6 .9 16 .2 14 .7 16.91
e 316 316 303 310 316 316 310 303 316
a 45 45 21 21 45 45 21 21 45
b 13 13 4 5 13 13 5 4 13
SG c 38 38 10 12 38 38 12 10 38
d 14 .0 14 .0 3 .7 4.4 14 .0 14 .0 4 .4 3 .7 1 4 ,0
e 299 299 291 291 299 299 291 291 299
a 75 75 45 66 75 75 66 45 75
b 21 21 12 16 21 21 16 12 21
MD c 45 45 37 43 45 45 43 37 45
d 1 6 .5 16 .5 1 3 .6 15 .8 16 .5 1 6 .5 15 .8 1 3 . 6 1 6 .5
e 309 309 299 306 309 309 306 299 309
Shikimate Enzyme e3 - results from PILEUP algorithm
Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
a 37 37 36 30 37 37 37 31 37 37 30
b 17 17 16 10 21 21 25 16 17 17 10
c 41 43 40 34 45 45 44 42 40 43 34
d 2 3 .7 2 4 .9 2 3 .1 19 .7 2 6 .0 2 6 .0 25 .4 24 .3 2 3 . 1 24 .9 1 9 .7
e 309 309 308 302 309 309 309 303 309 309 302
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Shikimate Enzyme e4 - results from ALIEN algorithm
Matrix Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a 448 448 508 448 508 448 448 508 508
b 39 39 22 25 39 39 25 22 3915
PAM c 15 15 12 12 15 15 12 12 15
d 6.9 6.9 8.7 6.9 8.7 6.9 6 .9 8.7 8 .7
e 317 317 305 305 317 317 305 305 317
a 448 448 423 423 448 448 423 423 448
b 25 25 15 21 25 25 21 15 25
DBF c 12 12 4 4 12 12 4 4 12
d 6.9 6 .9 2.3 2.3 6.9 6 .9 2.3 2 .3 6 .9
e 305 305 300 300 305 305 300 300 305
a 423 423 423 423 423 423 423 423 423
b 29 29 15 25 29 29 25 15 29
BACON c 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3
d 1.7 1 .7 1.2 1.7 1.7 1 .7 1.7 1 .2 1 .7
e 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
a 508 508 453 468 508 508 468 453 508
DAYHOFF
b
c
d
e ^ ^ 3 l f
35
15
8.7
306
50
15
8.7
309
77
18
10 .4
317
77
16
1 0 . 4
317
50
15
8.7
309
35
15
8.7
306 ” ' 317'
a 423 423 423 423 423 423 423 423 423
b 22 22 17. 18 22 22 18 17 22
SG c 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
d 0.6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0.6 0 .6 0 .6 0.6 0 .6
e 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
a 468 468 423 448 468 468 448 423 468
b 36 36 16 24 36 36 24 16 36
MD c 14 14 1 12 14 14 12 1 14
d 8 .1 8.1 0.6 6 .9 8 .1 8 .1 6.9 0 .6 8 .1
e 309 309 300 305 309 309 305 300 309
Shikimate Enzyme e4 - results from PILEUP algorithm
Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
a 488 483 483 483 603 488 488 488 483 483 483
b 28 26 26 26 37 31 30 30 28 26 26
c 16 14 14 14 17 16 16 14 15 14 14
d 9.2 8.1 8 .1 8 .1 9.8 9.2 9.2 8 .1 8 .7 8 .1 8 .1
e 313 312 312 312 336 313 313 313 313 312 312
t
Shikimate Enzyme e5 - results from ALIEN algorithm
Matrix Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a 990 990 610 910 990 990 910 610 990
b 151 151 61 95 151 151 95 61 151
PAM c
d
‘ " 5'4:' '12.6-
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lZv6.;
20.5 4 :  4 :  4 : 4510.5e 566 566 528 558 566 566 558 528 566
a 910 910 610 610 910 910 610 610 910
b 106 106 58 64 106 106 64 58 106
DBF c 47 47 4 4 47 47 4 4 47
d 11.0 11. 0 0.9 0.9 11.0 11.0 0.9 0.9 11.0
e 558 558 528 528 558 558 528 528 558
a 910 910 610 610 910 910 610 610 910
b 121 121 66 77 121 121 77 66 121
BACON c 46 46 1 2 46 46 2 1 46
d 10.8 10.8 0.2 0.5 10.8 10.8 0.5 0.2 10 .8
e 558 558 528 528 558 558 528 528 558
a 1070 1070 1000 960 1070 1070 960 1000
b 252 ' 25,2'; 121 177 252 252 177 121 252
DAYHOFF c 54 54 50 52 54 54 52 50 54
d 12 ,6 12 ,6 11.7 12.2 12 ,6 12 ,6 12.2 11.7 1 2 ,6
e 574... 574 563 567 574 574 567 563^ 574 ja 610 610 570 610 610 610 610 570 610
b 74 74 50 6 6 74 74 66 50 74
SG c 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 3
d 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.7
e 528 528 524 528 528 528 528 524 528
a 910 910 610 610 910 910 610 610 910
b 136 136 62 95 136 136 95 62 136
MD c 52 52 2 45 52 52 45 2 52
d 12.2 12 .2 0.5 10.5 12.2 12.2 10.5 0.5 12.2
e 563 563 528 558 563 563 558 528 563
Shiki mate Enzyme e5 - results from PILEUP algorithm
Gap
Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
a 907 853 835 799 979 871 853 835 853 835 799
b 139 122 106 78 151 144 133 119 124 104 870 51 51 47 41 50 51 52 48 50 52 43
d 11. 9 11.9 11.0 9.6 11.7 11.9 12.2 11.2 11.7 12.2 10.1
e 570 564 562 558 578 566 564 562 564 562 558
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Examining the results shows that for each of the enzyme families, changing the gap sets 
used in aligning can change the alignments produced. For example, when aligning 
enzyme e3 using PILEUP, gap set one produces an alignment with forty one identical 
residues and thirty seven gaps inserted, while gap set four produces an alignment with 
thirty four identical residues and thirty gaps inserted. This effect is seen in the I;
alignments produced by both alignment methods. Changes are also observed in the 
ALIEN alignments produced when the gap sets are kept the same and the scoring matrix 
is altered. For example, when aligning enzyme e4 using gap set one, the DAYHOFF 
matrix produces eighteen identical residues whereas the SG matrix only finds one. 7I
When looking at the effects of the scoring matrices used, it is seen that the DAYHOFF 
matrix consistently produces alignments with the highest values for the statistics shown I(e.g., number of identical residues) and the SG matrix produces the lowest values.
Higher values than seen in the DAYHOFF alignments for the total number of gaps 1|
inserted, are produced using the PILEUP method for enzymes e l and e4 and equally i■IÏ
high scores for some of the statistics are reached for enzymes e3 and e5 using the PAM 
matrix with gap sets one, two, five, six, and nine. Scores equally as low as produced by 
the SG matrix are also found for enzyme e2 using the DEF matrix and gap sets three
"A‘-a:!
■'J
and seven. |
I■ (; ■Examination of the DAYHOFF matrix shows that identical residues all receive a :>
relatively high score of fifteen (e.g., compared with a range of two to twelve for MD 
and DEF) while mismatches receive high negative scores (up to minus ten). This may
- :strongly bias the alignments towards aligning identical residues at the expense of |
inserting a large number of gaps. This is supported by the DAYHOFF matrix having the 
highest number of gaps inserted and the smallest average gap length, almost twice as 
short as next longest (see table 3.4), suggesting that a large number of small gaps are 
being included to force the alignment of identical residues. This effect of introducing 
large numbers of gaps to increase the number of identical residues is not seen in the
PILEUP alignments where the DAYHOFF matrix is used, although for two of the
f:-
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PAM DEF BACON DAYHOFF SG MD PILEUP
Average Gap 
Length
11.5 17.9 14.6 6.6 19.2 13.0 17.4
Table 3.4
The average gap length in seven alignments of shikimate enzyme e4. The sequences 
used are as listed in table 2.2. The first six alignments are produced using the ALIEN 
program with default gap parameters (gap set one from table 3.2) while varying the 
scoring matrix used. The matrices are as described in the text and shown in appendix C. 
The results for the seventh alignment are shown in the column marked PILEUP. This 
shows the results for the PILEUP program with the default gap penalty (gap set one 
from table 3.2) and matrix.
enzymes, when the penalty for extending gaps is set to 0.1, PILEUP has the highest
differences in the algorithms.
enzymes, identical alignments are produced by gap set one, two, five, six, and nine, gap
number of gaps inserted. This may be due to the gap penalties being better tuned to the 
matrix’s scores - ALIEN’s default matrix has a lower range of scores - or other implicit
Examination of the SG matrix reveals that it has a small range of scores from zero to 
six, with an average score of 2.9. A consequence of this scoring of most residues as 
'similar' with almost as high a score as identity, is that the alignment algorithms may 
score alignments with many similarities but few identities higher than alignments with 
more identities but fewer similarities. Another effect will be that to align 'similar' 
residues, fewer gaps need be inserted. These are borne out by the low results for the
number of identical residues and gaps inserted, shown in table 3.3 and the highest 
average gap length of 19.2.
Looking at the effect of changing the gap penalties shows that different gap penalties 
can produce the same alignment. When using the ALIEN program, with all five I
sets three and eight and gap sets four and seven. This may be due to the gap sets not 
having a large enough variation between the parameters in the sets that produce 
identical alignments. An alternative explanation is that this result is an artefact of the 
shikimate enzymes and the gap sets would produce differing alignments if used to align
a different protein family. Similarly with PILEUP, for enzymes el to e4, up to nine 
unique alignments are produced by the eleven parameters with gap sets two and ten and 
gap sets four and eleven producing identical alignments. For enzyme e5, the eleven sets 
of gap parameters produce eleven different alignments. This illustrates that the gap sets 
are different enough to produce differing alignments although not for every protein 
family.
.The range of values produced when changing the gap sets can be large or small and 
depends on both the protein family being aligned and the scoring matrix used. 
Similarly, the effect of changing the scoring matrix produces a range of results
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dependent on the protein family and gap sets used. For example, for the enzyme e l, 
ALIEN alignments using the BACON matrix have a range in the number of identical 
residues of one, whereas for the SG matrix, a range of nineteen is seen. Keeping the
gap sets between the enzyme families shows that for the PAM matrix, enzymes e l to e4 
have a small range in the value of number of identical residues (between three and nine)
value (e.g., number of identical residues) and optimise for that, however, it has been
enzyme el are shown in figure 3.1. Enzyme el should be the easiest, due to it’s high
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■Isame scoring matrix and comparing results from ALIEN alignments while changing the
i
while enzyme e5 shows a large range of fifty two in value and for the BACON matrix, 
enzyme el and e4 show a range of one in identical residue values while the three other 
enzymes have a large range (between twenty and forty five).
The above results demonstrate that producing alignments is dependent on changes to 
any of the inputs: algorithm, scoring matrix, gap penalties and protein sequences.
t
■f
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Attempts have previously been made to empirically define the best set of gap penalties 
to use for a scoring matrix when aligning [64, 209]. Such approaches would circumvent 
the variability problems. However, without a priori knowledge of the sequences being 
aligned - in Flenneke’s case, the three-dimensional structure for one of the sequences - 
the choice of which alignment value to prioritise (five are shown in table 3.3 from the F-ï:
many available) is unknown and such attempts fail. It may be tempting to pick one
shown that the quirks of a matrix may have a bias towards a value which invalidates the :
results and it is also likely that no single value will be sufficient to discriminate for the 
biological alignment or be applicable to all proteins.
The percentage identities of enzymes e2 to e5 are below the 'twilight zone' described by
.Doolittle [181] with enzyme el being below or just above it. This validates the previous 
assumption that the shikimate enzymes are distantly related. The next stage of aligning 
is therefore to critically inspect the alignments produced and try and derive a final 
consensus alignment. The large range in alignments produced for each enzyme (see 
tables 3.3 and 3.5) makes this a difficult task. To illustrate this, three alignments for
i
Figure 3.1
Three multiple alignments of shikimate enzyme el. Identical residues are marked with a 
'hash' below them. The alignments are carried out using the ALIEN algorithm with the 
following parameters. (A) Gap set six and matrix DAYHOFF are used, (B) gap set 
seven and matrix BACON are used and (C) gap set three and matrix SG are used. The 
gap sets are as shown in table 3.2 and the matrices are as described in the text. Regions 
conserved between the alignments are enclosed in a rectangle in alignment A. Regions 
of the alignments conserved in all three alignments are marked in a clear rectangle, 
areas conserved between alignment A and B are marked in a rectangle filled with '/' and 
areas conserved between alignment A and C are marked in a rectangle filled with '\'.
(A)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(B)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(C)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(A)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(B)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(C)E1-P07547E1“P08566E1-P07639
(A)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(B)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(C)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(A)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(B)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
(C)E1-P07547E1-P08566E1-P07639
MVQLAKttPZ^^MSNFMERI
PYYQQLVLPSFEEAFRDKVRGVLE
DHLVET-IIKHCPSSTYVICNDTNLSKV- RNYVAKDLISDC S STTYVLVTDTNIGSIY4 -NEPASFLPLKSGEQVMLVTNET-LAPLYL
#
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Shikimate enzymes
Value el e2 e3 e4 e5
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Table 3.5
The sixty five alignments generated for each shikimate enzyme produce a range of 
alignments. The range of results for five quantitative measures of the alignments 
generated are listed. The sixty five alignments for shikimate enzymes e l to e5, are 
generated using the scoring parameters as listed in table 3.2 and the multiple alignment 
programs and matrices as listed in table 3.3. The five values listed, a to e, are as 
described in table 3.3: (a) the total number of gaps in the alignment; (b) the total 
number of insertions, regardless of length; (c) the number of identical residues; (d) the 
percentage identity (the number of identical residues divided by the length of shortest 
sequence); and (e) the length in residues of the multiple alignment.
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percentage identity, relative to the other shikimate enzymes, and its low range of 
alignment values. The three alignments correspond to the alignments with the highest 
(one hundred and sixteen), a middle (one hundred and ten) and the lowest (ninety) 
number of identical residues. Only fifty eight percent of alignments A and B are
identically aligned and, when alignment C is included, the length of the alignment that 
the three have in common decreases to forty two percent (table 3.6i). Greater than 
seventy-six percent of the alignment’s identical residues are found in these common 
regions (table 3.6 ii). Thus, the majority of the identical residues, which act as aids 
while visually aligning, are concentrated in the minority of the sequence. Visual 
examination confirms the large variations found in these three alignments. Creating a
consensus alignment from such alignments is a problematic and subjective procedure
I
whose difficulty increases when the other alignments generated are also considered. The
.................................
other four enzymes also show a large degree of disparity in their alignments, again 
leading to problems in generating an objective consensus alignment. In the case of the 
shikimate enzymes where the sequence identity is low, automatic aligning, even when 
followed by manual aligning, leads to unsatisfactory, subjective alignments. This is also 
likely to be the case with other low identity protein families.
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(i)
(ü)
B C B & C
A 243 (58.4%) 185 (44.6%) 175 (42.2%)
A B C
Total number of identical residues 116 110 90
Number of identical residues found 32 26 6outside the common regions
Table 3.6
The length of the regions in common between three multiple alignments of enzyme e l 
and the number of identical residues found in these regions. The alignments as shown 
labelled A, B and C in figure 3.1, are used. These alignments are generated using the 
ALIEN algorithm with three different sets of scoring parameters and represent the 
alignments found with the highest (116), a medium (110) and lowest (90) number of 
identical residues, (i) The length of the common region between alignment A and the 
other alignments is given in residues and the percentage of the alignment that the 
common region represents is shown in brackets, (ii) The total number of identities is 
shown for each of the three alignments as well as the number of residues found outside 
the regions common to all three alignments.
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Chapter 4 Developing the Mix'n'Match method
Inspection of the alignments produced for the shikimate enzymes (e.g., see figure 3.1)
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:*4.1 Original development of novel method
Re-examining the premise of the aligning algorithms reveals that they do not use all of 
the information that can be brought to bear on the problem of aligning low identity 
proteins. An observation that can help is that, in a protein family, the sequences 
alternate between structurally conserved regions, which correspond to the framework of 
secondary structural units (e.g., a-helices and (3-strands), and Loosely Conserved 
Regions (LCRs), which correspond to surface loops and coils or species specific 
secondary structural units. The structurally conserved regions show far more similarity 
than the LCRs [48-51]. Furthermore, indels are almost always found in surface loops 
and coils rather than within secondary structural units [52, 53]. A consequence of these 
observations for aligning sequences is that the LCRs are far more difficult to align 
correctly than the conserved regions.
Therefore, a better method of aligning than the above methods, which consider 
sequences in their entirety, would be to assess and define these two types of regions 
separately; the conserved regions to be used as 'anchors' and the LCRs between these 
considered independently.
I
I 
I
:shows that conserved regions are apparent. This is in agreement with Vingron and 
Argos’s definition of conserved regions as "the regions unaffected by these parametric 
[gap penalties or similarity matrices] alterations" [244]. These can be used as the 
anchors for further alignment. Determining the real biological alignment for LCRs is 
probably indeterminate at the present time using automatic methods. A way around this 
is to generate a range of alignments and let the biologist examine them and determine, 
on the basis of their knowledge, which is best for that specific family of enzymes.
■I
_
to help in this choice, and as an aid in choosing a 'best' alignment, secondary structure
in loops or 'coils', so LCR alignments that include indels among residues predicted to
biologically important regions of alignments, to a central role in the aligning procedure.
These observations led to the development of a novel multiple alignment procedure 
consisting of three steps. In the first step, several multiple alignments are generated 
using different gap penalties, scoring matrices and programs. In the second step, this set 
of multiple alignments is used to find the conserved regions, termed Strongly 
Conserved Regions (SCRs), and also to generate a range of different possible 
alignments for each LCR.
■
IAs each initial alignment in the set is mathematically near-optimal, each possible 
alignment for each LCR will be mathematically, if not biologically, reasonable. This 
leads to the final step, where the user picks the biologically 'best' alignment, for each
■LCR, from the range of possible alignments for that LCR. Many criteria could be used
ispredictions are made for the proteins and displayed alongside each of the alignments in
.each set. These predictions are helpful because it is known that almost all indels occur 1
adopt secondary structures can be avoided. This is consistent with the recommendation
of Barton and Sternberg [200], that alignment procedures include secondary structure 
information. The alignments tor the SCRs and LCRs are then joined to produce a final
-alignment. This procedure has been named Mix'n'Match [247] after the interactive 
selection process used to pick LCRs from different alignments. The principle is 
illustrated in figure 4.1.
:3:As previously described, several methods have been developed for finding SCRs in
both pairwise and multiple alignments [244, 249, 274, 277]. Mix’n’Match uses a novel
.method for choosing SCRs which is advantageous in two respects: utilising a large 
range of parameters to define SCRs greatly reduces the adverse impact that varying 
parameters can have on the results; and it Joins together the process of SCR and LCR 
determination into a single step, reducing computational overheads. Another benefit of 
the method, is that it elevates the importance of LCRs, the hardest to define yet
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Figure 4.1
The principle of Mix’n’Match. Several multiple alignments are generated, which differ, 
because different parameters are used to generate them. The differences are all at the 
Loosely Conserved Regions (LCRs), drawn by fine lines, with none at the Strongly 
Conserved Regions (SCRs), drawn by thick lines. In Mix’n’Match, the SCRs are first 
defined and the LCRs are then considered independently. This allows LCRs from 
different alignments to be mixed to produce a better final alignment.
— w . —|V[  -■ - \
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Initial 
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4,2.1 Delineation of SCRs and LCRs
The data collected for the study is shown in table 4.1. The percentage length of the 
SCRs as the number of alignments under consideration increases are plotted in figure
63
4.2 Initial test of methods
A small scale study is undertaken using the already collected alignments for the 
shikimate enzymes to test the feasibility of the M ix’n’Match method. The study 
considers the number of LCRs and the number and lengths of SCRs found, as the 
number of multiple alignments used to delineate these regions increases. The 
delineation of the SCRs and LCRs from the multiple alignments is carried out 
manually. The available secondary structure prediction methods are also examined.
The SCRs are defined first. Definition of the SCRs is carried out in a step-wise manner. as
The first two alignments are compared to produce a list of regions that are identically 
aligned. The next alignment is then compared with this list to produce a new list of 
identically aligned regions. This process is repeated until all alignments have been 
considered. This results in a list of regions that are identical in all alignments - the
SCRs. Once the SCRs have been defined, the LCRs are the regions in between the
SCRs and between the SCRs and the start or end of the alignments. The lengths of the V'
SCRs can only decrease and the lengths of the LCRs increase, as the number of 
alignments considered increases.
A feature of this method is that if a set of parameters produce an alignment completely
■ildissimilar to the others, then no SCRs are found. To alleviate this problem, the 
alignments are ranked in order of similarity and the most similar alignments are 
considered first. The ranking function chosen is the number of identities in the 
alignments. The number of identical residues in the sixty five alignments used show a 
spread of values (see figure 4.2), enabling its use as a ranking function.
Figure 4.2
Showing the number of identical residues in the sixty five alignments produced for each 
of the five shikimate enzymes. The alignments are generated for each enzyme using the 
gap penalties as listed in table 3.2 and the matrices and multiple alignment programs as 
listed in table 3.3. The shikimate enzymes are labelled e l to e5. Each column shows the 
sum of values for the enymes, e.g., there are eleven alignments of enzyme e4 and six of 
enzyme e5 with one identical residue
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Table 4.1
Showing the results obtained using the Mix’n’Match method on sixty five alignments 
for the shikimate enzymes el to e5. The sixty five alignments are generated for each 
enzyme using the gap penalties as listed in table 3.2 and the matrices and multiple 
alignment programs as listed in table 3.3. They are ranked in order of their number of 
identities, highest first, and are then consecutively added together and the Mix’n’Match 
algorithm applied. The number of alignments used to calculate the data is shown in the 
column headed ‘No of aligs’. The results are shown for the five shikimate enzymes, 
labelled e l to e5. The data show is: (SCR) the number of Strongly Conserved Regions 
(SCRs) found in the alignments, (LCR) the number of Loosely Conserved Regions 
(LCRs) found in the alignments, (LCR number) the number of alignments that are 
found for all the different LCRS in the alignments, (unique) the number of unique 
alignments that are found for all the different LCRS in the alignments, (SCR length) 
the total length in residues of all the SCRs in the alignment, and (% length) the total 
length in residues of all the SCRs in the alignment as a percentage of the overall 
alignment length.
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4.3 for each of the five shikimate enzymes. The expected downward trend in the lengths 
of the SCRs is apparent. The first five alignments produce a single SCR with the same 
length as the alignments, indicating that these alignments are identical. When all sixty 
five alignments are considered, thirty four percent of enzyme el and five percent of 
enzyme e3 consist of SCRs. With enzymes e2, e4 and e5 however, no SCRs are found 
when all the enzymes are used. This point is reached with fifty six alignments for 
enzyme e2, forty two alignments for enzyme e4 and forty six alignments for enzyme e5. 
The SCR percentage length between the two extremes of considering two and sixty-five 
alignments show a sharp decline of between twenty three and eighty three percent once 
the sixth and first non-identical alignment is considered. The lengths of the SCRs then 
slowly decrease - the drop in percentage SCR length between considering ten and forty 
one alignments ranges from five to fifteen percent - until an extremely dissimilar 
alignment is considered, producing a second sharp decline of between fifteen and thirty 
one percent. In the case of enzymes e4 and e5, the second decline leads to no SCRs 
being found. For enzymes c2 and e3, short SCRs are still found, although for enzyme e2
these disappear after consideration of seven further alignments. For enzyme e l, the 
initial aligning does not produce an extremely dissimilar alignment and the second 
sharp decline is not observed.
After the sixth alignment, four of the enzymes (el, e3, e4 and e5) show a decrease in the 
length of SCRs of less than half, before the second sharp decline or all the alignments 
are considered (e.g., the percentage SCRs length for enzyme e3 falls from sixty to thirty 
six percent). This indicates that as the number of identities reduces, the alignments of 
the conserved regions change only slightly. For enzyme e2, the comparable drop in
. . .length is from seventy seven to twenty eight percent, indicating that the alignments 
produced are more varied. The choice of cut-off point to stop considering alignments 
will have a more pronounced effect on the SCR length for e2 than on the other four 
enzymes. For enzyme e4, the SCRs found when considering six alignments constitute 
only twenty seven percent of the alignment. This is almost three times less than found 
for enzyme e3 and approximately two times less than the other three enzymes. The
Figure 4,3
Illustraliiig the variation in the percentage of alignment found in Strongly Conserved 
Regions (SCRs) as the number of alignments, used by the Mix’n’Match algorithm to 
find the SCRs, increases. Results are shown for the five shikimate enzymes, e l to e5. 
Sixty five initial alignments are input to Mix’n’Match for each enzyme. These are 
generated using varying gap penalties (shown in table 3.2), scoring matrices (described 
in table 3.3 and listed in appendix C) and multiple alignment programs as described in 
the text. The alignments are ranked according to the number of identical residues, 
highest to lowest. The alignments are consecutively added together one at a time and 
the Mix’n ’Match algorithm applied.
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percentage length of e4 drops to fifteen percent before the second sharp drop, which is 
approximately two times less than that found at the comparable point for the other 
enzymes. This illustrates that for any chosen cut-off point, the length of SCRs in an 
alignment can vary dramatically.
I
The initial number of SCRs for all of the enzymes is one with no LCRs being found.
-After the initial five alignments, the number of SCRs increases to between four and nine 
for the five enzymes. As more alignments are considered, for three of the enzymes (el, 
e3 and e5) this number declines, with accompanying decreases in the length of the 
SCRs (see figure 4.4). The length of the SCRs can decline even when the number of 
SCRs remains the same, with removal of residues from the ends of the SCRs. For 
enzyme e2, the number of SCRs found increases from seven to a high of ten before 
decreasing, and for enzyme e4, the number varies between four and three. The overall 
length of the SCRs in residues, however, always declines. These effects are caused by a 
SCR being split into multiple SCRs when residues in the middle of the single SCR no 
longer qualify as conserved.
The number of LCRs in the alignment is equal to or one more or less than the number 
of SCRs. The case where both ends of the alignment are parts of SCRs results in the 
number of LCRs being one number lower than the number of SCRs. This is seen for the 
first five alignments, where the entire alignment is a single SCR. Equal numbers of 
LCRs and SCRs are seen when one end of the alignment is part of a SCR and the other 
end is part of a LCR. This occurs in the alignments of enzyme e l. When both ends of 
the alignment are LCRs, their number will be one greater than that of the SCRs. This is 
the most common case and is seen in all of the enzymes. This reflects the N and C 
sequence termini usually being on the exterior of proteins and loosely conserved.
Defining the SCRs automatically defines the LCRs. All alignments are then examined 
and the different alignments for each LCR are collected (see column marked 'LCR 
number' in table 4.1). The number found is the number of LCRs multiplied by the 
number of alignments under consideration. A more useful value is given when the
Figure 4,4
Illustrating the number of Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) and Loosely Conserved 
Regions (LCRs) found as the number of alignments, used by the Mix’n’Match algorithm 
to find the SCRs and LCRs, increases. Results are shown for the five shikimate enzymes, 
el to e5. Sixty five initial alignments are input to Mix’n’Match for each enzyme. These 
are generated using varying gap penalties (shown in table 3.2), scoring matrices 
(described in table 3.3 and listed in appendix C) and multiple ahgnment programs as 
described in the text. The alignments are ranked according to the number of identical 
residues, highest to lowest. The ahgnments are consecutively added together one at a 
time and the Mix’n’Match algorithm applied.
Number
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4.2.2 Testing the secondary structure prediction methods
The secondary structure prediction methods available on the University of Glasgow
the order of fifty one [155] to seventy one percent [134] for the CF method and fifty
4.2.2.1 Chou and Fasman, Gamier, Osguthorpe and Robson methods
The GCG programs encompass three different implementations of the GOR algorithm. 
One implementation (in PEPPLOT) uses decision constants while the others (one in 
PEPPLOT and one in PEPTÏDESTRUCTURE) do not. Decision constants are a means
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alignments found for each LCR are examined and duplicates removed (see column 
marked 'unique' in table 4.1). After considering the first six alignments, only two of 
which are unique, the average number of unique alignments per LCR is two, indicating 
that different alignments are found for each LCR. As the number of alignments 
considered increases, the average number of unique alignments found per LCR also 
increases, up to a maximum of eighteen unique alignments per LCR (found for enzyme 
eS). iIA stepping effect in the percentage lengths of SCRs and the number of SCRs and LCRs 
found is noticeable where a number of consecutive alignments produce the same values 
(see figures 4.3 and 4.4). This is a result of the sixty five alignments used not producing
sixty five different alignments. As detailed previously, different gap penalties and 
scoring matrices can produce identical alignments.
VMS system are the algorithms of Chou and Fasman (CF) [133, 134, 292] and Gamier, 
Osguthorpe and Robson (GOR) [135, 137] as implemented in the GCG programs
PEPPLOT [293] and PEPTÏDESTRUCTURE [178]. The accuracy of these methods has
been the subject of studies [135, 149, 155-157] which indicate that their accuracy is in
i:
three [156] to sixty three percent [137] for the GOR method.
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of biasing the predictions if the percentage of residues in a-helices and P-strands is 
known.
A comparison of these GCG implementations, as well as the CF algorithm, is conducted 
to examine their level of accuracy. Tests are carried out on a total of 2407 residues from 
nine proteins with known three dimensional structures. The structural information is 
taken from the Brookhaven structure database [294]. The methods are used to carry out 
three state predictions (a-helix, P-strand or other structure) and these are compared with 
the actual structure of the residues.
I
a
1
The two implementations of the GOR algorithm without decision constants differ in 
their accuracy of prediction in every case (see table 4.2). The PEPTÏDESTRUCTURE 
program’s implementation is more accurate for seven of the proteins by up to ten
percent, with an overall accuracy two percent greater. The implementation of the GOR 
algorithm where decision constants are used is the most accurate, with an overall 
accuracy three or five percent higher than the other two implementations. This greater 
level of accuracy is mostly due to more accurate predictions, ranging from seven to 
twenty three percent better, for the three all P structure proteins. For the six a /p
structure proteins, the use of decision constants has no perceptible benefit with a GOR 
implementation without decision constants producing more accurate predictions. The 
CF algorithm produces the best or equal best predictions for three of the proteins and is 
third most accurate overall. Although the difference in the overall level of accuracy 
between the CF and GOR implementations is small at five percent, the variation for 
individual proteins can be large, with a difference in accuracy of thirty three percent 
being recorded for the sipunculan worm retractor muscle myohaemerythrin protein. The 
accuracy of the methods lie at the lower end of the ranges noted above for these 
algorithms, ranging from fifty three to fifty eight percent.
Sequence
name
Length
(residues)
%
alpha
%
beta
%
CF
%
GOR
%
GOR2
%
GOR3
Itim 247 46 17 58 62 52 59
2sod 151 2 38 67 68 66 66
2mhr 118 70 0 43 59 53 76
2hhb 287 78 0 53 61 55 71
2mcp 443 48 4 60 54 63 70
31dh 329 41 13 47 46 42 46
letu 177 44 20 53 47 53 52
3adk 194 55 13 59 58 57 56
3gi?______ 461 34 24 46 51 46 45
Totals 2407 54 55 53 58
Table 4.2
Showing the accuracy of the GCG secondary structure prediction programs, PEPPLOT 
and PEPTÏDESTRUCTURE. The sequences are listed using their Brookhaven structure 
database names; chicken triose phosphate isomerase (Itim ), bovine superoxide 
dismutase (2sod), sipunculan worm retractor muscle myohaemerythrin (2mhr), human 
haemeoglobin (2hhb), mouse immunoglobin fab (2mcp), dogfish lactate dehydrogenase 
(31dh), eshcherichia coli elongation factor Tu (letu), porcine adenylate kinase (3adk), 
and human glutathione reductase (3grs). The percentage of the sequences in a-helical 
and P“Strand structure (labelled '% alpha’ and '% beta', respectively) is taken from the 
Brookhaven files. The PEPTÏDESTRUCTURE program is used to predict secondary 
structure using the methods of CF and GOR. The PEPPLOT program is used to predict 
the structure using the GOR method (GOR2) and the GOR method using decision 
constants (GOR3). The decision constants used are based on the predicted percentage of 
alpha and beta structure of the GOR2 method where no decision constants are used. The 
accuracy is the number of residues with the correctly predicted structure divided by the 
number of residues in the sequence.
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4.2.2.2 The method of Cohen et al.
The prediction algorithm of Cohen et at. [146], with a claimed accuracy for predicting 
turn residues of ninety eight percent, is also examined. The algorithm starts by 
assigning turn residues using hydrophilicity and the ideal spacing of turns in a 
sequences. The regions in between the turns are then assigned secondary structures ÿ
using a pattern recognition scheme. The program is available for UNIX computers,
however, the available system runs the VMS operating system. A program to carry out |
the initial turn assigning step was developed in FORTRAN according to the details 
given in the reference (see appendix G). The turn generating algorithm searches the 
sequence for patterns of hydrophilic residues which define definite turn regions (Tl). If Aithe length between such turns is less than nineteen residues, no further turns are 
searched for. If the length is greater, weaker turn regions (T2 and T3) are looked for in 
an order dependent on the length. Eleven residues are defined as being hydrophilic for 
T l regions (D, E, G, H, K, N, P, Q, R, S and T) with increases in the numbers for the 
weaker turns (T2 residues = the T l residues plus Y and T3 residues = the T2 residues 
plus A). The patterns these residues must occur in is also defined.
I
The resulting code is run on a single test sequence (porcine adenylate kinase, 3adk from 
the Brookhaven structural database [294]) with a known three dimensional structure.
Only the strongest turn predicting Tl regions are looked for and the known structure 
was classified into a three state prediction of a-helical, p-strand or turn residues. The 
accuracy in predicting turn residues is ninety one percent (see table 4.3) however, this |
coincides with a disturbingly high false positive rate of sixty two percent. Seventy 
seven percent of the test sequence is predicted as having a turn structure instead of the 
actual value of thirty two percent. To reduce over prediction, the code is modified with 
a filtering step not mentioned in the reference, so that a 'turn residue' can contribute to 
only a single pattern and final prediction (see appendix G and figure 4.5). Fifty four 
percent of the protein is now predicted as having turn structure, the level of false 
positives decreases to fifty one percent, however, there is also a drop to eighty one
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Figure 4.5
The predicted turn residues according to the algorithm of Cohen et al.. The predictions 
are carried out on porcine adenylate kinase. The sequence is listed in the line labelled 
'sequence' with the structure (as taken from the structure database entry) given in the 
line above. The residues classified as turn predicting are shown in the line 'T l/2  
residues'. The patterns as laid out in the reference are then applied to the T l and T2 
residues and the predicted turn residues found are shown in the line labelled 'predicted'. 
The algorithm is modified with an additional filtering step during the pattern detecting 
stage with predicted turn residues found shown in the line labelled 'modified'. The 
filtering step is that once a residue is used in a pattern, it cannot be used as part of any 
other pattern.
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original
method
modified
method
Correctly predicted turn residues (%) 90.5 81.0
True positive predictions (%) 37.7 48.6
Number of predicted turn residues 151 105
Number of predicted turn residues (%) 77.8 54.1
Table 4.3
Showing the accuracy of predicting turn residues using the algorithm of Cohen et al. 
and a modified version of this algorithm. The modified algorithm consists of an 
additional filtering step which excludes any residues being used in more than one turn 
predicting pattern. The predictions are carried out on the 194 residues of porcine 
adenylate kinase. A turn residue in the adenylate kinase sequence is defined using three 
dimensional structural information, as a residue not in an a-helical or P-strand structure. 
The number of turn residues correctly predicted as such is shown as a percentage. The 
number of predicted turn residues which have a turn structure (true positives) is shown 
as a percentage. The number of predicted turn residues and the percentage of the 
sequence which this represents are also shown. The actual figure for adenylate kinase is 
sixty three turn residues, which represent thirty two and a half percent of the overall 
sequence.
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falsely predicting turn residues as to lead to the abandonment of its use.
(fifty eight percent in Chou and Fasman's study of twenty nine proteins [292] and fifty 
seven percent in the PIR database version 19.0 [118]). The over prediction of turn 
residues, seen in the test sequence, seems a likely consequence of the usage of such a 
large base of turn predicting residues.
4.2.2.3 Consensus methods
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percent in the accuracy of predicting turn residues (table 4.3). This method, although 
having a high level of accuracy in predicting turn residues, has such high levels of
'Cohen et al. report that the longest length they see without a T l region is seventy two 
residues whereas the longest for the adenylate kinase test sequence is seventeen 
residues. Indeed, no weaker T2 or T3 regions need be looked for. This seems to indicate 
that their program includes extra filtering steps or other means, not mentioned in the 
reference, which act to reduce the rate of over prediction. However, the eleven residues
that Cohen et al. use as turn predictors compose almost sixty percent of protein residues
A means of increasing the accuracy of secondary structure predictions is by the use of 
consensus predictions, either by combined predictions from more than one method 
[124, 149, 156] or averaging predictions over an aligned family of sequences [122, 123,
127]. As more than one method is available, the increase in accuracy that combined |
predictions from different methods provide is studied to see if this would be an useful 
addition to the Mix’n’Match algorithm. Where the predictions agree, assigning the 
structural type is trivial, however, where the predictions differ, either no prediction is |
made or additional rules are used to define a type. As the latter requires complex, 
method specific rules to show an improvement in accuracy, only the former is studied.
iThe CF and GOR method with decision constants, both from the GCG suite, are used to
predict a consensus secondary structure for a total of 2407 residues from nine proteins 
with known three dimensional structures. These two methods are picked because of
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their different algorithmical natures, with the most accurate implementation of the GOR 
algorithm being chosen. The methods are used to carry out three state predictions 
(a-helical, p-strand or other structure). A consensus prediction is taken when the two 
methods agree on the secondary structural type for a residue. The results are then 
compared with the actual structure of the residues. An increase in prediction accuracy of 
eight to ten percent is seen (table 4.4) when compared to the accuracy of the original 
methods (see table 4.2). This figure is in close agreement with the level of accuracy 
seen in more extensive studies [124, 149]. However, this type of joint prediction has the 
drawback of not producing predictions for the entire protein sequence. Only fifty seven 
percent of the residues have a predicted structure which reduces the overall accuracy of 
this method to thirty seven percent. This is close to the level that random prediction 
achieves so the use of this method is abandoned. I.1:The alternative consensus method averages the predictions over aligned protein 
families. The predictions can be modified with rules based on sequence conservation or 
smoothing over a moveable window. A study of the accuracy of this type of consensus 
prediction is not carried out for two reasons. Firstly, such a study requires a number of 
protein families, where all the sequences in a family have known three dimensional 
structures to enable the construction of robust alignments for comparisons. There are 
few of these families, limiting the usefulness of any results. Secondly, the main benefit 
expected from the use of consensus predictions is the reduction in volume of the 
secondary structure data presented to the user rather than the increase in accuracy. This 
is because the predictions methods are not accurate enough in their predictions and the 
increase in accuracy for consensus methods, as noted from previous studies, is small
and does not raise the accuracy to levels where the predictions are reliable.
-pa;
:Sequence
name
Length
(residues)
residues
predicted
residues
correctly
predicted
Consensus 
prediction 
accuracy (%)
Residues
predicted
(%)
Overall 
prediction 
accuracy (%)
Itim 247 143 94 66 58 382sod 151 84 70 83 56 46
2mhr 118 53 38 72 45 32
2hhb 287 167 123 74 58 43
2mcp 443 267 214 80 60 4831dh 329 204 105 51 62 32letu 177 108 64 59 61 36
3adk 194 90 68 76 46 35
3grs 461 249 122 49 54 26
Totals 2407 1365 898 66 57 37
I
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Table 4.4
Showing the accuracy of consensus secondary structure prediction programs. The 
prediction methods used are the CF algorithm in the PEPTIDESTRUCTURE program 
and the GOR algorithm with decision constants in the PEPPLOT program. The decision 
constants used are based on the predicted percentage of a-helical and (3-strand structure 
when no decision constants are used. The sequences are listed using their Brookhaven 
structure database names; chicken triose phosphate isomerase (Itim), bovine superoxide 
dismutase (2sod), sipunculan worm retractor muscle myohaemerythrin (2mhr), human 
haemeoglobin (2hhb), mouse immunoglobin fab (2mcp), dogfish lactate dehydrogenase 
(31dh), eshcherichia coli elongation factor Tu (letu), porcine adenylate kinase (3adk), 
and human glutathione reductase (3grs). A consensus prediction is taken when the two 
methods agree on the secondary structure type for a residue. The number of residues 
where the methods agree and the number of times where such predictions agree with the 
secondary structure as defined in the Brookhaven file are shown. The percentage 
accuracy, defined as the number of residues with the correctly predicted structure 
divided by the number of residues predicted is shown. The percentage of residues in the 
sequence which have a predicted secondary structure and the overall accuracy of the 
predictions, defined as the number of residues with the correctly predicted structure 
divided by the number of residues in the sequence are also shown.
4.2.3 Summary of refinements to the Mix’n’Match method
With a large number of alignments generated by altering the aligning parameters and 
with the definition of SCRs reading "the regions unaffected by parametric alterations", 
the above data demonstrate^ that SCRs are not always found when all the alignments 
are used. However, it also shows that in all cases, SCRs are found if less than all the 
alignments are considered. A cut-off point in the number of alignments to consider can 
therefore be used to stop the SCR defining process before the point of finding no SCRs 
is reached. The reason why no SCRs are found if all alignments are included in the 
defining process and thus the need for a cut-off point, is a consequence of the 
mathematical basis of the aligning algorithms, which are capable of misaligning 
homologous sequences or even aligning completely dissimilar sequences or. It is 
reasonable to exclude alignments with very poor alignment scores, indicating that the 
alignment is not biologically reasonable, from the SCR defining process. The definition 
of SCRs is therefore changed to read "the regions unaffected by parametric alterations 
in all the alignments under consideration" [247].
Ranking the alignments according to an alignment score and excluding the lowest 
scoring alignments is a necessary feature of this method. The ranking method chosen is 
the identity score of each alignment. Other scoring schemes could be used, however as 
no scheme has an objectively better discriminating ability than any other, identity is 
chosen due to the simplicity with which it can be implemented.
The cut-off point to use should not be too low or too high. In the results detailed above, 
using less than six or more than forty two alignments could produce SCRs consisting of 
either all the alignment or none of the alignment. A value of fifteen alignments to use is 
chosen as roughly midway between these boundaries. It should be noted that the other 
alignments are only discarded for the purposes of defining SCRs and are still utilised as 
possible sources of LCR alignments.
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be apparent with increasing number of sequences. The possibility should exist that only 
a subset of sequences are considered when delineating SCRs.
It is also considered possible that, as increasing the number of alignments under 
consideration reduces the size of SCRs found, a similar effect on the size of SCRs may
?
Initially two secondary structure prediction algorithms in the GCG suite of programs 
are used to generate four predictions for the sequences. A fifth prediction is added to 
Mix'n'Match [247] using the Gascuel and Golmard Basic Statistical Method (GGBSM) 
algorithm [295]. This is achieved by recoding into FORTRAN the PASCAL code 
outlined in the reference. This method has a claimed accuracy of fifty eight percent.
The use of five secondary structure predictions for each sequence in the alignments may 
lead to the user being presented with an overwhelming amount of data. The amount of 
secondary structure prediction information shown to the user was reduced by converting 
the predictions into consensus predictions. Two methods are available of which one is 
studied. This method is shown to increase the accuracy of predictions but as it is only 
applicable to a limited length of the sequence, is considered unsuitable. The second 
method, based on averaging the predictions made by a method over an aligned family of 
proteins, is added to the Mix'n'Match method [247]. The averaging method used is 
carried out on each method separately, with a consensus prediction from each method 
shown underneath the aligned sequences. The rules applied, in order of application, are: 
the predictions are turned into three state predictions (a-helical, p-strand and turn); no 
consensus prediction is made for a residue if there are only two or less predictions for
that residue; and the predicted state in the majority is chosen as the consensus, except if 
there is more than one state with the highest number of votes in which case no 
consensus prediction is made. To highlight cases where the predictions are in strong 
agreement and may provide more accurate predictions, the consensus prediction uses a 
capital letter if all or all bar one predictions agree for a residue.
The use of the consensus method chosen allows the comparison of different prediction 
methods for each residue and a measure of whether each methods' prediction was near
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unanimous for each residue in the alignment. The predictions are only included as a 
guide to the user, to supplement their own knowledge of the protein under consideration 
and are not meant to be used as the sole reason for the choice of LCRs.
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Chapter 5 Programming the Mix'n'Match method
5.1 Steps in programming the Mix'n’Match method
Manually implementing the Mix'n’Match method is a laborious and error prone §
procedure. The appropriately gapped secondary structure predictions and consensus 
secondary structure predictions have to be lined up underneath each alignment. This i;
requires the use of a multiple alignment editor. The GCG suite of programs available at IGlasgow University contains the multiple alignment editing program LINEUP [178]. 
Alignments produced using the PILEUP program can be entered directly into LINEUP, ; i
however, output from the ALIEN program has to reformatted before use. The secondary 
structure predictions have to be entered one at a time into the editor for every alignment, #
with whatever gaps are present in the alignments manually inserted into the secondary 
structures. The consensus secondary structure predictions can then be manually 
calculated. The alignments are then printed from the editor and examined to determine
the SCRs. After determining the SCRs, the alignments have to be re-examined to
-4;determine the LCRs. Once the LCRs are known, the user can choose an alignment for |
3each LCR. Once both the SCRs and LCRs are known, these, along with the consensus f
secondary structure predictions, are entered into the multiple alignment editor to 
produce a final alignment. The complexity and number of the above steps make
inadvertently erroneous data entry a very real possibility and manual usage of this ' 
method is too slow to be practical. The LINEUP editor has a limit of handling a 
maximum of thirty sequences, although fewer must be used if the secondary structure
Ipredictions are also entered.
As a result of the above, the decision was made to computerise the Mix'n'Match
■ iprocedure. An initial version was programmed which computerised the data entry steps, 
removing the possibility of mistakes from this stage. The program requires two files as 
input, one containing all the alignments and the other containing the sequences. The
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program predicts the secondary structure for each sequence and reads in the alignments.
Then, for each alignment, it outputs, in a form ready for input into LINEUP, the 
alignment along with the correctly gapped secondary structure and consensus secondary 
structure predictions. The user runs the LINEUP program to produce printable output of 
the alignments with secondary structure predictions. The printed output is used to 
determine the SCRs and LCRs and a final alignment is entered into the editor to 
produce printable output. This version still requires considerable user intervention in 
delineating SCRs and LCRs and the number of sequences that can be aligned is still 
bound by LINEUP'S limitations.
This version is extended to produce a second, final version containing routines for 
calculating SCRs and LCRs and capable of producing printable output without the use 
of an external program. This second version consists of two programs, Mix'n’MatchA 
and Mix'n'MatchB. Mix'n'MatchA requires the same two input files as before and the 
output is a list of the different alignments found for each LCR, together with their 
consensus secondary structure predictions, in a format suitable for printing. Once the 
user has chosen an alignment for each LCR, Mix'n'MatchB is run which joins the SCRs 
and the LCRs together producing a final alignment, suitable for printing. This version 
automates almost every step of the Mix'n'Match procedure and is essentially limitless in
the number and length of sequences it can be applied to. The two programs consist of 
2766 lines of FORTRAN code (table 5.1) contained in three source code files. The 
construction and testing of this second version is described below.
5.2 Implementation
The program is implemented in standard FORTRAN 77 on Glasgow University's 
central Digital VAX computer, running the VMS operating system. This system is 
accessible through a VTIOO terminal on the departmental network, and is written using 
the VMS editor EDT. The choice of computer system to use is primarily dictated by the
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Mix'n'MatchA Mix'n'MatchB Common code Totals
code 2354 138 274 2766
comments 1089 104 93 1286
Totals 3443 242 367 4052
Table 5.1
Showing the number of coding and comment lines in the programs Mix'n'MatchA and 
Mix’n'MatchB. Program code which these programs share, is in the source code file 
'common'.
need to have close ties with the GCG suite of programs which run on VAX/VMS 
computers. The choice of programming language is dictated by the ease with which 
FORTRAN may be learnt when compared with alternatives like C or C++. FORTRAN 
also has more accessible string array handling capabilities when compared to C or C++. 
This is important for the Mix'n'Match programs where string arrays are extensively 
used.
5.3 Data structures
A variety of parameters which control how big the arrays which hold data can be, are 
set at the start of the program. These are; the maximum number of sequences in an 
alignment, the maximum number of alignments that can be read in, the maximum 
length of a sequence, the maximum number of SCRs that can be found, the maximum 
length of sequence names and the number of secondary structure predictions used. The 
initial values for these are shown in table 5.2. These values can be changed so that
longer or more sequences can be examined, as long as the computer the program is 
running on has enough memory. If one of these parameters is exceeded during program 
execution, the program will stop with an error message indicating which value was 
exceeded and an explanation as to how to increase the parameter. If changes are made, 
these values must be changed in Mix'n'MatchB as well.
•Nr
I
The main data structures are the two dimensional string arrays, 'a r r _ a ' ,  'a r r _ b '  and 
' a r r _ c ' .  These are used to store sequences, alignments or secondary structure 
predictions.
t
f
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Mix’n'Match parameter Variable Name Value of 
Variable
Maximum number of sequences MaxSeqNum 30
Maximum number of alignments MaxAlisNum 100
Maximum length of sequences MaxSeqLen 2000
Maximum number of SCRs that can be found MaxNumSCR 100
Number of secondary structure prediction methods used No_Preds 5
Maximum length of the sequence names NamLen 11
Table 5.2
Showing the initial values for the main variables used in the programs Mix'n'MatchA 
and Mix'n'MatchB. These variables are used to set the size of the main arrays used to 
hold data.
and delineation of the SCRs and LCRs, are described below.
5.4.1 Consensus secondary structure prediction
a r r  c .
The alignments and secondary structure predictions are stored in fast access, 
'unformatted' format files to minimise the time taken to read in the data. Information is
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5.4 Algorithms
The Mix'n'Match program undertakes many tasks during execution and the algorithms 
for three of the most important, calculating a consensus secondary structure prediction
Calculation of the consensus secondary structure takes place in the module 
'c a lc _ .c o n s '.  It involves reading the secondary structure predictions from file into the 
string array 'a r r _ b '.  Each alignment is read from file, one at a time, into string array 
'a r r _ a '.  The secondary structure predictions are copied into the array 'a r r _ c '  and the 
appropriate gaps from the alignment in array ' a r r _ a '  inserted into equivalent positions 
in array 'a r r _ c ' .  The consensus secondary structure can then be calculated from array
I
stored in these files in the format, integer then character array, for each sequence. The 
value of the integer is the length of the character array, enabling the data to be read 
directly into an array.
The position of gaps in the alignment are calculated using the internal FORTRAN string 
search function 'in d e x '.  The start position of the string being searched is modified to 
be one greater than the position of the last gap found.
The consensus is calculated one column at a time, from the beginning to end of the 
alignment. Each row is examined in turn and the appropriate counter for structural type 
incremented. Three structural types are defined, a-helical, |3-strand or turn residue, 
marked in the secondary structure predictions with the characters 'h', 'b' and 't' 
respectively. A prediction method may predict more than three states or use different 
characters for these, e.g., using the character 'a' to identify a-helical residues. These are
modified to the three structural type characters in the module 's e c o n d ' which carries 
out the structure predictions and writes them to file, thus ensuring that the consensus 
prediction module only has valid input. This approach allows for extra prediction 
algorithms to be added without modification to the consensus prediction module.
Once the votes for each structural type are known, the algorithm applied is (in order of 
application): no consensus prediction is made for a residue if there are only two or less 
votes for that residue; the state with the majority of votes is chosen as the consensus, 
except if there is more than one state with the highest number of votes in which case no 
consensus prediction is made. Small letters are used in the consensus predictions except 
for the case where the predictions are in strong agreement and may provide more 
accurate predictions, where a capital letter is used if all or all bar one predictions agree 
for a residue.
The time spent calculating consensus predictions is dependent on: the number of 
alignments which have to be read in; the number of gaps in each alignment which have 
to be placed in array 'a r r _ c ';  the number of sequences, which determines the number 
of votes to be counted in each column; and the length of the alignment which 
determines the number of consensus predictions to be made. It is expected that these are 
linear dependencies. The slowest step is likely to be the first, reading alignments in 
from file.
A possible improvement to this algorithm would be to reorder the program so that the 
consensus secondary structure predictions are carried out directly after reading in each 
alignment, which occurs in the module 'd o a l i s ' .  At this stage, each alignment is 
already stored in a string array, so removing the need to read the alignments back from 
file, resulting in a speeding up of the program. However, the current implementation 
allows for a clearer program flow and easier maintenance, as the reading alignments and 
secondary structure prediction modules, are separate and distinct.
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5.4.2 Delineation of SCRs “3"I-
The SCRs are defined as "die regions in die alignments under consideration, unaffected 
by parametric alterations". Thus delineating the SCRs is a two step procedure; picking 
alignments to use; and then using these alignments to find regions identically aligned. A 
large degree of user freedom is programmed into the SCR finding module. Defining the 
SCRs can be carried out in three ways: automatically, where both the alignments to use 
in the calculation and the SCRs are found by the program; semi-automatically, where 
the user chooses which alignments to use, and the SCRs are found in these alignments 
automatically; and manually where the user defines the SCRs from a user chosen
,
alignment. The algorithms for the automatically calculated sections are detailed below.
Automatically finding which alignments are used to define SCRs involves picking a 
number of alignments with the highest identity scores. The number of alignments to use
out by the module 'auto'. The top score in 'idmaxs' is compared with the scores in 
'idscores' and all matches are entered in array 'AliToRd'. This is repeated with the
Î
is initially set at fifteen (see chapter 4.2.3) but can be increased or decreased by the 
user, with boundary checks on the value used so that it cannot be greater than the 
number of alignments read in or less than two. The algorithm used to pick alignments is 
a two step procedure.
The procedure uses the identity score for each alignment, previously determined in the 
alignment input module ' d o a l i s ' ,  and which are stored in the integer array 
' i d s c o r e s ' .  The scores are indexed so that the score for the first alignment is stored in 
array position one, for the second alignment in array position two, etc.. The first step is 
carried out by the module 'i d g e n ' which searches through array ' i d s c o r e s '  and
:
■■■■
places unique identity scores in descending order into the integer array 'id m a x s '. This 
algorithm requires three comparisons for every alignment. The second step is carried
:
next score in array 'id m ax s ' until the number of alignments to use has been found. For
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this second step, if there are x identity scores and y alignments and all alignments are to 
be used, up to xy comparisons have to be made.
A possible improvement to this algorithm would be to combine the two steps into one. 
As the highest identity score is found, the alignments with that score are recorded in 
array 'AliToRd', then those with the next highest identity scores until the number of 
alignments to use has been picked. With x identity scores and y alignments and all 
alignments to be used, only 3y comparisons instead of 3y + xy comparisons would have 
to be made.
Automatically calculating the SCRs involves finding the regions in the alignments that 
are aligned identically and is carried out using the module 'scr„f nd'. This module is 
run if the user chooses either the automatic or semi-automatic SCR calculation. 
Definition of the SCRs is carried out in a step-wise manner. The first alignment in array 
'AliToRd' is read from file into array 'arr_a'. The other alignments listed in array 
'AliToRd' are read from file, one at a time, into array 'arr_b' and the two arrays 
compared to find identical regions.
The first step is to reorder the alignments given in array 'AliToRd' into ascending 
numerical order using the module 'reorder'. This results in the array listing the 
alignments in the order in which they will be read in from file. A potentially large loss 
of speed would result if alignments are numbered out of order as the alignment file 
would have to be rewound before re-reading through the alignments to find the 
specified one to input. As detailed in chapter 5.4.1, the alignments are stored in a fast 
access, 'unformatted' format file.
After reading in an alignment into 'arr_b', the module 'test' is called to conduct the 
comparison between the two arrays. Comparisons are carried out on array 'arr_b ' 
using a substring or window of 'arr„a'. The 'test' module walks this window along 
the alignment held in 'arr_a' in one column steps. The size of the window determines 
the minimum size of a SCR and is initially set to three residues, although it can be
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altered by the user. At each new position, the 'test' module calls the module 'ident' 
which conducts the comparison. 'Ident' first compares the window of sequence one in 
'arr_a' to find a match in sequence one of 'arr_b'. Only if a match is found are 
further comparisons made between the other rows in the arrays. If an identical region is 
found in the two arrays, a check is made to see if the window of 'arr_a' occurs at any 
other position in 'arr_b'. The number of times a match is found is passed back to the 
'test' module. When no matches are found, the window is advanced one position and 
'ident' called again. If one match is found, a hits string, 'seq_a' is marked with 
asterices at the equivalent position where the match occurred in 'arr_a'. This method 
is illustrated in figures 5.1. If more than one match is found, this may not be a SCR and 
the position is ambiguously defined (see figure 5.2). The match is marked as a hit in the 
hits string but a warning is printed on the screen recommending the user choose their 
own SCRs or increase the minimum width of SCRs. The window is moved along 
'arr_a' and the ' ident’ module called until the entire alignment has been compared 
against 'arr„b'.
A feature of the ' i d e n t '  module is that the substring from 'a r r _ a '  is not compared to 
the entire alignment in 'a r r „ b '.  The search through 'a r r _ b ' uses a window of size plus 
or minus thirty residues from the position in the alignment of the window from 'a r r „ a ' .  
This step is taken because the region in 'a r r „ a '  is likely to occur in a roughly similar 
position in 'a r r _ b '.  Thus searching through all of 'a r r _ b '  is unnecessary and will 
result in slowing the program down.
After comparing the two alignments, the ' t e s t '  module passes back to the 's c r _ f n d ' 
module the hit string, 's e q _ a '.  This string contains a record of where identical regions 
are found. When the first two alignments are compared, the hits marked in this hits 
string are placed in a results string, 's e q _ c '.  For all following comparisons, a logical 
AND operation is conducted on the two strings with the results stored in 's e q _ c '. Thus, 
after comparison of the first alignment read in against all the others, the places in the
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Alignment A Alignment B
D E F G
DEGG
DYFG
h i t = l
\ D A C D -E F G -
D A C D -E -G G
C A C D Y -F G -  LL + 30
Figure 5.1
The algorithm for finding SCRs. The ‘i d e n t ’ module is used to find regions 
identically aligned in two alignments. Three columns of residues in alignment A are 
compared to three columns of residues in alignment B. The number of columns 
compared at a time is set by the user and determines the minimum possible width of 
strongly conserved regions. The position of column one in alignment A is used as the 
centre point of a window space which determines how much of alignment B is 
compared, shown above, not to scale, as the dotted line below alignment B. A window 
variable of plus or minus thirty is used with error cheeks to prevent this window 
exceeding the size of the alignment. In the above example where the first three columns 
of alignment A are being compared, positions one to seven of alignment B will be 
compared (shown diagrammatic ally above for two of the seven comparisons). Once the 
columns in the window of alignment B are compared, identical matches cause a 
variable, ‘h i t ’, initially set to zero, to be incremented by one. This variable can be used 
be the calling routine.
Alignment A Alignment B 
 1
GGG
GGG
GGG
STG G G D
D TG G G T
TA G G G F
r— 1 I 1GGGSTGGGD
GGGDTGGGT
G G G TA G G G F
Figure 5.2
Illustrating how two or more matching regions can be found in an alignment. The region 
boxed in alignment A is identical to two regions in alignment B, shown by connecting lines. 
Distinguishing which match is the SCR is a non-trivial task.
I
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first alignment where identieal regions are found in all the others, are marked with 
asterices in the string 'se q _ c '.
The module 'convert' assesses the position of each of the SCRs in 'seq_c', calls the 
module 'bugremove' to ensure it is a SCR and if it is, converts it into numerical format 
and stores it in the two dimensional integer array, 'scrPos'. These positions are found 
using the internal FORTRAN string search function 'index'. The way the above 
implementation of the SCR finding algorithm works can make it possible for SCRs to 
be defined when one of the sequences eonsists entirely of gaps. These may not be true 
SCRs (see figure 5.3). The module 'bugremove' identifies sequences which consist 
entirely of gaps. The other modules in the program which require knowledge about 
SCRs obtain this information from the array 'scrPos'.
The manual method of visually comparing two alignments, enables SCRs of any size 
from one residue upwards to be identified, with the only consideration being the amount 
of time the user must spend. Including such discrimination into an automatic algorithm 
is a difficult process. As the width of a SCR decreases, the possibility of its occurrence 
at more than one position in the alignment increases (see figure 5.2). The ability to 
discriminate which is the correct position for the SCR would be hard to code and 
expensive in computer time.
The algorithm implemented for finding SCRs requires three parameters: a minimum 
width of SCR, a window size within which alignments are compared and the number of 
sequences to use when comparing alignments. The minimum size of a SCR is initially 
three residues although it can be altered by the user. This parameter is used in the 
module ' t e s t ' .  The window size within which alignments are compared is set to thirty 
residues and is used in the module ' i d e n t ' .  As noted in chapter 4.2.3, it may be 
beneficial to be able to alter the number of sequences to use when comparing 
alignments. This is implemented at the start of module ' s c r _ f  nd ' and is initially set to 
ten. When the user chooses to delineate SCRs using a number of sequences less than are 
in the alignments, the module 'r a n d ' is called which randomly picks which sequences
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Alignment 1 ****
Sequence a a a  pd
Sequence b c g c d a f  gpc
Sequence c d - - d - f g p c
Alignment 2 ****
Sequence a a  apd
Sequence b c g c d e f  gpc
Sequence c d - - d - f g p c
Alignment 3 ****
Sequence a ------------ aap d
Sequence b c g c d e f  g p c - -
Sequence c d - - d - f g p c - -
Figure 5.3
Illustrates a potential problem with the method used to choose SCRs. The method finds 
all regions that are identical between the different alignments looked at. In the three 
alignments shown above, the identical regions found are shown with a above the
appropriate columns. However, although the alignments in sequences b and c are
equivalent, that of sequence a is not. This region should not be considered a SCR. 
These regions can be found by searching for regions which have one or more sequences 
entirely composed of gaps.
are used. Once selected, all calculations of SCRs and LCRs involve only these selected 
sequences.
5.4.3 Delineation of LCRs
Once the SCRs are defined, the LCRs can be found. This is a two step procedure. 
Firstly, every alignment for every LCR is found and written to file. Secondly, these are 
read back in and the unique alignments for each LCR are written to file. This file, which 
will be read by the Mix'n’MatchB program, is an 'unformatted' file which stores each 
alignment with its identifying details. A second version of this information is produced 
which is meant to be examined by the user and used to choose an alignment for each 
LCR. This is in a format suitable for printing and also includes consensus secondary 
structure prediction below each alignment.
Finding all alignments for all LCRs is carried out by the module ' f n d l c r ' .  The 
alignment used to calculate the SCRs is still held in the array 'a r r _ a ' .  The file which 
stores all the alignments, output by the module 'd o a l i s ' ,  is opened and each alignment 
is read in turn into array 'a rr_ _ b '. The presence in the alignment of each SCR is 
checked using the module ' i d e n t ' .  With this information, the presence of LCRs can be 
determined using an IF ... ENDIF construct, and those found written to file.
The 'u n iq ' module finds the unique alignments for each LCR. The first step is, for each 
LCR, the alignments for that LCR are read in from the file generated in the previous 
module, and output to a temporary, 'unformatted' scratch file. The module 
'u n i q _ l c r s '  is then called. This sets up a second temporary, 'unformatted' scratch file 
and assigns variable names which identify which of the two temporary files is to be read 
from and which written to. The first alignment is read from temporary file and output to 
the file '1 e r .  d a t a '  which stores the unique alignments - the first alignment read is 
always unique. All the other alignments are then read in, one at a time, and the ' i d e n t '  
module called to compare alignments. Any unique alignments are output to temporary
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%residues and the consensus secondary structure prediction. This is accomplished by 
reading in the data stored in the unique LCR file, '1 e r .  d a ta '.  The number of gaps and
file. After comparing the alignments, the files to be read from and written to are 
swapped and the process is repeated until there are no more alignments to be read in the 
temporary file. This process is illustrated in figure 5.4. The procedure repeats until all 
the LCRs have been processed
The next module, called 'w r l c r l ' ,  outputs the unique alignments in a user readable
:
format, together with extra information which includes the number of gaps and identical
identical residues is calculated from the LCR alignment and the appropriate consensus 
sequence read from file.
5.5 Optimisation of algorithms
Algorithms can be optimised for a variety of purposes, including speed of execution or 
memory usage. The benefits of optimising an algorithm are greater the more the 
algorithm is used. It has been pointed out above that improvements in algorithms can be 
made to some of the routines to increase the speed of program execution. Improvements 
in program speed are probably also possible for other modules, including the often 
called routines for finding SCRs and LCRs, for example, the module 'i d e n t '.
Optimising the code has not been a major factor during the writing of this program. 
Producing easily modified, robust and easy to follow source code had priority.
■
However, some optimisations are carried out. The need to capitalise alphabetic 
characters resulted in coding two modules, 'm kcapb ' and 'm kcapc ' which are fastest 
with small and long strings respectively. Two approaches to placing numbers held in an 
array into numerical order were explored for the module 'r e o r d e r ' ,  with the fastest 
chosen (see code in appendix H for details). To reduce the memory requirements of the 
program, where applicable, temporary results are written to files held on disk. To 
alleviate the speed decrease inherent in this approach, fast access, 'unformatted' style
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Temporary File A Temporary File B Output file Icr.data
) --------1 3 7 13 26 42 3 7 13 26 1
( b l .3 7 13 26 13 26 1 3
(c) -.f13 26 26 1 3 13
1 3 13 26
( e ) ......
Figure 5.4
Illustrating the principle of the algorithm to find unique Loosely Conserved Regions 
(LCRs). The alignments found for each LCR are found using a previous module. In the 
example above, the LCR is found in alignments 1, 3, 7, 13, 26 and 42 and of these, 
alignments 1, 3, 13 and 26 are unique, (a) The previous module has stored these 
alignments in temporary file A. The first alignment in this file is output to file ‘Icr.data’. 
The rest are tested against this first alignment and different alignments written to 
temporary file B. Alignment 42 is identical to alignment 1 so is not written, (b) 
Temporary files A and B are swapped (shown by the dotted lines), the first alignment in 
temporary file A, 3, is written to the output file ‘Icr.data’ and other alignments not 
identical to alignment 3 are written to temporary file B. (c) Temporary files A and B are 
swapped, the first alignment, 13, is written to the output file ‘Icr.data’ and other 
alignments not identical to alignment 13 are written to temporary file B. (d) After 
writting the first alignment in temporary file A to ‘Icr.data’, there are no further 
alignments to compare, leaving temporary file B empty, (e) After swapping temporary 
files A and B, file A is found to be empty so all the unique alignments have been found 
and output to file ‘Icr.data’. The above process get now be repeated on the alignments 
found for another LCR.
À
diagrams, the flow of data is not always shown.
files are used, with data formats chosen, which require the minimum of computation 
when reading from the file. An example is reading in the alignments in the module 
'd o a l i s ' .  Reading in the alignment data in the original ALIEN or PILEUP format 
requires extensive coding with multiple error checking. This data is output in a machine 
readable format so that other modules require few lines of code with only minimal error
'j.checks to read the data. A variety of general optimising techniques, for example, 
unrolling loops and moving as many calculations as possible outside loops, are also 
implemented.
1
5.6 Program development
The Mix'n'Match programs are constructed along a modular line with each task broken 
into separate modules. This allows for easier updating and debugging. The final 
structure of the programs Mix'n'MatchA and Mix'n'MatchB are shown in figures 5.5 
and 5.6. The structure of the initial version of the Mix'n'Match algorithm is shown for 
comparison in figure 5.7. For the final version of the program, the structure of the
reading alignments module is shown in figure 5.8, the secondary structure prediction 
and consensus secondary structure prediction modules in figure 5.9, the SCR 
calculating module in figure 5.10, the LCR calculating modules in figure 5.11, and the 
outputting of SCRs and LCRs modules in figure 5.12. To improve the legibility of these
Two modules were written with the help of Dr. Ian Walker, Glasgow University 
Computing Service's VMS System Manager, who supplied the VMS specific 
commands used to spawn a sub process (needed to call the GCG programs and 
incorporated in the module 'g cg cm d s ') and the external function call for generating 
random numbers (incorporated in the module 'ran d ').
The structure of Mix'n'MatchA and Mix'n'MatchB compared to the original version
■
illustrate the extent of the modifications which took place during the course of
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7development. The modifications include: changes to the sequence and alignment input 
modules after the decision was made to increase the number of formats which could be 
used; extending the secondary structure prediction modules to be able to run the 
prediction programs as well as read in their predictions; addition of the GGBSM 
prediction method; and adding modules for finding and outputting SCRs and LCRs.
In the first version, only ALIEN format alignments could be read, using the module 
'a l i e n ' .  The code that tests for a valid alignment file is removed from this module,
expanded to deal with PILEUP as well as ALIEN and incorporated into a separate 
module 'a l i s _ t y p e ' .  The ' d o a l i s '  module uses ' a l i s _ t y p e '  to find out which 
module should be used to read in the next alignment from file. A module to read in 
PILEUP alignments, ' p i l e u p _ r d ' ,  is coded and the module to read in ALIEN 
alignments is recoded and renamed 'a l i e n _ r d ' .  As different alignment programs 
output their data using different gap characters and with the sequences ordered 
differently, modules 'c h a n g e c h a r ' and 'o r d e r _ s e q s '  are constructed to unify the 
approach used. The routines for calculating the number of identities and gaps are 
generalised to cope with different formats and placed in separate modules. The module
'a l i _ w r '  is written which outputs the alignment in a format easily read by other 
modules in the program.
■i,'
To enable the GCG prediction programs to be run, the sequence files have to be present 
and for the GGBSM method, have to be read in. Modifications are made to the ' i n p u t '  
module to check for the presence of the sequence files, in either NBRF/PIR or GCG 
'file of file names' formats. The module 's e c o n d ' is expanded to call the modules
■' r d _ g c g '  and ' r d _ p i r '  which read in GCG and NBRF format sequence files, 
respectively. The module 'ggbsm ' is constructed to carry out GGBSM predictions and 
is called from the module 's e c o n d '.  To run the secondary structure prediction 
programs, the module 'g c g p rd ' is constructed. This is added to the module 's e c o n d ' in 
an IF ... ENDIF statement which ensures it is accessed only when the predictions have 
not already been run.
I
Î
î M
An alternative way to incorporate GCG programs into a program is to use the GCG 
library calls. This allows closer integration of the GCG commands and the use of other 
GCG routines, e.g., for reading in PILEUP format alignments. A drawback is that the
format of this library is not static and any changes to the library may require extensive
: :■
.modification to the user program. Using sub processes to call GCG programs should not
:■require modifications when the GCG suite of programs is upgraded.
To increase the flexibility of the method, the modules ' a l t v a r '  and 'c h a n g e v a r ' are
written which enable the user to change most of the internal parameters. These include 
the width of the final output, the minimum width of an SCR and the number of 
alignments used to pick SCRs from. These modules are incorporated into the ' i n p u t '  
and 'serfnd' modules. Extensive online help is also provided which explains what 
questions are asked by the program and why.
Testing of the modules is carried out individually and collectively through construction 
of appropriate driver routines and interactive examination of the code using the VMS 
debugger.
The source code for the Mix'n'Match programs is shown in appendices H, I and J.
: |
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Figure 5.6
A flowchart of the Mix’n’MatchB program.
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Figure 5.7
A structure diagram of the initial program developed for the Mix'n'Match algorithm.
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Figure 5.5
A structure diagram of the Mix’n’MatchA program.
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Figure 5.8
A structure diagram of the doalis module from the Mix’n’MatchA program.
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Figure 5.9
A structure diagram of the second and calc^cons modules.
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Figure 5.10
A structure diagram of the scr module.
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Figure 5.11
A structure diagram of the FindLCR amd Uniq modules.
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Figure 5.12
A structure diagram of the WrLCRl and Wr_SCR modules.
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Chapter 6 Mix'n'Match results
6.1 Control results for the Mix'n’Match method
The initial study (see chapter four) demonstrated that SCRs are found using the 
M ix’n'Match method. A more extensive test of the Mix'n'Match method is now 
undertaken. The best way to test the accuracy of a multiple alignment method is to 
compare the results produced to reference alignments obtained by three dimensional 
superimposition. The reference alignment of a protein family identifies the structurally 
equivalent residues that define the common tertiary fold. However, not every 
structurally equivalent residue is useful in testing accuracy. This is because, in structural 
terms, loops do not form part of the conserved core of a protein. Hence, only residues 
that are part of a-helices and |3-strands are used as test regions.
Mix'n'Match is tested with two protein families, the globins and the serine proteases. 
These families have sequences with known three dimensional structures that have been 
used to generate reference alignments. For the globin family, seven test regions, as used 
by Barton and Sternberg [254] and taken from the reference alignment of Lesk and 
Chothia [58], are used. These regions correspond to conserved a-heiices A, B, C, E, F, 
G and H. The seven globin sequences used are listed in table 6.1. For the serine protease 
family of sequences, twenty three test regions, identified by Greer [48, 49], are used. 
These regions correspond to structurally equivalent residues that form p-strands and an 
a-helix. The eleven serine protease sequences used are listed in table 6.2. The choice of 
these families allows Mix'n'Match alignments to be compared against both the reference 
alignments and also against the alignments of these sequences produced by other 
multiple alignment programs. The effectiveness of a Mix'n'Match alignment is 
estimated according to whether the alignments at the test regions are correct; to qualify, 
every residue has to be correctly aligned, with no exceptions.
Code Protein Species Accession Number
GGLMS Cyanohaemoglobin Sea lamprey P02208
HAHO Plaemoglobin a-chain Horse P01958
HAHU Haemoglobin a-chain Human P01922
HBHO Haemoglobin P-chain Horse P02062
HBHU Haemoglobin P-chain Human P02023
LGHB Leghaemoglobin Lupinus luteus (root nodule) A50249
MYWHP Myoglobin Sperm whale P02185
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Table 6.1
Listing the seven globin sequences used in aligning. The sequences are listed with their 
acession numbers.
Code Protein Species Accession Number
EXBO Factor Xa Bovine P00743
EZEC58 Mast Cell Protease Rat P00770
HPHB Haptoglobin Chimpanzee M20760
KFBO Factor IX Bovine P00741
PLHU Plasminogen Human P00747
TBBO Prothrombin Bovine J00041
NICHG^' Chymotrypsin Bovine
NISGT* Trypsin Streptomyces griseus
N3EST* Elastase Porcine
N2PKA* Kallikrein Porcine
NINTP* Trypsin Bovine
Table 6.2
Listing the serine protease sequences using in aligning. The sequences are listed with 
their acession numbers. The ones marked with an asterix are taken from the 
Brookhaven structural database and are listed using their database entry name.
ïAs previously noted, the results from all multiple alignment programs depend to some 
extent on the values used for the program's parameters. The values that can be changed 
in Mix'n'Match are those used in choosing the SCRs. The effect of varying these values
alignments; and the number of sequences used when comparing alignments. The eleven 
members of the serine protease family used in the reference alignment of Greer [48] are 
aligned (table 6.2) using the gap penalties, scoring matrices and multiple alignment 
programs described above for the shikimate pathway enzymes (see chapter 3.4 and 
tables 3.2 and 3.3), generating sixty five alignments.
is investigated below. The alignments produced by Mix'n’Match are also dependent on 
the criteria used in the choice of 'best' alignment for each LCR. Although experienced 
users could use complex criteria for this choice, to mimic the results possible for non­
experienced users, the simple criterion of choosing the alignment that has the fewest 
number of gaps in predicted secondary structural units is employed. In practice, it is 
recommended that structure prediction information is used only as a guide, and not as 
the sole criterion of choice, due to the inaccuracy inherent in any secondary structure 
prediction method.
I
6.2 Effects of varying internal Mix’n'Match parameters
Three parameters are used by Mix'n'Match when delineating SCRs: the minimum 
length of SCR that can be found; the length of window used when comparing two
■I1
$II
;*To test the effect the minimum length of SCR has on the SCRs found, the Mix'n'Match 
programs are run on the serine protease and globin alignments while varying the 
minimum length of the SCRs from two to nine residues and two to six residues, 
respectively. The detection of SCRs is tested using between two and sixty five 
alignments (table 6.3 and figure 6.1). The expected result is that as the minimum width 
of SCR increases, smaller SCRs will be ignored, resulting in a reduction in the overall 
length of SCRs found. The data collected is in broad agreement with this.
I
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Figure 6.1
Illustrating the effect that varying the minimum width a Strongly Conserved Region 
(SRC) can be, on the percentage of alignment found in SCRs as the number of 
alignments, used by the Mix’n’Match algorithm to find SCRs, increases. Sixty five 
initial alignments are input to Mix’n’Match, generated using varying gap penalties 
(shown in table 3.2), scoring matrices (described in table 3.3) and multiple alignment 
programs as described in the text. The alignments are of eleven serine proteases, as 
listed in table 6.2. The alignments are ranked according to the number of identical 
residues, highest to lowest. The alignments are consecutively added together one at a 
time and the Mix’n’ Match algorithm applied. All Mix’n’Match parameters are set to 
their defaults except the minimum width a SCR can be, which is varied from two to 
nine residues.
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Table 6.3
Showing the effect of varying the minimum width of SCRs on the length of SCRs 
found. The figure given is the total number of residues that occupy SCRs in the whole 
protein, i.e., at the top all or most residues are defined as SCRs whereas at the bottom, 
only a few or no residues are. Results are for (A) eleven serine proteases, as listed in 
table 6.2, and (B) seven globins, as listed in table 6.1. The number of alignments used to 
calculate the SCRs, range from two to sixty five alignments. Default settings are used 
for other parameters. The default parameter for minimum width of SCR is three 
residues, shown shaded above.
A) Effect of varying the minimum width of SCRs on the length of SCRs found for serine proteases.
No of Alignments
SCR width of2 S(’R width 1)1 SCR width of 4 SCR width of 5 SCR width of 6 SCR widtii of 7 SCR width of 8 SCR width of 9
SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCR SCRleugtli Iciigili Icnglli length length length length length length length length length length length (%) length length(%) (%) (%) m (%> (%•)
2 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
3 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
4 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
5 162 60 162 60 162 60 158 59 158 59 158 59 151 56 151 56
6 95 35 95 35 95 35 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 29
1 95 35 95 35 95 35 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 29
8 95 35 95 35 95 35 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 299 95 35 95 35 95 3 5 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 29
10 95 35 95 35 95 35 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 29
1 1 95 35 95 35 95 35 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 29
12 95 35 95 35 95 35 91 34 86 32 86 32 79 29 79 29
13 94 35 94 35 94 35 90 34 85 32 85 32 78 29 78 29
14 94 35 94 35 94 35 90 34 85 32 85 32 78 29 78 29
15 94 35 94 35 94 35 90 34 85 32 85 32 78 29 78 29
16 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
17 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
18 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
19 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
20 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
21 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
22 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
23 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
24 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
25 92 34 92 34 92 34 88 33 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
26 87 32 87 32 87 32 83 31 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
27 87 32 87 32 87 32 83 31 83 31 83 31 76 28 76 28
28 80 30 80 30 80 30 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28
29 80 30 80 30 80 30 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28
30 80 30 80 30 80 30 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28
31 80 30 80 30 80 30 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28
32 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28
33 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28
34 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24
35 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
36 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
37 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
38 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
39 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
40 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
41 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
42 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
43 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
44 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
45 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
46 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
47 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
48 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20
49 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20
50 39 15 39 15 39 1 5 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
51 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
52 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
53 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
54 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
55 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9
56 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9
57 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9
58 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
59 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
60 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
61 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
62 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
63 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
64 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
65 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
B) Effect of varying the minimum width of SCRs on the length of SCRs found for globins.
N o  o f  
A l i g n m e n t s
SCR width of 
2
SÇR width of SCR width of 
4
SCR width of 
5
SCR width of 
6
SCRlength SCRlength(%)
SCRlength SCRlength
(% )
SCRlength SCRlength(%)
SCRlength SCRlength(%)
SCRlength SCRlength
(%)
2 1 5 6 93 1 56 9 3 1 56 9 3 156 9 3 15 6 9 3
3 15 6 93 15 6 9 3 1 56 9 3 15 6 9 3 1 56 93
4 15 6 93 15 6 9 3 1 56 9 3 15 6 9 3 1 56 9 3
5 1 5 6 93 15 6 9 3 15 6 9 3 15 6 9 3 1 56 9 3
6 1 5 6 9 3 15 6 9 3 1 56 9 3 15 6 9 3 15 6 9 3
7 1 5 6 9 3 1 5 6 9 3 1 5 6 9 3 15 6 9 3 15 6 9 3
8 1 5 6 93 1 56 9 3 15 6 9 3 1 5 6 9 3 15 6 9 3
9 1 1 9 71 11 9 71 1 1 9 71 11 9 71 1 1 9 71
10 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7
1 1 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7
12 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 95 5 7
13 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7
14 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 95 5 7
15 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7 9 5 5 7
16 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
17 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
18 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
19 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
2 0 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
21 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
2 2 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
2 3 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
2 4 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8 8 0 4 8
2 5 63 3 8 6 3 3 8 6 3 38 6 3 3 8 63 3 8
2 6 63 3 8 6 3 3 8 63 3 8 6 3 3 8 6 3 3 8
2 7 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23 3 9 23
2 8 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23
2 9 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23
3 0 3 9 23 39 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23
31 3 9 23 39 23 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
3 2 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
3 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
3 4 3 9 23 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3
3 5 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
3 6 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
3 7 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3
3 8 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
3 9 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
4 0 3 9 2 3 3 9 2 3 3 9 23 3 9 23 3 9 2 3
41 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*
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Results found for the serine protease alignments (table 6.3A and figure 6.1), show that 
when up to four alignments are considered, all sizes of SCR width define one hundred 
percent of the alignment as a SCR, This indicates that the first four alignments are 
identical. Four unique sets of results are found for the eight different minimum widths 
used, with identical results found when the widths are: two, three and four; five; six and 
seven; and eight and nine. As the width increases between these four sets, the overall 
length of SCR found does decrease. However, the differences are apparent only when 
between five and thirty one alignments are considered. The same SCRs are found when 
between thirty two and sixty five alignments are considered, for all sizes of SCR width.
This indicates that as the number of alignments considered increases, the prevalence of 
short SCRs decreases, until after thirty two alignments are considered, only SCRs of 
length nine or longer are left. The differences between the four sets of results are small, 
with three cumulative differences being found: the exclusion of a four mer SCR found 
in alignment thirty one differentiates the SCR widths of two, three and four from five; 
the exclusion of a five mer SCR found in alignment twenty five differentiates the SCR 
widths of five from six and seven; and the exclusion of a seven mer SCR found in 
alignment twenty seven differentiates the SCR widths of six and seven from eight and 
nine.
■
Results for the globin alignments (table 6.3B) show similar trends. Two unique sets of 
results are found for the five different minimum widths used. The same SCRs are found 
when between two and forty alignments are considered, for all sizes of SCR width.
When forty one or more alignments are considered, no SCRs are found for minimum 
widths of three, four, five, or six. When the width is two, a single SCR of width two is 
found when between forty one and forty four alignments are considered.
:
The algorithm used to detect SCRs necessitates the use of a minimum SCR width. The 
minimum SCR width should be as short as possible so that short SCRs are detected,  ^ .
however, the likelihood of finding a SCR in two positioijl, invalidating the SCR, is
increased with small width. In the above runs, no SCRs are found in two positions. For
i
#
the serine proteases, widths of two, three or four fit the above criteria and for the 
globins, widths of two to six. A minimum SCR width of two could be chosen, but, to 
reduce the possibility of finding a SCR in two positions, the default minimum width is 
set to three residues.
To test the effect of varying the length of window used in the ' i d e n t '  module, used to 
compare alignments, the Mix'n'Match programs are run on the serine protease 
alignments while varying the window length from ten to eighty residues in steps of ten. 
Window sizes of twenty five and thirty five are also tested. The detection of SCRs is 
tested using between two and sixty five alignments (table 6.4 and figure 6,2).
A window size is used when comparing alignments to reduce the amount of time spent 
carrying out the comparisons. It may be expected that if the window size is too short, a 
SCR in one alignment would not be found in another if the numbering of the alignments 
varied too much. Additionally, if the window size is too long, the possibility of the SCR 
being found in more than one position may be increased. The results show that the same 
SCRs are found for all the window sizes tested and no duplicate SCRs are found. It is 
reasonable that any value from ten to eighty could be chosen as default with the 
provision that the shorter the value chosen, the faster a comparison between two 
alignments may be carried out. However, to decrease the possibility of either of the two 
error conditions pointed out above occurring, a midway value of thirty is chosen as the 
default window size.
To test the effect of varying the number of sequences used while finding SCRs, the 
Mix'n'Match programs are run on the alignments of the eleven serine protease 
sequences while varying the number of sequences used from six to eleven. The 
detection of SCRs is tested using between two and sixty five alignments (table 6.5 and 
figure 6.3).
The user is given the ability to change the number of sequences in an alignment that are 
tested. Once set, the same randomly picked sequences are used for all delineation of
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Figure 6.2
Illustrating the effect that varying the window size used in the ‘i d e n t ’ module 
for comparing two alignments, has on the percentage of alignment found in 
Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) as the number of alignments, used by the 
Mix’n’Match algorithm to find SCRs, increases. Sixty five initial alignments are 
input to Mix’n’Match, generated using varying gap penalties (shown in table
3.2), scoring matrices (described in table 3.3) and multiple alignment programs 
as described in the text. The alignments are of eleven serine proteases, as listed 
in table 6.2. The alignments are ranked according to the number of identical 
residues, highest to lowest. The alignments are consecutively added together one 
at a time and the M ix’n’ Match algorithm applied. All Mix’n’Match parameters 
are set to their defaults except the window size used in the ‘i d e n t ’ module for 
comparing two alignments which is varied between ten and eighty residues in 
steps of ten. For clarity, only four sets of results are shown.
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Table 6.4
Showing the effect of varying the window size used in the 'ident' module for comparing 
two alignments with each other. The figure given is the total number of residues that 
occupy SCRs in the whole protein, i.e., at the top all or most residues are defined as 
SCRs whereas at the bottom, only a few or no residues are. The alignments are of 
eleven serine proteases, as listed in table 6.2. The number of alignments used to 
calculate the SCRs, range from two to sixty five alignments. Default settings are used 
for the other parameters. The default parameter for window size is plus or minus thirty 
residues, shown shaded above.
No of 
Alignments
Window 
size: 10“snrlength 
(%)
Window 
size: 20 
SCR SCR length length 
(%)
Window 
size: 25 
iJCk SCR length length (%)
# #  Window
  size: 35"‘SÜÏÎ  S C i r  S'CRlength length length (%) (%)
Window 
size: 40-gnr-snrlength length (%)
Window 
size: 50"STnrmr
Window 
size: 60KŒ scir'
Window 
size: 70 
iJCk SCR length length 
(%)
Window 
size: 80
S O Tlength length length length length length 
(%) (%)
SCR SCR length length 
(%)
2 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
3 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 1004 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
5 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60
6 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 357 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 358 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
9 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 3510 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 3511 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
12 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 3513 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 3514 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 3515 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 3516 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 3417 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
18 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 3419 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 3420 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
21 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 3422 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 3423 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
24 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
25 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
26 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32
27 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 3228 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 3029 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30
30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 3031 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 3032 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 2833 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 2834 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 2435 63 24 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
36 63 24 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2237 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2238 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2239 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2240 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2241 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2242 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
43 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2244 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
45 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2246 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2247 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 2248 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 2049 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 2050 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 1551 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 1552 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 1553 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 1554 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 1555 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 956 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 957 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 958 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 359 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 360 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 361 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 362 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 363 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 364 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 365 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
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SCRs and LCRs. This choice is introduced because it is considered possible that as 
increasing the number of alignments under consideration reduces the size of SCRs 
found, a similar effect on the size of SCRs may be apparent with increasing number of 
sequences. The expectation is that reducing the number of sequences looked at while 
calculating SCRs will lead to an increase in the overall length of SCRs found. I
In all cases, the first four alignments are seen as one hundred percent SCR. The same 
SCRs are found when between eight and eleven sequences are used to calculate the 
SCRs. When seven sequences are used, the overall SCR length is seven mer longer 
when six and seven alignments are considered, one mer longer when eight to twenty
:four alignments are considered, and four mer longer when thirty two to thirty six 
alignments are considered. Seven sequences give the same results as using between 
eight and eleven sequences when considering the other alignments i.e., between twenty 
six and thirty one and between thirty seven and sixty five. When six sequences are used, 
the overall length of SCRs found ranges from between seven to thirty three mer longer 
than those found when between eight and eleven sequences are used although the same 
results as all other cases are found when between sixty three and sixty five alignments 
are considered.
This increase in length of SCR found when six and seven sequences are used is as 
expected. However, the SCRs found are 'false' SCRs which do not exist when all 
sequences are used. Where possible, the number of sequences used should be the same 
as the number of sequences in the alignments. For the purposes of setting this 
parameter, a default value i^fen is used. / I
V^i,
I,The effect the module 'b u g rem o v e ' has on the SCRs found is shown in table 6.6 and 
figure 6.4. This module is used to remove SCRs where one or more sequences in a 
putative SCR are composed entirely of gaps. The detection of SCRs by the Mix'n'Match 
programs is tested using between two and sixty five serine protease alignments, with 
and without this module. When five alignments are considered, compared to the data 
generated with the module, the absence of 'b u g rem o v e ' finds two extra SCRs of total
Î
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Figure 6.3
Illustrating the effect that varying the number of sequences in the alignments that 
are used in calculating the Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs), has on the 
percentage of alignment found in SCRs as the number of alignments, used by the 
M ix’n’Match algorithm to find SCRs, increases. Sixty five initial alignments are 
input to M ix’n’Match, generated using varying gap penalties (shown in table
3.2), scoring matrices (described in table 3.3) and multiple alignment programs 
as described in the text. The alignments are of eleven serine proteases, as listed 
in table 6.2. The alignments are ranked according to the number of identical 
residues, highest to lowest. The alignments are consecutively added together one 
at a time and the Mix’n’ Match algorithm applied. All Mix’n’Match parameters 
are set to their defaults except for the number of sequences in the alignments that 
are used in calculating the SCRs, which is varied between six and eleven.
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Table 6.5
Showing the effect of varying the number of sequences to use when comparing two 
alignments with each other. The figure given is the total number of residues that occupy 
SCRs in the whole protein, i.e., at the top all or most residues are defined as SCRs 
whereas at the bottom, only a few or no residues are. The alignments are of eleven 
serine proteases, as listed in table 6.2. The number of alignments used to calculate the 
SCRs, range from two to sixty five alignments. Default settings are used for other 
parameters. The default parameter for number of sequences to use is ten, shown shaded 
above.
No of Sequences used: 
6
Sequences used: 
7
Sequences used: Sequences used 
9
Sequences used: Sequences used: 11
SCR
Length
SCRLength
(%)
SCR
Length
SCRLength
(%)
SCR
Length
SCRLength
(%)
SCR
Length SCRLength
(%)
SCRLength SCRLength
(%)
SCR
Length
SCR
Length
{ % )
2 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
3 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
4 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100 268 100
5 169 63 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60 162 60
6 128 48 103 38 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
7 128 48 103 38 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
8 108 40 96 36 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
9 108 40 95 36 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
10 108 40 96 36 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
11 107 40 96 36 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
12 107 40 96 36 95 35 95 35 95 35 95 35
13 106 40 95 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35
14 106 40 95 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35
15 106 40 95 35 94 35 94 35 94 35 94 35
16 104 39 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
17 104 39 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
18 104 39 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
19 104 39 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
20 102 38 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
21 102 38 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
22 102 38 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
23 102 38 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
2 4 102 38 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
25 102 38 93 35 92 34 92 34 92 34 92 34
2 6 97 36 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32
27 97 36 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32 87 32
28 93 35 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30
2 9 93 35 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30
30 93 35 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30
31 93 35 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30 80 30
32 93 35 80 30 76 28 76 28 76 28 76 28
33 91 34 78 29 74 28 74 28 74 28 74 28
3 4 80 30 67 25 63 24 63 24 63 24 63 24
35 80 30 64 24 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
36 80 30 64 24 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
37 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
38 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
39 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
4 0 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
41 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
4 2 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
4 3 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
4 4 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
4 5 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
4 6 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
47 76 28 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22 60 22
48 76 28 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20
4 9 76 28 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20 53 20
5 0 62 23 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
51 62 23 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
5 2 62 23 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
5 3 62 23 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
5 4 62 23 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15 39 15
55 46 17 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9
5 6 46 17 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9
57 32 12 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9 23 9
58 32 12 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
5 9 32 12 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
6 0 32 12 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
61 32 12 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
6 2 32 12 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
63 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
6 4 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
65 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3
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Figure 6.4
Illustrating the effect that the presence or absence of the ‘b u g re m o v e ’ has on the 
percentage of alignment found in Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) as the number of 
alignments, used by the Mix’n’Match algorithm to find SCRs, increases. Sixty five 
initial alignments are input to Mix’n’Match, generated using varying gap penalties 
(shown in table 3.2), scoring matrices (described in table 3.3) and multiple alignment 
programs as described in the text. The alignments are of eleven serine proteases, as 
listed in table 6.2. The alignments are ranked according to the number of identical 
residues, highest to lowest. The alignments are consecutively added together one at a 
time and the Mix’n’ Match algorithm applied. All Mix’n’Match parameters are set to 
their defaults except the module is either enabled or disabled.
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Table 6.6
Showing the effect of whether or not the module 'b u g rem o v e ' is enabled, on the 
length of Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) found. The figure given is the total 
number of residues that occupy SCRs in the whole protein, i.e., at the top all or most 
residues are defined as SCRs whereas at the bottom, only a few or no residues are. The 
alignments are of eleven serine proteases, as listed in table 6.2. The number of 
alignments used to calculate the SCRs, range from two to sixty five alignments. Default 
settings are used for other parameters. The module 'b u g rem o v e ' is enabled by default, 
shown shaded above.
No of Alignments BugRemovc enabled BugRemove disabled
SCR Length SCR Length (%) SCR Length SCR Length (%)
2 268 100 268 1003 268 100 268 1004 268 100 268 1005 162 60 170 636 95 35 98 377 95 35 98 378 95 35 98 379 95 35 98 3710 95 35 98 3711 95 35 98 3712 95 35 95 3513 94 35 94 3514 94 35 94 3515 94 35 94 3516 92 34 92 3417 92 34 92 3418 92 34 92 3419 92 34 92 3420 92 34 92 3421 92 34 92 3422 92 34 92 3423 92 34 92 3424 92 34 92 3425 92 34 92 3426 87 32 87 3227 87 32 87 3228 80 30 80 3029 80 30 80 3030 80 30 80 3031 80 30 80 3032 76 28 76 2833 74 28 74 2834 63 24 63 2435 60 22 60 2236 60 22 60 2237 60 22 60 2238 60 22 60 2239 60 22 60 2240 60 22 60 2241 60 22 60 2242 60 22 60 2243 60 22 60 2244 60 22 60 2245 60 22 60 2246 60 22 60 2247 60 22 60 2248 53 20 53 2049 5 3 20 53 2050 39 15 39 1551 39 15 39 1552 39 15 39 1553 39 15 39 1554 39 15 39 1555 23 9 23 956 23 9 23 957 23 9 23 958 9 3 9 359 9 3 9 360 9 3 9 361 9 3 9 362 9 3 9 363 9 3 9 364 9 3 9 365 9 3 9 3
î
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6.3 Control alignments produced using default settings
Using the sixty five initial alignments generated for the globin and serine pro tease 
families, Mix'n’Match is used to produce final alignments. For the globin family, four 
LCRs must be picked and for the serine protease family, nine LCRs must be picked. For 
the serine protease family, the selection of alignments for each LCR is shown in 
appendix K. This is the output file ' p r i n t  .me' from the Mix'n'MatchA program. The 
choice of LCRs is shown in table 6.7. The criteria used is as discussed above.
Figure 6.6 shows the multiple alignment produced by Mix’n'Match for seven members 
of the globin family, where the proportion of identical residues in all seven sequences is
93
length eight mer, when between six and eleven alignments are considered, adds an extra 
SCR of length three (figure 6.5), and when more than eleven alignments are considered, 
no difference in results are found. The feature that this module protects against,  ^
therefore seems toja rare event. k
For the serine protease alignments, the overall trends in SCR length as the number of 
alignments under consideration increases, are the same as seen with the shikimate 
enzymes in chapter 3.4. A large drop in percentage length is seen once the first non­
identical alignment is considered. The SCR length then gradually declines. The second 
sharp drop apparent with shikimate enzymes e2 to e5 is not present and, like shikimate 
enzymes el and e3, SCRs are found even when considering all sixty five alignments.
The cut-off point in the number of alignments to consider for delineating SCRs is 
picked after examination of the trend in SCR length as the number of alignments under 
consideration increases. A value is initially chosen using the shikimate enzyme data.
The data for the serine proteases confirm that the choice is acceptable.
The above results show that similar SCRs are found over a broad range of the internal 
parameters.
Figure 6.5
The Mix'll'Match alignment of eleven serine proteases. The SCRs found by the 
Mix'n'Match program when five alignments are considered are shown above the 
alignment, with the SCRs found by the Mix'n'Match program when between six and 
eleven alignments are considered are shown below the alignment. Extra SCRs found 
when the module 'bugremove' is absent, are shown by including asterices (*) in the 
SCRs. The default parameters of Mix'n'MatchA are used. The choice of alignment for 
each LCR is made randomly, by picking the first alignment for each LCR from the 
range available.
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(A)
LCR Number
Globin sequences 
Possible choices Alignment chosen
1 1,12,13,30, 32, 40, 48 1
2 1, 12 1
3 1,2, 12, 30 2
4 1,7, 12, 13,30,31, 13
(B) Serine protease sequences
LCR Alignment
Number Possible choices chosen
1 1,8,17,19,21,25,26,27,28,35,37,44,46,53,55,56 17
2 1,8,17,19,21,23,25,26,27,28,35,36,37,39,44,45,46,53,55,56,58,61,62,65 35
3 1,8,19,21,26,27,37,39,44,55,56 55
4 1,8,19,21,26,27,37,44,48,53,54,55,56 56
5 1,8,19,21,25,26,44,46,55,58 25
6 1,3,8,19,21,23,26,37,41,44,55,56 56
7 1,8,19,21,23,25,26,44,48,55,61,62 44
8 1,8,19,21,25,26,44,55,58 21
9 1,7,10,16,19,21,26,55 55
I
Table 6.7
Showing the possible choice of alignments for each LCR when aligning (A) seven 
globin sequences and (B ) eleven serine protease sequences. Sixty five initial 
alignments are generated for the globin and serine pro tease families as input to 
Mix'n’Match and the possible choices refer to the initial alignment that the unique LCR 
alignment is found in. The actual choices for the serine protease alignments are listed 
in appendix K.
Figure 6.6
A Mix'n'Match multiple alignment of seven globins. The top row, labelled "M'n'M 
SCR", gives the three SCRs found by Mix'n'Match. The boxed regions numbered one to 
seven show the test regions. Bold numbers are used to indicate that the test regions is 
correctly aligned. These test regions are structurally equivalent residues from secondary 
structural units. is placed under aligned, identical residues and '.' represents a gap.
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only five percent. The boxes in figure 6.6 are drawn around the test regions and bold 
numbers are used to indicate that a test region is correctly aligned. Mix'n’Match 
produces an alignment in good agreement with the reference alignment of Lesk and 
Chothia [58]. Six of the seven test regions are correctly aligned, with test region six 
having two residues misaligned. When compared to the results of the automatic 
methods used to generate the initial alignments, we see that most sets of scoring 
parameters produce alignments worse than this, and none better (table 6.8a). Table 6.8b 
shows that each test region was correctly aligned in at least some of the initial 
alignments. This may lead to an expectation that Mix'n'Match should have correctly 
aligned all seven test regions, instead of producing an alignment with one region 
misaligned. This is not a fault of the criterion used for choosing the best alignment for 
each LCR, but of the initial alignments. Test regions six and seven are both part of one 
LCR and none of the initial alignments had both of these test regions correctly aligned. 
So M ix’n’Match has found the alignment with the highest number of correctly aligned
test regions that it can, with the alignments used as input.
Figure 6.7 shows the alignment produced by Mix’n’Match of eleven members of the 
serine protease family, where the proportion of identical residues in these sequences is 
eight percent. The boxes in figure 6.7 are drawn around the test regions and bold 
numbers are used to indicate that a test region is correctly aligned. M ix’n’Match 
produces an alignment in good agreement with the reference alignment of Greer [48, 
49]. Fourteen of the test regions are correctly aligned. When compared to the results of 
the automatic methods used to generate the initial alignments, we see that this final 
alignment is better than any of the initial alignments (table 6.8c). From table 6.8d, we 
see that sixteen test regions were found to be correctly aligned in at least some of the 
initial alignments. Therefore, it might in principle have been possible to produce an 
even better final alignment. The reason for correctly aligning fourteen rather than 
sixteen regions is that the main criterion in choosing the alignment for each LCR, relies
'i■H.7 
;
:
:
on relatively inaccurate secondary structure prediction information. In addition, two of 
the regions are correctly aligned by only one out of the sixty five alignments and
7 '
94
Figure 6.7
A Mix'n'Match multiple alignment of eleven serine proteases. The serine protease 
sequences used in the alignment are as follows: bovine chymotrypsin (CHG), bovine 
trypsin (NTP), porcine elastase (ELA), bacterial trypsin (NISGT), group specific 
protease (EZEC58), factor Xa (EXBO), haptoglobin heavy chain (HPHB), factor IXA 
(KFBO), human plasminogen (PLHU), plasmin P-chain (TBBO) and kallikrein 
(N2PKA). The top row, labelled "M'n'M SCR", gives the nine SCRs found by 
Mix'n'Match. The boxed regions numbered one to twenty three show the test regions. 
Bold numbers are used to indicate that the test regions is correctly aligned. These test 
regions are structurally equivalent residues from secondary structural units. is placed 
under aligned, identical residues and represents a gap.
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Table 6.8
Correctly aligned test regions in alignments of seven globins and eleven serine 
proteases. For each of the two protein families used to test the accuracy of Mix'n'Match, 
sixty five initial alignments are generated using ALIEN and PILEUP. For the seven 
globin sequences, seven regions are used to test the accuracy of these initial alignments. 
For the eleven serine proteases, twenty three test regions are used. A and C show how 
many of the initial alignments have a certain number of these regions correctly aligned 
in the globin and serine protease families, respectively. At the right is shown the 
numnber of test regions that are correct in the final alignment generated by 
Mix'n'Match. B and D show how often each of the individual test regions is correctly 
aligned for the globin and serine protease families, respectively.
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consequently, it would be too much to expect that the best possible alignment is always 
chosen for each LCR.
produces an alignment with ten test regions correctly aligned. These results are 
summarised in table 6.9, together with the results from the initial alignment programs
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 display the SCRs found for the serine protease and globin families 
respectively, compared to the known structurally conserved regions. The SCRs found.
1.
• t7.
As well as comparing the alignments produced by M ix’n’Match to reference
:alignments, we compare them to the alignments produced by other alignment methods.
The alignments used as comparisons are those given in the references for the methods.
For the globin family, using the seven sequences listed in table 6.1, Barton and 
Sternberg ([254]; B & S) produce an alignment with one test region misaligned, 
Henneke [248] obtains an alignment with two test regions misaligned and Higgins and 
Sharp ([281]; CLUSTAL) generate an alignment with three test regions misaligned. For 
the serine protease family, using the eleven sequences listed in table 6.2, Henneke [248]
(ALIEN and PILEUP) used by Mix'n'Match and those of Mix'n'Match itself. For 
ALIEN and PILEUP, the number of correctly aligned test regions shown is taken from 
the best alignment out of those initially generated. Because the results of automatic 
methods are dependent on their initial scoring parameters, this gives an advantage over
the results for the other three methods in table 6.9 (B & S, Henneke, CLUSTAL),
3'generated from only one set of scoring parameters. Mix'n'Match, with its use of a large
;range of scoring parameters, produces alignments that are independent of any single 
scoring parameter. Also, prejudging which alignment is most correct is only possible 
when the correct alignment is already known. Mix'n'Match generates alignments as 
good as, or better than, the best of any of the other methods, without foreknowledge of 
the correct alignment.
>:,î■S
as the number of alignments used to calculate SCRs varies, illustrate that the SCRs are
in good agreement with the known structurally conserved regions over a broad range of 
values, including when the default value of fifteen alignments is used.
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Figure 6.8
Comparison of the SCRs found by Mix'n'Match to the structurally conserved regions of 
eleven serine protease sequences. The different SCRs found by Mix'n'Match, as the 
number of alignments used to find SCRs increases, are shown. The serine protease 
sequences used are as listed in table 6.2. Default Mix'n'Match parameters are used when 
aligning. The twenty three structurally conserved regions, taken from the reference 
alignment of Greer, are shown numbered below the alignment although this is only a 
rough guide as not all are rectangular in shape. Above the alignments are shown the 
SCRs found by Mix'n'Match with the prefix 'scr number'. The number indicates how 
many alignments are used to find the SCRs shown e.g., the line starting SCR 5' shows 
that SCRs found when five alignments are considered. Where numbers of alignments 
used to find SCRs are not listed, the same results are obtained as the next lowest 
number shown, e.g., the SCRs found when thirty alignments are used to find SCRs, are 
the same as shown for the line starting 'SCR 28'.
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Figure 6.9
Comparison of the SCRs found by Mix’n'Match to the structurally conserved regions of 
seven globin sequences. The different SCRs found by Mix'n'Match, as the number of 
alignments used to find SCRs increases, are shown. The globin sequences used are as 
listed in table 6.1. Default Mix'n'Match parameters are used when aligning. The 
structurally conserved regions, shown below the alignment, are as used by Barton and 
Sternberg and taken from the reference alignment of Lesk and Chothia and correspond 
to conserved a-helices A, B, C, E, F, G and H. For helix G, this is only a rough guide 
as it is not rectangular in shape. Above the alignments are shown the SCRs found by 
Mix'n'Match with the prefix 'scr number'. The number indicates how many alignments 
are used to find the SCRs shown e.g., the line starting SCR 10' shows that SCRs found 
when ten alignments are considered. Where numbers of alignments used to find SCRs 
are not listed, the same results are obtained as the next lowest number shown, e.g., the 
SCRs found when thirty alignments are used to find SCRs, are the same as shown for 
the line starting SCR 27'.
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Table 6.9
A comparison of the accuracy of different alignment methods. The table gives the 
number of test regions correctly aligned by different methods for seven globins and 
eleven serine proteases. The figures at the end of row gives the total number of test 
regions in these protein families. The methods used are those of Barton and Sternberg 
(B & S), Henneke (Henneke), Higgins and Sharp (CLUSTAL), the initial aligning 
methods ALIEN and PILEUP, and Mix'n'Match. The alignments of the globins and 
serine proteases are those given in the above references, except for ALIEN and 
PILEUP, where the figures show the results for the best alignment out of the sixty five 
initial alignments generated for Mix’n'Match.
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6.4 Mix'n'Match alignment of the shikimate enzymes
The sequences for shikimate enzymes el to e5, are aligned using Mix'n'Match, The 
settings used for the initial aligning programs, ALIEN and PILEUP, are as previously 
described in chapter 3.4. The SCRs are automatically chosen by Mix'n'Match with 
default settings used for all parameters.
The alignments found are shown in figure 6.10. SCRs are found in each shikimate 
pathway enzyme family (figure 6.10). For four of the enzymes, e l, e2, e3, and e5, eight 
or more SCRs are found and these are evenly spaced throughout the alignments. These 
SCRs comprise forty four or more percent of the alignments (table 6.10). The number 
of different alignments found for each LCR ranges from two to fourteen (table 6.11). 
This indicates that the alignments are comprised of alternating well conserved regions 
and less well conserved regions. This is consistent with what is known about the 
structure of protein families. For these low sequence identity protein families (table 
6.10), the initial automatic aligning methods used, produce alignments that vary greatly 
with changes to parameters, and have no way of identifying reliably aligned regions. 
Creating a composite alignment from the range generated is a difficult task. The 
Mix'n’Match method simplifies the task of producing a final alignment, by only 
requiring alignment of the forty to sixty percent of the protein, identified as LCR. 
Following on from the results observed for the test enzyme families, where SCRs share 
good correlation with structurally conserved regions, it is anticipated that the forty to 
sixty percent of the protein sequences, defined as SCRs by Mix'n'Match, will 
correspond to conserved structural or functional regions in the structures of the 
enzymes. In agreement with this, the sequence motif identified by Bugg et al. [119], 
thought to have a role in substrate binding or to be near the active site, is located in a 
SCR, in the enzymes it occurs in, e l, e2 and e4. For proteins with this percentage 
sequence identity, the percentage of the molecules' structures which would have the 
same general fold, is similar to the percentage SCR lengths found for these four 
shikimate pathway enzymes [59]. Testing the validity of the alignments produced, and
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Shikimate enzyme el e2 e3 e4 e5
SCRs
SCR length (residues) 259 142 179 61 252
SCR length (%) 61.9 52.0 57.9 19.5 (26.8b) 44.5
Sequence identity
Identical residues (residues) 112 31 30 14 41
Percentage identity (%) 2&8 11.3 9.7 4.5 (6.1 b) 7.2
Length of alignment (residues) 418 273 309 313(228%) 566
^The shikimate kinase sequence from tomato has an eighty five residue long N terminal 
sequence, not seen in the other family members. The length of the alignment, if this non 
homologous region is ignored, is shown in brackets.
^Numbers in brackets are the results of the percentage calculations using the smaller 
alignment length for shikimate kinase, e4 (see note ^ above).
Table 6.10
The total length of SCRs and number of identical residues found in Mix'n'Match 
alignments of shikimate pathway enzymes el to e5.
ii
I
The number of alignments found for each LCR. 
Shikimate pathway enzyme
LCR Number el e2 e3 e4 e5
1 4(1) 8 ( i g 3 (1 0 9(7) 14(19)
2 2(6) 2(6) 7(45) 2(bO 8(23)
3 2(1) 4(10) 5(16) 2(6) 4(11)
4 5 0%) 2 ( n 5(21) 3(6) 3(1)
5 11 (39) 2(6) 2(1) 9(7) 5(1)
6 2(6) 3(17) 2(6) - 6(18)
7 5(6) 2(K0 4(6) - 8(1)
8 2(6) 4(6) 2(6) - 6(20)
9 3(34) 3(1) 6(21) - 5(39)
10 2(6) - - 5(18)
11 - 2(6) - - -
Total number of 
LCRs found
9 11 9 5 10
Table 6.11
The number of LCRs found by the Mix'n'Match program when aligning shikimate 
pathway enzymes e l to e5. For each enzyme family, the number of possible alignments 
for each LCR found, is shown, together with the alignment number that was chosen for 
the final alignment of the enzyme family.
I
V I
-3.):
il
whether the SCRs are structural or functional regions, awaits the completion and release 
of the results from on-going x-ray crystallography studies on these enzymes.
For shikimate kinase, only four SCRs are found, concentrated in the N terminal half of
the alignment. These four SCRs comprise only twenty seven percent of the alignment. 
This reflects the poorly conserved nature of the C terminus of e4, where no identical 
residues are found. Shikimate kinase also has the lowest overall percentage identity of 
the five shikimate enzymes studied, at six percent (table 6.10). The number of different 
alignments found for each LCR of e4 is low; two or three for the internal LCRs 
(numbers two to four), and nine for the N and C terminal LCRs. This indicates that the 
N terminus is better conserved, with the initial aligning programs finding little potential 
for variation.
The potential to homology model shikimate kinase on adenylate kinase is noted in 
chapter two. The low percentage sequence identity between shikimate kinase family 
members, may act to discourage such speculation because if aligning the sequences of 
family members is difficult, it may be harder to align to the sequence of a different 
enzyme family. However, identical residues are found spread throughout the alignment 
between shikimate kinase and adenylate kinase, and the percentage sequence identity is 
approximately four times higher than within the shikimate kinase family (figure 2.3).
Analysis of the Mix'n'Match consensus secondary structure predictions for shikimate
kinase, shows that most positions are unambiguously predicted. The consensus
1'^predictions mostly use capital letters, when all or all bar one of the predictions for a 
position agree, with very few small letters seen. The different methods used to predict 
consensus secondary structures for a position, also show a high degree of similarity 
(figure 6.10). This uniformity in predicting secondary structure indicates that although 
there is only six percent sequence identity, there is a much stronger structural identity in 
this family.
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Figure 6.10
Mix'n'Match alignments of the sequence of the shikimate pathway enzymes, el-e5. 
These figures show the final output from Mix’n'Match, (normally held in a file called 
' p r i n t  .m e2'), with the addition of the line labelled 'SCR'. The sequences used are as 
listed in table 2.2. The meanings of the other legends found, above and below the 
sequence alignment are:
SCR = The Strongly Conserved Regions found by Mix'n'Match
GGBSM = Gascuel & Golmord consensus secondary structure prediction
CF = Chou & Fasman ( as coded by PEPTIDESTRUCTURE) consensus
secondary structure prediction
GOR = Gamier, Osguthorpe & Robson ( as coded by PEPTIDESTRUCTURE)
consensus secondary structure prediction
GOR2 = Gamier, Osguthorpe & Robson ( as coded by PEPPLOT) consensus
secondary stmcture prediction
GOR3 = Gamier, Osguthorpe & Robson ( as coded by PEPPLOT with Decision
Constants) consensus secondary structure prediction
The secondary structure predictions are shown in a capital letter if all, or all bar one of 
the residues, have the same prediction. The characters used are:
b = p strand residue 
h = a  helical residue 
t = turn residue 
. = no prediction made
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.L ■A common core structure for type A purine nucleotide binding proteins, e.g., adenylate
kinase and H-ras p21 protein, has been identified [50]. The predicted secondary 
structural units of shikimate kinase (shown in figure 6.10), show a good match with the 
order of adenylate kinase's secondary structural units (figure 6.11a). The secondary 
structure units, overlaid on the alignment of the proteins obtained using GAP during 
database searching (figure 6.12) shows an excellent fit, especially those purported to be 
in the common core. It is expected that further work could optimise the alignment to 
emphasise this similarity. For shikimate kinase, the agreement of secondary structure 
with adenylate kinase’s, together with the existence of a putative ancestral core structure 
for nucleotide binding proteins, adds evidence to there being structural homology 
between these two proteins. Further, confirmation for the structural similarity between 
these proteins is found by Matsuo and Nishikawa [296] with a method based on 
sequence-structure compatibility.
I
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This accumulation of evidence, supporting the hypothesis that these two proteins are 
structurally related, would appear to be justification for an attempt to homology model 
shikimate kinase, based on the structure of adenylate kinase.
A similar analysis ol the consensus secondary structure predictions is carried out on the 
Mix'n'Match aligned EPS? synthase sequences. Only regions where there is consensus 
amongst the secondary structure predictions, are used. Stallings et al. [16] list the 
topology of the principal elements of secondary structure. The match, both in the order 
and number, between the predicted and actual secondary structures is poor. There are 
twelve predicted a-helices and eighteen predicted p-strands, compared to twenty three 
a-helices and twelve P-strands in the three dimensional structure (figure 6.11b). The six 
fold repeating secondary structure motif, found in the three dimensional structure, is not 
apparent from the predicted secondary structure. Although this is a poor result, it is 
perhaps expected given the low level of accuracy found in present methods of 
calculating secondary structure. It may also be seen as emphasising the strong match 
that is found between shikimate kinase and adenylate kinase. I
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(a) Comparison of the secondary structure of adenylate kinase to the predicted 
secondary structure of shikimate kinase
adenylate kinase a l  pi a2  [ p2 a3 a4  a5 ] P3 a6  P4 [ a?  ] a8 P5 [ ] a9
shikimate kinase pi a l  a2  a3 a4  p2 a5 p3 a6  a l  a8 P4 a9
Elements of the common core structure: 
domain 1 p l a 2
domain 2 P3 a6 P4
domain 3 a8 p5
domain 4 a9
[...] position of insertions in core structure, found in loops.
(b) Comparison of the secondary structure of EPSP synthase to the predicted 
secondary structure of EPSP synthase
Secondary structure of Escherichia coli e5
a a p a p a a a p a p a a a p a p a a a p a p a a a p a p a a a p a p  
a p p a p a p a a p p p p p p a p a p p p a a p a p a p a
Predicted secondary structure of EPSP synthase 
Figure 6.11
Comparing the predicted consensus secondary structure of e4 and e5 to secondary 
structures taken from three dimensional structures. A single composite secondary 
structure prediction is made from all the predictions in the Mix'n'Match alignment, 
using the rule that a secondary structure is only predicted where there is strong 
agreement between the different methods used, (a) The adenylate kinase sequence is 
from porcine muscle (database reference nrl_3d:3adk). The secondary structural 
elements, found in the four domains of the common core structural motif for type A 
purine nucleotide binding proteins is also shown, with the secondary structures that 
occur in between, enclosed in square brackets, (b) The EPSP synthase secondary 
structure is taken from the reference, cited in the text.
predicted bbbbbb hhhhhhh hhhhhhE4-P10880 1  MTEPIFMVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEFVDTDIFMQH..... 39
adenylate 51 SARGKMLSEIMEKGQLVPLETVLDMLRDAMVAKVDTSKGFLIDGYPREVK 100 hhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh bbbb hh
adenylate 1 MEEKLKKSKIIFWGGPGSGKGTQCEKIVQKYGYTHLSTGDLLRAEVSSG 50 hhhhh bbbbbb hhhbhhhhhhh bbbbhhhhhhhhhh
predicted h hhhhhhhh hh hhhhhhhhhhh bbbb hhE4-P10880 40 . TSGMTVADWAAEGWPGFR. . .RRESEALQAVATPNRWATGGGMVLLE 85 ;3#I
predicted hhhhhh bbbfob hhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh hhhE4-P10880 86 QNRQFMRAHGTWYLF...APAEELALRLQASPQAHQRPTLTGRPIAEEM 132
adenylate 101 QGEEFERKIGQPTLLLYVDAGPETMTKRLLKRGETSGRVDDNEETIKKRL 150 hhhhhhhh bbbbbb hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhh
predicted hhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhb bbb h hhhhhhhhhhhhE4-P10880 133 EAVLRERE.,.ALYQDVAHY.WDATQPPAAI...VCELMQTMRLPAA 173
I  •  -  :  -  I  I  :  I  :  -  =  I  :  I  =  I I -  :  :  |  =  :adenylate 151 ETYYKATEPVIAFYEKRGIVRKWAEGSVDDVFSQVCTHLDTLK.... 194 hhhhhhhhhhhhhh bbbbb hhhhhhhhhhhhh
Figure 6.12
1The alignment of the sequences of shikimate kinase and adenylate kinase, together with 
the predicted and actual secondary structure, respectively. The adenylate kinase 
sequence is from porcine muscle (database reference nrL3d:3adk). The alignment is as 
described and shown previously (figure 2.3, chapter 2). The predicted secondary 
structure for shikimate kinase, is shown in the line above the sequence, labelled 
'predicted', and the actual secondary structure for adenylate kinase is shown in the line 
below its sequence. Two structural types are shown, a-helical (indicated by 'h') and 
P-strand (indicated by 'b'). The structural types shown in bold, are those in one of the 
four domains of the common core structural motif for type A purine nucleotide binding 
proteins
Ï
Chapter 7 Conclusion
7.1 Conclusion
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The objectives of this work were firstly, to investigate the possibility of homology 
modelling the shikimate enzymes el to e5; secondly, to investigate the possibility of ab
initio modelling the shikimate enzymes el to e5; and thirdly, to determine weak links in 
the molecular modelling and sequence analysis process and develop methods if needed. 
The extent to which these objectives have been achieved shall be summarised.
To investigate the possibility of homology modelling the shikimate enzymes, e l to e5, a 
thorough analysis was conducted using sequence databases and fast database searching 
algorithms. Many matches were found between shikimate enzymes and sequences in 
the databases, however, few of these showed any statistical significance when the 
sequences were realigned using the more sensitive, pairwise aligning program, GAP. To 
be of use in homology modelling, any matches found should show biological as well as 
statistical significance, and the structural details should be known for the database
sequence. Only two matches were found that fitted this criterion, adenylate kinase and 
H-ras p21 protein, when aligned to shikimate kinase. The percentage sequence identity 
in the alignments between shikimate kinase and these two proteins is low. These 
alignments are not reliable enough on their own, to allow a homology modelling 
approach to be made. To attract greater credibility to the accuracy of alignments, more 
developmental work would be necessary in this area. Development of a model structure 
by homology modelling, is not presently possible for the other shikimate enzymes, e l, 
e2, e3, and e5, as no structural homologues were found during the database searches.
■I
The second objective of the work, investigating the possibility of ab initio modelling 
the shikimate enzymes el to e5, involves as the initial step, aligning the sequences of 
interest. The results of database searches showed that only shikimate enzyme sequences
i.
ii
J
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of the same family member were found to be similar to each other. For each of the 
enzymes, more than two sequences are available, which allows the use of multiple 
sequence aligning programs. This is beneficial, as multiple sequence aligning programs 
have been shown to produce more accurate alignments than other aligning methods. 
When this process was carried out, using two multiple sequence aligning programs, the 
alignments of the shikimate enzymes which were obtained, were found to be too 
variable to use. Altering the programs' parameters created different alignments, with no 
objective way to choose a single alignment or construct a composite alignment from the 
many produced for each shikimate enzyme.
Present multiple sequence aligning methods all exhibit this behaviour where the 
alignments produced are dependent on the scoring parameters used. This is most 
noticeable when aligning protein families with low sequence identity, which includes 
shikimate pathway enzymes. This crucial problem which appeared at the early stages of 
investigation, has been addressed and resolved by the development of the novel method, 
the third objective of this work.
This third objective, namely determining weak links in the molecular modelling and 
sequence analysis process and development of novel methods is achieved by the 
Mix'n'Match method [247]. This method provides a novel approach to multiple 
sequence aligning, based on finding alternating SCRs and LCRs in the protein 
sequences. The SCRs are used as 'anchors' in the alignment, and the alignment for each 
intervening LCR is chosen, independently of the other LCRs, from a selection of 
possible multiple alignments. As an aid in making this choice, consensus secondary 
structure predictions are shown alongside each different possible alignment for a LCR,
The Mix'n'Match method, which treats the sequences in two different ways, is based 
upon the observation from structurally known protein family sequences, that the 
structures alternate between conserved regions, corresponding to the framework of 
secondary structural units (e.g., a-helices and |3-strands), and non conserved regions, 
corresponding to surface loops and coils or species specific secondary structural units.
'described.
An advantage of the method used to define SCRs, compared to other multiple sequence 
aligning methods, in that the final alignment obtained is relatively independent of the 
choice of scoring parameters. This is of particular benefit when aligning low sequence 
identity protein families. The SCRs identified by Mix'n'Match, have also been shown to 
have a good correlation with the actual secondary structures found in the test enzyme 
families.
Of the results obtained using this method when aligning the shikimate enzymes, the 
most interesting result was obtained for the shikimate kinase sequences. Further 
information, obtained from the secondary structure predictions produced by the 
Mix'n'Match alignments, suggested a closer match with the actual secondary structure 
of adenylate kinase, than was found between their amino acid sequences. This 
homology was apparent particularly in adenylate kinase's putative type A purine 
nucleotide binding enzyme common core. This significant result is adequate evidence 
upon which to base a homology modelling attempt.
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This approach is in contrast to most multiple sequence alignment methods, which
consider and align an entire sequence at a time. The Mix'n'Match method's two step
. ■
approach, when aligning sequences, is a theoretically better approach to the problem of 
aligning low sequence identity protein families and has not been previously rigorously
I
Methods have been described for finding SCRs in protein sequence alignments. 
Mix'n'Match uses a novel method to define SCRs and also elevates the importance of 
aligning LCRs, the hardest to automatically define, yet biologically important regions of
sequences, to a central role in the aligning procedure.
7.2 Future work
The Mix'n'Match method is a significant development in the area of multiple sequence 
aligning, however, it is not beyond the scope of improvement. One such improvement 
would be to increase the number of multiple sequence aligning methods used, from the 
two currently accepted. Also, recent secondary structure prediction algorithms, which 
claim to have more accurate predictions than the methods used in Mix'n'Match, could 
be incorporated. Due to the modular nature of the Mix'n'Match program, which was 
designed to be upgradeable, these improvements should not be difficult.
Additionally, optimising the FORTRAN code, either through reordering of the program 
or developing more efficient algorithms, could possibly result in significant speed 
increases. The time required for such an undertaking, however, may be better spent on 
completely rewriting Mix'n'Match in the computer languages, C or C++. The benefits of 
these languages compared to FORTRAN include easier structuring of a program, 
dynamic memory allocation and the availability of pointers. These changes would 
enable the number and size of sequences in an alignment to be increased and greater 
algorithmic freedom.
The Mix'n'Match program was used to increase the confidence in the homology 
between shikimate kinase and adenylate kinase. With these proteins identified as 
sharing functional, sequence and secondary structure homology, I predict that the 
tertiary structure of shikimate kinase will be closely related to the tertiary structure of 
adenylate kinase. An attempt could be made to homology model shikimate kinase based 
on the structure of adenylate kinase.
Î
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Appendix A Sequence data
1 PKKFAIFGSP ISQSRSPALH NTLFAQVGLP HNYTRLETTN AQDVQEFIRS
51 PDFGGAFRNN SLKLDIMPLL DEVAAEAEII GAVNTIIPVS TGKNTPSRLV
101 GRNTDWQGMI LSLRKAGVYG PKRKDQEQSA LWGGGGTAR AAIYALHNMG
151 YSPIYIVGRT PSKLENMVST FPSSYNIRIV ESPSSFESVP HVAIQTIPAD
201 QPIDPTMRET LCHMFERAQE ADAEAVKAIE HAPRÏLLEMA YKPQVTALMR
251 LASDSGWKTI PGLEVLVGQG WYQVCFLASI ILIACELTER S
BESTFITRatio: 1.127 Gaps: 4 Percent Similarity: 80.836 Percent Identity: 75.958E3„New.Gcg x 01d_Arom.Prot..
1 PKKFAIFGSPISQSRSPALHNTLFAQVGLPHNYT...RLETTN.AQDVQE 46
13 86 HAYVGRNTDWQGMILSLRKAGVYGPKRKDQEQSALWGGGGTARAAIYAL 1435
143 6 HNMGYSPIYIVGRTPSKLENMVSSFPSSYNIRIVESPSSFESVPHVAIGT 1485
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The revised sequence for the Shikimate Dehydrogenase (e3) enzyme from the 
pentafunctional Aspergillus nidulans arom complex, as detailed by Dr. A. Havykins, 
Newcastle University (personal communication, 29/10/91). The revised sequence is also 
shown aligned against the sequence for Aspergillus nidulans arom given in the database 
(OWL database accession number P07547). The alignment was carried out using the 
BESTFIT, local, global pairwise alignment method with the default settings, available 
in the GCG package [178]. Scoring ranges from one for identity to zero for complete 
dissimilarity. Identity is shown by T, residues which have a score of greater than 0.5 
with and residues which score between 0.5 and 0.1 with i :
!a
...................................................................................................................12 9 0 PKKFAIFGSPISQS.APQLSTTPYLPRSASPITTPAWRLRTPKMCRSSSA 13 3 8 #
47 FIRSPDFGGAFRNNSLKLDIMPLLDEVAAEAEIIGAVNTIIPVSTGKNTP 9 6 ► » » I I » I • I** * I •*
1339 LLTSAAPSVTIRSSSTSCPFSTKLPRKPRSSELLTQ...SFPCRLARTLH 1385
.97 SRLVGRNTDWQGMILSLRKAGVYGPKRKDQEQSALWGGGGTARAAIYAL 146
:#
147 HNMGYSPIYIVGRTPSKLENMVSTFPSSYNIRIVESPSSFESVPHVAIGT 196I  I I I I  I I I I I I  I  I I I I I I  I  I I I I .  I  I  I  I I  I  I  I  I  I I I I I I I I i  I I I I  I I I  I
197 IPADQPIDPTMRETLCHMFERAQEADAEAVKAIEHAPRILLEMAYKPQVT 246
I M I I I I I M I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I M I I II486 IPADQPIDPTMRETLCHMFERAQEADAEAVKAIEHAPRILLEMAYKPQVT 1535 
247 ALMRLASDSGWKTIPGLEVLVGQGWYQVCFLASIILIACELTERS 291l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l1536 ALMRLASDSGWKTIPGLEVLVGQGWYQVCFLASIILIACELTERS 1580
; : : 5
The sequence for EPSP sythnase (e5) from pea, as detailed by Professor J. R. Coggins, 
Glasgow University (personal communication).
Pea.Pep Length: 447 February 1 ,  1990 17:00 Check: 2445
1 KPSTAPEIVL EPISEISGTI TLPGSKSLSN RILLLAALSE GTTWENLLD
51 SEDIHYMLEA LKTLGLRVED DKTTQRAWE GSGGLFPTGR ESKDEVNLFL
101 GNAGTAMRPL TAALVAAGGN TRYILDGVPR MRERPIGDLV SGLKQLGADV
151 DCFLGTNCPP VRIIGKGGLP GGKVKLSGSI SSQYLTALLM AAPLALGDVE
2 01 lEIIDKLISV PYVEMTLKLM ERFGVSVEHS DNWDRFLVHG GQKYKSPGNA
2 51 FVEGDASSAS YFLAGAAVTG GTITVIGCGT SSLQGDVKFA EVLEKMGAKV
3 01 TWTENSVTVT GPPRDSSGRK VLQGIDVNMN KMPDVAMTLA WALFANGPT
351 AIRDVASWRV KETERMIAIC TELRKLGATV EEGPDYCVIT PPEKLNVTSI
401 DTYDDHRMAM AFSLAACGDV PVTIKDPGCT RKTFPDYFQV LERFTKH
;::4
4;i
3
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Appendix B Results for database searching using the BLAST program
The output obtained by searching the NRL„3D database of protein sequences with a 
known structure, with two shikimate kinase (e4) sequences, e4-P08329 and e4-P 10880, 
using the BLAST program. Default settings are used for the BLAST program.
a) results for e4-P10880
A
Sequences producing High-scoring Segment Pairs:
NRL: NRL: NRL; NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL; NRL: NRL: NRL : NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL; NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL: NRL : NRL: NRL: NRL:
3ADK adenylate kinase (EC 2.7.4.3) - pig 2HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 2HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 2HMGP hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 3HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested wi. 3HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 3HMGF hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 4HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 4HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 4HMGP hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested w i . 5HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain mutant (D112G) (bromel. 5HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain mutant (D112G) (bromel. 5HMGF hemagglutinin HA2 chain mutant (D112G) (bromel. ITLD trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (orthorhombic, pH 5.3) - . INTP trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (isopropylphosphorylated). 2PTCE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (with basic protein. 2TGA trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (2.4 M magnesiu. 2TGPZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with basic pr. 2TGT trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (103 degrees K,. 3TPIZ trypsin (EC 3.4,21.4) precursor (with basic pr. 4PTP trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (diisopropylphosphor. 4TPIZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with mutant b. IGBT trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (Ser-195 guanidinobe. IPPEE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with winter squash tryp. IPPHE Trypsin (EC 3.4.21,4) complex with noncovalent.ITPO trypsin ITPP trypsin ITGB trypsin ITGC trypsin ITGT trypsin
(EC(EC(EC(EC(EC
4.21.4)4.21,4.21,4.21,4.21,
(orthorhombic, pH 5.0) (with p-amidino-phenyl-py. precursor (with Ca, PEG) . precursor (0.50 methanol,, precursor (17 3 degrees K, . ITPAE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with basic proteinase i. 2PTN trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (orthorhombic, 2.4 M ammo. 3PTB trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (with benzamidine, p. 3PTN trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (trigonal, 2.4 M ammonium. ITABE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with Bowman-Birk inhibi. ITGSZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with pancreat. 1LAP2 leucyl aminopeptidase (EC 3.4.11.1) cytosolic,. 2TGD trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (diisopropylpho. ITGN trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor - bovine 421P H-ras p21 protein mutant with gly 12 replaced b.
High
SmallestSumProbabilityScore P(N) N
52 0.79 143 0. 94 243 0. 94 243 0. 94 243 0. 94 243 0. 94 243 0. 94 243 0. 94 243 0.94 243 0. 94 243 0 . 94 243 0.94 243 0.94 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0 .98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0. 98 243 0. 98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0 . 98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0. 98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 243 0.98 249 0.993 142 0.996 242 0.996 240 0 . 998 2
>NRL:3ADK adenylate kinase (EC 2. 7.4.3; Length = 194 pig
Score = 52 (24.1 bits), Expect = 1.6, P = 0.79 Identities = 11/29 (37%), Positives - 16/29 (55%)
Query: 5 IFMVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEFVDT 33IF+VG G GK T ++ + GY + T Sbjct: 11 IFWGGPGSGKGTQCEKIVQKYGYTHLST 39
■;U
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>NRL:2HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (G146D) HAl chains), chain B - influenza A virus Length = 175
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect - 2.8, Sum P{2) = 0.94 Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 3 0
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (35%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:2HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (G146D) HAl chains), chain D - influenza A virus Length - 175
Score - 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score - 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (35%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152+ +E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 8 6
>NRL;2HMGF hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (G146D) HAl chains), chain F - influenza A virus Length = 17 5
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) - 0.94Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) - 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:3HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (L226Q) HAl chains), chain B - influenza A virus Length - 175
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P (2) - 0.94 Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives - 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect - 2.8, Sum P (2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:3HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (L226Q) HAl chains), chain D - influenza A virus Length = 175
Score - 43 (19.9 bits). Expect - 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
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Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152+ + B E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 85
>NRL:3HMGF hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (L226Q) HAl chains), chain F - influenza A virus Length = 175
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits), Expect = 2.8, Sum P (2) = 0.94Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75^
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 2.8, Sum P (2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:4HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (L226Q) HAl chains, sialic acid), chain B - influenza A virus Length = 17 5
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 85
>NRL:4HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (L226Q) HAl chains, sialic acid), chain D - influenza A virus Length = 175
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV DSbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:4HMGF hemagglutinin HA2 chain (bromelain digested with mutant (L225Q) HAl chains, sialic acid), chain F - influenza A virus Length = 175
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 7/12 (58%) , Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
j
:Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P (2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV D Sbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
I
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Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94 Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152++E E E QD+ YV D Sbjct; 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:1NTP trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (isopropylphosphorylated) - bovine
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>NRL:5HMGB hemagglutinin HA2 chain mutant (D112G) (bromelain digested with sialic acid), chain B - influenza virus Length = 175
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) = 0.94Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P(2) =0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query: 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152+ + E E E QD+ YV D Sbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:5HMGD hemagglutinin HA2 chain mutant (D112G) (bromelain digested with sialic acid), chain D - influenza virus Length = 175 YScore = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P (2) = 0.94Identities = 7/12 (58%), Positives = 9/12 (75%)
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 30
Score = 3 3 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2,8, Sum P (2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
Query; 131 EMEAVLREREALYQDVAHYWD 152 ++E E E QD+ YV D Sbjct: 65 QIEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVED 86
>NRL:5HMGF hemagglutinin HA2 chain mutant (D112G) (bromelain digested with sialic acid), chain F - influenza virus Length = 175
I
Query: 52 EGWPGFRRRESE 63+GW GFR + SE Sbjct: 19 DGWYGFRHQNSE 3 0
Score = 3 3 (15.3 bits). Expect = 2.8, Sum P (2) = 0.94 Identities = 8/22 (36%), Positives = 11/22 (50%)
>NRL:1TLD trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (orthorhombic, pH 5.3) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV +++ GY F Sbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF-t- A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV + + + GY PSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
4
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect - 4.0, Sum P(2) - 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query; 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:2PTCE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (with basic proteinase inhibitor), chain E - bovine Length = 223
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 8 3 LLEQNRQPMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:2TGA trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (2.4 M magnesium sulfate) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) =0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 2 4
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:2TGPZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with basic proteinase inhibitor), chain Z - bovine Length = 22 3
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives - 12/17 (70%)
Query; 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 9 9■t-+E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:2TGT trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (103 degrees K, 0.7 0 methanol, 0.30 water) - bovine Length = 223
S c o r e  = 4 3 (19.9 bits). Expect ~ 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
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Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV +++ GY F Sbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P ( 2 )  ~ 0 . 9 8  Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 7 3
>NRL:1GBT trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (Ser-195 guanidinobenzoylated, pH 5.5) bovineLength = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
i
I>NRL:3TPIZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with basic proteinase inhibitor, Ile-Val), chain Z - bovine Length = 2 23
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 2 4
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P{2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL;4PTP trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (diisopropylphosphorylated) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 3 3  (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73 aI
■it
>NRL:4TPIZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with mutant basic proteinase inhibitor, Val-Val), chain Z - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
,>NRL:2TLDE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with mutant streptomyces subtilisin inhibitor), chain E - bovine Length = 2 2 3
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P{2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
iQuery: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY F Sbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
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4Score = 3 3  (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 7 3
>NRL:IPPEE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (witla winter squash trypsin inhibitor), chain E - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 9 9++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:IPPHE Trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) complex with noneova1ent1y bound 3-tapap, chain E - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
,Score = 3 3  (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) =0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:ITPO trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (orthorhombic, pH 5.0) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct; 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:ITPP trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with p-amidino-phenyl-pyruvate) - bovine Length = 2 23
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
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>NRL:1TGB trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with Ca, PEG) - bovine Length = 223
f t
€
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY F Sbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24 IScore = 3 3  (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL;1TGC trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (0,50 methanol, 0.50 water) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 5/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:ITGT trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (173 degrees K, 0.70 methanol, 0.30 water) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query; 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+ :ft'Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
I>NRL:ITPAE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with basic proteinase inhibitor), chain E - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%) , Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
.>NRL: 2 PTN trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (orthorhombic, 2.4 M ammonium sulfate) - bovineLength = 223 .:
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
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Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct; 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:3PTB trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) beta (with benzamidine, pH 7) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 4 3  (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.9 8 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query; 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits), Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 5/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL: 3PTN trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (trigonal, 2.4 M ammonium sulfate) - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 3 3  (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P (2) =0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL: ITABE trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) (with Bowman-Birk inhibitor), chain E - bovine Length = 223
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30+VG CG TV + + + GY FSbjct: 1 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 24
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.0, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 9 9++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct: 57 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 73
>NRL:1TGSZ trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (with pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor), chain Z - bovine Length = 225
Score = 43 (19.9 bits). Expect = 4.1, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 13/24 (54%)
Query: 7 MVGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 3 0+VG CG TV +++ GY FSbjct: 3 IVGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 2 6
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 4.1, Sum P(2) = 0.98 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 9 9++E N QF+ A ++V+Sbjct; 5 9 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 75
i '
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>NRL;1LAP2 leucyl aminopeptidase (EC 3.4.11.1) cytosolic, fragment 2 - bovine Length = 470
Score = 49 (22.7 bits), Expect = 5.0, P = 0.99 Identities = 11/35 (31%), Positives = 17/35 (41
Query: 100 LFAPAEELALRLQASPQAHQRPTLTGRPIAEEMEA 13 4 LFA + LA RL +P PT + E +++Sbjct; 145 LFASGQNLARRLMBTPANEMTPTKFAEIVEENLKS 179
>NRL:2TGD trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor (diisopropylphosphorylated) - bovine Length = 2 22
Score = 4 2  (19.4 bits). Expect = 5.4, Sum P(2) = 1.0 Identities = 9/23 (39%), Positives = 12/23 (52%)
:
Query: 8 VGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30VG CG TV +++ GY F Sbjct: 1 VGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 2 3
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 5.4, Sum P(2) = 1.0 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 {70%)
i
i
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+ Sbjct: 56 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 72
>NRL:ITGN trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4) precursor - bovine Length = 222
Score = 42 (19.4 bits). Expect = 5.4, Sum P (2) = 1.0 Identities = 9/23 (39%), Positives = 12/23 (52%)
Query: 8 VGARGCGKTTVGRELARALGYEF 30VG CG TV +++ GY F Sbjct: 1 VGGYTCGANTVPYQVSLNSGYHF 23
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 5.4, Sum P(2) = 1.0 Identities = 6/17 (35%), Positives = 12/17 (70%)
Query: 83 LLEQNRQFMRAHGTWY 99++E N QF+ A ++V+ Sbjct: 56 WEGNEQFISASKSIVH 72
>NRL:421P H-ras p21 protein mutant with gly 12 replaced by arg (gl2r) Complex with guanosine-5‘- [b,g-imido] triphosphate - human Length = 166
ft:
Score = 40 (18.5 bits). Expect = 6.5, Sum P(2) = 1.0 Identities = 8/18 (44%), Positives = 13/18 (72%)
Query: 5 IFMVGARGCGKTTVGREL 2 2+ +VGARG GK+ + +L Sbjct: 6 LVWGARGVGKSALTIQL 2 3
Score = 33 (15.3 bits). Expect = 6.5, Sum P (2) = 1.0 Identities = 5/14 (35%), Positives = 11/14 (78%)
Query: 20 RELARALGYEFVDT 3 3++LAR+ G +++T Sbjct: 131 QDLARSYGIPYIET 144
Parameters :V=250 -ctxfactor=l.00B=100 E=10
Query Frame 
+ 0
MatID Matrix name 0 BLOSUM62
----- As UsedLambda K 0.321 0.133 H0.382
QueryFrame MatID Length Eff.Length E S W+0 0 173 173 10. 48 3
Statistics : Query
Lambda same
ComputedKsame Hsame
ExpectedFrame MatID High Score Observed High Score
+  0 0 52 (24.1 bits) 52 (24.1 bits)
T X E2 S211 22 0.19 32
HSPs HSPsReportable Reported 146 146
Query Neighborhd WordFrame MatID Words Hits+0 0 3103 321144
Excluded Failed Successful OverlapsHits Extensions Extensions Excluded60004 260298 842 0
I
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i l
SmallestSumHigh ProbabilityScore P(N) N
40 0.97 140 0.98 140 0.98 1
b) results for e4-P08329
Sequences producing High-scoring Segment Pairs:
NRL:1ZTA amino acid biosynthesis regulatory protein (GCN. NRL:2ZTAA amino acid biosynthesis regulatory protein (GC. NRL:2ZTAB amino acid biosynthesis regulatory protein {GC.
>NRL:1ZTA amino acid biosynthesis regulatory protein (GCN4 leucine zipper monomer) (NMR, 20 structures) - yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) - Length = 35
Score = 4 0  (18.3 bits), Expect = 3.4, P = 0.97 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 15/24 (62%)
Query: 12 6 KPLSEEVQEVLEERDALYREVAHI 149K L ++V+E+L + L EVA +Sbjct: 5 KQLEDKVEELLSKNYHLENEVARL 28
>NRL:2ZTAA amino acid biosynthesis regulatory protein (GCN4 leucine zipper dimer), chain A - yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)Length = 31
Score = 40 (18.3 bits). Expect = 3.8, P = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 15/24 (62%)
Query: 12 6 KPLSEEVQEVLEERDALYREVAHI 149K L ++V4-E+L + L EVA +Sbjct: 3 KQLEDKVEELLSKNYHLENEVARL 2 6
>NRL: 2ZTAB amino acid biosynthesis regulatory protein (GCN4 leucine zipper dimer), chain B - yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)Length = 31
Score = 40 (18.3 bits). Expect = 3.8, P = 0.98 Identities = 9/24 (37%), Positives = 15/24 (62%)
Query: 12 6 KPLSEEVQEVLEERDALYREVAHI 149K L ++V+E+L + L EVA +Sbjct: 3 KQLEDKVEELLSKNYHLENEVARL 2 6
Parameters ;V=250B=100
~ctxfactor=l.00 E=10
Query Frame 
+ 0
MatID Matrix name 0 BLOSUM62
----- As UsedLambda K 0.317 0.133 H0.372
Computed
QueryFrame MatID Length Eff.Length E S W T X+0 0 174 174 10. 48 3 11 22
Lambda K same same
E2 S2 0.21 32
Hsame
Statistics : Query ExpectedFrame MatID High Score Observed High Score
+  0 0 52 (23.8 bits) 49 (22.4 bits)
HSPs HSPsReportable Reported 16 16
QueryFrame MatID 
+  0 0
Neighborhd WordWords3465 Hits324276
Excluded Failed Successful Overlaps Hits Extensions Extensions Excluded 62396 261115 765 0
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c 12
s 0 2
T - 2 1 3
P - 3 1 0 6
A - 2 1 1 1 2
G - 3 1 0 - 1 1 5
N - 4 1 0 - 1 0 0 2
D - 5 0 0 - 1 0 1 2 4
E - 5 0 0 - 1 0 0 1 3 4
Q - 5 -1 - 1 0 0 - 1 1 2 2 4H -3 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 -2 2 1 1 3 6
R - 4 0 - 1 0 -2 -3 0 - 1 - 1 1 2 6
K - 5 0 0 - 1 - 1 -2 1 0 0 1 0 3 5M - 5 -2 - 1 - 2 - 1 - 3 -2 -3 -2 - 1 - 2 0 0 6I -2 - 1 0 - 2 - 1 -3 -2 -2 -2 - 2 -2 -2 -2 2 5L - 6 -3 -2 -3 - 2 - 4 -3 - 4 -3 - 2 -2 -3 -3 4 2 6V -2 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 -2 -2 „2 -2 -2 - 2 -2 2 4 2 4F - 4 -3 -3 -5 -4 -5 - 4 -6 - 5 - 5 -2 - 4 - 5 0 1 2 - 1W 0 -3 -3 -5 -3 - 5 -2 - 4 -4 - 4 0 -4 - 4 -2 - 1 - 1 - 2
Y - 8 - 2 - 5 - 6 -6 -7 - 4 -7 -7 - 5 -3 2 -3 - 4 - 5 -2 -6C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V
Appendix C The scoring matrices used when running ALIEN and 
PILEUP
The scoring matrices used in running ALIEN [283] and PILEUP [178]. The matrices 
are: (i) log odds form of the mutation data matrix for 250 PAMs [216]; (ii) a log odds 
form of the mutation data matrix for 250 PAMs, modified so Y:R=0, W:F=2, W:Y=2 
and Y:Y=12; (iii) a log odds form of the mutation data matrix for 250 PAMs, modified 
so there are no negative scores and “alters some scores to arguably more reasonable 
levels” (quote taken from the user documentation supplied with ALIEN) [283] ; (iv) a 
log odds form of the mutation data matrix for 250 PAMs as rescaled and used by 
Gribskov and Burgess [291]; (v) a structure/genetics matrix [208]; and (vi) a 
structure/genetics matrix [209]. The default matrix for ALIEN is (iii) and for PILEUP is 1 
(iv).
i)PAM 250 Matrix
%
5 
-
■I
97 10 0 0 17 F W Y
Iv
"i.
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ii)Modified PAM 2 50 Matrix (Y :R=;0 W :F=2 W ; Y=■ 2 F : Y= 0^ Y :Y=12)C 12S 0 2T -2 1 3P -3 1 0 6A -2 1 1 1 2G -3 1 G -1 1 5N -4 1 0 -1 0 0 2D -5 0 0 -1 0 1 2 4E -5 0 0 -1 0 0 1 3 4Q -5 -1 -1 0 0 -1 1 2 2 4H -3 -1 -1 0 -1 -2 2 1 1 3 6R -4 0 -1 0 -2 -3 0 — 1 -1 1 2 6K ~5 0 0 -1 -1 -2 1 0 0 1 0 3 5M -5 -2 -1 -2 -1 -3 -2 -3 -2 -1 -2 0 G 6I -2 -1 0 -2 -1 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 5L -6 -3 -2 -3 -2 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -3 -3 4 2 6V -2 „1 0 -1 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 4 2 4
F -4 -3 -3 -5 -4 -5 -4 - 6 -5 -5 -2 -4 -5 0 1 2 -1 9W 0 -3 -3 -5 -3 -5 -2 -4 -4 -4 G -4 -4 -2 -1 -1 -2 2 10Y -8 -2 -5 -6 - 6 -7 -4 -7 -7 -5 -3 0 -3 -4 -5 „2 -6 0 2C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F W
iii)Nef negative score PAM matrixC 12S 0 2T 0 1 3P 0 1 0 6A 0 1 1 1 2G 0 1 0 0 1 5N 0 1 0 0 0 0 2D 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4E 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 4H 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 3 6R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6K 0 0 G 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 G 3 5M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 2 5L 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 G G 0 0 G 0 4 2 6V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 4F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 9W 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 10Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2c s T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F W
12Y
.m
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iv)DAYHOFF MARK II for alien, C 15s 7 15T 2 3 15P 1 4 3 15A 3 4 4 5 15G 2 6 4 3 7 15N -3 3 2 0 2 4 15D -5 2 2 1 3 7 7 15E -6 2 2 1 3 5 5 10 15
Q -6 -1 -1 3 2 2 4 7 7 15H -1 -2 -1 2 -1 -2 5 4 4 7 15R -3 1 -1 3 -3 -3 1 0 0 4 5 15K -6 2 2 1 0 -1 4 3 3 4 1 8 15M -6 -3 0 -2 0 -3 -3 -4 -2 0 -3 2 2 15I 2 -1 2 -2 0 -3 -3 -2 -2 -3 -3 -3 -2 6 15L -8 -4 -1 -3 -1 -5 -4 -5 -3 -1 -2 -4 -3 13 8 15V 2 -3 2 1 2 2 -3 -2 -2 -2 -3 -3 -2 6 11 8 15F -1 -3 -3 -7 -5 -6 -5--10 -7 -8 -6 -5 -7 5 7 12 2W- 12 14 - 6 -8 -8-■10 -3--11 11 -6 -1 14 1 -3 -5 5 -8Y 10 -6 -3 -3 -3 -7 -1 -5 -5 11 3 - 6 -6 -1 1 3 -1c S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V
1513 1514 11 F W
v)BAG0N&ANDERSON MatrixC 9
S 4 9T 4 8 9P 2 5 4 9A 6 5 5 3 9G 4 6 5 7 5 9N 3 7 7 4 4 4 9D 3 6 6 5 4 4 6 9E 5 5 5 3 5 3 6 6 9
Q 4 6 6 3 5 3 7 6 7 9H 5 5 6 2 6 3 5 4 6 6 9R 4 6 6 3 5 3 6 5 6 6 8 9K 4 6 6 3 5 4 6 6 6 7 7 8 9M 7 3 4 0 6 3 2 5 4 2 6 4 4 9I 5 2 3 0 4 2 1 0 2 1 3 2 1 5 9L 7 2 3 1 6 3 2 1 4 3 5 3 3 7 7 9V 5 2 3 0 4 2 1 0 2 1 3 2 1 5 9 6 9F 6 3 5 1 6 3 3 2 5 4 6 4 4 7 7 7 6 9W 5 4 5 2 4 3 4 3 4 4 6 5 4 6 5 6 5 6 9Y 5 5 6 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 6 5 4 5 5 5 5 6 7C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F W
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V I ] 1SG SCORING SCHEME FROM FENG(J .MOL.EVOL)1985C 6S 4 6T 2 5 6P 2 4 4 6A 2 5 5 5 6G 3 5 2 3 5 6N 2 5 4 2 3 3 6D 1 3 2 2 4 4 5 6E 0 3 3 3 4 4 3 5 6Q 1 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 4 6H 2 3 2 3 2 1 4 3 2 4 6R 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 4 6K 0 3 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 3 5 6M 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 6I 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 6L 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 5 5 6V 2 2 3 3 5 4 2 3 4 2 1 2 3 4 5 5 6F 3 3 1, 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 4 4 4 6W 3 2 1 2 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 4 3 3 6y 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 3 3 5 3C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F W
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Appendix D User guide for the Mix'n'Match multiple sequence 
alignment programs
some familiarity with the VMS operating system is assumed.
Introduction to the Mix'n’Match programs
The Mix'n'Match suite of programs optimises protein multiple sequence alignment by a 
process of finding Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) that can be used to anchor an 
alignment, and then aligning the regions between these anchors. The anchor regions are 
found by analysis of initial alignments, previously generated using one or more 
automatic multiple alignment programs and a variety of scoring matrices and gap 
penalties. The suite consists of two programs: Mix'n'Match A, which finds the SCRs, 
works out the different possible alignments for each Loosely Conserved Regions 
(LCRs), predicts the secondary structure or reads in the predictions if they have already 
been carried out and works out a consensus structure prediction for each of these 
possible alignments; and Mix'n'MatchB, which takes the alignments which the user has 
chosen for each LCR and the alignments for the SCRs and joins then to produce the 
final alignment. The University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group (GCG) suite of 
programs is also required. Two files are input to Mix'n'Match A. The first is a file 
containing all the pre-generated alignments. The alignment formats that are supported 
are those of ALIEN [283] and PILEUP [178]. The second input file lists the sequences 
present in the multiple alignment. This sequence input file can be in either NBRF [259, 
297] or GCG 'file of file names' [178] formats. Examples of the above mentioned 
formats are shown in Appendix D. The maximum number of alignments in the input 
alignment file is set at 100. The maximum number of protein sequences in an alignment 
is set at 30, with the maximum length of any sequence set at 2000, inclusive of any gaps 
that may have been introduced by the alignment process. If the input alignment file 
contains more alignments than allowed, or if the alignments have more or longer
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sequences than the maximum values allowed, then this is detected by Mix'n'MatchA 
when reading in the alignments and an error message is written which explains the error 
and also how to alter the source code so that alignments of this size are allowed. The 
following table shows both the default and permissible values for the interactively- 
ntered program parameters.
Parameters Default Permissible range
Number of alignments used to calculate 
the SCRs 15 2-number of alignments input
Number of sequence used to calculate 
the SCRs 10 3-number of alignments input
Minimum width of an SCR (residues) 3 3-10
Width of the screen that program 
information is written to (characters) 80 40-132
Width of the final output (characters) 131 40-132
Four files are output, two of which are intended to be used by the next program, 
Mix'n'MatchB, and two for the user to help decide which alignments to use for each 
Loosely Conserved Region. The two files used by Mix'n'MatchB are called 
'SCR.DATA' and 'LCR.DATA'. These files contain the alignments chosen as Strongly 
Conserved Regions and all the different alignments for all the Loosely Conserved 
Regions, respectively, together with the consensus secondary structure predictions for 
these alignments. The two files output for the users attention are called 
' < N A M E O F F I L E > . P A R A M „ D A T A '  a n d  ' P R I N T . M E ' .
' <N AMEOFFILE>. P AR AM_D AT A' is a text file containing a list of the parameters 
used by each of the input alignments. 'PRINT.ME' is a text file which contains all the 
different possible alignments found for each of the different Loosely Conserved 
Regions, together with the consensus secondary structure predictions for these 
alignments. The user examines this latter file and chooses which alignment to use for 
each LCR, from the different possibilities listed. These values are used as input to 
M ix'n'M atchB together with the two files produced by M ix'n'M atchA for
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Mix'n'MatchB. Output is a text file 'PRINT.ME2' which contains the final alignment, 
together with its consensus secondary structure predictions, in a form suitable for 
printing out. Additionally, Mix'n'MatchA will also output a 'debugging' file, named 
'<NAMEOFFILE>.DEBUG', that contains more information about the run, including 
the individual secondary structure predictions for each sequence, by each method, the 
positions of each of the SCRs and how the unique alignments for each LCR were found.
Instructions for use
1 Set up symbol names in the users 'login.com' file so that the programs can be
run from any directory by typing the symbol names instead of the programs
actual name. This only needs to be done once. If the programs are in the
directory
[GBCXXX.PROGRAMS.ALIGNING]
and are called
MIX_N_MATCHA.EXE 
MIX_N_MATGHB.EXE
then, to set up the symbols 'MNMA' and 'MNMB', the 'login.com' file in the
users top directory should be edited to contain the lines:
$ MNMA :== [GBCXXX.PROGRAMS.ALlGNING]MlX_N„MATCHA.EXE 
$ MNMB :== [GBCXXX.PROGRAMS.ALIGNING]MIX_N_MATCHB.EXE
2 Run the automatic multiple alignment programs to generate the initial 
alignments. A detailed guide to this is given in appendix E.
3 Concatenate all the initial alignments into one file. If the ALIEN and PILEUP 
alignments are in the files 'all.alien' and 'all.pileup', respectively (as produced 
by the example runs in Appendix E), this can be done using the following 
VMS commands:
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3.1 Create the single file that will hold all the alignments. 
$ create all.alignments <rtn> 
cntri-z
$ delete all.aiien; <rtn>
$ delete all.pileup; <rtn>
guide to running these prediction programs is given in Appendix E.
suite of programs by using the following VMS command: 
$ GCG7 <rtn>
Run the Mix'n'MatchA multiple alignment program.
$ MNMA <rtn>
where 'cntrl-z' indicates pressing the control key and 'z' at the same time.
3.2 Append the initial alignments into this single file.
$ append all.aiien all.alignments <rtn>
$ append all.pileup all.alignments <rtn>
3.3 Delete the initial alignments. This step is optional.
Predict the secondary structures for the sequences using the UWGCG 
prediction programs. This step is optional because the program Mix'n'MatchA 
will carry out these predictions if this has not already been done. However, 
because running these prediction programs is a time consuming step and the 
slowest part of the Mix'n'MatchA program, it is recommended that the user 
run these prediction programs before running M ix'n’MatchA (e.g., while 
waiting for the automatic alignment programs to finish running). A detailed
Initialise the UWGCG suite of programs before running the Mix'n'Match 1
I
■I
A detailed guide for using this program is presented below.
7 Print or examine the output file PRINT.ME' from Mix'n'MatchA.
7.1 The multiple alignment program generates a file named PRINT.ME' which
contains all the different possible alignments found for each of the different
123
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Loosely Conserved Regions found, together with the consensus secondary
structure predictions for these alignments. In order to examine these
alignments on screen, enter the following VMS command:
$ type PRINT.M E <rtn>
7.2 Alternatively, this file can be printed. The default number of characters in this
file is set so that the format is suitable for printing on a line printer. To print
these alignments on the system’s default printer, enter the following VMS
command:
$ print PRINT.M E <rtn>
To print to a printer other than the default, enter the following VMS
command:
$ pmt/queue-printername PRINT.M E <rtn>
■
8 Run the Mix'n'MatchB multiple alignment program.
$ MNMB <rtn>
A detailed guide for using this program is presented below.
9 Print or examine the final alignment file, 'PRINT.ME2' from Mix'n'MatchB.
9.1 The file named PRINT.ME2' contains the final alignment, together with its
predicted consensus secondary structure. In order to examine this alignments
on screen, enter the following VMS command:
$ type PRINT.M E2 <rtn>
9.2 Alternatively, this file can be printed. The default number of characters in this
file is set so that the format is suitable for printing on a line printer. To print
this alignments on the system's default printer, enter the following VMS
command:
$ print PRINT.M E2 <rtn>
To print to a printer other than the default, enter the following VMS
command:
$ pnnt/queue=pnntername PR1NT.ME2 <rtn>
ft?
:
.User guide for running the multiple alignment programs Mix'n'MatchA
First, an introductory explanation of the program is displayed on the screen.
Entering the alignment and sequence input files :
■
1 You will be prompted to input the name of the file containing all the initial
alignments or to see the help files as follows:
input the alignment file name or ? for more information.
initial alignments or to see the help files with the following message: 
Input the alignment file name or ? for more information.
until the name of a file that does exist or '?' is entered.
,1.1 Enter '? <rtn>’ to go to the help section (see below). After displaying the help 
section you will then return to part 1 of this section.
1.2 Enter the name of the file containing all the alignments, followed by '<rtn>' to 
proceed to part 2 of this section. i
1.3 If you enter a name of a file that does not exist, you will see displayed the
following error message:
File name problem i.e. this file doesn't exist!
1.3.1 You will then be prompted again for the name of the file containing all the
1.3.2 The sequence of error messages and prompts for entry of data will continue
You will be prompted to input the name of the file containing the sequence
file information or to see the help files as follows:
Input the sequence file name or ? for more information.
$
2.1 Enter '? <rtn>’ to go to the help section (see below). After displaying the help
section you will then return to part 2 of this section.
2.2 If the sequences are in NBRF format, enter the name of the file containing all 
the sequences, followed by '<rtn>' to proceed to the next section. If the
,
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sequences are in UWGCG 'file of file names' format, you must add as a 
prefix to the name of the file containing the list of sequence file names. Enter 
the name of the 'file of file names' file, with the prefix, followed by '<rtn>' to 
proceed to part 3 of this section.
2.3 If you enter a name of a file that does not exist, you will see displayed the
following error message:
File name problem i.e. this file doesn't exist!
2.3.1 You will then be prompted again for the name of the file containing the
sequence file information or to see the help files with the following message: 
Input the sequence file name or ? for more information.
2.3.2 The sequence of error messages and prompts for entry of data will continue 
until the name of a file that does exist or '?' is entered.
2.4 The program then displays the following message:
Now checking that the files named In your GCG multiple sequence format 
file exist.
2.5 If all the files exist, the following message is displayed:
There were <number> sequences found in the GCG format file. If this is 
different from the number of sequences in your alignments, stop the 
program and check your GCG input file.
2.6 If a sequence file named in the UWGCG 'file of file names' format does not
exist, the program will terminate after displaying the following error
messages:
A sequence file <filename> named in the GCG format sequence file doesn't 
exist! Please check the file <fileoffilenames>
The program will now terminate. Please correct your GCG multiple 
sequences format file and start again.
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2.6.1 You should then change your UWGCG 'file of file names' file to ensure that 
the names of the sequence files listed in it agree with the actual names of the 
sequence files.
Entering other program information:
proceed to part 3 of this section.
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You are then prompted to see if you have already run the UWGCG secondary
structure prediction programs for the sequences with the following message;
Have you already run the GCG prediction programs? [no]:
(N.B. The value in square brackets is the default value and entering '<rtn>' 
will input this default value. The program will accept either upper or lower 
case letters and accepts abbreviations, e.g., 'y' for 'yes' and 'n' for 'no', as only 
the first letter of the input is checked.)
1.1 If you have not already run these programs, enter 'no <rtn>' or press '<rtn>' to
■ ■
accept this default value. You will then proceed to part 2 of this section. I1.2 If you have already run these programs, enter 'yes <rtn>' to proceed to part 2 
of this section.
You are then prompted to see if you want the debugging information to be
written with the following message:
Do you want debug data to be written? [no]:
2.1 If you do not wish the debugging information to be written, enter 'no <rtn>' or
press '<rtn>'. You will then proceed to part 3 of this section.
2.2 If you wish the debugging information to be written, enter 'yes <rtn>' to
?
You are then prompted to see if you wish to change some of the program's
variables with the following message:
Do you want to change any of the program variables? [no]:
3.5 If you choose options numbers 1-5, the name of the variable you are changing
3.6 Enter the new variable value followed by '<itn>'
i
3.1 If you do not wish to change any of the program variables, enter 'no <rtn>' or 
press '<rtn>'. You will then proceed to part 4 of this section.
3.2 If you do wish to change any of the program variables, enter 'yes <rtn>'. A
menu detailing the variables that may be changed, along with their present
values in square brackets, is then displayed. You are then prompted to enter
the option number you require with the following menu:
The variables that may be altered are;
1) Screen width; [80] characters.
2) Maximum number of characters per line in output files; [131] 
characters.
3) Number of alignments used to calculate a SCR; [15] alignments.
4) Number of sequences used to calculate a SCR; [10] sequences.
5) Minimum width of a SCR; [3] residues.
6) Help - what do these variables do?
7) Return to running the program.
Enter a number now
3.3 Enter the number of the option you want, followed by '<rtn>' e.g., '7 <rtn>'
3.4 If the number you enter is not permissible, you will see displayed the
following error message:
Number out of range - please re-enter a number
■3.4.1 The sequence of error message, menu of available choices and prompt to
enter a number will continue until an acceptable value is entered.
and its present value is displayed, along with a prompt to enter a new value,
as follows:
Changing the program variable 
program variable 
This is presently set at; variable value 
Input your new value.
Î
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a) If the screen is not so wide or narrow, enter 'no <rtn>' or press '<rtn>'. You
will then be prompted to enter a new value with the messages shown in part
3.5 of this section.
the menu screen, as described in part 3.2 of this section.
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3.7 A message is displayed showing the new value of the variable and a prompt
to check that this is the correct value as follows: A
Variable changed to new variable value 
Is this correct? [yes]
3.8 If this value is wrong, enter 'no <rtn>'. You will then see redisplayed the €
V- :name of the variable you are changing and its present, wrong value is 
displayed, along with a prompt to enter a new value, as shown in part 3.5 of |
this section 7I
■3.9 If this value is correct, enter 'yes <rtn>' or press '<rtn>'.
I
3.9.1 The program now checks to see that this value is permissible for each of the
options 1 to 5. If the value is permissible, you will then return to the menu
screen, as described in part 3.2 of this section. Any non-permissible values
will cause the following error messages to be displayed for the options 1 to 5: $
Option 1 If you alter the value of the screen width to be more than 132 or less than 40
characters, you are prompted to confirm this with the following message:
Are you sure that the screen is so wide (>132 chars) or so short (<40  
chars)? [no]
b) If the screen is so wide or narrow, enter 'yes <rtn>'. You will then return to i;S
Option 2 If you alter the value of the maximum number of characters per line in output
files to be more than 132 or less than 40, you are prompted to confirm this I
'
with the following message:
Are you sure that the width of the device that the final output will be to, 
is so wide (>132 chars) or so short (<40 chars)? [no] -ft
c) After each of these error messages, you will then be prompted to enter a new
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iî.ft'-a) If this value is wrong, enter 'no <rtn>' or press '<rtn>'. You will then be
tprompted to enter a new value with the messages shown in part 3.5 of this ;
section. /
■Ib) If this value is correct, enter 'yes <rtn>'. You will then return to the menu
screen, as described in part 3.2 of this section 7 
ft|Option 3 If you alter the value of the number of alignments used to calculate a SCR to 7".ft
be more than 100 (the maximum number of alignments allowed by the ^
program), the following error message is displayed:
You've chosen a number greater than the total number of alignments
allowed by this program - please choose a lower number. If you do need
'S i
this number then you will have to slightly alter the program. Please see  
the relevant section in the help. Ia) If you alter the value of the number of alignments used to calculate a SCR to
1, the following error message is displayed: 7
You've only chosen one alignment for the SCRs to be chosen from - this 
would make the entire alignment the SCR and is a mistake. Please choose Y
again!.
b) If you alter the value of the number of alignments used to calculate a SCR to
'S'be less than 1, the following error message is displayed: j
Please try again with a sensible number. 1
.ft
value with the messages shown in part 3.5 of this section.
.1
Option 4 If you alter the value of the number of sequences used to calculate a SCR to
be more than 30 (the maximum number of sequences allowed by the
program), the following error message is displayed:
You've chosen a number greater than the total number of sequences 
allowed by this program - please choose a lower number. If you do need 
this number then you will have to slightly alter the program. Please see 
the relevant section in the help. ■ft
3
a) If you alter the value of the number of sequences used to calculate a SCR to
be less than 3, the following error message is displayed;
You've chosen less than 3 sequences for the SCR's to be worked out from. 
This would be a pairwise alignment and not a multiple alignment, and so 
is not allowed. Please choose a higher number.
b) After either of these error messages, you will then be prompted to enter a new 
value with the messages shown in part 3.5 of this section.
Option 5 If you alter the value of the minimum width of a SCR to be less than 3 or
more than 10 residues, the following error message is displayed:
You have chosen a width for the SCR's that is outside the permitted range 
of 3-10. You must choose another number. If you really do want to set a 
width outside this range, then you will have to alter the program.
Change the values in the routine 'ALTVAR' after the jump label 958.
a) After this error message, you will then be prompted to enter a new value with
3.10 If you choose option number 6, you will go to the help section (see below).
After displaying the help section you will then return to part 3.2 of this
7
■'■ft
the messages as shown in part 3.5 of this section.
"ft/;:
1
■section.
■
3.11 If you choose option number 7, you will return to running the program, 
proceeding to part 4 of this section.
I
f t
■%ftI:
Îft
■ft:
i '
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■ .(A worked example of changing the width of the screen, from its default
value of 80 characters to a value of 132, from saying that you wish to change
a value to returning to running the program, is given below. Words in italics
are user-entered values.
Do you want to change any of the program variables? [no]; 
yes <rtn>
The variables that may be altered are;
1) Screen width; [80] characters.
2) Maximum number of characters per line in output files; [131] 
characters.
3) Number of alignments used to calculate a SCR; [15] alignments.
4) Number of sequences used to calculate a SCR; [10] sequences.
5) Minimum width of a SCR; [3] residues.
6) Help - what do these variables do?
7) Return to running the program.
Enter a number now
1 <rtn>
Changing the program variable 
Screen width
This is presently set at; 132 
Input your new value.
132 <rtn>
Variable changed to 132
Is this correct? [yes]
i,Iyes <rtn>The variables that may be altered are;1 ) Screen width; [80] characters.
2) Maximum number of characters per line in output files; [131] 
characters.
3) Number of alignments used to calculate a SCR; [15] alignments.
4) Number of sequences used to calculate a SCR; [10] sequences.
5) Minimum width of a SCR; [3] residues.
6) Help - what do these variables do?
7) Return to running the program.
Enter a number now 
7 <rtn>
"iI
i
name>
4 You are then prompted to see if you want to change any of the values you
have entered for the alignment and sequence input file section and for the
other program information sections, with the following message:
Do you want to change any of the above answers? [no]
4.1 If you do not wish to change any of the above answers, enter 'no <rtn>' or 
press '<rtn>'. You will then proceed to the next section.
4.2 If you do wish to change any of the above answers, enter 'yes <rtn>'. You will 
then start again, entering information at part 1 of the 'Entering the alignment 
and sequence input files' section.
Explanatory messages
The program now displays messages indicating what it is doing in the following order:
1 If the sequences were entered in the NBRF format, the following message is 
displayed:
Reformatting the sequences from NBRF/PIR format to GCG format.
2 The program then displays the following messages:
Reading in the alignments
Finished reading the <number of alignments> alignments.
3 If a problem occurs when reading in the alignments, error messages will be
displayed, as listed in the section below. Otherwise, the program continues to
display progress reports as follows:
Predicting the secondary structure.
4 The program reads in the sequences so that their structure can be predicted. If
a small letter is found in the sequences, this can lead to ambiguity, and the
7following message is displayed:
The non-capital letter <letter> has been found in the sequence <sequence
I
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4.1 The following menu and prompt to enter a value is then displayed:
Enter
1 ) for more information/help.
2) for making this a cysteine 'C .
3) for ieaving it as the same residue type.
4) for ieaving ail smaii letters as the same residue type
4.2 Enter the number of the option you want, followed by '<rtn>’ e.g., '4 <rtn>'
4.2.1 If the number you enter is not permissible, you will see displayed the
following error message:
Error in input number, please reenter, range allowed is 1-4.
4.2.2 The sequence of error message, menu of available choices and prompt to 
enter a number will continue until an aeceptable value is entered.
4.3 Enter '1 <rtn>' to go to the help section (see below). After displaying the help
section you will then return to part 4.1 of this section.
4.4 Enter '2 <rtn>' to make the residue a cysteine.
4.5 Enter '3 <rtn>' to leave the residue as the same residue type,
4.6 Enter '4 <rtn>' to always leave any residues as the same type.
5 The following message is then displayed:
Converting sequences to GGBSM format and predicting their structure.
If the UWGCG structure prediction programs were not run before running
Mix'n'Match, the following messages are displayed for each sequence in the
alignment:
running PEPTiDESTRUCTURE. 
running PEPPLOT.
Reading In these GOG predictions.
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the SCR’s.
<number> out of the <number> sequences will be used for SCR
6.1 If the UWGCG structure prediction programs were run before running
■ij.
Mix’n'Match, the following message are displayed for each sequence in the
alignment:
Reading in the GCG predictions.
The following messages are then displayed:
Calculating a consensus GGBSM 2ry structure prediction for each 'alignment.
Calculating a consensus CF 2ry structure prediction for each aiignment. 
Calculating a consensus GOR 2ry structure prediction for each 
aiignment.
Calculating a consensus GOR2 2ry structure prediction for each 
aiignment.
Calculating a consensus GOR3 2ry structure prediction for each 
aiignment.
Calculating the Strongly Conserved Regions.
Calculating the Strongly Conserved Regions
1 If there are more sequences in the alignment than will be used to calculate the
SCRs, the following messages will be displayed:
The number of sequences in the alignments is more than the number of 
sequences that are looked at in choosing the SCR's. So we will be picking, 
at random, which of the entered sequences will be looked at in choosing
s
calculation
1.1 If there are not more sequences in the alignment than will be used to calculate
the SCRs, the following message will be displayed:
Ail the sequences in the alignments are used for picking the SCR's.
2 The names of the sequences used to calculate the SCR's are then displayed.
il
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■IIf there are less alignments in the alignment input file than the number of |
4.2.1 The sequence of error message, menu of available choices and prompt to 
enter a number will continue until an acceptable value is entered.
alignments that will be used to calculate the SCRs, the following message is #
displayed:
The number of alignments to be looked at, has been set to more than the 
total number of alignments that were entered into this program. So, we 
are resetting the number of alignments to be looked at, to be the same as 
the number of alignments that were used as input to this program. ;
You are then prompted to see how the SCRs should be calculated with the i
following menu:
Choose how the SCR's are to be calculated. Enter number now ....
1 ) Automatic. Both the alignments to look at & the areas of identity are 
automatically done.
2) Semi- automatic. User chooses the alignments, areas of identity 
automatically done.  I3) Manual. User chooses the Strongly Conserved Regions. |
4) Change the number of alignments that are looked at in choosing the 
Strongly Conserved Regions.
5) Change the minimum width that a Strongly Conserved Region can be.
6) Help. 4i4.1 Enter the number of the option you want, followed by '<rtn>' e.g., '1 <rtn>' |
3
4.2 If the number you enter is not permissible, you will see displayed the
following error message: I
This number is out of range - please re-enter a number
Enter ' 1 <rtn>' if you want the program to automatically choose both which
alignments to look at in choosing the SCRs, and the SCRs. You will then 
proceed to part 11 of this section.
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Enter '2 <rtn>' if you want to choose which alignments to look at in choosing
the SCRs and the program to automatically calculate the SCRs. The following f
messages and prompt will then be displayed:
User choosing alignments to caicuiate the Strongly Conserved Regions.
You have to enter <number> alignments.
NB - you cannot choose the same alignment twice.
6.1.1 If you want to print the file containing the parameter data on the Biochem.
Dept line printer, type 'bprint <rtn>'. You will then proceed to part 6.2 of this 
section.
Alignments are numbered in the same order that they are found in, in Y
the alignment file used as input. A list of the parameters for each 
alignment can be found in the file '<nameofi!e>.param„data'.
This file can be printed just now on the default printer if you enter 
print ( at Glasgow, this can also be printed on the Biochem. Dept line i
printer by typing BPRINT and the Chemistry Dept, line printer by 
typing CPRiNT) - if you do not want this file to be printed, just press 
return.
6.1 If you want to print the file containing the parameter data on the system's
default printer, type 'print <rtn>'. You will then proceed to part 6.2 of this 
section.
A
I
6.1.2 If you want to print the file containing the parameter data on the Chemistry 
Dept, line printer, type 'cprint <rtn>'. You will then proceed to part 6.2 of this 
section.
6.1.3 If you do not want this file to be printed, enter '<rtn>'. You will then proceed 
to part 6.2 of this section.
6.2 The following message and prompt will then be displayed: 
Choosing <number> alignments: Chosen <number>
Enter the number of the aiignment you want to user for the SCRs
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6.4.1 The sequence of error message and prompt to enter data will continue until an
acceptable value is entered.
6.5 If that alignment has already been entered, the following error message will
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6.2.1 If any alignments to be chosen in calculating SCRs have been entered,, the
following message will be displayed:
The alignments already chosen to caicuiate the SCRs are numbers 
<numbers>
6.3 Enter the number of the alignment that you wish to use to calculate the SCRs, 
followed by '<rtn>'. If you have entered all the alignments that you need to 
choose to calculate the SCRs, you will then proceed to part 11 of this section, 
else you will proceed to part 6.2 of this section.
6.4 If the alignment number entered is not permissible, the following error
message will be displayed:
That number is not in range - please re-enter a number.
be displayed:
This aiignment has already been chosen - please choose a different one.
6.5.1 The sequence of error message and prompt to enter data will continue until an 
acceptable value is entered.
7 Enter '3 <rtn>’ if you want to manually pick the SCRs. The following
message and prompt will then be displayed:
Choosing your own Strongly Conserved Regions.
input the number of the alignment (numbering the alignments as they
are found in the input file) that you want the SCRs to be taken from.
7.1 Enter the number of the alignment that you wish to use to calculate the SCRs, 
followed by '<rtn>'.
:
' 'M à
7.2.1 The sequence of error message and prompt to enter data will continue until an
acceptable value is entered.
7.8 You will then be prompted with the following message:
Finishing position of SCR number <number>
7.9 Enter the finishing position of the SCR, followed by ’<rtn>'.
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7.2 If the alignment number entered is not permissible, the following error
message will be displayed:
This number is out of range, please re-enter
7.3 You will then be prompted with the following message:
Starting position of SCR number <number> (or -1 to stop).
7.4 Enter '-1 <rtn>’, if you wish to stop entering SCRs. You will then proceed to 
part 13 of this section.
7.5 Enter the starting position of the SCR, followed by '<rtn>'.
7.6 If this would mean the length between SCRs is 2 or less residues, this is too 
close to the end of the last SCR, and the following error message will be 
displayed:
This is too ciose to the end of the last SCR. Re-enter number.
7.6.1 The sequence of error message and prompt to enter data will continue until an
acceptable value is entered.
7.7 If this starting position is at the end of the alignment, the following error
message will be displayed:
This is past or at the end of the aiignment. Re-enter number.
7.7.1 The sequence of error message and prompt to enter data will continue until an
acceptable value is entered.
This is the SCR for sequence <sequence name>
<residues in SCR>
Type yes if correct, no if wrong, [yes]
7.12 If this is correct, enter 'yes <rtn>' or press '<rtn>'. You will then return to part
7.3 of this section.
7.13 If this is wrong, enter 'no <rtn>'. You will then return to part 7.3 of this 
section.
8 Enter '4 <rtn>' if you want to change the number of alignments that are
I
7.10 If the position entered is before the start of the SCR or after the end of the
alignment, the following error message will be displayed:
This number is out of range, piease re-enter
7.10.1 The sequence of error message and prompt to enter data will continue until an
acceptable value is entered.
7.11 The residues in this SCR for one of the sequences in the alignment is then
displayed, and the user is prompted to check that this is correct, as follows:
%
ÎII
looked at in choosing the SCRs. This will automatically start option 3 of the 
menu displayed in part 3.2 of the 'Entering other program information' section 
with the messages and prompt of part 3.5 being displayed. Parts 3.5 to 3.9.1 
in that section will be run through, except that in part 3.9.1, after your new 
value is checked, you proceed to part 8.1 of this section, and not as described, 
to the menu screen of part 3.2 of that section. I
If the new value entered is not permissible, the following message is 
displayed:
You chose a number of alignments to be looked at, that Is greater than 
the total number of alignments that were entered into this program. So, 
we are resetting the number of alignments to be looked at, to be the same  
as the number of alignments that were used as input to this program.
8.2 You will then return to the menu displayed in part 4 of this section.
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9 Enter '5 <rtn>' if you want to change the minimum length that an SCR can be.
This will automatically start option 5 of the menu displayed in part 3.2 of the 
'Entering other program information' section with the messages and prompt of 
part 3.5 being displayed. Parts 3.5 to 3.9.1 in that section will be run through,, 
except that in part 3.9.1, after your new value is checked, you proceed to part 
4 of this section, and not to the menu screen of part 3.2 of that section.
.10 Enter '6 <rtn>' to go to the help section (see below). After displaying the help
section you will then return to the menu displayed in part 4 of this section.
11 The program will then display the following message:
There were <number> alignments chosen
The alignments used to calculate the SCRs are numbers <numbers>
11.1 The program then calculates the SCRs. Very rarely, however, a problem may
arise. This problem is, if there are 2 or more identical SCRs, the program will 
not be able to decide where about the SCR actually is. Before continuing to
■ ■
run, proceeding to part 12 of this section, the following messages will be 
displayed:
There were <number> places where <sequence> was found in the test 
alignment.
This is really confusing - which hit should be chosen for the Strongly 
Conserved Regions. Rule of thumb used is that the last place found is the 
SCR. Frankly your computer recommends that you start again, but this
:i
time, you should choose your own SCRs.
12 If more SCRs were found in the alignments than allowed by the program, the
program will stop after displaying the following error messages:
There are more Strongly Conserved Regions in the alignments than are 
allowed in this program.
This is not a major problem - the limit on this number was only placed 
for programming reasons (to allow other variables to be initialised) - 
however, you will have to change this number before re-running.
The number allowed is stored in the variable M AXNUM SCR.
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To change this, edit the program { type 'edit M IX_N_M ATCHA.FO R‘). The  
variable will be given a value in a line that starts with the word ,1'parameter'. Increase the variable to a number greater than the number 
you are using as input. Exit from editing the program. Then recompile, 
relink and you are then ready to run the program again.
Deleting the work files generated by this program.
13 The program will then check to see if any SCRs have been found. If no SCRs
have been found, the following error message will be displayed, before
returning to part 4 of this section:
There is a problem - no Strongly Conserved Regions have been found.
You should try again with a different option or if you are using the 
automatic method to work out which alignments the SCRs should be 
chosen from, you can reduce the number of alignments used to calculate 
the SCR. This should improve the chances of finding a SCR.
■■'I
14 The following messages are then displayed:
There were <number> Strongly Conserved Regions 
There were <number> Loosely Conserved Regions
Explanatory messages 
The program now displays messages indicating what it is doing.
1 The following message is displayed:
Finding the Loosely Conserved Regions
1
fïî.
1.1 This program finds the SCRs in each alignment, and then finds the Loosely
Conserved Regions in between. Very rarely, however, a problem may arise. If
a SCR is found in 2 or more places in the same alignment, the program will
not be able to decide where about the SCR actually is. Before continuing to
run, the following messages will be displayed:
There were <number> places where <sequence> was found in the test 
alignment.
This is really confusing - which hit should be chosen for the Strongly 
Conserved Regions. Rule of thumb used is that the last place found Is the
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3 The following messages are then displayed:
Writing out the unique Loosely Conserved Regions (Icr.data) for use by
The following message is then displayed:
Do you want to try and get different SCR regions [no]:
The program then ends.
■,1
SCR. Frankly your computer recommends that you start again, but this 
time, you should choose your own SCRs.
2 The following messages are then displayed:
There were <number> different alignments found in these LCR's. 
Finding the unique Loosely Conserved Regions
2.1 For each LCR, the following messages are then displayed:
For LCR number <number>, there were <number> possible alignments. 
And of these, <number> were unique.
I
the program MMB
Writing out the Strongly Conserved Regions (scr.data) for use by the
program MMB
4.1 If you do not want to try and get different SCRs, enter 'no <rtn>' or press
'<rtn>'.
4.2 If you do want to try and get different SCRs, enter 'yes <rtn>'. You will then
proceed to part 1 of the 'Calculating the Strongly Conserved Regions' section.
The following messages are then displayed:
Deleting the work files generated by this program.
For each Loosely Conserved Region (the region in between the 'anchor' 
SCR's) there will be a choice of differing alignments blocks. The unique 
blocks found for each LCR are in the file 'PRINT.ME'. Print this file and 
choose which one of the alignments blocks is 'best' for each of these 
regions.
Then run the program MMB, which will ask you which blocks you have 
picked for each LCR and then produce a final alignment ( in the file 
'PRINT.ME2')
#
I
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The help section
This section lists the help that is available with this program. If, when available, the
user chose the help option, the following menu will first be displayed:
1) A quick look at the theoretical basis of this program.
2) What input files are needed by this program?
3) Miscellaneous.
4) Changing the program variables.
5) How the program calculates Strongly Conserved Regions.
6) Return to running the program.
There is no other help at the minute
1 Enter the number of the option, followed by '<rtn>' e.g., '2 <rtn>'.
2 If the number you enter is not permissible, you will see displayed the
following error message:
That number is out of range - please re-enter a number
2.1 The sequence of error message, menu of available choices and prompt to 
enter a number will continue until an acceptable value is entered.
3 If you chose option 1, the following message will be displayed:
This program takes a large number of differing alignments and uses 
them to work out Strongly Conserved 'anchor' Regions. It then lists the 
different aligned blocks that were found In between these SCR's, together 
with their predicted secondary structure. The user can then pick 
whichever of these aligned blocks is best, {eg. using knowledge from 
empirical studies or the knowledge that gaps should only occur in turn 
regions), giving a final alignment reasonably independent of the starting 
parameters/programs used and containing more expert information 
than a purely 'mathematical' approach can give.
3.1 The following prompt will then be displayed:
Press RETURN when finished reading.
3.2 Press ’<rtn>' to return to the menu displayed at the start of this section.
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' ; 34 If you chose option 2, the following message will be displayed:
This program uses 2 files as input. The first of these is the alignment 
file. Different multiple alignments can be generated using different 
programs and using different gap parameters/scoring matrices. All 
these differing alignments should be placed in a single file, and it is the 
name of this single file that should be entered (at the minute, this 
program can read in alignments made by ALIEN and PILEUP - more 
formats will be added whenever possible).
The second file is the sequence file. This should contain all of the 
sequences that were used in making up the alignments. This sequence file 
can be in 2 formats, NBRF or UW GCG. If the sequences are In NBRF  
format, all the sequences should be in this single file. If the sequences 
are in GCG format, the GCG 'file of file names' should be used. This 
format requires that in a single file there should be a list of the file 
names of the GCG sequences. To show that you are using this type of file, 
and not a sequence file, you should precede the file name with a '©' .
(NB - If the GCG format is used, all the individual sequence names are 
presumed to end in '.GCG' and this program will crash if they do not!)
4.1 The following prompt will then be displayed:
Press RETURN when finished reading.
4.2 Press '<rtn>' to return to the menu displayed at the start of this section.
5 If you chose option 3, the following message will be displayed:
GCG must be initialised before this program is run - otherwise this 
program crashes. The GCG package is needed to predict the secondary 
structures by the methods of Chou & Fasman (CF) and Gamier, 
Osguthorpe & Robson (GOR), carried out by the GCG programs 
PEPTIDESTRUCTURE and PEPPLOT. PEPTIDESTRUCTURE gives a CF and 
GOR prediction and PEPPLO T gives a GOR prediction without decision 
constants and a GOR prediction with decision constants (output is called 
cf, gor, gor2, gor3 respectively). To run these programs, sequences 
need to be in GCG format and so if sequences were input as NBRF format, 
they are reformatted with the GCG program FROMPIR. This is done by 
this program automatically
Residues in a sequence are indicated in a short-hand manner by using 
capital letters of the alphabet eg. A=alanine. If a small letter is found In
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the sequence data, it must be changed to the correct capital letter. The 
problem is that although 'a' may indicate alanine, some sequence formats 
use small letters to indicate a cysteine residue, with the next 'a' found, 
bonded to the first 'a' residue, forming a cystine residue. You are asked 
to decide whether small letters are being used to indicate cysteines or if 
they mean the same as capital letters.
5.1 The following prompt will then be displayed:
Press RETURN when finished reading.
5.2 Press '<rtn>' to return to the menu displayed at the start of this section.
6 If you chose option 4, the following message will be displayed:
Screen width holds the number of characters that can be displayed i
horizontally across the screen (eg, on a vt100 terminal, either 80 or 
132 characters can be displayed). The files that can be printed out are 
the final results files (PRINT.M E) and the debugging data files 
(xxxx.sec_dat) and (xxxx.run_dat) if these were asked to be printed.
The number of characters per line has a default value of 132, the same 
width as a line printer, so that these files can be printed for hard copy.
The other variables are used in calculating the Strongly Conserved 
Regions - there is a separate help section on these variables which you 
should read before modifying them.
6.1 The following prompt will then be displayed:
Press RETURN when finished reading.
6.2 Press '<rtn>' to return to the menu displayed at the start of this section.
7 If you chose option 5, the following message will be displayed:
Calculating the Strongly Conserved Regions (SCR). The program defines 
a SCR as being any region which is the same in all the alignments looked 
at. NB - not all of the alignments are looked at because some of the 
alignments ALIEN & PILEUP produce can be very bad. The program uses 
a default value of 15 alignments to look at, however, the user can change 
this number if they wish - either at the start (in the change the
program variables section) or in the calculate SCR section (with option %number 4)
:#
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Calculating identical regions; after the alignments to be looked at are 
chosen, regions that are identical in all of these alignments are defined
7.4 Press '<rtn>' to return to the menu displayed at the start of this section.
I t '
Once the number to look at is set, which alignments are looked at can be 
chosen by the user or are generated automatically.
The method to automatically choose alignments, uses the number of 
identities in an alignment to pick out the 'good' from 'bad'; the 
alignments with the highest number of id's are picked, then those with 
the next highest etc.
With the number of alignments to be looked at set, and with which 
specific alignments these are set, the program then calculates the SCR's.
7.1 The user is then prompted to display another screen of information, with the
following message:
Press RETURN for more information.
7.2 Press '<rtn>' to display more information.
However, instead of these semi-automatic or automatic methods, an 
option exists for the user to completely define the SCR's themselves. To 
do this, you first enter the number of the alignment that the SCR's will 
be chosen from (eg. if the alignment was the 5th alignment in your 
input alignment file, you would enter '5'}. You then enter the starting & 
finishing positions of the SCR's (the numbering should be taken from 
the alignment you have chosen.).
aIas SCR's. The minimum length that a region can be is initially set at 3 
residues. This was chosen after careful consideration, but the user can
Ichange this if they wish (although the range of values is set between 3 and 10) Note that, the more sequences there are in an alignment, the 
less likelihood there is of finding regions that are identical (very 
similar, yes, identical, no). To try and reduce this effect, we limit the 
number of sequences that we look at. If there are more than this set 
number of sequences in an alignment, we pick sequences to calculate the 
SCR's from at random.
■ :7.3 The following prompt will then be displayed:
Press RETURN when finished reading.
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8 If you chose option 6, the user will return to running the program from where
they asked for help.
Error messages displayed if there is a problem with the alignment input file.
If no alignments were found in the input alignment file, the program will stop after
displaying the following error messages:
No alignments have been found!
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
iIf an alignment with a format unsupported by this program is found in the inputalignment file, the program will stop after displaying the following error messages:
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
An unknown alignment type has been found in the alignment file. Only 
files generated by ALIEN or PILEUP may be used. Please check your
alignment file and start again.
The first 6 characters of this unknown alignment type are <xxxxxx>
If more alignments were found in the input alignment file than permitted by the
program, the program will stop after displaying the following error messages:
There are more alignments in the alignment input file than are allowed 
in this program.
This is not a major problem - the limit on this number was only placed 
for programming reasons (to allow other variables to be Initialised) - 
however, you will have to change this number before re-running.
The number allowed is stored in the variable MAXALISNUM.
To change this, edit the program ( type 'edit M IX_N„M ATCHA.FO R'). The 
variable will be given a value in a line that starts with the word 
'parameter'. Increase the variable to a number greater than the number 
you are using as input. Exit from editing the program. Then recompile, 
relink and you are then ready to run the program again.
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
If more sequences are found in the alignments than allowed by the program, the
program will stop after displaying the following error messages:
There are more sequences in the alignments than are allowed in this 
program.
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This is not a major problem - the limit on this number was only placed 
for programming reasons (to allow other variables to be initialised) - 
however, you will have to change this number before re-running.
The number allowed is stored in the variable M AXSEQNUM ,
To change this, edit the program ( type 'edit M IX„N_M ATCHA.FO R'). The  
variable will be given a value in a line that starts with the word 
'parameter'. Increase the variable to a number greater than the number 
you are using as input. Exit from editing the program. Then recompile, 
relink and you are then ready to run the program again.
This error took place in alignment number <number>
This program will now terminate due to an error In the alignment file.
This is not a major problem - the limit on this number was only placed
The number allowed is stored in the variable MAXSEQLEN.
If longer sequences are found in the alignments than allowed by the program, the
program will stop after displaying the following error messages:
The lengths of the sequences in the alignments file are longer than are 
allowed in this program.
i.
for programming reasons (to allow other variables to be initialised) - 
however, you will have to change this number before re-running.
To change this, edit the program ( type 'edit M IX_N„M ATCHA.FO R'). The  
variable will be given a value in a line that starts with the word 
'parameter'. Increase the variable to a number greater than the number 
you are using as input. Exit from editing the program. Then recompile, 
relink and you are then ready to run the program again.
This error took place in alignment number <number>
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
If there are less than 3 sequences found in the alignments, the program will stop after
displaying the following error messages;
There are not enough sequences for an alignment! This program needs at
least 3 sequences in the alignments to work.
This error took place in alignment number <number>
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
I
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An explanatory message about this program is then displayed.
#
If the names of the sequences in the alignments do not agree with the names of the
sequences as given in the sequence input file, the program will stop after displaying the
following error messages:
A sequence file named in the alignments could not be found. The 
sequences must have different names in the alignment and sequence files.
Please change the sequence names so that the names found in the 
alignments and the sequence file agree. This problem can occur because 
the initial alignment program may have changed the sequence name. Or, 
if your sequence input file was in NBRF format, then reformatting the 
sequences to GCG format (done by this program with the GCG command 
FROM PIR), may have changed the sequence names. Or, If your sequence 
input file was in GCG format, ensure that the files all have the suffix 
'.GCG'. W e have to assume that all sequence files have this suffix because 
that is what FROMPIR appends to sequence names and otherwise we 
would never be able to find them
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
If the names of the sequences differ between the different alignments in the alignment
input file, the program will stop after displaying the following error messages:
A sequence name has changed between the first alignment and this one.
The sequence named <sequence name> could not be found.
This error took place in alignment number <number>
This program will now terminate due to an error in the alignment file.
User guide for running the multiple alignment programs Mix'n’MatchB
1 If the program cannot find the input file 'SCR.DATA', it will stop after
displaying the following error message:
The file 'SCR.DATA' produced by Mix'n'MatchA cannot be found. This file 
is needed for Mix'n’MatchB to run, so Mix'n'MatchB will now stop.
2 If the program cannot find the input file 'LCR.DATA', it will stop after
displaying the following error message:
The file 'LCR.DATA' produced by Mix'n'MatchA cannot be found. This file 
is needed for Mix'n'MatchB to run, so Mix'n'MatchB will now stop.
I
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You will be prompted to enter the alignment number you have chosen for
each of the LCRs with the following message:
What alignment number for LCR <number>
Enter the chosen alignment number followed by '<rtn>' e.g., 7  <rtn>'.
If this value is not permissible the following error message is displayed:
This number is out of range - please re-enter another number.
The sequence of error message and prompt for entering data will continue
Obviously, an incorrect alignment number was given.
The sequence of error message and prompt for entering data will continue 
until a permissible value is entered.
until a permissible value is entered.
If this alignment cannot be found, the following error message is displayed: 
There has been an in/out error when reading from ‘LCR.DATA'.
10 After entering the alignment numbers for all the LCRs, the following message
is displayed:
Do you want the data files (LCR.DATA, SCR.DATA and PRINT.ME) 
produced by MMA deleted [yes] - or not deleted In case you want to run
this programme again [no]? The default answer is no.
11 If you want these files deleted, enter 'yes <rtn>'.
12 If you do not want these files deleted, enter 'no <rtn>' or press '<rtn>'.
13 The program will then end, after displaying the final message:
The final alignment is stored in the file 'PRINT.ME2'. Print this file to 
see this alignment. :S;I
f
%■IIA:
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Appendix E Examples of file formats used by M ix'n’Match
A set of 3 haemoglobin sequences are used in this example and <SOF> and <EOF> are 
used to indicate the start and end of the NBRF format sequence file, respectively.
The format used for the UWGCG Tile of file names’ file
All lines are fully left-justified. Each line should contain the name of a UWGCG format 
sequence file (see below), that you want to be multiply aligned. NB - for the 
Mix'n'Match program, the sequence files should all have the extension .GCG', 
otherwise the program will not be able to find them and will stop with an error message.
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The format used for the NBRF sequence file
All lines must be fully left-justified. The first line of each entry is the protein/DNA 
identifier code, preceded by four characters of the form '>xx;'. Typical NBRF prefixes
are '>P1 ;', ’>F1 ;' and '>DL;'. For example, for the second sequence, the identifier code is
,#'HAHO'. The second line of each entry is a title line saying what the entry is and its
Æsource. This line is compulsory but its content is ignored. The sequence starts on line 3 
of each entry and may spread over several lines; it must however end with the asterisk
■|character ('*'). I
Sample output for the NBRF sequence file
7i
<SOF>>P1;GGLMSline containing a description of the protein sequence SPIVDTGSVAPLSAAEKTKIRSAWAPVYSTYETSGVDIIWKFFTSTPAAQEFFPKFKGLTTAD I»QLKKSADVRWHAERI INAVM2AVASMX)TEKMSMEa:.RDLSGKHAKSFQVDPgZFKVLAAVIADTVAAGDAGFEKLMSMICILLRSAY* S
>Pl;HAHO T-line containing a description of the protein sequence VLSAADKTISIVKAAWSKVGGHAGEYGAEALERMFLGFPTTKTYFPHFDLSH GSAQVI'CAHGKKVGDALTLAVGHLDDLPGALSNLSDLHAHKLRVDPVWFKLLSHCLLSTL AVHLPNDFTPA\yTIASLnKFLSSVSTVLTSKYR* 1
>P1;MYWHPline containing a description of the protein sequence VLSEGEWQLVLHVWAKVEADVAGHGQDILIRLFKSHPETLEKFDRFKHLKTEA EMKASEDLKKHGVTVLTALGAILKKKGHHEAELKPLAQSHATKHKIPIKYLEFISEAIIHVL 
HSRHPGDFGADAQGAMNKALELFRKDIAAKYKELGYQG*<EOF>
I
Sample output for the UWGCG ‘file of file names’ file
A set of 3 haemoglobin sequence file names are used in this example and <SOF> and 
<FOF> are used to indicate the start and end of the‘file of file names’ file, respectively.
<SOF>GGIMS.GCG 
HAHO.GCG MYWHP.GCG <EOF>
The format used for UWGCG sequence files
The start of the file contains information about the sequence, and UWGCG specific 
information. This continues until the two characters are found. The sequence starts 
after this and may spread over several lines and may contain blank lines. Each line of 
residues starts with the number of the first residue in that line. The number of residues 
in each line and whether or not spaces occurs along the residues, are variable and can be 
set by the user.
Sample output for the UWGCG format sequence files
The set of 3 haemoglobin sequences named in the UWGCG ‘file of file names’ file 
shown above, are listed in this example. <SOF> and <EOF> are used to indicate the 
start and end of the sequence files, respectively.
Example output for the file GGLMS.GCG
<SOF> pl;GGLMS
Gglms.Gcg Length; 149 February 16, 1993 14:20 Type: P Check: 7918
1 PIVDTGSVAP LSAAEKTKIR SAWAPVYSTY ETSGVDILVK FFTSTPAAQE
101 LSGKEIAKSFQ VDPQYFKVLA AVIADTVAAG DAGFEKLMSM ICILLRSAY
<EOF>
51 FFPKFKGLTT ADQLKKSADV RMHAERIINA VNEAVASMDD TEKMSMKLRD il
■
4
I''1 1
I
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Example output for the file HAHO.GCG
<SOF> pi; HAHO
Haho.Gcg Length: 141 February 16, 1993 14:20 Type : P Check: 83
1 VLSAADKTNV KAAWSKVGGH AGEYGAEALE RMFLGFPTTK TYFPHFDLSH
51 GSAQVKAHGK KVGDALTLAV GHLDDLPGAL SNLSDLHAHK LRVDPVNFKL
101 LSHCLLSTLA VHLPNDFTPA VHASLDKFLS SVSTVLTSKY R<EOF>
Example output for the file MYWHP.GCG
<SOF> pl;MYWHP
Mywhp.Gcg Length: 153 February 16, 1993 14:20 Type: P Check: 3184
1 VLSEGEWQLV LHVWAKVEAD VAGHGQDILI RLFKSHPETL EKFDRFKHLK
51 TEAEMKASED LKKHGVTVLT ALGAILKKKG HHEAELKPLA QSHATKHKIP
101 IKYLEFISEA IIHVLHSRHP GDFGADAQGA MNKALELFRK DIAAKYKELG
1 5 4
151 YQG<EOF>
The format used by the ALIEN multiple alignment program
All lines are fully left-justified. The first six lines are messages identifing the alignment 
type and where the start of the multiple alignment is. Then follows blocks of aligned 
sequences, with two lines between, the first of which identifies identical and similar 
residues in the aligned sequences. The end of the aligned sequences is indicated by the 
‘End of Multiple Alignment’ message. The format for the blocks of sequences is 
sequence name from position 1 to 6 (6 characters per name) and the aligned sequences 
from positions 15 to 76 (62 characters per line). Then follows a list of the parameters 
used by the program.
Sample output from the ALIEN multiple alignment program
A set of 3 haemoglobin sequences are used in this example and <SOF> and <EOF> are 
used to indicate the start and end of the ALIEN output file, respectively. The sequence 
file input to this program is that given in the example of the NBRF sequence file format.
End of Multiple Alignment
Key: Identity: #
Parameters :
;
:
<SOF>ALIEN: Multiple Sequence alignment program 
by-Alan J Bleasby 
Start of Multiple Alignment
GGLMS PIVDTGSVAPLSAAEKTKIRSAWAPVYSTYETSGVDILVKFFTSTPAAQEFFPKFKGLTTADHAHO V LSAADKTNVKAAWSKVGGHAGEYGAEALERMFLGFPTTKTYFPHF-DLSH- -MYWHP  VLSEGEWQLVLHVWAKVEADVAGHGQDILIRLFKSHPETLEKFDRFKHLKTEA
-  -  # #  # -  # -  -  # ~  # # #
GGLMS QLKKSADVRWHAERI INAVWDAVASMDDTEKMSMKLRDLSGKHAKSFQVDPQYPKVLAAVIAHAHO — GSAQVKAHGKKVGDALTLAVGHLDDLPGALSNLSDLHAHKLRVDPVNFKLLSHCLLSTLMYWHP EMKASEDLKKHGVTVLTALGAILKKKGHHEAELKPLAQSHATKHKIPIKYLEFISEAIIHVL
GGLMS DTVAAGDAG-------------FEKLMSMICILLRSAYHAHO AVHLPNDFTPAVHASLDKFLSSVSTVLTSKYR------
MYWHP HSRHPGDFGADAQGAMNKALELFRKDIAAKYKELGYQG
Cons erva 11 ve: ~
Ktup 1Wilbur Gap 5 Cutoff 1.00 Diagonal 10 
Fixed Gap 10 Floating Gap 10
Sequences were : Proteins Absolute Identities Were Scored Sequence Input file: haem.seqs 
Matrix used: No penalty <EQF>
II
I
-I
I
i
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The format used by the PILEUP multiple alignment program
The first two lines are a message identifing the alignment type, followed by a blank 
line. The next 7 lines are a list of the parameters used by the program, followed by a 
blank line. The next lines identitfy which sequences are used in this alignment, with the 
end of the sequence names being identified by a blank line followed by the two 
characters 7/' at positions 1 and 2 of a new line, and another blank line. Then follows 
blocks of aligned sequences, with a line above the sequences showing the position 
numbers of the aligned sequences, and a blank line below the sequences. In the blocks 
of sequences, the sequence names are right-justified, from position 1 to % (where % is the 
length of the sequence name that is the longest) and the aligned sequences start 3 
characters further to the right. The length of the aligned sequences and whether or not 
spaces occurs along the aligned sequences, are variable and can be set by the user.
Sample output from the PILEUP multiple alignment program
A set of 3 haemoglobin sequences are used in this example and <SOF> and <FOF> are 
used to indicate the start and end of the PILFUP output file, respectively. The sequence 
file input to this program is that given in the example of the UWGCG 'file of file names' 
format.
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<SOF>PileUp of: @Haem.Names 
Symbol comparison table: GenRunData:PileUpPep.Cmp CompCheck: 1254
GapWeight; 3.0GapLengthWeight: 1.5
Haem.Msf MSF: 165 Type: P February 11, 1992 13:52 Check:
Name : Haho Len: 165 Check: 5265 Weight 1.00Name : Mywhp Len: 165 Check: 78 Weight 1.00Name : Gglms Len: 165 Check: 475 Weight 1.00
/ /
1 50Haho.......... V LSAADKTNVK AAWSKVGGHA GEYGAEALER MFLGFPTTKTMywhp  V LSEGEWQLVL HVWAKVEADV AGHGQDILIR LFKSHPETLEGglms PIVDTGSVAP LSAAEKTKIR SAWAPVYSTY ETSGVDILVK FFTSTPAAQE
HahoMywhp
Gglms
HahoMywhpGglms
Haho
MywhpGglms
<EOF>
51 100
YFPHF.DLSH  GSAQV KAHGKKVGDA LTLAVGHLDD ...LPGALSNKFDRFKHLKT EAEMKASEDL KKHGVTVLTA LGAILKKKGH ...HEAELKP 
FFPKFKGLTT ADQLKKSADV RWHAERIINA VNDAVASMDD TEKMSMKLRD
101 150LSDLHAHKLR VDPVNFKLLS HCLLSTLAVH LPNDFTPAVH ASLDKFLSSV 
LAQSHATKHK IPIKYLEFIS EAIIHVLHSR HPGDFGADAQ GAMNKALELF LSGKHAKSFQ VDPQYFKVLA AVIADTVAAG .DAGFEKLMS MICILLRSAY
151 165STVLTSKYR......RKDIAAKYKE LGYQG
157
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Appendix F User guide for running the automatic multiple alignment
programs ALIEN and PILEUP
Introduction to ALIEN
ALIEN first calculates an optimal pairwise alignment of every sequence in the data set 
using the Wilbur/Lipman algorithm. After cluster analysis of the results from the 
pairwise alignment step, a Myers/Miller algorithm is used to multiply align the 
sequences in the data set. The parameters for both the pairwise and multiple alignment 
steps are set by command line qualifiers (see below). For a fuller guide to the ALIEN 
program, see the program documentation on SEQNET at Daresbury, Cheshire, U.K..
The parameters used by ALIEN
The list of qualifiers is shown below.
Pairwise alignment Type 
parameters _________
Default value Permissable range
iI
■3
i
K-tuple Number
gap penalty Number
Score Text
Cutoff Number
Diagonal Number
Multiple alignment
parameters_____________
1
3
Absolute
1.0
10
1-2
1-500
Absolute or Percentage 
0 . 1-20.0 
1-50
I
Fixed gap penalty 
Floating gap 
penalty
Other parameters
Number
Number
10
10
1-100
1-100
Infile file 
Matrix
Text name of sequence input file Compulsory
Text DFF DFF, PAM, or user-file
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Then mn this file in the background using the following UNIX commands 
nohup sh filename &
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How to run ALIEN
An example of command line operation would be:
$ alien -infile=myseqs.pro -ktup=2 -fIoat=6 -wgap=4
This would tell ALIEN that your sequence data set is in the file 'myseqs.pro', you want 
a K-tuple of 2, a floating gap penalty of 6 and a Wilbur/Lipman gap penalty of 4. The 
order of qualifiers in the command line is irrelevant and all qualifiers may be 
abbreviated unless such abbreviation results in ambiguity with another qualifier. I
To run many alignments at one time, and to automatically place all the alignments in 
one file, you create a command file, containing all the appropriate commands. An 
example command file, shown below, will create a file that will contain all the
:alignments, run the alignment program with various parameters, place all these
alignments into the single file and then deleter. Create a file containing the following
UNIX commands:
>all.alien
alien -in=any.seq -wg=8 -dia=20 -fl=10 -fi=10 -mat=pam  
cat haem.ali > all.alien
alien -in=any.seq -wg=8 -dia=20 -fl=15 -fi-15  -mat=pam  
cat haem.ali > all.alien
alien 4n=any.seq -wg=8 -dia=20 -fl=20 -fi=20 -mat=pam  
cat haem.ali > all.alien
alien -in=any.seq -wg=3 ~dia=10 -fl=10 -fi=10 -mat=pam  
cat haem.ali > all.alien 
rm any.wii 
rm any.ali
/Vj
_
Introduction to PILEUP
PILEUP first calculates an optimal pairwise alignment of every sequence in the data set 
using the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm. After cluster analysis of the results from 
the pairwise alignment step, the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm is used to 
succesively align pairs of sequences to produce the multiple alignment. The parameters 
are set by command line qualifiers (see below). For a fuller guide to the ALIEN 
program, see the UWGCG program documentation.
The parameters used by PILEUP
The list of qualifiers is shown below.
Alignment parameter name Default value
Gapweight 3.0
Lenweight 0.1
Data PileUpPep.Cmp
How to run PILEUP
An example of command line operation would be;
$pileup/infile= @ seqs.names/out=any .nnsf/gap=2.0/len=1.5/default
This would tell PILEUP that your sequence data set is in the file 'seq.names', the 
resulting alignment will be placed in the file ’seqs.msf, you want a gap penalty of 2.0, a 
len of 1.5 and '/default' ensures that the default values are used for the other parameters. 
The order of qualifiers in the command line is irrelevant, as long as '/default' is last, and 
qualifiers may be abbreviated (see the UWGCG program documentation).
To run more than one alignment at a time, placing all the alignments in one file (i.e., 
suitable for input to Mix'n'Match), you create a 'command' file which contains all the 
appropriate commands and then run this file. An example command file, shown below, 
will create a file that will contain all the alignments, run the alignment program with 
various parameters, place these alignments into the single file and then delete any
1 6 0
unnecessary files. To make this command file, create a file containing the following
VMS commands:
$ create all.pileup 
$ gcg7
$pileup/infiie=@seqs.names/out=seqs.msf/gap=4.0/len=0.1/default 
$append seqs.msf all.pileup
$pileup/infiie=@seqs.names/out=seqs.msf/gap=:3.0/len=:1.5/default 
$append seqs.msf all.pileup
$pileup/infile=®seqs.names/out=seqs.msf/gap=2.0/len=1.0/default 
$append seqs.msf all.pileup
$pileup/infiie=@seqs.names/out=seqs.msf/gap=2.G/len=Q.5/default 
$append seqs.msf all.pileup 
$delete seqs.msf;*
If the above example command file was called 'run.pileup', then to run this file
interactively, use the following VMS commands 
$ ©run.pileup <rtn>
To run this command file in the background, you would type the following VMS 
commands:
$ submit/queue=queue_name run.pileup <rtn>
Introduction to the UWGCG secondary structure prediction programs
There are two UWGCG programs for predicting secondary structure. The program 
PEPTIDESTRUCTURE predicts the secondary structure using the methods of Chou 
and Fasman (CF) and Gamier, Osguthorpe and Robson (GOR). The program PEPPLOT 
predicts the structure using the same two methods, although only the results from the 
GOR analysis are in a readily useable form. PEPPLOT calculates a GOR prediction 
both with and without Decision Constants. For a fuller guide to these programs, see the 
UWGCG program documentation.
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How to mn the UWGCG secondary structure prediction programs
Examples of running these programs would be:
$peppiot/noplot/infile=seq1 .gcg/gar=seq1 .gar/default 
$peptidestructure/infi!e=seq1.gcg/default
i
g
a-'This would tell PEPPLOT that you do not want the predictions plotted, your sequence 
data is in the file 'seql.gcg', you want the GOR predictions to be output to the file 
'seql.gar', and '/default' ensures that the default values are used for the other parameters 
and would tell PEPTIDESTRUCTURE that your sequence data is in the file 'seql.gcg', 
and '/default' ensures that the default values are used for the other parameters (e.g., the 
CF and GOR predictions will be output to the file 'seql.p2s'). The order of qualifiers in 
the command line is irrelevant and qualifiers may be abbreviated (see the UWGCG
program documentation).
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To run these programs for all your sequences, at one time, you create a 'command' file 
which contains the appropriate commands for each sequence and then run this file. An 
example command file, shown below, will run the programs PEPPLOT and 
PEPTIDESTRUCTURE for three sequences, named 'seql.gcg ', 'seq2.gcg' and 
'seqS.gcg'. To make this command file, create a file containing the following VMS 
commands:
$pepplot/noplot/gar=seq1 .gar/infile=seq1 .gcg/default 
$peptidestructure/infile=seq1.gcg/default 
$pepp!ot/noplot/gar=seq2.gar/infile=seq2.gcg/default 
$peptidestructure/infile=:seq2.gcg/default 
$pepplot/noplot/gar=seq3.gar/infile=seq3.gcg/default 
$peptidestructure/infile=seq3.gcg/default
If the above example command file was called 'run.predictions', then to run this file
interactively, use the following VMS commands 
$ ©run.predictions <rtn>
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To run this command file in the background, you would type the following VMS 
commands:
$ submit/queue-queue_name run.predictions <rtn>
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Appendix G The FORTRAN source code used to program the Cohen et 
al. turn prediction algorithm [146]
PROGRAM TURNGEN
cc a simple program to reproduce the algorithm in Cohen et al, c Biochemistry, 1983, v22, p4894-4904c the sequence to predict is hard wired into the code.c IMPLICIT NONE INTEGER MAX_SEQ_LEN,X PARAMETER (MAX_SEQ_LEN=600)CHARACTER* (M A X _ S E Q _ L E N ) ARR_STRING, TEMP_STR, T_ONE, TMP_STR
c open output fileOPEN (4,FILE=‘V3.DATA')10 FORMAT (TR1,A) c initialisedo x=l,Max_seq_len temp_str(x:x) = t_one(x:x) = 
end do
ARR_STRING='MALSSTSTTNSLLPNRSLVQNQPLLPSPLKNAFFSNNSTKTV & RFVQPISAVHSSDSNKIPIVSDKPSKSSPPAATATTAPAPAVTKTEWAVDSWKSKKAL & QLPEYPNQEELRSVLKTIDEFPPIVFAGEARSLEERLGEAAMGRAFLLQGGDCAES 
& FKEFNANNIRDTFRILLQMGAVIMFGGQMPVIKVGRMAGQFAKP
1,& RSDSFEEKDGVKLPSYRGDNVNGDAFDA/KSRTPDPQRLIRAYCQSAATLNLLRAFA & TGGYAAMQRINQWNLDFTEHSEQGDRYRELASRVDEALGFMTAA
Sc GLTMDHPIMKTTEFWTSHECLLLPYEQSLTRRDSTSGLYYDC SAHFLWVGERTRQLDGAHV 
& EFLRGIANPLGIKVSDKMDPSALVKLIEILNPQNKAGRI
Sc TIITRMGAENMRVKLPHLIRAVRRAGQIVTWVSDPMHGNTIKAPCGLKTRPFDSIRAEVRAFFDVH 
Sc DQEGSHPGGVHLEMTGQNVTECIGGSRTVTFDDL 
Sc SSRSLSDW' c convert the residues to capitalsCALL CONV_STRING {ARR_STRING) c find regions of tlCALL T„ONEG (ARR_STRING,TEMP„STR,T„ONE,TMP_STR)DO X-1,600,100WRITE (4,10) ARR_STRING(X:X+99)WRITE (4,10) TEMP_STR(X:X+99)WRITE (4,10) TMP„STR(X:X+99)
WRITE (4,10) T_ONE(X;X+99)END DO CLOSE (4)
END
Ï
SUBROUTINE T_ONEG ( ARR_STRING, TEMP_STR, T_ONE, TMP_STR )cc take a sequence in the string arrestring, search it for occurence of tl residues c (in tone) {cohen et al. biochem. 22 4894-4904}c and places 't ' in the string temp_str where these are found, also places a y c where t2 residue (y) is found.c takes residues in temp„str, search it for occurence of tl patterns ( found in c a/b/c_t_one ) and place these patterns in the string t_one. c CHARACTER*(*) ARR_STRING,TEMP_STR,T_ONE,TMP_STR 
CHARACTER*1 TONE(11)CHARACTER*4 A_T„0NE(4)CHARACTER*5 B_T_0NE(3)CHARACTER* 7 C_T_ONE(10)CHARACTER*10 T,G INTEGER X,Y,LOOP,POSDATA A_T_OWE /’YTTT','TYTT','TTYT','TTTY'/
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DATA B„T„ONE /'T-TTT',‘TT-TT','TTT-T'/DATA C_T_ONE /'T— TTTT','T-T-TTT','T-TT-TT','T-TTT-T','TT— TTT','TT-T- TT','TT-TT-T',‘TTT— TT','TTT-T-T','TTTT— T '/DATA TONE /'D','E','G','H‘,'K',‘N','P','Q','R','S','T'/
C put 't ' in temp_str where tl is in arr_string11 FORMAT (TRI,A)12 FORMAT (TR1,I)
DO L00P=1,11X=1110 POS=INDEX(ARR_STR1NG(X:),TONE(LOOP))IF (POS.EQ.O)GOTO 120 Y=X+P0S-1 TEMP_STR(Y:Y)= 'T'
X=X+POS GOTO 110 120 CONTINUEEND DOC put 'y' in temp_str where t2 is in arr_seq (t2=tl+y)X=113 0 POS=INDEX(ARR_STRING(X:), 'Y ')IF (POS.EQ.O)GOTO 140Y=X+P0S-1TEMP_STR(Y:Y)='Y’X=X+P0S GOTO 130 140 CONTINUETMP„STR=TEMP_STRc find long sections first of all, then remove the parts that generate them c from temp_str so that they don't interfere with the other patterns.X=1T-'TTTTTTTTTT'G='---------- 'DO LOOP=10,4,-1 203 POS=INDEX(TEMP_STR(X;),T(1:L00P))IF (POS.EQ.0)GOTO 205 Y=P0S+X-1
T_ONE{Y :Y+LOOP-1)=T(1 :LOOP)X=X+POSTEMP_STR(Y :Y+LOOP-1)=G(1 :LOOP)GOTO 203 205 CONTINUEX=1 
END DOc find the patterns that are given in cohen's paper.X=1DO L00P=1,4210 POS=INDEX(TEMP_STR(X:),A_T_ONE(LOOP))
IF (POS.EQ.0)GOTO 220 
Y=P0S+X-1T_ONE ( Y : Y+3 ) = ' TTTT 'X=X+POS GOTO 210 220 CONTINUEX=1 END DO X-1DO L00P=1,3230 POS=INDEX(TEMP_STR(X:),B_T_ONE(LOOP))IF (POS.EQ.0)GOTO 240 
Y=P0S+X-1T_0NE(Y :Y+4) = 'TTTTT'
X=X+POS GOTO 230 240 CONTINUEX=1 END DO X=1DO LOOP=1,10250 POS=INDEX(TEMP_STR(X:),C_T_ONE(LOOP))IF (POS.EQ.0)GOTO 260
■ 1
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Y=P0S+X-1T_ONE(Y :Y+5)='TTTTTTT'
X=X+POS GOTO 250 260 CONTINUEX=1 END DO END
SUBROUTINE CONV_STRING (STRING)cc convert characters in the string into uppercase.
c searches for lowercase letters in the string & if found, replaces these with c uppercase letters, this will be fast if there are few lowercase letters but slow c if the majority of the string is lowercase, c CHARACTER*(*) STRING INTEGER X,POS 
CHARACTER*! CH X=97DO WHILE (X.LT.123)CH=CHAR (X)310 POS=INDEX(STRING,CH)IF (POS.EQ.O)GOTO 320 
STRING(POS:POS)=CHAR(X-3 2)GOTO 310 320 X=X+1END DO END
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Appendix H The FORTRAN source code for the Mix'n'MatchA program
PROGRAM mixnmatcha IMPLICIT none
cc the program for multiple alignment, c (c) Lachlan H. Bell 
c changed 11/5/93
cc The mix'n 'match suite of programs optimise protein multiple alignment c by a process of finding Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) that can be used c to anchor an alignment and then aligning the regions between these anchors, c The anchor regions are found by analysis of initial alignments, previously c generated using one or more automatic multiple alignment programs and a 
G variety of scoring matrices and gap penalties. The suite of programs c consists of two programs: Mix'n'MatchA (this beaut), which finds the SCRs, c works out the different possible alignments for each of the Loosely c Conserved Regions (LCRs), predicts the secondary structure or reads in c the predictions if they have already been carried out and works out a c consensus structure prediction for each of these possible alignments; c and Mix'n 'MatchB which takes the alignments which the user has chosen for c each LCR and the alignments for the SCRs and joins them to produce the final c alignment. The UWGCG suite of programs is also required. Two files are used c as iput to MNMA. The first is a file containing all the pre-generated c alignments. The alignment formats supported are those of ALIEN and PILEUP.C The second input file lists the sequences present in the multiple alignments < c This sequence input file can be in either NBRF or UWGCG 'file of file names' 
c format 
c c
Cc If you change the max no. of sequences, length of sequences or c no. of 2ry structure predictions methods in this program, you must c change them in program MMB also.c
c maximum number of sequences allowed in an alignment.INTEGER maxseqnum PARAMETER (maxs eqnum= 3 0)
c maximum length of sequences allowed in an alignment.INTEGER maxseqlen 
PARAMETER (maxseqlen=2000)
c maximum number of alignments allowed in the alignment input file 
c this value is set so that other arrays that store values for each alignmentc do not run out of array space. These arrays are; idscores, alitord, idmaxs.INTEGER maxalisnum 
PARAMETER (maxalisnum=100)
c maximum number of SCR that can be foundc this value is set so that other arrays that store values for each scrc do not run out of array space. This array is scrposINTEGER maxnumscr 
PARAMETER ( maxnums c r = 10 0 )
c the number of different secondary structure predictions carried out INTEGER no_preds PARAMETER (no_preds=5 )
c the length of the input sequence names and the length of the c secondary structure prediction methods names
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C please note . If you change the length of these strings, you must c change the length of the equivalent strings in MMB also, c You will also have to change the FORMAT statements in the routine c WRARRAY in the COMMON.FOR file.INTEGER namlen PARAMETER (namlen=ll)
c the arrays that hold the names of the sequences in each individual c alignment - used for checking that the sequences are in the same order 
c in each alignmentCHARACTER* (namlen ) ordera (maxseqnum+no_jpreds )CHARACTER*(namlen) orderb(maxseqnum)
c holds the name of the file that each secondary structure prediction c methods' will be output to. prednam must be the same length as ordera for c the second program's sakeCHARACTER* ( namlen ) prednam {no__preds )
c the arrays that hold the alignments and secondary structure predictions 
c for the sequences in an alignmentCHARACTER* (maxseqlen) arr_a (maxseqnum+no_preds)CHARACTER* (maxseqlen) arr_b (maxseqnum+no_preds )CHARACTER*(maxseqlen) arr_c(maxseqnum), seq_a, seq_c
c unify the names of the output files for the LCR and SCR data.CHARACTER* (* ) Icrtmpa, Icrtirpb, scrout, Icrout PARAMETER (lcrtmpa='1er.tmpa', lcrtmpb='1er. tmpb',& lcrout='1er.data', scrout=‘scr.data')
c certain messages that are passed to individual routines CHARACTER*(*) messa, messd 
PARAMETER(&raessa=' This is not a major problem - the limit on this number & was only placed for programming reasons (to allow other & variables to be initialised) - however, you will have to change & this number before re-running.')PARAMETER (
&messd=' To change this, edit the program&( type ''edit MMA.FOR''). The variable will be given a value in a & line that starts with the word ’'parameter''. Increase the & variable to a number greater than the number you are using as & input. Exit from editing the program. Then recompile, relink and & you are then ready to run the program again.')
c a string containing asterices, used to separate some of the screen info.CHARACTER*132 asterix 
c These strings contain the names of the input files CHARACTER*20 outfile, seqname, alisname c alisgap is the gap char used by alien,
c nopredchar is the char used when neither sheet, helix or turn is pred 2ry.CHARACTER*! alisgap, nopredchar c string used for char input in the main routine CHARACTER*3 strinpc this string is needed for testing the SCR's. It must be at least at wide c as the maximum length of the scr width. This is set in the routine c altvar. any attempt to modify scrwidth greater than 10 is stopped.CHARACTER*10 hitstring
c the minimum width of a scr INTEGER scrwidth
c number of alignments found in the alignment file INTEGER totalifnd
c number of sequences found in the alignment INTEGER totseqfnd
c number of Icr's found
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INTEGER totlcrfnd
c number of scr's foundINTEGER totscrfnd
^***********************Ij
data seqstord /maxseqnum*0/ 
data idmaxs /maxalisnum*-!/data prednam(1) /'GGBSM.DATA '/, prednam(2) /'CF.DATA '/
c the length of the longest alignment found - operations on the arrays only c have to be done up to this length.INTEGER maxlenfnd ' %
c some variables used in the main program INTEGER pos, x, len„a, row
■ sc some of the program variables - width of screen, output device,c number of alis and seqs that will be used to calculate the SCRs from. iINTEGER screenwidth, outwidth, numscrali, numscrseq
3c array that will hold the identity scores found for each alignmentINTEGER idscores (maxalisnum) i'
c array that holds the alignment numbers that have to be used >:c to calculate the SCR's from /
INTEGER alitord(maxalisnum)
ac array that will hold the highest to lowest identity scores, listed in idscores INTEGER idmaxs (maxalisnum)
c array that holds the sequences, to be used to calculate the SCR's fromINTEGER seqstord(maxseqnum) %
c this array will hold the sequence data in numerical form, as needed to jic calculate the GGBSM 2ry structure prediction.INTEGER seqjo (maxseqlen)
c this will hold the start (1,x) and end (2,x) positions of every SCR found INTEGER scrpos(2,maxnumscr)
c specify unit numbers here to help in avoiding reading/writing to the c same channel. yINTEGER unit_a INTEGER unit_b INTEGER unit_c INTEGER unit_dINTEGER alifil sINTEGER debugl INTEGER screenwr
I
ILOGICAL crash, gcg, pred, debugL, extra
(3-9.t o .  9 S 1 0 3 r i x /  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I
data prednam ( 3) /'GOR.DATA '/, prednam ( 4) /'G0R2.DATA '/ - 3data prednam(5) / 'G0R3 .DATA ' / 33'
COMMON /al/ maxlenfnd
COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth 
COMMON /a3/ outwidth
COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd ,;.3
COMMON /a5/ gcg 
COMMON /a6/ crash 
COMMON /a?/ numscrseq 
COMMON /a8/ totalifnd 
COMMON /all/ alifil 
COMMON /al2/ unit„a 
COMMON /al3/ unit_Ja 
COMMON /al4/ unit_c 
COMMON /al5/ unit_d
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COMMON /bl/ predCOMMON /b2/ totscrfndCOMMON /b3/ totlcrfndCOMMON /cl/ debugL, debuglCOMMON /dl/ numscraliCOMMON /d3/ scrwidthCOMMON /d4/ alisgapCOMMON /d5/ nopredcharFORMAT (a)
CALL desc_prog
G
i
10
G 
CC input the names of the files used in program c CALL input (alisname, seqname, debugL,& maxalisnum, maxseqnum)IF (crash) GOTO 9998 pos=index(alisname, '.') outFILE-alisname(1:pos)//'zzzz'IF (debugL)
& OPEN (debugl,FILE=alisname(1:pos)//'debug', STATUS='new')cc reformat sequences to be in GCG format, ready forc peptidestructure/pepplot. do now because when you read in the first 
c alignment we carry out checks on the sequences to make sure the c necessary sequence files are present, 
c IF {.NOT.gcg)THENCALL wrwords ('Reformatting the sequences from NBRF/PIR & format to GCG format.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL reform (seqname)ENDIF
cc now read in the alignments, the formats readable are those from c alien and pileup. 
c CALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth) 
CALL wrwords ('Reading in the alignments.',Scscreenwr, screenwidth)CALL doalis (alisname, ordera, orderb, idscores, maxalisnum, &maxseqnum, asterix, arr_a, seq_a, outfile,Smessa, messd)
IF (crash) GOTO 9997
I
I:
c predict the secondary structure for the sequences 
c
CALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('Predicting the secondary structure.',&screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL second (ordera, setq_b, seqname, seq_c (1 :maxlenfnd) ,& prednam, arr_a, seq_a(1:maxlenfnd))cc if reform was called above, extra files were created - so delete them.
IF  (.N O T .gcg)THEN 
DO row=l,totseqfndpos^index(ordera(row),' ')-1 OPEN (1,FILE=ordera(row) (1 :pos)//'.gcg',STATUS='old')
CLOSE (1, STATUS='delete')
END DO 
ENDIF
IF  (crash) GOTO 9996
c calculate the consensus secondary structure predictions for each c alignment, by each of the different prediction methods.
DO x=l,no_predsCALL calc_cons (arr_b, arr_c, prednam(x), ordera, arr_a, y&seq_a, outfile)END DO
i™ .1
cc now calculate the scr's . The alignment from which the scr's are taken c is held in arr_ac7786 CONTINUECALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Calculating the Strongly Conserved Regions.',
& screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL scr (alisname, ordera, arr_b, seg_c, idscores,&idmaxs, seqstord, len_a, arr„a, seq_a, asterix, maxalisnum.Sc maxseqnum, outfile, alitord, scrpos, maxnumscr.
Sc messa, messd, hitstring)IF (crash) GOTO 9999
cc now find out the Icr's c CALL wrwords (asterix(1 ;screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Finding the Loosely Conserved Regions',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL fndlcr (arr_b, len_a, seqstord, Icrtmpa, arr__a, seq_a.
Sc outfile, scrpos)c CALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('Finding the unique LCR''s.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL uniq (arr„b, arr_c, seq_c, Icrtmpa, 1ertmpb)cc write the data for the Icr's c DO x=l, no_preds
ordera(totseqfnd+x)=prednam (x)END DOIF (numscrseq.NE.totseqfnd)THEN 
extra=.TRUE.DO x=l,totseqfnd seqstord(x)=x 
END DO ELSEextra=. FALSE. -7ENDIFCALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth), screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('Writing out the unique Loosely Conserved Regions 
Sc (1er.data) for use by the program MMB. ' ,  screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrlcrl (arr_b, seq_c, ordera, seqstord, Icrout, 1ertmpb.
Sc prednam, no_preds, outfile, extra, arr„a) cc now write out the scr's that have been found 
c CALL wrwords (asterix(1:screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth) ü
CALL wrwords ('Writing out the Strongly Conserved Regions 
Sc (scr.data) for use by the program MMB. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wr_scr (len_a, seqstord, scrout, ordera, prednam,&no_preds, arr_a, seq_a, outfile, alitord, scrpos, extra) ï
c li:c can repeat the finding out of SCR's and LCR's if you wish yc
END DO
CALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth), screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (’Do you want to try and get different SCR 
Sc regions [no] : ' , screenwr, screenwidth) i|READ (*,10) strinp %IF (strinp(1:1).EQ.'y '.or.strinp(1:1).EQ.'Y ') GOTO 7786
39999 CONTINUE ÇCALL wrwords (asterix(1;screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Deleting the work files generated by this 
Sc program. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)DO x=l, no_predsOPEN (1,FILE=prednam(x),STATUS= 'old',form='unformatted')CLOSE (1,STATUS='delete')
a
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c If there is an error in the scr routine, we jump to 9999. However, we 
do not want the next message printed if there is a crash, so we jump over the next bitIF (crash) GOTO 9996
Write a wee e>p>lanation of what this program has done, and what needs to 
be done next
CALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth), screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('For each Loosely Conserved Region (the region Scin between the ' 'anchor' ' SCR''s) there will be a choice of & differing alignments blocks. The unique blocks found for each & LCR are in the file ''PRINT.ME''. Print this file and choose & which one of the alignments blocks is ''best'' for each & of these regions.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords {'Then run the program MMB, which will ask & you which blocks you have picked for each LCR and then produce & a final alignment ( in the file ’'PRINT.ME2'').',& screenwr, screenwidth)
9996 CONTINUEOPEN (UNIT=alifil,FILE=outfile,STATUS='old') CLOSE (alifil,STATUS-'delete')
9997 CONTINUEIF (debugL) CLOSE (debugl)
9998 CONTINUESTOPEND
outwidth, numscrali, numscrseqBLOCK DATA init INTEGER screenwidth,
INTEGER unit_aINTEGER unit_bINTEGER alifilINTEGER unit_cINTEGER unit_d
INTEGER debuglINTEGER screenwrINTEGER totalifndINTEGER maxlenfndINTEGER scrwidth
CHARACTER*1 alisgap, nopredchardata alisgap /'-'/, nopredchar /'.'/data maxlenfnd/0/, screenwidth/80/, outwidth/131/data alifil/1/, debugl/15/data unit_a/2/, unit_b/3/, unit_c/4/, unit_d/7/ data screenwr/6/data numscrali/15/, numscrseq/10/ data totalifnd /O/ data scrwidth /3/LOGICAL crash, gcg data gcg /.FALSE./ data pred /.FALSE./ data debugL /.FALSE./ data crash /.FALSE./
COMMON COMMON
pred, debugL
/al/ maxlenfnd /scrnwrite/ screenwr. screenwidthCOMMON /a3/ outwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a5/ gcg COMMON /a6/ crash 
COMMON /a7/ numscrseq COMMON /a8/ totalifnd COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /al2/ unit„a COMMON /al3/ unit_b COMMON /al4/ unit_c COMMON /al5/ unit_d
1
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COMMON /bl/ predCOMMON /b2/ totscrfndCOMMON /b3/ totlcrfnd
COMMON /cl/ debugL, debuglCOMMON /dl/ numscraliCOMMON /d3/ scrwidthCOMMON /d4/ alisgapCOMMON /d5/ nopredcharEND
SUBROUTINE reform (seqname)IMPLICIT nonecc takes an NBRF format sequence file, called seqname and reformats it to GCG c format by spawning a GCG command, 
c CHARACTER*(*) seqname INTEGER pos, c CHARACTER*80 cmdl pos-index(seqname,' ')-1 c=pos+19
cmdl-’frompir/in='//seqname(1 :pos)//'/default'CALL gcgcmds (c,cmdl,’gcg_spawn')END
SUBROUTINE check gcg (ordera)IMPLICIT none
cc checks that the sequence files named in the array ordera exist, c the files are all assumed to have the suffix '.gcg' c INTEGER row, totseqfnd, pos, screenwr, screenwidth LOGICAL oldfil, crash CHARACTER*(*) ordera(*)COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a6/ crash DO row=l,totseqfndCALL mkcapb (ordera(row)) 
pos=index (ordera(row),' ')-1inquire (FILE-ordera(row)(l:pos)//'.gcg',exist=oldfil)IF (.NOT.oldfil)THENCALL wrwords ('A sequence file named in the & alignments could not be found.
& The sequences must have different names in the alignment and & sequence files.', screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.ENDIF END DOIF (crash) CALL wrwords {'Please change the sequence names 
& so that the names found in the alignments and the & sequence file agree. This problem can occur because the & initial alignment program may have changed the sequence 
Sc name. NB ALIEN truncates sequence names if they are more than 
Sc 6 characters long. Or, if your sequence input file was in NBRF & format, the reformatting of it to GCG format & (done by this program with the GCG command FROMPIR) ,
Sc may have changed the sequence names (of course if you have not 
Sc initialised the GCG package before running this program, then 
Sc FROMPIR will not work and therefore the sequences will not be 
Sc found) . Or, if your sequence input file was in GCG format, ensure 
Sc that the files all have the suffix ' ' .GCG' ' . We have to assume 
Sc that all sequence files have this suffix because that is what 
Sc FROMPIR appends to sequence names, and otherwise we would never 
Sc be able to find them ' , screenwr, screenwidth)END
SUBROUTINE descjirog 
INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth
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COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth c prints out a short desciption of the programCALL wrwords ('The Mix' 'n' 'Match suite of programs optimise 
& protein multiple alignment by a process of finding & Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) that can be used to anchor & an alignment, and then aligning the Loosely Conserved Regions 
& (LCRs) between these anchors. The anchor regions & are found by analysis of initial alignments, previously & generated& using one or more automatic multiple alignment programs and a& variety of scoring matrices and gap penalties.',& screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ( ’ Mix ‘ ' n ' ' MatchA& finds the SCRs, works out the different possible alignments for& each of the Loosely Conserved Regions (LCRs), predicts the & secondary structure - or reads in the predictions if they have 
Sc already been carried out - and works out a consensus structure 
Sc prediction for each of these possible alignments, and 
Sc Mix' 'n' 'MatchB produces the final alignment. ',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Two files are used as 
Sc input to MNMA. The first is a file containing all the
Sc pre-generated alignments. The alignment formats supported 
Sc are those of ALIEN and PILEUP, The second input file lists 
Sc the sequences& present in the multiple alignments. This sequence input file 
Sc can be in either NBRF or UWGCG ' ' file of file names' ' formats. ' , 
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (’The maximum number of 
Sc alignments in the input alignment file is set at 100. The
Sc maximum number of protein sequences in an alignment is set at
Sc 30, with the maximum length of any sequence set at 2000,
Sc inclusive of any gaps
Sc that may have been introduced by the alignment process. ' ,
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)30 FORMAT (a)WRITE (screenwr, END 30) (c) Lachlan Bell 1992
SUBROUTINE 10 FORMAT (a) WRITE (5,
title 
10) ' 1 a cccc h h 1 a nnn' WRITE (6, 10) ' 1 a a c c h h 1 a a nnn
WRITE (6, 10) ' 1 a a c hhhhhhh 1 a a n nn' WRITE (6, 10) ' 1 aaaaaaa c c hhhhhhh 1 aaaaaaa nn n' WRITE (6, 10) ' 1111 a a c c h h m i l l  a an nnn' WRITE (6, 10) ' 11111 a a cccc h h 111111 a an nn 'WRITEWRITE (6,(6, 10) ' 10) ’ bbbbb eeeeeeeee 11 11'WRITE (6, 10) ' bb bb eeeeeeee 11 11'WRITE (6, 10) ' bb bb ee 11 11’WRITE (6, 10) ' bbbbb eeeeee 11 11'WRITE (6, 10) ' bb bbb eeeeee 11 11'WRITE (6, 10) ' bb bb ee 11 11'WRITE (6, 10) ' bb bb ee 11 11'WRITE (6, 10) ' bb bb eeeeeeee 111111
m i l l
WRITE (6, 10) ' bbbbbbb eeeeeeeee 11111111111111 ..'WRITE (6, 10) ' (c) lachlan h. bell 17/12/91'END
I
i
«I
SUBROUTINE mkcapb (string) 
IMPLICIT none
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cc this routine makes all the letter characters in string capitals, 
c checks every position of the string and checks it isn’t a small letter 
c this routine will be faster for small strings, c mkcapc faster for large strings, 
c CHARACTER*(*) String INTEGER X, y 310 do x=l,len(string)
y=ichar(string(x:x))IF (y.GT.96.AND.y.LT.123)THEN String(x:x)=char(y-32)
ENDIF END DO END
SUBROUTINE mkcapc (string, name)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine takes a sequence string and capitalises all the c residue letters.c looks for occurence in the string of small letter, and makes them capitals 
c or cysteine residues (C) c CHARACTER*(*) string, nameCHARACTER*(*) strl, str2, str3, str4, str5, str6 INTEGER X, pos, numinp INTEGER screenwidth, screenwr LOGICAL miss
COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth PARAMETER (strl-' the non-capital letter ',&str2=' has been found in the sequence, ',&str3=' 2) for making this a cysteine ''C ''.',&str4=' 3) for leaving it as the same residue type.',&str5=' 4) for leaving all small letters as the same residue type',
&str6=' 1) for more information/help.')301 FORMAT (a,al,2a)305 FORMAT (a,/,a,/,a,/,a,/,a)302 FORMAT (a)304 FORMAT (i)miss-.FALSE.DO x-97,122 310 CONTINUEpos-index(string,char(x))IF (pos.EQ.O)GOTO 320 c small letter found
IF (miss) GOTO 318 315 CONTINUEWRITE (6,301) strl, char(x), str2, name WRITE (6,305) ’ enter', str6, str3, str4, str5317 CONTINUE READ (*,304) numinp
IF (numinp.LT.1.or.numinp.GT.4)THEN CALL wrwords ('Error in input number,& please reenter, range allowed is 1-4.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 317 ENDIF
IF (numinp.EQ.1)THEN CALL help GOTO 315 ENDIFIF (numinp.EQ.2)THEN String(pos:pos)= 'C'GOTO 310 ENDIFIF (numinp.EQ.4) miss-.TRUE.318 CONTINUEstring(pos:pos)-char(x-32)GOTO 310 320 CONTINUE
I
a;
I
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END DO END
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i
SUBROUTINE reituspace (string)IMPLICIT none 10 FORMAT (a)c this routine accepts a string and removes all spaces and numbers 
c from itc maxpos is the limit up to which to test but can only really be used when c there is an end-of-sequence marker (like * in NBRF sequence data)- this c stops you testing the entire length of the string which may be set at a 
c far greater number than the length of interest, c it finds the position of the first space, counts along until c the next alpha or or '.' (the gap in pileup format) char is found 
c and removes everything in between.c this is repeated until no next char or until maxpos is reached, c if no alpha character is found, then no removal occurs. 
c CHARACTER*(*) String, test*l INTEGER pos, max_pos, x, y max_pos=index(string,'*')IF (max_pos.EQ.0) max_pos=len(string)4010 CONTINUEpos=index(string(:max_pos),' ')IF (pos.EQ.O) GOTO 4030 
x-1c set y to position after first found space y=pos+x 4020 CONTINUEIF (y.GT.max_pos) GOTO 4030 
test-string(y:y) c doesn't really remove all but alphabetics - leaves in 
cc also the delete character 
c IF ((Ige(test, 'A')) .or.test.EQ.'*' .or.test.EQ. ' .')THEN c IF at position y there is a alpha char, remove the space in between string(pos:)-string(y:) max_pos =max__pos-x 
GOTO 4010ELSEc IF at position y there's not a alpha char, make y point 1 further along string 
x-x+1 y-pos+x GOTO 4020 ENDIF 4030 CONTINUE END
c alternative way of testing c tmp-ichar (string(y:y))c IF (tmp.LT.65.AND.tmp.NE.42)THEN
SUBROUTINE reorder (no_chosen, numarr)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine reorders numbers, held in array numarr, so that they arec smallest to largest. 2 methods thought of.c there are notchesen numbers in the array to reorder,c 1) go along array until you find a number out of sequence.c 2) go from start of array and find out where this out-of-order number fits in
c 3) move all the intervening numbers along c 4) put out-of-order number in place cc a) move along array and swop any number found in wrong order, c b) go from start again and repeat 1 until all array done 
cc when arr_a/13,15,45,9,44/,arr_b /13,9,45,47,11/ c — > ml takes 90 & 96 steps in debugger, m2 takes 69 & 69 steps, c when- 13,15,17,19,21,28,30,32,37,43,44,45,51,52,53,9,11,23,29,31,33,46 
c — > ml<350, m2>3550
c method one is chosen
INTEGER X, a, b, c , no__chosen, numarr {*), temp DO x=l,no_chosen-l c-x+1
IF (numarr(x).GT.numarr(c))THEN temp=numarr(c)IF (x.EQ. DTHEN 
a=lGOTO 7210 ENDIF DO a=l,xIF (temp.LT.numarr(a))GOTO 7210 END DO 7210 CONTINUEDO b=c,a,-1
numarr(b)-numarr(b-1)IF (b-1.EQ.a)GOTO 7215 END DO 7215 CONTINUEnumarr(a)-temp endif END DO END
x-1 10 a=x+l
IF (numarr(x).LT.numarr(a))GOTO 20temp-numarr(x)numarr(x )-numarr(a)numarr(a)-tempx-1GOTO 10 20 x-x+1IF (X .LT.no_chosen)GOTO 10
CHARACTER*(*) CHARACTER*(* ) CHARACTER*(* ) CHARACTER*(*)
SUBROUTINE doalis (alisname, ordera, orderb, idscores.
Sc maxalisnum, maxseqnum, asterix, arr_a, seq_a, outfile.
Sc messa, messd)IMPLICIT none
cc read in the alignments and output them in machine-readable form, c alisname, ordera, orderb, arr_a(*), seq_a asterix, outfile 
errora, errord, errore messa, messc, messd, messk CHARACTER string*6, blank*!INTEGER unit_a, unit_b, alifil, totalifnd, maxalisnum, maxseqnui INTEGER idscores(*), maxlenfnd INTEGER totseqfnd, pos, type, screenwidth INTEGER maxseqlen, screenwr LOGICAL crash PARAMETER (
&messc=' The number allowed is stored in the variable maxseqnum.', &messk-‘ The length allowed is stored in the variable maxseqlen.', &errora='There are not enough sequences for an alignment! This & program needs at least 3 sequences in the alignments to work.', Scerrord- ' There are more sequences in the alignments Scthan are allowed in this program. ' ,Scerrore- ’ The length of the sequences in the alignments file are 
Sc longer than are allowed in this program. ' )COMMON /al/ maxlenfndCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a6/ crash COMMON /a8/ totalifnd 
COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /al2/ unit_a COMMON /al3/ unit_b
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10 FORMAT (a)20 FORMAT (2(al,/),al)27 FORMAT (’ Finished reading the ',i4,' alignments.')c maxseqlen=len(arr_a(l)) pos=index(alisname,'.')OPEN (unit„a,FILE-alisname,STATUS-'old')REWIND (unit_a)
OPEN (unit_b,FILE-alisname(1 :pos)//'param_data',STATUS-'new' ) OPEN (alifil,FILE-outfile,form- 'unformatted',STATUS-'new')90 CONTINUECALL alis^type (type, string, unit„a)
91 CONTINUEc file reading errorIF (type.EQ.O)THEN
IF (totalifnd.EQ.O)THEN CALL wrwords &(asterix(1 ;screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('No alignments have been found!',&screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.
GOTO 999 ENDIFWRITE (6,27) totalifnd GOTO 999cc alignment of unknown type in the alignment file
G ELSE IF (type.EQ.-l)THEN CALL wrwords & (asterix(1:screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('An unknown alignment type has been found in 
&the alignment file. Only files generated by ALIEN or PILEUP & may be used. Please check your alignment file and start again. &screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('The first 6 characters of this unknown & alignment type are ', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (string, screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.GOTO 999 ENDIF100 CONTINUEtotalifnd-totalifnd+1
IF (totalifnd.GT.maxalisnum)THENCALL wrwords ('There are more alignments in the alignment 
&input file than are allowed in this program', screenwr,& screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messa, screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('The number allowed is stored in the & variable maxalisnum.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messd, screenwr, screenwidth) 
crash-.TRUE.GOTO 999 ENDIFREAD (unit_a,20) blank,blank,blank
c IF (type.EQ.l)THENCALL alien_rd (ordera, orderb, idscores, maxseqnum.
Sc arr_a, seq_a, errord, errore, messa, messc, messd.
Sc messk, errora, asterix, maxseqlen)IF (crash) GOTO 999 GOTO 90
c ELSE IF (type.EQ.2)THENCALL pileup_rd (type, string, ordera, orderb, idscores.
Sc maxseqnum, arr_a, seq_a, errord, errore, messa, messc.
Sc messd, messk, errora, asterix, maxseqlen)IF (crash) GOTO 999
cc Pileup_rd calls alis_type itself.
I
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îGOTO 91 
e n d i f  999 CONTINUE
CLOSE {unit_a)IF (crash)THENCALL wrwords ('This program will now terminate due 
& to an error in the alignment file.', screenwr, screenwidth)CLOSE (unit_b,STATUS-'delete')CLOSE (alifil,STATUS-'delete')
ELSECLOSE (uni t_b,STATUS-'keep')CLOSE (alifil,STATUS-'keep')ENDIF END
SUBROUTINE alis__type (type, string, unit_a)IMPLICIT nonecc reads first 6 characters of the alignment file, c the name of the method is stored here,
c type = 1 if ALIENc type = 2 if pileupc type - 0 if file errorc type — 1 if unknown alignment method foundc string is passed back, and can be used by the calling routines to work out c what kind of error this implies, c CHARACTER*(*) String INTEGER type, ifail, unit_a 888 FORMAT (a)READ (unit_a,888,iostat-ifail) string IF (ifail.NE.0)THEN type-0 
ELSEIF (string.EQ.'ALIEN:')THEN type-1ELSE IF (string.EQ.'PileUp')THEN type-2 ELSEtype— 1 ENDIF ENDIF END
SUBROUTINE ali_wr (seq_len, aligarr, unit)IMPLICIT nonec simple routine to write out the alignments - length first then the array INTEGER seq_len, row, totseqfnd, unit CHARACTER*(*) aligarr(*)COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd 
WRITE (unit) seq_len DO row-1,totseqfndWRITE (unit) aligarr(row) (1 :seq_len)END DO END
SUBROUTINE alien_rd (ordera, orderb, idscores, maxseqnum,
& arr_a, seq_a, errord, errore, messa, messc, messd,
Sc messk, errora, asterix, maxseqlen)IMPLICIT nonecc this routine reads in an alignment from the already open alignment c file on unit unit_a, calculates the overall number of gaps, c the overall number of identities and reads in the parameters c (gap penalties/matrix) which were used to generate the alignment and c outputs these parameters to the parameter data file, already opened c on unit_b. the seq. alignment is output to file on unit alifil. c the FORMAT for alien alignments is sequence name from 1:6
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c{6 chars per line) alignments from 15:76 (62 CHARACTERS per line) c 63 CHARACTERS are read in so that the last CHARACTER is always a 
c blank, which enables the length of the alignment to be calculated.
CHARACTER*(* )
CHARACTER*(* )
CHARACTER*(* )
CHARACTER*(* )
CHARACTER*80 alis_input 
CHARACTER*60 paras(8) 
CHARACTER*1 alisgap, blank
ordera(*), orderb(*), arr_aI 
errora, errord, errore messa, messc, messd, messk asterix
seq_a
INTEGER block_no, posa, posb 
INTEGER row, totseqfnd, length, 
INTEGER totalifnd, idscores(*), 
INTEGER unit_a, unit_b, alifil, 
LOGICAL crash
totgapfnd
maxlenfnd, maxs eqnum maxseqlen, screenwr, screenwidth
COMMON /al/ maxlenfndCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidthCOMMON /a4/ totseqfndCOMMON /a6/ crashCOMMON /a8/ totalifndCOMMON /all/ alifil
COMMON /al2/ unit_aCOMMON /al3/ unitjoCOMMON /d4/ alisgap5001 FORMAT (a)5002 FORMAT (al,/,al)5003 FORMAT (' This error took place in alignment number ',i)5004 FORMAT (a40,5(/,a40) )5005 FORMAT (/, ' ALIEN parameters read from alignment number5006 FORMAT (a60,/,a60 )5007 FORMAT (a,2(/,a))5008 FORMAT (3(trl,a40),/,3(trl,a40),/,2(trl,a60))
5009 FORMAT (' Total number of gaps is',15,&' Total number of id''s is',15,' Alignment length is',15)5011 FORMAT (a,8(/,a))READ (unit„a,5002) blank,blank block_no=lc read in the first block of aligned sequecnes.
IF (totalifnd.EQ.l)THEN c read in the sequence names in the order they will be used c in every alignment.totseqfnd-05010 CONTINUE
READ (unit_a,5001) alis_input c check if all the sequences are read in - this would be ' 'IF (alis_input(1:2).EQ.' ') GOTO 5015totseqfnd-totseqfnd+1
,i) '7:
now check to see if the array is about to be bust, and halt if it is 
IF (totseqfnd.GT.maxseqnum)THENCALL wrwords (errord,screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (messa,screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (messc,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messd,screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.
GOTO 5050 ENDIF
c put the aligned sequences into arrayarr_a(totseqfnd)(1:63)=alis„input(15 :77)
cc put the names of the sequences into array ordera ( totseqfnd) =alis__input (1:10)GOTO 5010 5015 CONTINUEcc check if enough sequences
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IF (totseqfnd.LT.3)THENCALL wrwords (errora, screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.GOTO 5050 
ENDIF
cc have already checked that gcg files exist but only if originally gcg format c and only using the names as given in the sequence files, but only a very 
c surface check, what has to be checked is if the names of the sequences in c the alignments (ordera) corresponds to the names of actual sequence files, 
c CALL check gcg (ordera)IF (crash) GOTO 5055 ELSEcc read in the sequence names in the order they are used in this alignment.DO row-1,totseqfnd
READ (unit_a,5001)alis_input arr_a(row)(1:63)=alis_input(15:77) orderb(row)-alis_input(1:10)END DO
READ (unit„a,5001) blank ENDIFc
c check if there are any more blocks of sequences to be read in.5035 CONTINUEREAD (unit„a,5001) blank
cc either read in a new block of aligned sequecnes or find the end.READ (unit_a,5001) alis_input 
IF (alis_input(1:3).EQ.'End') GOTO 5037cc read in the other blocks of sequences. block_no-block„no+l 
posa-(((block_no-l)*62)+1) posb-posa+62
c now check to see if the array is about to be bust, and halt if it is 
IF (posb.GT.maxseqlen)THEN CALL wrwords (errore,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messa,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messk,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messd,screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.GOTO 5050 
ENDIFarr_a(1) (posa:posb)-alis_input(15 :77)cc the first sequence of a new block has already been read in.DO 5030 row-2,totseqfnd
READ (unit_a,5001)alis_input
arr_a(row)(posa:posb)=alis_input(15:77)5030 END DOREAD (unit_a,5001) blank GOTO 5035 5037 CONTINUElength-index(arr_a(1), ' ' ) -1
IF (length.GT.maxlenfnd) maxlenfnd-lengthc
c in alien, id's and sims are marked - but we only count the identities as c similarities are matrix dependantCALL idcnt (arr„a, idscores(totalifnd), length, totseqfnd)c
c some end gaps are represented by '?’, change these to the gap symbol '-' c DO row-1,totseqfnd
CALL changechar (arr„a(row)(l:maxlenfnd), alisgap)END DOcc calculate the number of gaps
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■ICALL char_cnt (arr_a, totgapfnd, length, totseqfnd, alisgap) h
sc reading in the alien parameters for the alignment :h;
c GREAD (unit_a, 5011)& blank, blank, blank,blank, blank, blank,blank, blank,blank hREAD (unit_a, 5004) f;Scparas ( 1 ) ,paras (2 ) ,paras (3 ) ,paras (4) ,paras (5) ,paras (6)READ (unit_a,5007) blank,blank,blank kREAD (unit„a,5006) paras(7),paras{8) g
cG writing the parameter data
C WRITE (unit_b, 5005) totalifnd ;3WRITE (nnit__b, 5008) paras ( 1 ) , paras (2 ) , paras (3) , paras (4) , |& paras(5), paras(6), paras(7), paras(8) 7WRITE (unit_b,5009) totgapfnd, idscores(totalifnd), length 3|
c make sure that the sequences in the present alignment are in the same k;c order as in the first alignment Sic ,yIF (totalifnd.NE.1) CALL order_seqs (ordera, orderb, yi&arr_a, seq_a(1 : length), length, asterix) L;CALL ali_wr (length, arr_a, alifil)cc jump to here if crash and want to write where error occured 5050 CONTINUEIF (crash) WRITE (6,5003) totalifnd
cc jump to here if crash and do not want to write where error occured 5055 CONTINUE 
END
SUBROUTINE pileup„rd (type, string, ordera, orderb, idscores, 
& maxseqnum, arr_a, seq_a, errord, errore, messa, messc,&messd, messk, errora, asterix, maxseqlen)IMPLICIT none
I-
I
I
Icc The format for pileup alignments is $c sequence names are found from 8 : x i-c alignments occur from (length of longest seq name +3): c When alien & pileup alignments are in the alignment file, the longestc file name is 6 long, as alien truncates the sequence name. However, if yc only pileup alignments are to be used by this program, the length of the
c sequence name, must be taken into consideration. THis is why c resegnames is used to get the length of the sequence name 
c CHARACTER*(*) ordera(*), orderb(*)CHARACTER* (*) arr_a(*), seq__a, string CHARACTER*(*) errora, errord, errore 
CHARACTER*(*) messa, messc, messd, messk yCHARACTER*(*) pileupgap CHARACTER*(*) asterix CHARACTER*20 paras(2), alis_input*200 CHARACTER*1 alisgap, blank 
INTEGER unit_a, unit_b INTEGER maxlenfnd, alifil, totgapfnd, maxseqlen yINTEGER idscores(*), maxseqnum, screenwr, screenwidth INTEGER dummy, dummyb
INTEGER length, len_b yINTEGER pos, pos3, row INTEGER totseqfnd, type, totalifnd INTEGER maxnamlen 
LCGICAL crash LOGICAL calledPARAMETER (pileupgap- ' . ' ) .3.DATA maxnamlen /O/ |DATA called /.FALSE./ ICOMMON /al/ maxlenfnd
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COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidthCOMMON /a4/ totseqfndCOMMON /a6/ crashCOMMON /a8/ totalifndCOMMON /all/ alifilCOMMON /al2/ unit_a
COMMON /al3/ unit_bCOMMON /d4/ alisgap4001 FORMAT (a)4002 FORMAT (al,2(/,al))4003 FORMAT (/,' PileUp parameters read from alignment number
4004 FORMAT (trl9,al4,/,trl3,a20)4005 FORMAT {' This error took place in alignment number ■,i)4707 FORMAT (' Total number of gaps is',i5.& ' Total number of id''s is',i5,' Alignment length is' ,i5)11 FORMAT (trl,2a20)READ (unit_a,4004) paras(1),paras(2)READ (unit_a,4002) blank,blank,blank
cc Now read in the sequences used in the aligments.IF (totalifnd.EQ.DTHENCALL rdseqnames (ordera,totseqfnd,unit„a,& maxnamlen, maxseqnum, errord, messa, messc, messd, crash)IF (crash) GOTO 4050 
called-.TRUE.IF (totseqfnd.LT.3)THENCALL wrwords (errora, screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.GOTO 4050 ENDIF
CALL check_gcg (ordera)IF (crash) GOTO 4055 ELSEc If we have already called this routine, then we Icnow the total no. of seqs, 
c the maxseqlen, and whether or not a crash will occurc If we haven't, then you need to now these things. However, because we are c calling in this routine when (totalifndol) , then already some ALIEN c alignments must have been read in, so we know the total no. of seqs c and whether or not a crash will occur.IF (called) THENCALL rdseqnames (orderb, dummy, unit_a,
& dummyb, maxseqnum, errord, messa, messc, messd, crash)ELSECALL rdseqnames (orderb, dummy, unit_a,& maxnamlen, maxseqnum, errord, messa, messc, messd, crash) called-.TRUE.ENDIFENDIFREAD (unit_a,4002) blank,blank,blank length-1 4030 CONTINUEcc read in the first sequence and determine length from it READ (unit_a,4001) alis_inputcc remove the sequence name and any spaces from the input. alis_input ( 1 : ) -alis_input (maxnamlen : )CALL rem_space (alis_input) pos-index(alis_input,' ')-1len_b=length+pos-1 
IF (len^b.GT.maxseqlen)THENCALL wrwords (errore,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messa,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messk,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messd,screenwr, screenwidth) 
crash-.TRUE.GOTO 4050 ENDIFarr_a(1)(length:len_b)=alis_input(:pos)
?
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c read the other sequences in DO row=2,totseqfnd
READ (unit_a,4001) alis_input
cc remove the sequence name and any spaces from the input. alis_input( 1  :)-alis_input(maxnamlen:)
CALL rem_space (alis_input) arr_a{row)(length:len„b)=alis„input(:pos)END DOlength=len_b+l
READ (unit_a,4001) alis_input CALL alis„type (type, string, unit_a)
cc the variable type determines what happens next. If type 0, 1, 2 found c then we are at the start of the next alignment or there is a file error, c either way we don't jump back to 4030, but finish this routine & pass c the type to the calling routine to deal with this type, c However, if type =-l(unknown type), this is either unknown type or the c blank space in between sequence blocks in the present pileup alignment, c ie. we should continue reading this into the present array, c We presume that if it's a genuine unknown type, then there won't be blank c spaces for the first 6 characters and so this is used as a marker for it G being still the same alignment, c IF (type.EQ.-l.AND.string.EQ.' ') GOTO 4030length=length- 1IF (length.GT.maxlenfnd) maxienfnd=lengthCALL idcnt (arr_a, idscores(totalifnd), length, totseqfnd)DO row=l,totseqfndCALL changechar (arr_a(row) (1: length), pileupgap, alisgap)
END DOCALL chargent ( arr__a, totgapfnd, length, totseqfnd, alisgap)WRITE (unitJo,4003) totalifnd WRITE (unit_b,11) paras(1), paras(2)WRITE (unitJ o , 4707) totgapfnd, idscores(totalifnd), length
cc make sure that the sequences in the present alignment are in the same c order as in the first alignment, 
c IF (totalifnd.NE.1) CALL order_seqs (ordera, orderb,&arr_a, seq__a ( 1 : length) , length, asterix)CALL ali_wr (length, arr„a, alifil)
cc if crash, jump here if you want where crash occured output 4050 CONTINUEIF (crash) WRITE (6,4005) totalifndcc if crash, jump here if you do not want where crash occured output 4055 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE changechar (string, char1, char2)
INTEGER pos c x=len(char2 ) - 1
c IF (len(charl)-l.NE.x)THENc WRITE (6 ,FMT='a')' the 2 strings are different lengths:c crash=.TRUE.
c endif1835 CONTINUEpos=index(string(1 :),charl)IF (pos.EQ.O)GOTO 1836
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IMPLICIT none
cc this routine takes finds every occurence of string 'charl' in c the string string it and replaces it with string 'char2 '.c the lines that have been commented are those that would enable the 2 strings c to be greater than 1 character long & c checks that the 2 strings are same length
CHARACTER*(*) String, charl, char2
___
string(pos:pos)=char2  
c string(pos:pos+x)=char2GOTO 1835 1836 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE char_cnt (array, totchar, searched, searchrow, char)cc this will count the number of CHARACTERS char, at each position in the 
c passed array , the total number of CHARACTERS being stored in totchar. c searchcol & searchrow tell you how much of the array to search through, c CHARACTER*(*) array{*), charINTEGER totchar, searchcol, searchrow, colm, row totchar= 0DO 4070 colm-1,searchcol 
DO 4060 row=l,searchrowIF (array(row)(colm:colm).EQ.char) totchar=totchar+l 4060 END DO4070 END DO END
SUBROUTINE idcnt (array, totids, searchcol, searchrow)IMPLICIT nonecc calculate the total number of identical CHARACTERS (in each column) in c array array, total stored in totidsc searchcol & searchrow tell you how much of the array to search through, c CHARACTER*(*) array(*)
INTEGER totids, searchcol, searchrow, row, colm totids= 0DO colm=l,searchcol 
DO row=l,searchrow-1IF (array(row) (colm:colm).NE.array(row+1) (colm:colm) )&GOTO 5500 END DOtotids=totids+l 5500 CONTINUE END DO END
SUBROUTINE order_seqs (ordera, orderb, array, seq_a,
& length, asterix)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine reorders array to be in the same order as ordera. c a list of sequence names are in ordera & orderb. 
c CHARACTER* (*) ordera(*), orderb(*), array(*), seq_a CHARACTER*(*) as terixINTEGER totseqfnd, y, length, len_b, row, screenwidth, screenwr LOGICAL crashCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd 
COMMON /a6 / crash
Ic make all the names in orderb capitals firstly - this has already been done to c the names in ordera. this ensures that the same name will be found c (if present)DO row=l,totseqfndCALL mkcapb (orderb(row))END DOc len_b=len{ordera( 1  ) )DO row-1,totseqfnd c find the value of row and y where the sequences name are the same in c the 2 arraysDO y=row,totseqfndIF (ordera(row).EQ.orderb(y))GOTO 4620
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END DOc if the sequence names have changed (a name in orderb cannot be found 
c in ordera) - this is major error and must stop program.CALL wrwords & (asterix( 1  :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' A sequence name has changed between the & first alignment and this one. The sequence named 
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (ordera(row), screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (' could not be found.',screenwr,screenwidth) crash=.TRUE.GOTO 4630 4620 IF (row.NE.y)THENc swop the sequencesseq_a ( 1  : length)=array(y) ( 1  ; length) 
array(y) ( 1  : length)=array(row)(1 1length) array(row) ( 1  : length)=seq_a( 1  : length)cc swop the names of the sequencesseq_a( 1  ;len_b)=orderb(y) orderb(y)-orderb(row) 
orderb(row)=seq_a( 1  ;len_b)ENDIF END DO 4630 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE input (alisname, seqname, debugL,& maxalisnum, maxseqnum)IMPLICIT none
cc the routine where the names of the input files are fetched and 
c some variables may be altered, c CHARACTER*(*) alisname, seqname CHARACTER strinp*3, tnp_nam*20 LOGICAL gcg, debugL, pred LOGICAL oldfil, crashINTEGER maxalisnum, maxseqnum, numscrali, numscrseq 
INTEGER ifail, cntr INTEGER screenwr, screenwidthcc these variables are needed for altvar & say if we are only calling a part c of altvar, wwhich part - set both for false c LOGICAL bit INTEGER dummydata bit/.FALSE./, dummy 70/ 
c COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /aS/ gcg COMMON /a6 / crash COMMON 7a7/ numscrseq COMMON /bl/ pred COMMON /dl/ numscrali c10 FORMAT (a)
11 FORMAT (a,14,a)12 FORMAT (3a)37 CONTINUECALL wrwords ('Input the alignment file name or ?&for more information.',screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,10) alisname 
IF (alisname(l:l).EQ.'?')THEN CALL help GOTO 37 ENDIFinquire (FILE=alisname,exist=oldfil)IF (.NOT.oldfil)THENCALL wrwords ('File name problem ie. this file
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& doesn''t exist!', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 37 ENDIF
c35 CONTINUECALL wrwords ('Input the sequence file name or ?
Sc for more information.screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,10) seqname IF (seqname(1:1). E Q . ) T H E N  CALL help GOTO 35 ENDIFIF (seqname(1:1). E Q . ) T H E Ninquire (FILE=seqname(2 :),exist=oldfil)ELSE
inquire (FlLE=seqname,exist=oldfil)ENDIFIF (.NOT.oldfil)THENCALL wrwords ('File name problem ie. this file Sc doesn ' ' t exist!', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 35 ENDIF
cc if the sequence file is in GCG format (This is a file containing the names c of the sequence files used), check that the sequence files named in c the input file existc IF (seqname(1:1). E Q . ) T H E N  gcg=.TRUE. cntr= 0OPEN (1,FILE=seqname(2 :),STATUS='old')REWIND (1)
cc a check is made of the number of files in the gcg input file so that the user 
c can check if this number agrees with the number present in the alignment, c CALL wrwords ('Now checking that the files named in your 
Sc GCG multiple sequence format file exist. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)39 CONTINUE
READ (1,10,iostat=ifail) tmp_namcc the 2 below conditions used to be ORed together so that either failure would c lead to the program stopping. Now separated so that there can be a blank c line in the GCG multiple sequence name format file, seperating 2 real sequence c names, and they still will get read, c IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 41 IF (tmp_nam(l:2).EQ.' ') GOTO 39inquire (FILE-tmp__nam,exist=oldfil)IF (.NOT.oldfil)THENCALL wrwords (' A sequence file '
S c //  tmp_nam( 1 : index ( tmp_nam, ' ' ) ) / /
Sc ' , named in your GCG format sequence file doesn ' ' t exist 1 Please & check the file '''//seqname( 2 : index(seqname,' '))//' ' ' .',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE,GOTO 39 ENDIFcntr-cntr+ 1  GOTO 39 41 CONTINUECLOSE (1)
IF (crash)THENCALL wrwords ( 'The program will now terminate.Sc Please correct your GCG multiple sequence format file and start & again.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 43 ENDIFWRITE (6,11)' There were ',cntr,' sequences found 
Sc in the GCG format file. '
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CALL wrwords ( ' If this is different from the number Sc of sequences in your alignments, stop the program and check Sc your GCG input file. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)
cc write a blank line so that everything is nice and legible.
WRITE (6 ,EMT='(al)')' ’ENDIFCALL wrwords ('Have you already run the gcg prediction Sc programs? [no] : ' , screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,10) strinpIF (strinp(1;1).EQ.'y’.or.strinp(l:l).EQ.'¥') pred=.TRUE.
CALL wrwords ('Do you want debug data to be written? [no]: ',&screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,10) strinpIF (strinp(1:1).EQ.'y'.or.strinp(1:1).EQ.'Y') debugL=.TRUE.
CALL wrwords ('Do you want to change any of the program Sc variables? [no]: ', screenwr, screenwidth) '
READ (*,10) strinpIF (strinp(1:1).EQ.'y'.or.strinp(1:1).EQ.'Y')ScCALL altvar (maxalisnum, maxseqnum, dummy, bit)
Gc place the re-initialiseing statements here because if they were above, c say just below the format statements, then because they are initialised c before getting passed to this program, you would in effect be initialising G them twice ! c
CALL wrwords ('Do you want to change any of the above answers?
Sc [no]: ', screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,10) strinp IF (strinp(1:1) .EQ.'y' .or.strinp(1:1).EQ. 'Y')THEN debugL=.FALSE. 
pred=,FALSE. gcg-.FALSE.GOTO 37 
ENDIF
■s
43 CONTINUE
EM D
SUBROUTINE altvar (maxalisnum, maxseqnum, number, bit) IMPLICIT nonecc allows some of the system variables to be altered, c if bit is true, then we are only altering some of the variables, c which one is set in number, else we can alter any of the variables 
c INTEGER screenwidth, outwidth, numscrali INTEGER numscrseq, numinp, scrwidth INTEGER maxalisnum, maxseqnum, screenwr INTEGER number 
LOGICAL bitCHARACTER*(*) a, b, d, e, g, message CHARACTER*3 stringc COMMON /dl/ numscrali COMMON /a7/ numscrseqCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a3/ outwidth COMMON /d3/ scrwidth PARAMETER (a='screen width; ',&g='maximum number of characters per line in output files; ', £cb='number of alignments used to calculate a SCR; ',&d='number of sequences used to calculate a SCR; ',&e='minimum width of a SCR; ',&message=' If you do need this number then you will have to & slightly alter the program. Please see the relevant section in 
& the help.')11 FORMAT (a)
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C
12 FORMAT (i)13 FORMAT (3a, 14, a)
IF (bit) THEN numinp-number GOTO 8 8 8 8  ENDIF 8787 CONTINUEIF (bit) GOTO 989CALL wrwords ('The variables that may be altered are; ',& screenwr, screenwidth)WRITE (6,13)' 1) ‘,a,'[',screenwidth,'] characters.'WRITE (6,13)' 2) ‘,g, '[',outwidth, '] characters.'WRITE (6,13)' 3) ',b,'[',numscrali,'] alignments.'WRITE (6,13)' 4) ',d,'[',numscrseq,'] sequences.'WRITE (6,13)' 5) ',e,'[',scrwidth,'] residues.'CALL wrwords ('6 ) help - what do these variables do?',& screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('7) return to running the program.',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (’Enter a number now', screenwr, screenwidth) 
READ (*,12) numinpIF (numinp.LT.1.or.numinp.GT.7)THENCALL wrwords (' Number out of range - please re-enter 
& a number', screenwr, screenwidth)WRITE (screenwr,FMT='(al)')' 'GOTO 8787 ENDIF 
8 8 8 8  CONTINUEGOTO (901,923,934,956,958,978,989) numinp
901 CONTINUECALL changevar (a, screenwidth)
c
.aIF (screenwidth.GT.132.OR.screenwidth.LT,40)THENCALL wrwords ('Are you sure that the screen is so wide 
Sc (>132 chars) or so narrow (<40 chars)? [no];’, screenwr.
Sc screenwidth)READ (*,11) stringIF (string(1:1).EQ.'y'.or.string(l:l).EQ.'Y') GOTO 8787 GOTO 901ENDIF i:GOTO 8787
:923 CONTINUECALL changevar (g, outwidth)IF (outwidth.GT.132.OR.outwidth.LT.40)THEM CALL wrwords ('Are you sure that the width of the device 
Sc that the final output will be to, is so wide (>132 chars)
Sc or so narrow (<40 chars)? [no]:', screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,11) stringIF (string(1:1).EQ.'y'.or.string(1:1).EQ.'Y') GOTO 8787 GOTO 923 ENDIF 
GOTO 8787
934 CONTINUE
CALL changevar (b, numscrali)
IF  (numscrali . GT .maxalisnum) THEN
CALL wrwords ('You''ve chosen a number greater than 
& the total number of alignments allowed by this program - please & chose a lower number.', screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (message,screenwr, screenwidth)
GOTO 934 
ENDIF
IF  (numscrali.EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL wrwords ('You''ve only chosen one alignment for & the SCR' 's to be chosen from - this would make the entire 
Sc alignment the SCR and is a mistake. Please choose again! ',
S c screenwr, screenwidth)
GOTO 934
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ENDIFIF (numscrali.ET.1)THENCALL wrwords {'Whoops! That number is a silly number.& Please try again with a sensible number. Your computer thanks & you.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 934 ENDIF 
GOTO 8787 *
956 CONTINUECALL changevar (d, numscrseq)IF (numscrseq.GT .maxseqium) THENCALL wrwords (' You''ve chosen a number greater than & the total number of sequences allowed by this program - please 
Sc chose a lower number. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (message,screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 956 ENDIFIF (numscrseq.LT.3)THEN
CALL wrwords (' You''ve chosen less than 3 sequences 
Sc for the SCR''s to be worked out from. This would be a pairwise 
Sc alignment and not a multiple alignment, and so is not allowed. & Please chose a higher number.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 956 ENDIF 
GOTO 8787
I
Î958 CONTINUECALL changevar (e, scrwidth)
Cc ensure minimum width of scr is between 3 and 10c for hackers - if you change the minimum width the scr can be, to be above 1 0 , 
c then you must also change the length of the string HITSTRING, c defined in the main program to be 1 0 .
C IF (scrwidth.LT.3.OR.scrwidth.GT.10) THENCALL wrwords ('You have chosen a width for the SCR''s & that is outside the permitted range of 3-10. You must choose 
Sc another number. If you really do want to set a width outside 
Sc this range, then you will have to change the program. Change 
Sc the values in the routine ' 'ALTVAR' ' after the junp label 958. ' ,& screenwr, screenwidth)
GOTO 958 ENDIF GOTO 8787
978 CONTINUE CALL help GOTO 8787
989 CONTINUEEND
SUBROUTINE changevar (string, int)
IMPLICIT nonecc routine for changing program variables. the variable is in int and a c short desription of what the variable is held in string, 
c INTEGER int, temp 
CHARACTER*(*) string CHARACTER*3 inp10 FORMAT (al,a)11 FORMAT (a)12 FORMAT (i)14 FORMAT (a,i)
100 CONTINUEWRITE (6,11)' Changing the program variable;'WRITE (6 ,10)' ', stringWRITE (6,14) ' This is presently set at ; ' , int
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ft'
c in the file Icrtiipa, we have all the loosely conserved regions, alignment c by alignment, we now need to find just the unique 1 er's. c for each 1 er, all the variations found are written to the file unit__c 
c this is passed to routine uniq_lcrs where only the unique variations are kept, c stored in the file Icrtmpb. this is repeated for each of the 1 er's. c
SUBROUTINE uniq_lcrs (arr_b, arr_c, seq_c)
WRITE (6,11)' Input your new value (you then confirm it).' READ (*,12) tempWRITE (6,14)' Variable changed to ',temp WRITE (6,11)' Is this correct? [yes]:'READ (*,11) inp 
IF (inp(l:l).EQ.'n'.or.inp(l:l).EQ.'N') GOTO 100 int=terrp END ISUBROUTINE uniq (arr_b, arr_c, seq_c, Icrtmpa, Icrtmpb)IMPLICIT none J;'
’"if
■WiSI
ICHARACTER*(*) arr_b(*), arr_c(*), seq_c CHARACTER*(*) Icrtmpa, 1ertnpb INTEGER numscrseq, unit_a, unit_b, totlcrfnd INTEGER Icrnum, diff_a, startpos, endpos, alig_no, ifail ftINTEGER unit„c, Icrfnd, x 1COMMON /a7/ numscrseq COMMON /al2/ unit_a COMMON /al3/ unit_b
COMMON /al4/ unit_c tCOMMON /b3/ totlcrfnd .ft
c .i|24 FORMAT (/,' For LCR number ',13,', there were ',14,&' possible alignments.') ft"Ilcrnum= 0OPEN (unit_a,FILE=lcrtrapa,STATUS='old',form= ' unformatted')OPEN (unit_b,FILE=lcrtmpb,STATUS='new',form='unformatted')8310 CONTINUEREWIND (unit_a)
d i f f _ a - 0  §lcrnum=lcrnum+lIF (Icrnum.GT.totlcrfnd) GOTO 8327cc read in the differing alignments found for 1er number Icrnum c and write them to unit_c c OPEN (unit_c,STATUS^'scratch',form='unformatted')
8 3 2 0  CONTINUECALL rd_lcr (Icrfnd, startpos, endpos, alig_no, unit_a,& numscrseq, arr_b, ifail, 1 )IF (ifail.ME.0) GOTO 8325 .ftIF (Icrfnd.EQ.Icrnum)THENCALL wr_lcr (Icrnum, startpos, endpos, alig_no, unit_c.Sc numscrseq, arr_b, 1) dif f_a=dif f_a+l
ENDIF ftGOTO 8320
c all the differing regions for 1er number Icrnum are in unit_c f,c find the unique alignments for this 1 er and write them to Icrtmpb (unit_b) ft
c8325 CONTINUEWRITE (6,24) Icrnum, diff_a ftCALL uniq_lcrs (arr_b, arr_c, seq_c)GOTO 8310 I8327 CONTINUECLOSE (unit_a,STATUS='delete')
CLOSE (unit_b)END
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IMPLICIT none
cc a number of different region have been found for 1 er number x (at least 1 ) 
c these Icr's have been stored in the scratch file unit_c 
c example; test data; c 1* 2 3* 4 5* 6 * 7
c the numbers refer to the alignments these 1 er‘s come from c (the * after the number means that these are unique regions.) c 2 & 4 are identical to 1 and 7 is identical to 3 
cc read in first region (#1 ) from pointera (unit_c), output to unique (unit_b), c and test first region against the rest.c any other unique regions are written to pointerb (unit_d), c at end, unit_d contains; 3* 5* 6 * 7.c then, we close the file the Icr's were read from, pointera (unit__c)
c change the pointers (files _c & „d) around and start again
cc read in first region (#3) from pointera (unit_d), output to unique (unit_b), c and test first region against the rest.c any other unique regions are written to pointerb (unit„c), c at end, unit_c contains; 5* 6 *. 
cc repeat again; unit_d contains; 5*c repeat again, read in first region (#6 ) and write to uniquec when you try to read in another 1 er, theres no more to read and the routine c finishes, have transferred 1*, 3*, 5* and 6 * to unique file (unit_b)CHARACTER*(*) arr_b(*), arr_c (*), seq_c 
INTEGER numscrseq, unit__b, unit_c, unit_d INTEGER cntr, x INTEGER Icrfnd INTEGER startpos, endpos INTEGER alig_no, ifail INTEGER len__a, len_bINTEGER y, hits, dummy, pointera, pointerb, store 
LOGICAL finishINTEGER temp, tmparr(200) ftINTEGER debugl LOGICAL debugL COMMON /a7/ numscrseq COMMON /al3/ unitj)COMMON /al4/ unit_cCOMMON /al5/ unit_d SCOMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl34 FORMAT (' Alignment number ',14, f&' is unique, starting at pos. ',i4,' ends at ',14)35 FORMAT (trl,al,12)37 FORMAT (' And of these, ',14,' were unique.') 'ft77 FORMAT (trl,'1er''s Imocked out= ',17(14,',')) ft
c ftc read in alignment from (pointera) & write to (pointerb).cntr- 0  ftpointera=unit_c ftpointerb=unit„dcc read in the first 1er from the file containing all the Icr's and write itc to the unique output ( the first has to be unique) fti2010 CONTINUE temp- 0REWIND (pointera)OPEN (pointerb,STATUS^'scratch',form= 'unformatted')CALL rd_lcr (Icrfnd, startpos, endpos, alig„no, pointera,
& numscrseq, arr_b, ifail, 1 )CALL wr_lcr&(Icrfnd, startpos, endpos, alig_no, unit_b, numscrseq, arr_b, 1 ) cntr=cntr+lIF (debugL) WRITE (debugl,34) alig_no, startpos, endpos c test the 1 er thats just been read in against the rest to eliminate any c identical ones.finish=.TRUE. len_a=endpos-startpos+l
■ft"
i
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seq„c=arr„b ( 1 ) {1 : len__a)2035 CONTINUE
Cc read in the next region to test against, c if it is different, we will output it.c If no more to read in, then we've tested all the LCR's for uniqueness 
c and can exist.CALL rd_lcr (Icrfnd, startpos, endpos, alig_no, pointera,& numscrseq, arr_c, ifail, 1 )
IF (ifail.NE.0)THEN IF (debugL)THENIF {temp.EQ.l)THENWRITE (debugl,77) tmparr(1)ELSE IF (temp.GT.1)THENWRITE (debugl,77) (tmparr(y),y-1,temp)ENDIF 
ENDIFIF (finish) GOTO 2075 
GOTO 2040 ENDIFlen_b=endpos-startpos+l IF (len_a.NE.len_b) GOTO 2037CALL ident (arr„b, arr„c, 1, len_a, dummy, 1, seq_c(1 :len_a),& numscrseq, hits)IF (hits.NE.0)THENcc store the 1 er from alignment number alig_no that is the same as the c testing 1 er so that it can be written with the debug data.
IF (debugL)THEN temp=temp+l tmparr(temp)=alig_no ENDIF GOTO 2035 ENDIF
cc a different region ! i 
2037 CONTINUEfinish=.FALSE.CALL wr_lcr
& (Icrfnd, startpos, endpos, alig_no, pointerb, numscrseq, arr_c, 1)GOTO 2035 2040 CONTINUEcc finished testing the 1er. read the Icr’s from unit_d back to unit_c c so that the next 1 er can be tested for uniqueness.
CLOSE (pointera) s tore=po intera po intera=po interb po interb=s tore GOTO 2010 2075 CONTINUEWRITE (6,37) cntrIF (debugL) WRITE (debugl,37) cntr CLOSE (pointera)CLOSE (pointerb)END
SUBROUTINE fndlcr (arr„b, len_a, seqstord, Icrtmpa, arr_a,& seq_a, outfile, scrpos)IMPLICIT nonecc this routine finds the Icr's and outputs them to the file Icrtmpa. c diff_a is the overall total of different Icr's found in all the alignments, c temp & tmparr record for each alignment what Icr's (Icrfnd) were found.CHARACTER*(*) arr_a(*), arr_b(*), seq_a, Icrtmpa, outfile INTEGER alifil, unit_a, totalifnd, numscrseq, len_a, totseqfnd INTEGER seqstord(*), totlcrfnd INTEGER alig_no, diff„a, len_b, start_a INTEGER Icrfnd, screenwidth, totscrfnd ft
INTEGER lcr_start_pos, lcr_end_pos, hits
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Ift
INTEGER scr_cntr, scr_width, len_bb INTEGER scrpos(2,*), x, end_a 
INTEGER scr_start, screenwr LOGICAL debugLINTEGER debugl |LOGICAL prev_scrCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd
■ft
ft/
COMMON /a7/ numscrseq COMMON /a8 / totalifnd COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /al2/ unit__a COMMON /b2/ totscrfnd COMMON /b3/ totlcrfnd COMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl
18 FORMAT (17(14,','))19 FORMAT (trl,i)21 FORMAT (a,12,a)22 FORMAT (a,14,a)23 FORMAT (trl,a80) ftldiff_a= 0OPEN (alifil,FILE=outfile,STATUS='old',form='unformatted')OPEN (unit_a,FILE=1ertmpa,STATUS='new',form='unformatted') ftREWIND (alifil) Jc read in an alignment from outfile into arr_b, arr_a holds the alignment where c the scr positions are loiown. the number of seqs read in is numscrseq DO alig_no=l,totalifndCALL rd.„ali2 ft&(arr_b, seqstord, totseqfnd, len_b, seq_a, alifil) 
c initialiseprev_scr-.TRUE. lcr_start_pos=l 
lcrfnd= 0  scr_cntr= 0  c find the position of the scr.
8210 CONTINUEscr_cntr=scr_cntr+l ft;IF (scr_cntr.GT.totscrfnd) GOTO 8212start_a=scrpos(1 ,scr_cntr) ft;END_a=scrpos(2,scr_cntr) ftc see if this scr is found in the test alignmentIF (start__a.NE. 1) Icrfnd-lcrfnd-t-l ftscr_width=end^~start_a+l ft
1 en_bb= 1 en_b- s cr__wi d th+ 1seq_a=arr_a(1 )(start_a:end_a) "ftCALL ident (arr„a, arr_b, start„a, end__a, scr_start, ftSc len__bb, seq_a(l:scr_width) , numscrseq, hits) ft;
c no scr found in arr_b .ftIF (hits.EQ.O)THEN .ftprev_scr=.FALSE.
GOTO 8210 I
ENDIF ftftc scr found but there wasn't a previous scr IF (.NOT.prev_scr)THEMprev_scr=. TRUE. 'ftlcr_start_pos=scr_start+scr_width 
GOTO 8210 fftENDIFc the special case where the scr starts at the beginning of the alignment IF (scr_start.EQ.1)THENlcr_start_pos=scr„start+scr_width GOTO 8210 ENDIF 
c scr found.IF (hits.GT.l)THENWRITE (6,21)' There were ',hits,' places where ( 'WRITE (6,23) arr_a(l)(start_a:end_a)WRITE (6,23)') was found in the test alignment.'CALL wrwords ('This is very confusing - which hit
ft
& should be
Sc chosen for the strongly conserved region?. Rule of thumb used is.
Sc the last place found is the SCR. Frankly, your computer Sc recommends that you start again, but this time, you should 
Sc choose your own SCR’ 's. ’, screenwr, screenwidth)ENDIF
lcr_end_pos=scr_s tart-1CALL wr„lcr (Icrfnd, lcr_start_ftpos, lcr_endj)os.
Sc alig_no, unit_a, numscrseq, arr_b, lcr_start_pos) 
lcr_start_pos=scr_start+scr_width di f f__a=di f f_a+1 GOTO 8210 
8212 CONTINUEc no more scr’s but if the previous scr was found in the test ali, c and there is sequence after it, then it's a 1er.c write it & then read a new ali. lcr__start_pos has already been set to the c start of the 1er, end of 1er is the end of sequence,= len_b.IF (prev_scr .AND. Icr_start__p0 8  .LE. len„b) THEN lcrfnd=lcrfnd+l di f f_a=di f f_a+1CALL wr_lcr (Icrfnd, lcr_start_pos, lenjo,St alig_no, unit_a, numscrseq, arr_b, lcr_start_pos)ENDIF END DOCLOSE (alifil)CLOSE (unit_a)25 FORMAT (' There were ',14,
S c ' different alignments found in these LCR''s.')WRITE (6,25) diff_a c IF (debugL) WRITE (debugl,25) diff_aEND
SUBROUTINE ident (array_one, array_two, start_a, end_a.Sc start_b, len_bb, test_str, numscrseq, hits)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine finds a region in array_two that is identical to array„one ( c s tar t_a:end_a)c test_str is array_one(l)(start_a:end_a) & this is checked against the other c array to see where/if it exists.c only then, are further row by row comparisons made, the number of rows to
c check is in numscrseq. If a hit was found, then a further check is madec to see if there is anywhere else that the test„str is found in array„two c If there is, we again check if the other rows of the 2 arrays are in c agreement. This checks for any ambiguity in the site of the SCR found, c len_bb is the length of the second array minus thec length of the test string itself, which we need to ensure that we don't 
c check beyond this.c if an identical region is found, hits returns the number of times this was c found (in a window start_a+„30) & c if no identical region is found, hits contains 0 c CHARACTER*(*) array_one(*), array_two(*), tes t_s tr INTEGER start_a, end__a, startjs, end„b, len„bb, first_a, last„aINTEGER windowa, windowb, row, hits, numscrseq, width, storewidth=end_a-s tart_a hits=0cc the special case where testing 2 Icr's against each other, 
c we know where about test_str must be in array_two. c IF (len_bb.EQ. DTHEN start_b=l
IF ( test_str.EQ.array_two(l)(start_a:end_a) )GOTO 6430 GOTO 6440 
ENDIFcc we don't know where about (if at all) test_str is in array_two. 
c so generate a starting position & work along the array from it.
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c windowa=s tart__a-3 0windowb=start_a+3 0IF {windowa.LT.1) windowa=1
IF (windowb.GT.1en_bb) windowb=1en_bbc6425 CONTINUE
cc Have previously found a hit at windowb-1, we now look at position windowb c to see if generates a hit also c IF (windowa.EQ.windowb)THEN s tart_b-windowaIF { tes t_s tr. EQ. array__two ( 1 ) {start_b; start_b+width) )
ScGOTO 5430 ELSE
DO s tart_b=windowa,windowbIF ( test_str.EQ.array_two{l){start_b:start„b+width) )
&GOTO 6430 END DO ENDIF GOTO 6440cc check to see that the other rows of the arrays are the same, c6430 CONTINUEEND_b=s tart_b+width 
DO row=2,numscrseqIF (array_one(row) (start„a:end„a) .NE.&array_two (row) (start_Jo: end„b) ) GOTO 6435 
END DOcc identity found, 
c hits-hits+ 1
cc store where this hit was found - we now search again for a hit, which puts c other values in start_b. The line before exiting this routine restores 
c where about the hit was found into start„b c store=start_b 6435 CONTINUE
cG see if there are any more hits to be found, 
c windowa=s tart_b+lcc this line for when 2 Icr's tested, 
c IF (windowa.GT.1en_bb) GOTO 6440
cc check to see if the test_str is found anywhere else in the window in array2  c IF (windowa.LE.windowb) GOTO 6425
cc checked the entire window, exit 
c6440 CONTINUEIF (hits.GT.O) start_b-store END
SUBROUTINE wr_scr (len_a, seqstord, scrout, ordera, prednam, &no_preds, arr_a, seq_a, outfile, alitord, scrpos, extra)IMPLICIT noneCHARACTER*(*) arr_a(*), prednam(*)CHARACTER*(*) seq_a, scrout, ordera(*), outfile INTEGER len„a, totseqfnd, seqstord, alitord(*), alifil, unit_b INTEGER totscrfnd, totlcrfnd, totalifnd, no_preds, debugl INTEGER row, alig__rd, x, y, scrpos (2,*), seqlen, pos INTEGER cntr, outwidth, screenwidth
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INTEGER screenwr LOGICAL debugL, extraCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth 
COMMON /a3/ outwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a8 / totalifnd COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /al3/ unit_b COMMON /b2/ totscrfnd COMMON /b3/ totlcrfnd COMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl 
c31 FORMAT (' Starting Position ',i,' End Position ',i) alig_rd=lIF (debugL) WRITE (debugl,FMT='(a,i)')
&' SCR positions are taken from alignment number alitord(1) c only numscrseq sequences are in arr_a, there should be totseqfnd. c read the relevant alignment into arr_a.IF (extra)THENOPEN (alifil,FILE=outfile,STATUS^■old',form='unformatted') REWIND (alifil)CALL rd_ali (arr_a, seqstord, alitord(1), alig_rd,& totseqfnd, len_a, seçL_a, alifil)CLOSE (alifil)
ENDIFc read in the consensus secondary structure predictions for this alignment.
DO row-1,totseqfnd+no_predsWRITE (uni t_b) arr__a (row) ( scrpos ( 1, cntr ) : scrpos (2, cntr ) ) END DOIF (cntr.NE.totscrfnd) GOTO 33 
CLOSE (unit_b)
c this is output along with the strongly conserved regions from this alignment DO x=l,no_preds
OPEN (7,FILE=prednam(x),STATUS='old',form='unformatted ‘REWIND (7) cntr= 0  8320 CONTINUEcntr=cntr+l READ (7) seqlen
READ (7) arr_a(totseqfnd+x)(l:seqlen)IF (cntr.NE.alitord(l) )GOTO 8320 CLOSE (7)
END DO
Cc open output files and write some data we needG OPEN (unit_b,FILE=scrout,STATUS='new',form='unformatted')WRITE (unit_b) totseqfnd WRITE (unit_b) totalifnd WRITE (unit„b) totscrfnd WRITE (unit„b) totlcrfnd WRITE (unit_b) outwidth WRITE (unit_b) screenwidth DO x=l,totseqfndWRITE (unit_b) ordera(x)
END DODO x=l, no_predsWRITE (unit_b) prednam (x)END DO c write out the scr's cntr- 0  33 CONTINUEcntr=cntr+l 
IF (debugL)THEN write&(debugl,FMT-'(a,i)')' Positions for SCR number ',cntr WRITE (debugl,31) scrpos(1,cntr), scrpos(2,cntr)ENDIFWRITE (unit_b) scrpos(1,cntr)
:
I
ii
;
WRITE (unit_b) scrpos(2,cntr) I
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SUBROUTINE wrlcrl {arr„b, seq_c, ordera, seqstord, Icrout,
& Icrtmpb, prednam, no_preds, outfile, extra, arr„a)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine will output the unique Icr's that have have by fndlcr & uniq c it also outputs the consensus secondary structure predictions along with c these 1 er's . 
c CHARACTER* (*) arr_a, arr_b{*), seq_c, ordera{*), Icrout, Icrtmpb CHARACTER*(*) prednam( *), outfile CHARACTER*1 alisgap CHARACTER*2 dummycharINTEGER alifil, unit_a, unit„b, unit_c, numscrseq, seqstord(*)
INTEGER oldnum INTEGER no_preds, x
INTEGER alig„rd, Icrnum, length, store, cntr INTEGER totids, totgap, outwidth INTEGER start, end INTEGER alig_no, ifail, dummy INTEGER width, row, pos, totseqfnd LOGICAL extra COMMON /a3/ outwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a7/ numscrseq COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /al2/ unit„a COMMON /al3/ unit_b COMMON /al4/ unit_c COMMON /d4/ alisgap13 FORMAT (/,' These are the different alignments found for 
Sc loosely conserved region ',14)14 FORMAT (/, ' LCR number: ' ,14, ' from alignment number:---->' ,14)15 FORMAT (' Names of seqs &',/,' Struct. Pred. Methods.')16 FORMAT (' Total number of gaps in LCR : ',i,/,&' Total number of identities in LCR : ', i)
I
Icc the number of sequences stored in the 1 er is numscrseq whereas the c number of sequences in the alignment is totseqfnd. if these are different, we c need to read all the sequences back in from the raw alignment data else we can c read the 1er in from Icrout. 
c IF (extra)THEN alig_rd=lOPEN (alifil,FILE=outflie,STATUS='old’,form='unformatted')REWIND (alifil)ENDIFOPEN (unit_a,FILE=lcrtmpb,STATUS='old',form='unformatted')REWIND (unit_a)OPEN (unit_b,FILE='print.me’,STATUS='new',form='formatted')
OPEN (unit_c,FILE=lcrout,STATUS='new',form= 'unformatted')DO x=l,no_predsOPEN (x+6 , FILE=prednam(x),STATUS='old',form= 'unformatted')REWIND (x+6 )END DOcc counter that tells us which secondary struc pred is getting read in
c oldnum= 0
cc counter that tells us which 1 er is getting read in 
c store=l WRITE (unit_b,13) store
cc read in the 1er. if i/o error, we must have read in all the Icr's.
8340 CONTINUE
CALL rd 1er
& (Icrnum, start, end, alig__no, unit„a, numscrseq, arr„b, ifail, 1)
IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8383 width=end-start+lcc if Icrnumostore, then we've read in all the diff alignments for 1 er #store, 
c so we are reading the aligs for the next 1 er - init all the files, 
c IF (Icrnum.ME.store)THEN store=lcrnum WRITE (unit„b,13) store IF (extra)THEN REWIND (alifil) alig_rd=l 
ENDIFDO x=l, no_preds REWIND (x+6 )END DO oldnum= 0  ENDIFcc if there are more sequences to be read in for the 1 er, read them in c IF (extra)THENCALL rd_ali (arr„b, seqstord, alig_no, alig_rd,& totseqfnd, dummy, seq_c, alifil)DO x=l,totseqfndarr_b(x)(1 :width)=arr_b(x)(start:end)END DO 
ENDIFc
c get the extra data (id's and gap numbers, the consensus secondary structure c predictions ) that the user might like to have with the 1 er to help in c the choice. c DO x=l,no_jpreds cntr=oldnum
8350 CONTINUE %READ (x+6 ) length READ (x+6 ) seq_c(1 : length) cntr=cntr+l
IF (cntr.NE.alig_no) GOTO 8350 arr_b(totseqfnd+x)(l;width)=seq_c(start;end)
END DOoldnum-alig_noCALL char__cnt (arr_b, totgap, width, totseqfnd, alisgap)CALL idcnt (arr_b, totids, width, totseqfnd)cc write out the 1 er results to the output file & to the print file
CALL wr_lcr (Icrnum, start, end, alig_no, unit_c.Sc totseqfnd+no__preds, arr„b, 1 )WRITE (unit_b,14) Icrnum, alig_no WRITE (unit_b,16) totgap, totids WRITE (unit_b,15)
CALL wrarray (width, totseqfnd+no_preds, seq_c, ordera, arr_b, & dummychar, dummychar, unit_b, outwidth)cc get the next alignment for the 1 er # and repeat 
c GOTO 8340c8383 CONTINUEIF (extra) CLOSE (alifil)CLOSE (unit_a, STATUS='delete') CLOSE (unit_b)CLOSE (unit_c)DO x=l, no_preds CLOSE (x+6 )END DO END
Î
ft
I
I
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SUBROUTINE rd_ali (arr_x, seqstord, alig„to„rd, alig_rd,& totseqfnd, length, string, unit)IMPLICIT nonec this routine reads in alignment data on the already opened unit number unit, c the alignment about to be read is alig_rd and the alignment to be read and c kept is alig_to_rd.CHARACTER*(*) arr_x(*), s tring INTEGER seqstord(*)INTEGER alig_to_rd, alig_rd INTEGER length, totseqfnd, unit, x
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5310 IF (alig_to__rd.NE.alig_rd)THEN ft
READ (unit) length ft?do x=l,totseqfnd /ftREAD (unit) string(1 : length)END DOal ig_r d=al ig__r d+ 1  ft:GOTO 5310 "ft
ELSE ftftî
CALL rd__ali2 (arr_x, seqstord, totseqfnd, length, string, ft?
& unit) alig„rd=al ig__rd+l ENDIF 
END
SUBROUTINE rd_ali2 (arr__x, seqstord, totseqfnd, length, string,
& unit)IMPLICIT none
INTEGER totseqfnd, length, seqstord(*), cntr, unit, x 
CHARACTER*( * ) string, arr_x(*) cntr=lREAD (unit) length DO x=l,totseqfndREAD (unit) string(1:length)
IF (X .EQ.seqs tord(cntr))THENarr_x(cntr) { 1  : length)=string( 1  : length) cntr=cntr+l 
ENDIF 
END DO 
END
SUBROUTINE wr_lcr (Icrnum, start, end, alig_no, unit, numrows,& arr„x, pos2 ) ft
IM PLICIT none 
INTEGER Icrnum
INTEGER start, end ft|INTEGER alig_no, unit, x, numrows, pos2, width ft
CHARACTER*(*) arr_x(*)WRITE (unit) Icrnum WRITE (unit) start WRITE (unit) end WRITE (unit) alig_.no width=end-start+pos2DO x=l,numrows ftftWRITE (unit) arr_x(x)(pos2rwidth)
END DO :ft
END
SUBROUTINE rdseqa (ordera, seq_a, arr__a, seqname)
IM PLICIT none ftc routine to read in the sequences into an array, the formats supported are ^c gcg ( 1  seq per file) and nbrf (all sequence in 1  file) formats 
CHARACTER*(*) ordera(*)CHARACTER*(*) arr_a(*), seq_a, seqname CHARACTER*15 nameINTEGER totseqfnd, maxlenfnd, row, pos, unit, x ftINTEGER screenwr, screenwidth INTEGER length, error LOGICAL crash, gcg
■ft:
cV
PARAMETER (UNIT=1)
COMMON /al/ maxlenfndCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a5/ gcg COMMON /a6 / crash 3000 FORMAT (a)
$
IF (gcg)THENDO row=l,totseqfnd name=
Scordera(row) (1 ; index (ordera (row) , ' ' )-!)//' .gcg'OPEN (uni t, FILE=name, STATUS^: 'old' )REWIND (unit)
CALL rd_gcg (seq_a, error, unit, length)IF (error.NE.0)THENCALL wrwords ('Something is funny with & the sequence; '//ordera(row) , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('This program will be & terminating.' , screenwr, screenwidth) crash=.TRUE.ENDIFc make a blank after the last residue in the sequence so that the lengthc of the sequence can be calculatedseq_a(length:length)=' '
CALL rokcapc (seq_a, name)arr„a(row) ( 1  : maxlenfnd)-seq_a( 1  :maxlenfnd)
CLOSE (unit)END DO ELSEc if the input sequence file was nbrf format, the individual seqs willc be read in one at a time from the multiple file.OPEN (unit,FILE=seqname,STATUS='old')REWIND (unit) error= 0DO x=l,totseqfnd
CALL rd_pir (seq_a, error, name, unit, length)IF (error.EQ.1) THENCALL wrwords ('The End-of-File & character has been found too soon in the NBRF format sequence & file. There may be not enough sequences in the sequence file.
& Please check this file and start again.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Program will be & terminating.', screenwr, screenwidth) crash=.TRUE.GOTO 3040 ENDIFIF (error.EQ.2) THENCALL wrwords ('There is no 
Sc End-of-Sequence character ie. , an asterix, at the end of the 
Sc sequence '//name//' . Please check the sequence file and start & again.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Program will be & terminating.', screenwr, screenwidth) crash=.TRUE.GOTO 3040 ENDIFc make a blank after the last residue in the sequence so that the lengthc of the sequence can be calculatedseq_a(length: length) = ' '
CALL mkcapb (name)CALL mkcapc (seq_a, name)DO row=l,totseqfndIF (name.EQ.ordera(row)) GOTO 3030 END DO
C Do not beleive it is possible for this to happen, 
c Any mistakes in sequence names between the sequence file and thec names in the alignment should be picked up earlier by thec routine ORDER__SEQS, called when reading in the alignmentsCALL wrwords ('Error - the sequence name from
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& the sequence file and that in the alignment do not agree.',& screenwr, screenwidth) crash=.TRUE.GOTO 3040 3030 CONTINUEarr_a(row)(1 ;maxlenfnd)=seq_a(1 :maxlenfnd)END DO 3040 CONTINUECLOSE (unit)
ENDIF 
END
SUBROUTINE r d _ g c g  ( s e q _ a ,  i f a i l ,  u n i t ,  l e n g t h )
IM PLICIT n o n ec the length of input, is set so big - normal gcg files are only 80 chars 
c across - just to be on the safe side.CHARACTER*140 input CHARACTER*(*) seq_a
INTEGER pos, length, tmp, ifail, unit 401 FORMAT (a) c read past the general info - ie get to start of seq data
,SI
410 CONTINUE
READ (unit,401,iostat=ifail) input 
IF  (ifail.N E .0) GOTO 440 
IF  (index(input, '..') -EQ.O) GOTO 410 c read in seq data length=l 420 CONTINUE
READ (unit,401,iostat=ifail) input 
IF  (ifail.N E .0) GOTO 430 
CALL rem_space (input) pos=index(input,' ' ) - 1
c if a blank string
IF  (pos.EQ.O) GOTO 420 c place the sequence data into the string that's passed back, tmp-length+pos- 1  seq_a(length;tmp)-input(1 :pos) length=tmp+l 
GOTO 420 430 CONTINUEc reset error counter to no-error position ifail= 0  440 CONTINUE
END
,1
f t .:•I
f
SUBROUTINE rd_pir (seq_a, error, name, unit, length)IMPLICIT nonec a sequence file in nbrf/pir FORMAT has been opened on unit, this routine 
c reads the file and the sequence is read into var„strc name contains the sequence name (important if the multiple sequence file c FORMAT is used)c error = 1  if end of file before time eg. not enough sequences in the file c or this is a file in the wrong formatc error=2 if no end_of_sequence character is found. This is '*'. c if no end of sequence or the presence of '>' in string (a new name!) c indicates read past where end of sequence should be.INTEGER X ,  ifail, length, pos, unit, tmp, error CHARACTER*(*) seq_a, name CHARACTER*255 var_str CHARACTER blank*1 401 format (a)c read in the name 410 CONTINUEREAD (unit,401,iostat=ifail) name IF (ifail.NE.0) THEN error=l GOTO 435 ENDIFIF (name(l:l).NE.'>') GOTO 410 c remove any special CHARACTERS from name ('>pl;')
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c - ALIEN & PROMPIR do this, so to recognise sequence names as used byC alig prog and found in the sequence file, we must do this also.name { 1 :)=name (5 :) c get to start of seq data
READ (unit, 401) blanlc c read in sequence data length- 1  420 CONTINUEREAD (unit,401,iostat=ifail) var_str 
c if a sequence does not have end„of„seq ('*') char,c we'll read past eof or get new name. ! error !
IF (ifail.NE.0.or.index(var_str,'>').GT.0)THEN error- 2  GOTO 435 ENDIF
c remove spaces from the sequence CALL rem_space (var_str) pos-index(var_s tr, ' ' ) - 1tmp=length+pos-l 
seq_a(length:tmp)=var_str( 1  :pos)IF (index(var_str,'*').GT.0) GOTO 430 length=tmp+l 
GOTO 420 430 CONTINUE
c remove the asterix at the end of the sequence. length=index(seq_a,'*')435 CONTINUEEND
SUBROUTINE rdseqnames (array, cntr, unit, seqlen, maxseqnum,Scerrord, messa, messc, messd, crash)IMPLICIT none
c this routine reads the sequence names used in a alignment c by the multiple alignment program pileup (gcg?) c the dummy values.INTEGER cntr, unit, seqlen, maxseqnum CHARACTER*(*) errord, messa, messc, messd CHARACTER*(*) array(*)LOGICAL crash
c INTEGER posCHARACTER*30 name_inputc INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth1271 FORMAT (a) cntr= 01272 READ (unit,1271) name„inputIF (name„input(1:2).EQ.' ') GOTO 1276c if still seq names to read in. cntr=cntr+l
c check to see if there is an allowable no. of seqs in the alignments IF (cntr.GT.maxseqnum)THENCALL wrwords (errord,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messa,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messc,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messd,screenwr, screenwidth)crash=.TRUE. :GOTO 1276 ENDIFpos=index( name_input( 8  :), ‘ ' ) - 1c work out the longest name.IF (pos.GT.seqlen) seqlen=pos array(cntr)=name_input{ 8 :7 +pos)GOTO 1272 1276 CONTINUE c now set seqlen to point at the start of the alignments, c this is 3 places after the end of the longest sequence's name seqlen=seqlen+3
END
SUBROUTINE scr (alisname, ordera, arr_b, seq_c, idscores,& idmaxs, seqstord, len_a, arr_a, seq_a, asterix, maxalisnum,&maxseqnum, outfile, alitord, scrpos, maxnumscr,& messa, messd, hitstring)
IMPLICIT none
cc routine to calculate the strongly conserved regions.c 1) choose which sequences in the alignments will be used in SCR calculations c 2) pick the alignments to look at in SCR calculations c a) Automatically
c b) Manuallyc 3) Choose the SCR's knowing the sequences & alignments to use c a) Automaticallyc b) Manually - if this is the case, we do not do #2 above, the userc picks the alignments
c CHARACTER*(*) alisname, ordera(*), arr_a(*)CHARACTER*(*) arr_b(*), seq_a, seq_c CHARACTER*(*) outfile, asterix CHARACTER*(*) hitstring ftCHARACTER*(*) messa, messe, messd
INTEGER totalifnd, totseqfnd, idscores(*), idmaxs(*)INTEGER totidsfndINTEGER seqstord(*), x, numinp, numscrali INTEGER maxlenfnd, maxnumscr INTEGER len_a INTEGER alifil INTEGER scrpos(2,*)
INTEGER debuglINTEGER maxalisnum, maxseqnum INTEGER screenwidth, alitord(*) , numscrseq, screenwr ;|INTEGER dummy LOGICAL bit LOGICAL debugL, crash PARAMETER(&messe=' The number allowed is stored in the variable maxnumscr.')c COMMON /al/ maxlenfndCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth 
COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /a6 / crash COMMON /a?/ numscrseq COMMON /a8 / totalifnd COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl COMMON /dl/ numscrali
10 FORMAT (a)11 FORMAT ( i )5307 FORMAT (7(trl,a8 ,','))
cc we do not use all the sequences in an alignment to generate scr's. c if there are > numscrseq seqs in the alignment, select which seqs to use c the seqs in use are in seqstord c IF (numscrseq.GE.totseqfnd)THEN numscrseq=totseqfnd DO x-1,numscrseq seqstord(x)=x 
END DO ELSECALL wrwords ('The number of sequences in the & alignments is more than the number of sequences that are & looked at in choosing the SCRS''s. So we will be picking,& at random, which of the entered sequences will be looked Sc at in choosing the SCR' 's. ', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL rand (numscrseq, totseqfnd, seqstord)CALL reorder (numscrseq, seqstord)ENDIF
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c
G write out which sequences have been picked for chosing the scr ' s
G23 FORMAT (i,' out of the ',i,' sequences will be used for SCR 
& calculation’}
IF (totseqfnd.LE.numscrseq)THEN
CALL wrwords ('All the sequences in the & alignments are used for picking the SCR''s.', screenwr,
Sc screenwidth)IF (debugL) CALL wrwords (‘All the sequences in the 
Sc alignments are used for picking the SCR' 's. ' , debugl,
Sc screenwidth)
ELSEWRITE (screenwr,23) numscrseq, totseqfnd IF (debugL) WRITE (debugl,23) numscrseq, totseqfnd ENDIFCALL wrwords ('These sequences are;', screenwr, screenwidth) WRITE (screenwr,5307) ( ordera(seqstord(x)),x=l,numscrseq )
IF (debugL) THENCALL wrwords ('These sequences are;', debugl.
Sc screenwidth)WRITE (debugl,5307)
Ec( ordera(seqstord(x) ) ,x=l,numscrseq )
ENDIF
cc we do not use all the alignments to generate scr's, only numscrali number, c make sure numscrali is not greater than the number of actual alignments.
c IF (numscrali.GT.totalifnd) THENCALL wrwords ('The number of alignments to be 
Sc looked at, has been set to more than the total number of 
Sc alignments that were entered into this program. So, we are 
Sc resetting the number of alignments to be looked at, to be 
Sc the same as the number of alignments that were used as input 
Sc to this program. ' , screenwr, screenwidth) numscrali=to ta1 i fnd 
ENDIFcc let the user choose the method of scr calculation, c print out what the options are c4241 CONTINUEWRITE (screenwr,10)' 'CALL wrwords ('Choose how the SCR''s are to be calculated.
Sc Enter number now ....', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' 1) Automatic. Both the alignments to look at Sc 
Sc the areas of identity are automatially done. ' , screenwr,& screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (' 2) Semi- automatic. User chooses the alignments,& areas of identity automatically done.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' 3) Manual. User chooses the Strongly 
Sc Conserved Regions.', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ( ' 4) Change the number of alignments that are 
Sc looked at in choosing the Strongly Conserved Regions. ',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' 5) Change the minimum width that a 
Sc Strongly Conserved Region can be. ' ,
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' 6 ) Help.', screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,11) numinp
IF (numinp.LT.l.or.numinp.GT.6 )THENCALL wrwords ('This number is out of range, please 
Sc re-enter a number. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 4241 ENDIFGOTO (4230,4240,4250,4255, 4257, 4260)numinpcc automatically pick the alignments to use. This is done on basis of c identity scores, the alignments with the highest # of identities being c picked first then next highest, etc.
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c Work out the highest to lowest identity scores - we only need to do this once c we put the different ( there are totidsfnd diff) identity scores ( held in c idscores) into the array idmaxs. 
c4230 CONTINUECALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)
IF (idmaxs(1).EQ.-1) CALL id_gen (idscores, idmaxs, totidsfnd)CALL auto (totidsfnd, idscores, idmaxs, alitord)GOTO 4245
cc user picks the alignments to use. c4240 CONTINUECALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL scr„alis_inp (alisname, alitord)
GOTO 4245cc automatically pick the sers from already chosen alignments and sequences 
c find the scr's in these alignments & mark with in seq__c c4245 CONTINUE
CALL scr_fnd (ordera, seqstord, arr_b, seçL_c, len_a, alitord,&arr_a, seq_a, outfile, hitstring)c
c and convert **' to numbers - also check for a bug in finding the scr'si c CALL convert (numscrseq, arr„a, seoLc(1 :len_a), scrpos,& messa, messe, messd, maxnumscr)IF (crash) GOTO 4275 GOTO 4270
cc user chooses the scr's themselves.
c4250 CONTINUECALL wrwords (asterix(1 :screenwidth),screenwr, screenwidth)CALL scrinp (seqstord, ordera, outfile, arr_a, seq_a,& scrpos, alitord)GOTO 4270cc change the number of alignments used in automatically getting the scr's 
c4255 CONTINUE hi t=:. TRUE.CALL altvar (maxalisnum, dummy, 3, bit)
cc now check that the number of alignments chosen is not greater than the c actual number of alignments 
c IF (numscrali.GT.totalifnd) THEN
ft:
Î
I
V
CALL wrwords ('You choose a number of alignments to be & looked at, that is greater than the total number of alignments & that were entered into this program. So, we are resetting the& number of alignments to be looked at, to be the same as the& number of alignments that were used as input to this program. ’,& screenwr, screenwidth)numscrali=totalifnd 
ENDIF GOTO 4241cc change the minimum width of an scr c4257 CONTINUEbit=.TRUE.
CALL altvar (dummy, dummy, 5, bit)GOTO 4241cc the help routines c4260 CONTINUE CALL help
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GOTO 4241
c check if any scr's, have been found 
c4270 CONTINUEIF (scrpos(1,1).EQ.O)THEN
CALL wrwords ( ’There is a problem - no Strongly 
Sc Conserved Regions have 
Sc been found. You should try again with 
Sc you are using the automatic method to 
Sc the SCR ' ' s should be chosen from, you & alignments used to calculate the SCR.Sc chances of finding a SCR. ’ , screenwr,GOTO 4241 
ENDIF
a different option or if work out which alignments can reduce the number of This should improve the screenwidth) S'
c count the number of SCR's (and therfore LCRs) that have been found c CALL scrlcrcnt (len_a, scrpos)4275 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE id_gen 
IMPLICIT none
(idscores, idmaxs, totidsfnd)
there are totalifnd number of scores in idscores.the top score is put in idmaxs(1 ), next highest in idmaxs(2 )... etc., with totidsfnd is the number of different identity scores.initialise the array idmaxs to -1 , this is done at start, & this routine is only called if idmaxs(1 )=-l, ie., it has never been called before!
INTEGER totalifnd, idscores(*), idmaxs(' INTEGER totidsfnd, x, cntr, debugl 
LOGICAL debugL COMMON /a8 / totalifnd COMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl53055306 FORMATFORMAT The highest id score was ',i) The next highest id score was i)
set a top limit for the number of diff scores, totidsfnd=totalifnd
5310c
c get
cntr=lCONTINUE
the highest score.
DO x=l,totalifndIF (idscores(x).GT.idmaxs(cntr)) idmaxs(cntr)^idscores(x) END DO
I
I
c write out what this score is and what alignments have it.IF (debugL)THEN
IF (cntr.EQ.l) THENWRITE (debugl,5305) idmaxs(1)CALL wrdebugali (idmaxs(1), totalifnd, idscores) ELSE
WRITE (debugl,5306) idmaxs(cntr)CALL wrdebugali (idmaxs(cntr), totalifnd, idscores) ENDIF 
ENDIF
c remove this score from the data, so that the next highest score can be counted c (unless you have finished reading in all the identity scores.)
IF (idmaxs(cntr).EQ.O)THEN totidsfnd-cntrc if only 1  id score found and it was 0 , then don't need to re-negate.IF (totidsfnd.EQ.l) GOTO 5320 GOTO 5315 ENDIFc - 1  signifies that all the identities have been read in.IF (idmaxs (cntr) .EQ.“DTHEN
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totids fnd=cntr- 1  GOTO 5315 ENDIF
Cc negate the scores so that the next highest can be picked up.DO x-1,totalifnd
IF (idscores(x).EQ.idmaxs(cntr)) idscores(x)=-idscores(x)END DO cntr=cntr+l GOTO 5310
cc restore the data ( it's all been negated) to original form 
5315 CONTINUEDO x=l,totalifndIF (idscores(x).LT.0) idscores(x)=-idscores(x)
END DO 5320 CONTINUE5307 FORMAT (' There are ',14,' different identity scores.')
IF (debugL) WRITE (debugl,5307) totidsfnd END
SUBROUTINE wrdebugali (score, tosearch, idscores)IMPLICIT nonec routine to work out which alignments have the same number of identities 1ftc as the number 'score'. The numbers of these alignments is written to ftc the debug file. 1/INTEGER score, tosearch, idscores(*)
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INTEGER debugl, screenwidth, screenwr LOGICAL debugLCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth ftCOMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl 1ft
INTEGER X
30 FORMAT (trl,14)
CALL wrwords ('The alignments with this score were numbers: ',& debugl, screenwidth) 1|DO x=l,tosearch ft1IF (idscores(x).EQ.score) WRITE (debugl,30) x END DOEND 11
I
SUBROUTINE rand (numbera, numberb, rand_nos)cc picks numbera number of random numbers out of a range of numberb number, c the numbers are stored in the array rand_nos. cc This routine was supplied by Ian Walker, Computer Service Dept.,c Glasgow University - suitable for vax.c modified, Ihb, 11/95 to cope with openvms 6.1 fortranc This uses ran(seed) intrinsic function to generate random numbers,c Unfortunately, because seed can't be changed during run, this is only c pseudo-random behaviour 1ftINTEGER numberb, numbera, rand„nos(*), x, x2, y 
integer*4 seed ftftreal* 4 temp ftseed=lllll ftltemp=real (numberb) 1?DO x=l,numbera 
15 y=INT(1.0+(temp*RAN(seed)))c check this number has not been picked before - pick again if it hasIF (x.GT. DTHEN .ftDO x2=l,x-lIF ( rand_nos(x2).EQ.y )GOTO 15 
END DO ENDIF
rand„nos(x) =y
END DO 
END
SUBROUTINE auto (totidsfnd, idscores, idmaxs, alitord)IMPLICIT nonecc In idscores are a list of identities found for each alignment,c In idmaxs are the individual numbers found, in order of highest to lowest,c the total of different numbers found is stored in totidsfnd
c this routine finds the alignments with the highest number of id's, thenc those with the next highest etc. and stores them in the array alitord c until the number of alignments used to calculate the SCRs have been found INTEGER totidsfnd, totalifnd, idscores(*),idmaxs(*), numscrali INTEGER alitord{*),x, y, cntr COMMON /a8 / totalifnd COMMON /dl/ numscrali cntr= 0  5310 CONTINUEDO y=l,totidsfnd DO x=l,totalifndIF (idmaxs(y).EQ.idscores(x))THEN cntr=cntr+l 
alitord(cntr)=xIF (cntr.EQ.numscrali) GOTO 5330 ENDIF END DO END DO 5330 CONTINUE 
END
SUBROUTINE scrlcrcnt (length, scrpos)IMPLICIT nonecc routine to work out the numbers of LCRs and SCRs found, the actual positions c of the sers in an alignment are stored in scrposINTEGER totscrfnd, totlcrfnd, scrpos(2,*), debugl, length LOGICAL debugL COMMON /b2/ totscrfnd COMMON /b3/ totlcrfnd COMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl totscrfnd= 0c
c find the total # of SCR's, recorded in scrpos (pos+1 is a 0) c222 CONTINUE 
IF (scrpos(1,totscrfnd+1).EQ.0}GOTO 223 totscrfnd=totscrfnd+l GOTO 222cc determine LCR's empirically. There will be 1 more LCR than SCR, unless c there is an SCR at the start or finish (reduce 1er number by 1 on either c condition)223 CONTINUE totlcrfnd=totscrfnd+ 1
cc there is no 1 er at start of sequenceIF (scrpos(1,1).EQ.1) totlcrfnd-totlcrfnd-1
cc there is no 1 er at end of sequenceIF (scrpos(2,totscrfnd).EQ.length) totlcrfnd=totlcrfnd~l
Gc write out the numbers found224 format(' There were ',i4,a,' Conserved Regions.')WRITE (6,224) totscrfnd,' Strongly'
WRITE (6,224) totlcrfnd,' Loosely’IF (debugL)THENWRITE (debugl,224) totscrfnd,' Strongly'WRITE (debugl,224) totlcrfnd,' Loosely'
ENDIF
END
I
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SUBROUTINE scr_fnd (ordera, seqstord, arr„b, seq_c, len_a,&alitord, arr_a, seq_a, outfile, hitsbring )
IMPLICIT nonec CHARACTER*!*) ordera(*), arr_a(*) , arr_b(*), seq__c, seq^a 
CHARACTER*(*) outfile, hitstring INTEGER alitord!*), seqstord!*)INTEGER nuitiscrseq, totseqfnd, numscrali, len_a INTEGER alig„rd, x, len_b, cntr, temp INTEGER alifil, debugl, maxlenfnd INTEGER scrwidthINTEGER screenwr, pos, screenwidth LOGICAL debugL
c COMMON /al/ maxlenfndCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidthCOMMON /a4/ totseqfndCOMMON /a7/ numscrseqCOMMON /all/ alifilCOMMON /cl/ debugL, debuglCOMMON /dl/ numscraliCOMMON /d3/ scrwidth5301 FORMAT (a)5302 FORMAT (trl,17(i4,','))5303 FORMAT (' There were ',14,' alignments chosen.')cc the alignment numbers to use have previously been calculated & stored c in alitord. renumber so that the alignment numbers are in numerical order, c smallest to largest & write them to screen, 
c CALL reorder (numscrali, alitord)WRITE (6,5303) numscraliCALL wrwords ('The alignments used to calculate the SCR''s & are numbers', screenwr, screenwidth)WRITE (6,5302) (alitord(x),x=l,numscrali)IF (debugL)THENWRITE (debugl,5303) numscraliCALL wrwords ('The alignments used to calculate the & SCR''s are numbers', debugl, screenwidth)WRITE (debugl,5302) (alitord(x),x=l,numscrali)
ENDIF
cc the routine test marks in the hit string the asterices. c we make up a string to make this simpler 
c DO x=l,scrwidth hitstring(x:x)= ’*'END DOcc pull in the 1 st alignment c OPEN (alifil,FILE=outfile,form='unformatted',STATUS='old')REWIND (alifil)alig_rd=lcntr=lCALL rd__ali (arr_a, seqstord, alitord(l) , alig_rd, totseqfnd,& len_a, seq_a, alifil)
cc initialise seq_c (the results string ) remove any symbols that indicate hits
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c DO x=l,len_a seq_.c (x:x) = ' 'END DO
Cc pull in the next alignment - unless all the alignments have been read in. 
c5325 CONTINUEcntr=cntr+lIF (cntr.GT.numscrali) GOTO 5389
CALL rd_ali (arr_b, seqstord, alitord(cntr), alig_rd, totseqfnd, len_b, 
& seq_a, alifil)
IMPLICIT none
Ic test the alignments -this is done pairwise, the first against the next, c regions, >= SCRWIDTH long, identical in both the alignments are marked in the c 'hit' string seq_a with an '*'. This is why we remove asterices from c this string before calling the testing routinec seq_a is based on arr„a , the first alignment read in (alitord(l)). 
c5330 CONTINUEpos-INDEX(seq_a(l:len_a),'*')IP (pos.EQ.O) GOTO 5332 seq_a(pos:pos)=' '
GOTO 5330 5332 CONTINUECALL test (hitstring(1:scrwidth), len_a, len_b, arr_b, arr„a,& seq_a, ordera)cc Mark the regions that are conserved between all the alignments looked at. c Place the results found for a pairwise comparison, stored in the hit string 
c into the results string.c First time round, the hits are placed in results string, c Later times, by a logical AND of seq_a and seq_c. c IF (cntr.EQ.2) THEN
Cc consequence of wiping out the * in seq_a here is that the second time we c call test, the bit before that to wipe out * is unneeded, however, c the rest of the time it will be. The code is elegant & readable this way c and only 2 lines extra are carried out so there, 
c5428 CONTINUEpos=INDEX(seq_a(1 :len„a), '*')IF (pos.EQ.O) GOTO 5430 seg_c (pos:pos) = '*' 
seq_a(pos:pos)=' ' goto 5428 5430 CONTINUEELSE
DO x=l,len_aIF (seq_c(x:x).EQ.'*'.AND.seq„a(x;x).NE.'*')&seq_c(x:x)=' '
END DO ENDIF GOTO 5325 5389 CONTINUECLOSE (alifil)END
SUBROUTINE test (hitstring, len_a, len_b, arr_b, arr„a.Sc seq_a, ordera)
CHARACTER*(*) hitstring
CHARACTER* (*) arr_a(*) , arr__b(*) , seq_a, ordera(*)INTEGER start_a, end_a INTEGER scrwidthINTEGER len_a, len_b, numscrseq, len_ab, len_bb INTEGER hits, screenwr, screenwidth, x
c COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON / a l /  numscrseq COMMON /d3/ scrwidth 21 FORMAT (/,trl,all,i2,al6)20 FORMAT (trl,a)
cc initialise the string position countersc if len_x is the length of array_x, len_xb is the length of that array 
c that has to be searched.
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6405 CONTINUElen_ab=len„a-scrwidth+ 1
len_bb=len_b-scrwidth+lsbarb_a- 0end a=scrwidth~l
_b, s tart_a, end„a, numscrseq, hits)
X, len_bb,
places where {
6410 CONTINUEs tar t_a=s tar t_a+l IF (start_a.GT.len_ab) GOTO 6415 end_a=end_a+l 
CALL ident (arr__a, arr„& arr_a(l)(start_a:end_a)IF (hits.EQ.O)THEN GOTO 6410 
ELSE IF (hitS.EQ.l)THENseq_a(s tart_a;end_a)-hi tstring GOTO 6410 ELSEWRITE (6,21)'There were ',hits,DO x=l, numscrseqCALL wrwords (arr_a(x) (s tart_a:end„a),& screenwr, screenwidth)END DOWRITE (6,20)' was found in the test alignment.'CALL wrwords ('This is very confusing - which hit & should be chosen for the strongly conserved region?.& Rule of thumb used is.
Sc the last place found is the SCR. Frankly, your computer & recommends that you start again, but this time, you should & choose your own SCR''s.', screenwr, screenwidth) seq_a(start_a:end_a)=hitstring GOTO 6410 
ENDIF 6415 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE scr_alis_inp (alisname, alitord)IMPLICIT none
the routine that allows the user to input which alignments will be used to calculate the sersthe routine for automatically working this out is called auto 
CHARACTER*(*) alisname
CHARACTER charinp*6 , cmdl*80, param_file*30INTEGER alitord(*), totalifnd, pos, x, numinp, numscrali, cntr INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth LOGICAL used
54105411 262728 29
COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth 
COMMON /aS/ totalifnd COMMON /dl/ numscrali a)FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
(a, i4,a) (2(a,i4) )
(i)(trl,17(i4, (trl,a) ) )
cntr= 0
used=.FALSE. pos=index(alisname,'.')param_FILE=alisname(1 :pos)//'param_data' pos=pos+ 1 0
print info about this routine, about choosing your own alignments and see if the user wants the parameter data file printed
CALL wrwords ('User choosing alignments to calculate
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Strongly Conserved Regions.', screenwr, screenwidth)WRITE (6,5411) ' You have to enter numscrali, -f|alignments'CALL wrwords ( 'NB-you cannot choose the same alignment twice. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (‘Alignments are numbered in the same order that they are found in, in the alignment file used for input.& A list of the parameters for each& alignment can be found in the file ', screenwr, screenwidth)WRITE (6,29) param_file(1:pos)CALL wrwords ('This file can be printed just now on the & default printer if you enter print ( at Glasgow, this can & also be printed on the Biochem. Dept, line-printer by typing & SPRINT and the Chemistry Dept, line-printer by typing CPRINT) - & if you do not want this file printed, just press return.',& screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,5410) charinpIF (charinp(1:1).EQ.'p ' .or.charinp(1:1).EQ.'P ')THEN x=16+pos
cmdl='print '//param_file(1 :pos)CALL gcgcmds (x, cmdl, 'print_spawn')GOTO 5430 ENDIFIF (charinp(1:1).EQ.'b '.or.charinp(1:1).EQ.'B ’)THEN x=30+poscmdl- ' print/queue^biochem ' //param__file ( 1  :pos)CALL gcgcmds (x, cmdl, 'print_spawn')GOTO 5430 ENDIF
IF (charinp(1:1).EQ.'c '.or.charinp(1:1).EQ.'C ')THEN x=31+poscmdl='print/queue=chemistry '//param_file(l ;pos)CALL gcgcmds (x, cmdl, 'print_spawn')GOTO 5430 ENDIFcc input the alignment numbers. c5430 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,26)' Choosing ',numscrali,' alignments: Chosen cntrCALL wrwords ('Enter the number of the alignment you want to use 
Sc for the SCR' 's. ', screenwr, screenwidth)IF (cntr.EQ.O) GOTO 5435CALL wrwords ('The alignments already chosen to calculate 
Sc the SCR' 's are numbers', screenwr, screenwidth)IF (cntr.EQ.l)THENWRITE (6,27) alitord(1)ELSEWRITE (6,28) (alitord(x),x=l,cntr)ENDIF 5435 CONTINUEREAD (*,27) numinpIF (numinp.LT.1.or.numinp.GT.totali fnd)THEN CALL wrwords ('That number is not in range - & please re-enter a number.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 5430 ENDIF
cc check to see that this number is not already in use. c IF (cntr.EQ.O)THEN GOTO 5440 ELSE IF (cntr.EQ.l)THENIF (alitord(1).EQ.numinp) used=.TRUE.ELSEDO x=l,cntrIF (alitord(x).EQ.numinp) used-.TRUE.END DO ENDIF
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c the number has already been usedI 
c IF (used) THEN 
used=.FALSE.CALL wrwords ('This alignment has & already been chosen - please choose a different one.', 
& screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 5430 ENDIF
Cc Number hasn't previously been used, so use this alignment c5440 CONTINUEcntr=cntr+lalitord(cntr)=numinpIF (cntr.NE.numscrali) GOTO 5430END
SUBROUTINE convert (numscrseq, arr_a, seq_c, scrpos,& messa, messe, messd, maxnumscr)IMPLICIT none
G
Ï
;
Ï
c this routine takes a string in which regions of interest in an array are 
c marked by '*' along it's length, and it finds out the positions of these c regions of interest, start & end. 
c CHARACTER*(*) arr_a, seq_c, messa, messe, messd INTEGER start, width, end, cntr, numscrseq, scrpos(2,*)INTEGER maxnumscr INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth LOGICAL finish, bug, crash ICOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a6/ crash
finish=.FALSE. end=0 cntr=0 111 CONTINUEIF (finish) GOTO 113 start=index(seq_c(end+1;),'*')IF (start.EQ.O) GOTO 113 start=start+endwidth=index(seq_c(start;),' ')-2 IF (width.EQ.-2)THEN finish^.TRUE. 
width=len(seq_c)-start ENDIFend=start+widthCALL bugremove (arr_a, start, end, bug)
cc if a false SCR, ignore it, else count it 
c IF (bug) GOTO 111 cntr=cntr+lcc check to make sure that were not going to knacker the SCRPOS array c This should never happen, as the array is set to very high levels, c IF (cntr.EQ.maxnumscr)THENCALL wrwords (’There are more Strongly Conserved & Regions in the alignments than are allowed in this program. ', 
& screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messa,screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (messe,screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (messd,screenwr, screenwidth) crash-.TRUE.GOTO 114 ENDIF
3
cscrpos(1,cntr)=s tart scrpos(2,cntr)=end GOTO 111113 CONTINUEcc set the next position to zero for the other parts to realise where the end is 
c scrpos{1,cntr+1)=0 scrpos(2,cntr+1)-0114 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE bugremove (arr_a, start, end, bug)IMPLICIT none
Gc the bug isc **** these are not scr's! ******** t^ hese are scr's!
c seql pa-----p pa----- pc seq2 pacdefgp pacdefgpcc seql p----- ap pa----- pc seq2 pacdefgp pacdefgpc *=strongly conserved residue cc Not all regions that are ifentical in all the alignments looked at, are c true SCRs (see above), but the false ones are easily weeded out. c the cure is to check if an scr has been found which has gaps along its c entire length in any of the sequences. this is of course a false scr and c shouldn't be counted.
•II
CHARACTER*(*) arr_a(*) 3CHARACTER*! alisgapINTEGER row, col, start, end, numscrseq LOGICAL bug COMMON /a7/ numscrseq COMMON /d4/ alisgap
bug=.FALSE.DO row=l,numscrseq 
DO G o l= start,endIF (arr_a(row) (col : col).NE.alisgap)GOTO 777 END DO bug=.TRUE.GOTO 779 777 CONTINUEEND DO 779 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE scrinp (seqstord, ordera, outfile, arr_a, seq_a,Scscrpos, alitord)IMPLICIT none
cc choosing the SCR's manually.c 1) set the alignment the sers are to be picked from, c 2) pick the scr's
c ICHARACTER*(*) seq_a, arr_a(*), ordera(*), outfile CHARACTER*(3) charinp INTEGER seqstord(*), totalifnd, totseqfnd, scrpos(2,*), unit INTEGER ali_no, start, end, seqlen, scrnum, lastpos, x INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth, outwidth, alitord(*)
INTEGER alig_rd PARAMETER (UNITED
COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a3/ outwidth COMMON /a8/ totalifnd COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd
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c21 FORMAT (a)22 FORMAT (a,12,a)23 FORMAT (i)25 FORMAT (a, i)27 FORMAT (2a)
;■c
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*
CALL wrwords (‘Choosing your own. Strongly Conserved Region''s.',& screenwr, screenwidth)
cc get the alignment that the scr are taken from & read into array arr_a 
c24 CONTINUECALL wrwords ( ' Input the number of the alignment (numbering & the alignments as they are found in the input alignment file)
& that you want the SCRs to be taken from. ',& screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,23) ali_noIF (ali_no,LT.1.or.ali_no.GT.totalifnd)THEN CALL wrwords ('This number is out of range,& please re-enter.', screenwr, screenwidth)
GOTO 24 ENDIFalitord(1)=ali_no 
alig_rd=lOPEN (unit,FILE=outfile,STATUS=’old',form-'unformatted')REWIND (unit)CALL rd„ali (arr_a, seqstord, ali„no, alig_rd, totseqfnd, seqlen.Sc seq_a, unit)CLOSE (unit)
cc now read in the scr's . 
c :scrnum-O lastpos=-2 36 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,22) ' Starting position of SCR number ',scrnum+1,Sc' (or -1 to stop. ) 'READ (*,23) start IF (start.LT.O)GOTO 32
cc we ensure that there must be at least 2 residues in the 1er 
G IF (start.LT.lastpos+3)THENCALL wrwords ('This is too close to the end of the last SCR.Sc Re-enter number. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 36 ENDIFIF (start.GE.seqlen)THENCALL wrwords ('This is past or at the end of the alignment.& Re-enter number.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 36 ENDIF 
28 CONTINUEWRITE (6,25)' Finishing position of SCR number ',scrnum+1 READ (*,23) endIF (end.GT.seqlen.or.end.LE.start)THENCALL wrwords ('This number is out of range.Sc please re-enter.', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 28 ENDIFWRITE (6,27)' This is the SCR for sequence: ’,ordera(seqstord(1))cc we use wrarray and not wrwords, because wrwords copes with printing a c line bigger than the screenwidth by breaking the line up at a convenient c space, wrarray does this where there is no spaces in the line ie seq data 
c CALL wrarray (end-start+1, 1, seq^a, ordera, arr_a,Scordera(seqstord(1) ) , arr_a(seqstord(l) ) (start:end) , 5, outwidth)CALL wrwords ('Type yes if correct , no if wrong, [yes]:',
■fîi
& screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,21) charinpIF (charinp(1:1).EQ.'n'.or.charinp(1:1).EQ.'N') GOTO 36 
scmum=scrnum+l scrpos(1,scrnum)=start scrpos(2,scrnum)=end lastpos=end GOTO 36 
32 CONTINUE
cc zero the position 1 after the scr's we we can work out how many scr there are 
c scrpos ( 1, scrnum+1 ) =0 scrpos(2,scrnum+1)=0 END
SUBROUTINE second (ordera, seq_b, seqname, seq_c, prednam, arr__a,
& seq_a)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine predicts the secondary structure of the sequences - there c are totseqfnd sequences and their names are held in ordera. c the length of the predicted sequence is output, then the actual prediction c (the CHARACTERS used to represent each state are unified so that c H=alpha helix, B=beta-strand, T=turn/random coil and nopredchar=no prediction) 
c methods used are GGBSM ,PEPTIDESTRUCTURE , PEPPLOT. c these give predictions by the methods of GGBSM, CF and GOR. c the output names are held in prednam c CHARACTER*(*) ordera(*), arr„a(*), prednam{*)CHARACTER*(*) seq_a, seqname, seq_c CHARACTER*(*) aa_type*20 INTEGER totseqfnd, seq_b(*)INTEGER X, pos, row, length, y, loop INTEGER*2 aa_no(20)INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth LOGICAL crash, pred
data aa_type /'ACDEFGHIKLMNPQRSTVWY'/data aa_no /I,2,10,10,8,5,3,4,12,5,5,11,7,11,12,9,9,4,8,8/
cc run ggbsm
G
COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a6/ crash COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /bl/ pred
3000 FORMAT (a)3001 FORMAT (a,12)cc get the sequences into array (arr__a), in the order specified in ordera. 
c CALL rdseqa (ordera, seq__a, arr_a, seqname)
IF (crash) GOTO 3070
i
OPEN (1,FlLE=prednam{1),STATUS='new',form='unformatted')
CALL wrwords {'Converting sequences to GGBSM format and & predicting their structure.', screenwr, screenwidth)cc firstly convert the amino-acid data into the numerical data that ggbsm uses c each residue (these are stored in aa__type) is converted to the appropriate 
c number in aa_no c DO row=l,totseqfndlengthsindex(arr_a(row),‘ ')-1cc if an unknown residue is located eg., B, then zero is placed at that c position in seq_b, and so this doesn’t count when calculating the 
c predictions of alpha/beta/strand
DO x=l,length
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seq_b(x)=aa_no(index(aa_type,arr_a(row)(x:x)))
END DOCALL ggbsm (seq_b, seq_a, length)
WRITE (1) lengthWRITE (1) seq_a(1 : length)END DO CLOSE (1)OPEN (3,FILE=prednam{2),STATUS='new',form='unformatted')OPEN (4,FILE=prednam(3),STATUS='new',form='unformatted')OPEN (7,FILE=prednam(4),STATUS=’new',form='unformatted‘)OPEN (8,FILE=prednam(5),STATUS='new',form='unformatted')DO row=l,totseqfndpos=index(ordera(row),' ')-1IF (.NOT.pred)THENc
c the gcg prediction programs have not been run before and so are now called 
c CALL gcgprd (ordera(row)(1:pos))CALL wrwords&('Reading in these GCG predictionsscreenwr, screenwidth)
ELSE
cc the gcg prediction programs have been run before, c
CALL wrwords&('Reading in the GCG predictionsscreenwr, screenwidth)ENDIFcc read in these predictions and output them to separate files, 
c length-index(arr_a(row),' ')-1CALL p2s_rd (ordera(row) (1 :pos) , seq_a, seq__c)WRITE (3) lengthWRITE (3) seq_a(1 : length)WRITE (4) lengthWRITE {4) seq_c(1 : length)CALL gar_rd (ordera (row) ( 1 :pos ) , seq_a, seq_c)
3070
WRITE WRITE 
WRITE WRITE END DO CLOSE (3) CLOSE (4) CLOSE (7) 
CLOSE (8) 
CONTINUE END
(7) length(7) seçL_a(l:length)
(8) length(8) seq_c(l;length)
SUBROUTINE gcgprd (s eqname)
IMPLICIT nonec runs the gcg secondary structure prediction programs.CHARACTER*(*) seqnameCHARACTER*80 cmdl, in_name*20, out_name*20, subprc*9INTEGER c,pos,pos2data subprc/'gcg_spawn‘/1401 FORMAT (a) c run the prediction programs pos-len(seqname) pos2=pos+4in_name=seqname//'.gcg' 
out_name=seqname//'.gar'WRITE (6,1401)' running peptidestructure.' 
c=37+poscmdl(1 :c) = 'peptidestructure/infilel='//in_name(1 : pos 2)//'/default' CALL gcgcmds (c,cmdl,subprc)WRITE (6,1401) ' running pepplot.'c=c+pos+7cmdl(1 :c) = 'pepplot/noplot/infilel='//in_name(1 :pos2)//'/gar='// Scout_name {1 :pos2 ) / / ' /default '
J
Î
Î
IJ
:s
S
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CALL gcgcmds END (c,cmdl,subprc)
subprc)c, and carries it out.is a gcg command or the actualthe length of the command word.
SUBROUTINE gcgcmds (c, cmds, c takes a command in cmds of length, c subprc will be 'gcg_spawn' if cmds c command if its a vms command, d is CHARACTER* < *) subprc, cmds INTEGER c, d, istat, ipid 
d=len (subprc) istat=0 ipid=0istat=lib$spawn(cmds(l:c),, 'sys$output',,subprc(1 :d),ipid,,,, END
Ï
SUBROUTINE gar„rd (seqname, str„a, str_b)IMPLICIT none 
c read/write pepplot datac nb - the first & last 8 residues are not predicted by the pepplot program c and so these predictions are replaced with nopredchar CHARACTER*(*) seqname, str_a, str_b CHARACTER*80 input, blank*6 CHARACTER*1 nopredchar INTEGER dcpstn, length, x LOGICAL pred COMMON /bl/ pred COMMON /d5/ nopredchar 1401 FORMAT (a)OPEN (1,FILERSeqname//’.gar',STATUS-'old')REWIND (1)
c find where the predictions are for the 'gor with decision constants' are.CALL dcfind (dcpstn) c read past the header information 1410 CONTINUE
READ (1,1401) blank IF (blank(4:6).NE.'Pos') GOTO 1410 c insert the blank CHARACTERS for the first 8 residues that pepplot skips DO x=l,8str__a ( X : x) -nopredchar str_b(x;x)=nopredchar 
END DO length=91430 readd, 1401, end=1440) inputcc read in the GOR with no Decision Constant prediction str_a(length: length)=input (13:13)
cG read in the GOR with Decision Constant prediction str_b(length:length)=input (dcpstn;dcpstn) length=length+l GOTO 1430 
c the last 8 1440 CONTINUEDO x=length, length+7 s tr_a(X ;X)-nopredchar str„b(X :X)-nopredchar END DO 
1470 CONTINUE cc We do not check the first or last 8 predictions because we already c know what they are - nopredchar c (str__a (9 ; length) , 'A', 'H')(str_b(9 ; length), 'A', 'H'}
(str_a(9 : length) , 'C, ' t ' )(str_b(9:length), 'C ', 't')(str__a ( 9 : length) , ' ? ’ , nopredchar)(str_b (9 : length) , ' ? ' , nopredchar)
CALL changechar CALL changechar 
CALL changechar CALL changechar CALL changechar CALL changechar IF (pred)THEN 
CLOSE ( 1, STATUS::
I
:'s
'keep‘)
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ELSECLOSE (1,STATUS='delete’) ENDIF END
c CHARACTER*80 input, form*25 INTEGER dcpstn, da, db, dcint(2), x REAL dcreal(2)
1601 FORMAT (a)cc read the file until get to line with the % predictions in it 1603 READ (1,1601) inputIF (index (input,'alpha =').EQ.0)GOTO 1603
c
form(12 :)-'trll,f3.1)'
I
Î
SUBROUTINE dcfind (dcpstn)IMPLICIT nonec calculate where the dc info is & what FORMAT it is in.c this routine reads a gcg produced 'pepplot' file already open on unit 1. c firstly it works out what FORMAT statement is needed to read in the c (predicted) percentage of alpha and beta in the protein, then it reads in c the %s and then works out at what postion in the pepplot file, c is the prediction with that decision constant, this is stored in dcpstn c and passed back.
■I
work out the lengths of the alpha & beta predictions & so set the format, da-index(input(1 :), '%') db-index(input(da+1:),'%')+da the % sign for the percentage of alpha residues can be at 63 if 0<%<9.9, c or at 64 if 10.0<%<99.9. Similar idea for beta, c NB both alpha and beta max % is 99.9, and not 100% because it is the number c of sequences predicted/number of sequences (remember first and last 8 are c not predicted).IF (da.EQ.64)THENforra(l:ll)='(tr59,f4.1,'IF (db.EQ.79)THENform( 12 :) = 'trll,f4.1) '
ELSEform (12:) = 'trll, f3.1) 'ENDIF ELSEform(l:ll)=’(tr59,f3.1,'IF (db.EQ.77)THEN
ELSE
form(12:)='trll,f4.1)'ENDIF ENDIF
Cc read in the decision constants.
G READ (UNIT=input,EMT=form) dcreal(1),dcreal(2)cc work out where the pred with that dc is in file, 
c DO x=l,2
IF (dcreal(x).LT.20.0)THEN dcint(x)=1
ELSE IF ((dcreal(x).GE.20.0).AND.(dcreal(x).LE.50.0))THEN dcint(x)=2 ELSEdcint (x) =3 ENDIF END DOdcpstn=( dcint(1)*21-1)+( ( dcint(2)-1 )*7 )END
I
*
SUBROUTINE p2s_rd (seqname, str„l, str__2)IMPLICIT nonecc this routine reads in the peptidestructure predictions of the file seqname,
2 2 0
c and places the predictions in str_l & str_2 
c CHARACTER*(*) seqname, str_l, str_2 CHARACTER*80 input, blank*3 INTEGER length, ifail LOGICAL pred 
COMMON /bl/ pred 1401 FORMAT (a)
cc read peptidestructure dataOPEN (l,FILE=seqname//'.p2s',STATUS^'old')
REWIND (1)1405 CONTINUEREAD (1,1401) blank IF (blank.NE.'Pos') GOTO 1405READ (1,1401) blank i|length=l1410 READ (1,1401,iostat=ifail) input IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 1420 c read in the CF predictionstr_l(length;length)=input(47 ; 47) c read in the GOR predictionstr_2(length:length)=input(55:55) length=length+l GOTO 1410 1420 CONTINUEIF (pred)THENCLOSE (1,STATUS='keep')ELSECLOSE (1,STATUS='delete')
ENDIF 
END
SUBROUTINE ggbsm (input, output, length)IMPLICIT none %INTEGER pos, input(*), first(3), last(3), length, x CHARACTER*(*) outputreal pis(-6 :11,3), its(0 :12,3), ns(3), c_sum, ecs(3) data first /-3,-6,-3/, last /6,11,3/ data ns(1)/1.0/ data ns(2)/I.2311/ data ns(3)/I.5451/
Î
c data for turn residuesdata (its(x,l),x=0,12) /O.O, 0.018074, 0.073735, 0.071903, /J& -0.03926,& -0.018393, 0.294359, 0.445666, 0.012034, 0.16152, 0.17015,& 0.187471, 0.109817/data (pis(x,l),x=-3,6) /O.154212 , 0.434159, 0.706102, 1.0,
& 0.915659, 0.559442, 0.336078, 0.109662, 0.098532, 0.098014/ fc data for helical residuesdata (its(x,2),x=0,12) /O.O, 0.147418, 0.024205, 0.114178, #& 0.037925, S& 0.111157, -0.081108, -0.144076, 0.063689, -0.031711, 0.050114, J&0.01434, 0.093082/data (pis(x,2),x=-6,ll) /O.169079, 0.195383, 0.326344, 0.430292,& 0.610814, 0.711503, 1.0, 0.996892, 0.845693, 0.74947, 0.589796,&0.538197, 0.458475, 0.374935, 0.332311, 0.291095, 0.221007,& 0.159564/ c data for beta strand residuesdata (its(x,3),x=0,12) /O.O, -0.005853, 0.096215, 0.016752,
& 0.214617,& 0.098072, 0.01415, -0.078651, 0.124579, 0.079342, -0.062711,&-0.001842, -0.014743/data (pis(x,3),x=-3,3) /O.15148, 0.498551, 0.864631, 1.0,& 0.850783, 0.49398, 0.169746/COMMON /data/first, last, pis, its, ns external c_sum DO pos=l,lengthecs(1)=exp(c„sum(pos,1,input,length) ) ecs(2)=exp(c_sum (pos,2,input,length) )
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ecs(3)=exp{c_sum(pos,3,input,length) )IF (( (ecs(l).GE.ecs{2)).AND.(ecs(l).GE.ecs(3)) ).OR.
Sc (pos. LT. 4) .OR. (pos .GT. (length-3) ) )THEN output(pos:pos)='T'ELSE IF (ecs(2).GE.ecs(3))THEN output(pos:pos)='H '
ELSEoutput(pos:pos)='B 'ENDIF END DO END
FUNCTION c„sum (pos, type, input, length) real pis(-6 :11,3), its(0:12,3), ns(3), total INTEGER cntr, length, input(*)INTEGER first (3), last (3), first_jp, windowb INTEGER type, posCOMMON /data/first, last, pis, its, ns first_LP= first (type) +pos windowb=last(type)+pos 
IF (first_p.LT.1)first_p=l IF (windowb.GT.length)windowb=length total=0.0DO cntr=f1rst_p,windowbtotal=total+( pis(cntr-pos,type)*its(input(cntr),type) ) END DO
c„sum=total*ns (type)END
SUBROUTINE calc_cons (arr__b, arr__c, prednam,&ordera, arr_a, seq_a, outfile)IMPLICIT none
CHARACTER*(*) arr_a(*), arr„b(*), arr„c (*), ordera(*) CHARACTER*(*) seq_a, prednam CHARACTER*(*) out file CHARACTER*1 alisgap, dummy INTEGER totseqfnd, x, y, length, len_b INTEGER row, pos, ifail, unit_aINTEGER outwidth, alifil, temp, debugl, maxlenfnd INTEGER screenwr, screenwidth INTEGER seqlen LOGICAL debugL COMMON /al/ maxlenfndCOMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /a3/ outwidth COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd COMMON /all/ alifil COMMON /al2/ unit_a COMMON /cl/ debugL, debugl COMMON /d4/ alisgap
I
I
10 FORMAT (trl,a)11 FORMAT (i)17 FORMAT (a,i4)
cc initialise some variables used for writing debug data.IF (debugL) THEN seqlen=0 temp=0 
ENDIFpos=index(prednam,*.‘)-lCALL wrwords ('Calculating a consensus '//prednam(1 :pos)//&' 2ry structure prediction for each alignment.',screenwr,
& screenwidth)
cc read in the 2ry structure predictions into array arr_bOPEN (unit__a, FILE=prednam, form= ' unformatted ' , STATUS = ' old' )
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WRITE
REWIND (unit_a)DO row=l,totseqfnd READ (unit_a) length 
READ (unit__a) arr_b{row) (1: length)
cc then we will be writing this data, so make sure its tidy with blanks IF (debugL)THENDO x=length+l, maxlenfnd arr_b{row)(x:x)=‘ 'END DOIF (length.GT.seqlen) seqlen=length ENDIF END DOCLOSE (unit_a,STATUS='delete')cc read in the alignment into arr_a and c make arr__c the same as arr_b(2ry struc) .
c also change prednam name (xx.data) to the new output name (xx.data2) pos=index(prednam,' ')-1 prednam=prednam(1 :pos)//'2'
OPEN (unit_a,FILE=prednam,STATUS='new',form='unformatted')
OPEN (alifil,FILE=outfile,STATUS='old',form='unformatted')REWIND (alifil)5510 CONTINUE
READ (alifil,iostat=ifail) length IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 5550 DO row=l,totseqfnd
READ (alifil) arr_a(row)(1 : length) arr_c(row) (1 : length)=arr_b(row) (1:length)END DOIF (debugL) temp=temp+lc
c place the gaps which are found in arr_a (the sequence alignment) c into arr_c (the 2ry structure predictions) the 2ry prediction gap CHARACTER c is the same as the alignment gap CHARACTER, alisgap. len_b=length-l DO row=l,totseqfnd x=l5520 CONTINUE
pos=index(arr_a(row)(x:length),alisgap)IF (pos.EQ.O) GOTO 5530cc y holds the position in the string of the gap
y -x+ p os-l '§x=y+l
c Qc if a gap is the last CHARACTER, x will be one greater than lengthc (which will be y)IF (x.GT.length) GOTO 5525 Iarr_c(row) (x: length)=arr_c(row) (y:len_b) ■arr_c(row)(y:y)=alisgap QGOTO 5520 5525 CONTINUEarr_c(row)(y:y)=alisgap 5530 CONTINUEEND DO
cc now we have the predictions in the array with all the gaps in the right placesc then we can calculate the consensus sequence and write it out.CALL cons (arr_c, length, seq_a)
WRITE (unit_a) length(unit__a) seq_a (1: length) 3;!
c If we want debug data written, write it.c This info is for alignment no 4, we first write out the actual alignment (do c this only once -during GGBSM run).IF (debugL.AND.temp.EQ.4) THEN 
c put the consensus sequence into the array of predictions arr_c(totseqfnd+1) (1 : length)=seq_a(1 ; length)
ordera(totseqfnd+1) = ' ’ ■ ;
Vi'
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"V:
c write out the original 2ry predictions
IF (prednam{l:4).EQ.'GGBS') THEN write (debugl, 17)' The secondary & structure predictions for alignment number ',4 CALL wrarray& (seqlen, totseqfnd, seq_a, ordera, arr„a, dummy, dummy,& debugl, outwidth)ENDIFc now write out the actual preds by this method pos=IMDEX(prednam, '.')-1 CALL wrwords ('The individual and & consensus structure predictions for this alignment by the method & of '//prednam( 1 :pos), debugl, screenwidth)CALL wrarray (length, totseqfnd+1.Sc seq_a, ordera, arr_c, dummy, dummy, debugl, outwidth)ENDIF GOTO 5510 5550 CONTINUECLOSE (alifil)CLOSE (unit_a)END
SUBROUTINE cons (arr_c, length, seoua)IMPLICIT nonec now calc consensus secondary sequence. rules involved are :--->c if less than 3 predictions are involved, no prediction is made (nopredchar). c if all preds (except 1) are in agreement, then capital letter is used for c that pred, else, the one in the majority is chosen,c if there is more than one state with the highest #, nopredchar is used c the possible states are; c 'h‘= alpha helix c 'b'=beta strand
c 't '=turn or random coil ( ie. not the 2 above) c CHARACTER*(*) arr„c(*), seq_a CHARACTER*1 alisgap, nopredchar, temp3INTEGER totseqfnd, length, colm, row, tmp, alpha, beta, turn INTEGER votes, max_no COMMON /a4/ totseqfnd 
COMMON /d4/ alisgap COMMON /d5/ nopredchar 6101 FORMAT (a)
DO 5160 colm=l,length alpha=0 beta=0 
tum=0c work out the votes for each prediction.DO 6140 row=l,totseqfndtemp3=arr_c(row)(colm:colm)IF (temp3.EQ.nopredchar.or.temp3.EQ.alisgap)& GOTO 6140
if(temp3.EQ.'t '.or.temp3.EQ.'T')THEN turn=turn+l ELSE IF(temp3.EQ.'h'.or.temp3.EQ.'H ')THEN alpha=alpha+l ELSE IF(temp3.EQ.'b'.or.temp3.EQ.'B')THEN beta=beta+l ENDIF6140 END DOc work out which vote is the determining one votes=alpha+beta+turn max_no=max(alpha,beta,turn) 
c less than 3 predictionsIF (VOtes.LT.3)THENseq_a(colm:colm)^nopredchar c there's a majority vote for one prediction ELSE IF (max_no.GE.votes-1)THEN i f (alpha.GE.votes-1)THEN seq_a (colm: colm) = 'H '
ELSE IF(beta.GE.votes-1)THEN
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iseq_a (colm: colm) = ' B 'ELSE IF(turn.GE.votes-1)THEN seq_a (colm: colm) = ' T 'ENDIF c no clear majority ELSE
tmp=0 . fIF ( a Ipha. EQ. max_jno ) THEN ï 1seq_a (colm: colm) = 'h 'tmp=tnp+l :iQENDIF f:
IF (beta.EQ.max_no)THEN secL_a (colm: colm) = 'b 'tmp=tmp+l ilENDIF ,
IF (turn.EQ.maxjao)THENseq_a (colm: colm) = ' t ' iJtmp=tmp+l ENDIF Ïc equal votes for at least 2 prediction statesIF (tmp.NE.l) seq_a(colm:colm) =nopredchar ENDIF6150 CONTINUE6160 END DO SENDc the way that ggbsm calculates a consensus. c IF ((alpha.GE.beta).AND.(alpha.GE.turn) )THENc seq_a(colm:colm)='h '
c ELSE IF (beta.GE.turn)THENc seq^a (colm: colm) = 'b'c elsec seq_a(colm:colm)='t ' V:c endif
V
?
i
i
■'.i
;
I
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Appendix I The FORTRAN source code for the Mix'n'MatchB program
i
cc (c) Lachlan H. Bellc changed 11/5/93
cc The mix'n 'match suite of programs optimise protein multiple alignment c by a process of finding Strongly Conserved Regions (SCRs) that can be used c to anchor an alignment and then aligning the regions between these anchors, c The anchor regions are found by analysis of initial alignments, previously c generated using one or more automatic multiple alignment programs and a 
c variety of scoring matrices and gap penalties. The suite of programs c consists of two programs: Mix'n'MatchA, which finds the SCRs, 
c works out the different possible alignments for each of the Loosely c Conserved Regions (LCRs), predicts the secondary structure or reads in c the predictions if they have already been carried out and works out a c consensus structure prediction for each of these possible alignments; 
c and Mix'n 'MatchB, (this beaut) which takes the alignments which the user has c chosen for each LCR and the alignments for the SCRs and joins them to c produce the final alignment. The UWGCG suite of programs is also required, c Two files are used as iput to MNMA,. The first is a file containing all the c pre-generated alignments. The alignment formats supported are those of ALIEN c and PILEUP. The second input file lists the sequences present in the c multiple alignments, c This sequence input file can be in either NBRF or UWGCG 'file of file names' c format 
c
SUBROUTINE help IMPLICIT none 
CHARACTER*(1) dummyINTEGER numinp, screenwr, screenwidth 
COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth 30 FORMAT (i)40 FORMAT (a)
c300 CONTINUECALL wrwords
&(' 1) A quick look at the theoretical basis of this program.’,& screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords
&(' 2) What input files are needed by this program?',screenwr,Scscreenwidth)CALL wrwords 
&(’ 3) Miscellaneousscreenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords
£c ( ' 4) Changing the program variables. ' , screenwr,&screenwidth)CALL wrwords
&(' 5) How the program calculates Strongly Conserved ScRegions. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords&(’ 6) Return to running the program.', screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (' There is no other help at the minute',& screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,30) numinp 
IF (numinp.LT.1.or.numinp,GT.6)THENCALL wrwords ('That number is out of range - please & re-enter a number', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 300ENDIF ;î
G IF (numinp.EQ.1)THEN CALL wrwords (
f
lÉ-Éi
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.4)THEN
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&' This program takes a large number of differing alignments St and& uses them to work out Strongly Conserved ''anchor'' Regions.& It then lists the different aligned blocks& that were found in between these SCR''s, together with their 
Sc predicted secondary structure. The user can then pick whichever 
& of these aligned blocks is best, (eg. using knowledge from & empirical& studies or the knowledge that gaps should only occur in turn & regions), giving a final alignment reasonably independant of & the starting parameters/programs used and containing more & expert information than a purely ''mathematical'' approach 
& can give.', screenwr, screenwidth)
.ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.2)THENCALL wrwords (' This program uses 2 files as input.& The first& of these is the alignment file. Different multiple alignments can 
& be generated using different programs and using & different gap parameters/scoring matrices.& All these differing alignments should be placed in & a single file, and it is the name of this single file that & should be entered (at the minute, this program& can read in alignments made by ALIEN and PILEUP - more formats will & be added whenever possible).',& screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('& The second file is the sequence file.& This should contain all of the sequences that were used in making & up the alignments. This sequence file can be in 2 formats,
& NBRF or UWGCG. IF the sequences are in NBRF format, all the & sequences should be in this single file.Sc If the sequences are inSc GCG format, the GCG ' ' file of file names' ' should be used.Sc This format requires that in a single file there should be a Sc list of the file names of 
Sc the GCG sequences. To show that you are using this type of 
Sc file, and not a sequence file, you should precede the file Sc name with a 
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('(NB if the GCG format is used, all the Sc individual sequence names are presumed to end in ' ' .GCG' ' and 
Sc this program will crash if they do not!) ', screenwr, screenwidth)
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.3)THEN
CALL wrwords(' GCG must be initialised before this program 
Sc is run - otherwise this program crashes. The GCG package is & needed to predict the secondary structures by the methods of 
Sc Chou Sc Fasman (CF) and Gamier, Osguthorpe & Robson (GOR) ,Sc carried out by the GCG programs PEPTIDESTRUCTURE and PEPPLOT.
Sc PEPTIDESTRUCTURE gives a CF and GOR prediction and PEPPLOT gives Sc a GOR prediction without decision constants and a GOR prediction 
Sc with decision constants (output is called cf, gor, gor2, gor3 
Sc respectively) . To run these programs, sequences need to be in 
Sc GCG format and so if sequences were input as NBRF format, they 
Sc are reformatted with the GCG program FROMPIR. This is done by Sc this program automatically ' , screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (' Residues in a sequence are indicated in 
Sc a short-hand manner by using capital letters of the alphabet 
Sc eg. A=alanine. If a small letter is found in the 
Sc sequence data, it must be changed to the correct capital letter.
Sc The problem is that although ' 'a' ' may indicate alanine, some 
Sc sequence formats use small letters to indicate a cysteine 
Sc residue, with the next ' 'a ' ' found, bonded to 
Sc the first ' 'a ' ' residue, forming a cystine residue.
Sc You are asked to decide whether small letters are being used to 
Sc indicate cysteines or if they mean the same as capital letters. ' ,
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)
■1
CALL wrwords <
Sc ' Screen width holds the number of characters that can be 
Sc displayed horizontally across the screen (eg. on a vtlOO & terminal, either 80 or 132 characters can be displayed).
Sc The files that can be printed out are the final results file 
Sc (PRINT.ME) and the debugging data files (xxxx.debug)& if these were asked to be printed. The number 
Sc of characters per line has a default value of 132, the same & width as a line printer, so that these files can be printed for & hard copy. The other variables are used in calculating the & Strongly Conserved Regions - there is a separate help section Sc on these variables which you should read before modifying them.',& screenwr, screenwidth)
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.5)THENCALL wrwords (' Calculating the Strongly Conserved ScRegions (SCR) . The& program defines a SCR as being any region Sc which is the same in all the alignments looked at. NB - 
Sc not all of the alignments are looked at because some of the Sc alignments ALIEN & PILEUP produce can be very bad.Sc The program uses a default value of 15 alignments to look at,Sc however, the user can change this number if they wish - Sc either at the start (in the change the program variables section)
Sc or in the calculate SCR section (with option number 4) ' ,Sc screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (' Once the number to look at is set.Sc which alignments are looked at can be choosen by the user or are Sc generated automatically. ‘ , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (Sc' The method to automatically choose alignments, uses the Sc number of identities in an alignment to pick out the ' 'good' '
& from ''bad''; the alignments with the highest number Sc of id' 's are picked, then those with the next highest etc. . 'Sc , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ( ' With the number of alignments to be 
Sc looked at set, and with which specific alignments these are set, the 
Sc program then calculates the SCR ' ' s . ' ,Sc screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('Press RETURN for more information.'.Sc screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,40) dummy CALL wrwords (Sc' However, instead of these semi-automatic or 
Sc automatic methods, an option exists for
Sc the user to completely define the SCR' ' s themselves. To Sc do this, you first enter the number of the alignment that the 
Sc SCR''s will be choosen from (eg. if the alignment was the 
Sc 5th alignment in your input alignment file, you would enter 
Sc ' ' 5 ' ' ) . You then enter the starting & finishing positions 
Sc of the SCR' 's (the numbering should be taken from the alignment 
Sc you have choosen. ) . ' , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' Calculating identical regions;
Sc after the alignments to be looked at are choosen, regions 
Sc that are identical in all of these
Sc alignments are defined as SCR' 's. The minimum length that £c a region can be is initially set at 3 residues. This was choosen 
Sc after careful consideration, but the user can change this if 
Sc they wish (although the range of values is set between 3 and 10) .Sc Note that, the more sequences
Sc there are in an alignment, the less likelihood there is & of finding regions that are identical (very similar, yes.
Sc identical, no) . To try and reduce this effect, we limit & the number of sequences that we look at. If there are more Sc than this set number of sequences in an alignment, we pick Sc sequences to calculate the SCR''s from at random. ',
St screenwr, screenwidth)
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.6)THEN GOTO 310
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ENDIFC get them to enter return when finished reading and then they go back to the 
c menu CALL wrwords ('Press RETURN when finished reading.‘ ,& screenwr, screenwidth)READ {*,40) dummy GOTO 300c make a blank line so that everything is nice and legible 310 CONTINUEWRITE (6,40) ' 'END
SUBROUTINE rd_lcr (Icrnum, start, end, alig__no, unit, numrows,&arr„x, ifail, offset)IMPLICIT none
cc INTEGER Icrnum, start, end, alig_no, unit INTEGER numrows, ifail, offset INTEGER width, x CHARACTER*(*) arr_x(*)READ (unit,iostat=ifail) Icrnum IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 READ (unit,iostat=ifail) start IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 READ (unit,iostat=ifail) end IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 READ (unit,iostat=ifail) alig_no width=end“Start+offset DO x=l,numrowsREAD (unit,iostat=ifail) arr_x(x)(offset:width)IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 END DO 8420 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE wrwords (string, unit, screenwidth)IMPLICIT noneC
c this routine will write a string to unit of width, screenwidthc string should be just the length of the message or else lots of blanks mayc get written, the width of the screen is set in screenwidth. c the string does need to have spaces in it separating words,c ie. this routine cannot be used for sequence output.C
INTEGER screenwidth, strlen, pos, z, tmpwid, unit CHARACTER*(*) string 401 FORMAT (trl,a)strlen=len (string) pos=l 415 CONTINUE
IF (strlen.LE.screenwidth)THEN WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:)ELSEcc find the end of a word and write up to that word tmpwid=pos+screenwidth-l 
417 continueIF (string(tmpwid:tnpwid).NE.' ')THENtmpwid=tnpwid-l GOTO 417 ENDIFWRITE (unit,401) string(pos:tmpwid) 
strlen=strlen-(tmpwid-pos+1) pos=tmpwid+l GOTO 415 ENDIF ENDc the old routine was this - the above will be faster C tmpwid=screenwidth-l
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c  417 CONTINUEC z=pos+tinpwidC IF (string(z:z).NE.' ')THEN
C tmpwid=tmpwid“lC GOTO 417C ENDIFC WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:z)C strlen=strlen-tmpwidC pos=z+lC GOTO 415C ENDIFC to right this entire routine as a do routine: 
c pos=lc strlen=len(string)c DO WHILE (strlen.GT.screenwidth)c tmp=pos+screenwidth-l
c DO WHILE (string(tmp:tmp.NE.' ')c tmp=tmp-lc END DOc WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:tmp)c strlen=strlen-(tmp-pos+1)c pos=tmp+lc END DOc WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:)c END
SUBROUTINE wrarray (length, rows, tmpstr, ordera, array, name,&seq, unit, outwidth)IMPLICIT none
cc this routine can output sequences (either many or a single ) in the format c of, numbering on 1 line and on the lines underneath, the sequences, 
c rows is the number of rows in the array or 1 if just a single sequence c to be outtedc tmpstr is a string, at least the length of outwidth in which the data c to be output is loaded - the data is names, space, sequence c ordera contains the names of the sequencesc name is the name of the sequence if only a single sequence to be output c array contains the sequences c seq is this single sequence 
cc length is the length of the sequence strings to be outputted c unit is the channel on which to output the data c
CHARACTER*(*) array(*), ordera(*), tmpstr, name, seq CHARACTER*200 blank
INTEGER length, tmp_length, rows, cntrl, cntr2, x, unit INTEGER outwidth, tmp_width, row, temp2, jmp INTEGER namlen data blank/'
Sc
Sc
Sc
Sc ' /
C
c if X is the length of ordera (in which are stored the names of the CHARACTERS) c tmp„width=outwith-(x+1) - uses length of ordera+1 for the space in c between the 2 strings.
c FORMAT (trx+2, ) - 1 for non-printing 1st space & 1 for space in between the 2 c stringsc temp2=(cntr2-cntrl)+x+3
c temp2 uses x+3 because; 1 space before the string, 1 space between the name 
c and the sequence(s) & 1 for the maths of subtracting 1 number from another, c6301 FORMAT (a)cc these FORMAT statements set up for a length of ordera of 11. c30 FORMAT (trl3,il)
■iI
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31 FORMAT (trl3,i2)32 FORMAT (trl3,13)
33 FORMAT (trl3,i4)34 FORMAT (trl3,i5)35 FORMAT (trl3, il,a, 12)36 FORMAT (trl3, il,a, 13)37 FORMAT (trl3,12,a,12)38 FORMAT (trl3,12,a,13)39 FORMAT (trl3,13,a,i3)40 FORMAT (trl3,13,a,14)41 FORMAT (trl3,14,a,14)42 FORMAT (trl3,14,a,15)43 FORMAT (trl3,15,a,15)
ensure that we Imow the value of the length of the input names so far, name should be the same length as ordera or smaller, but you never Imow if this may change in the future
x=LEN(name) namlen=LEN(ordera(1})IF (x.GT.namlen) namlen=x
cntr1=1 
cntr2=0tmp__width=outwidth- (namlen+1) tmp_length=length 50 CONTINUE
IF ( tmp_length.LT.tmp_width)THEN cntr2=cntr2+tmp_length ELSEcntr2 =cntr2+tmp_width ENDIFc if the numbers would be too close together, just write the first numberIF (cntr2-■cntrl .LT. 16)THENIF (cntrl.LT.10)THENWRITE (unit,30) cntrlELSE IF (cntrl.LT .100)THENWRITE (unit,31) cntrlELSE IF (cntrl.LT .1000)THENWRITE (unit,32) cntrlELSE IF (cntrl.LT .10000)THENWRITE (unit,33) cntrlELSEWRITE (unit,34) cntrlENDIFELSE
writing both the numbers - the lengtl
10 CONTINUEIF (cntrl.LT.10)THEN IF (cntr2.LT.100)THENWRITE (unit,35) cntrl,blank(1:cntr2-cntrl-2) ELSE
WRITE (unit,36) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntr1-3) ENDIFELSE IF (cntrl.LT.100)THEN IF (cntr2.LT.100)THENWRITE (unit,37) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntr1-3) ELSEWRITE (unit,38) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntrl-4) ENDIFELSE IF (cntrl.LT.1000)THEN 
IF (cntr2.LT.1000)THENWRITE (unit,39) cntrl,blank(l:cntr2-cntr1-5) ELSEWRITE (unit,40) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntr1-6) ENDIFELSE IF (cntrl.LT.10000)THEN 
IF (cntr2.LT.10000)THEN
cntr2
cntr2
cntr2
cntr2
cntr2
cntr2
'I
I
V:;'B
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WRITE (unit,41) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntrl-7),cntr2 ELSE
WRITE (unit,42} cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntr1-8),cntr2ENDIF ELSEWRITE (unit,43) cntrl, blank(1:cntr2-cntrl-9),cntr2 ENDIF ENDIF
c write the information
G temp2=(cntr2-cntrl)+(namlen+3)IF (rows.EQ.l)THENtmpstr=' '//name//' '//seq(cntrl:cntr2)WRITE (unit,6301) tmpstr(1 :temp2)ELSEDO row=l,rows
tmpstr=' '//ordera(row)//' '//array(row)(cntrl:cntr2)WRITE (unit,6301) tmpstr(1 :temp2)END DO ENDIFWRITE (unit,fmt='(/)') cn tr 1=cnt r 1+tmp__wi dth 
tmp_length=tmp_length-tmp_width IF (tmp_length.GT.0) GOTO 5 0 END
fÎ
sÎ
1
I
■:S:
*
I
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Appendix J The FORTRAN source code for routines common to 
Mix'n'MatchA and Mix'n'MatchB
c some subroutines comon to both mma and mmbc (c) Lachlan H. BellG changed 11/5/93
c SUBROUTINE help 
IMPLICIT none CHARACTER*(1) dummyINTEGER numinp, screenwr, screenwidth COMMON /scrnwrite/ screenwr, screenwidth 30 FORMAT (i)40 FORMAT (a)
c300 CONTINUECALL wrwords
&(' 1) A quick look at the theoretical basis of this program. ', & screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords
&(' 2) What input files are needed by this program?',screenwr, &screenwidth)CALL wrwords 
&(' 3) Miscellaneous.',screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords&(' 4) Changing the program variables.',screenwr,&screenwidth)CALL wrwords
&(' 5) How the program calculates Strongly Conserved &Regions.',screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords
&(' 6) Return to running the program.', screenwr, screenwidth) CALL wrwords (' There is no other help at the minute',& screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,30) numinp
IF (numinp.LT.l.or.numinp.GT.6)THENCALL wrwords ('That number is out of range - please & re-enter a number', screenwr, screenwidth)GOTO 300 ENDIF
IF (numinp.EQ.1)THEN
I
I
I
CALL wrwords {
Sc' This program takes a large number of differing alignments & and& uses them to work out Strongly Conserved ' ' anchor' ‘ Regions.
Sc It then lists the different aligned blocks& that were found in between these SCR''s, together with their & predicted secondary structure. The user can then pick whichever & of these aligned blocks is best, (eg. using knowledge from 
Sc empirical
Sc studies or the knowledge that gaps should only occur in turn 
Sc regions), giving a final alignment reasonably independant of 
Sc the starting parameters/programs used and containing more 
Sc expert information than a purely ’ ' mathematical ' ' approach 
Sc can give. ' , screenwr, screenwidth) ?!L:
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.2)THENCALL wrwords (' This program uses 2 files as input.
Sc The first& of these is the alignment file. Different multiple alignments can 
Sc be generated using different programs and using 
Sc different gap parameters/scoring matrices.
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aI& All these differing alignments should be placed in& a single file, and it is the name of this single file that ''I;& should be entered (at the minute, this program& can read in alignments made by ALIEN and PILEUP - more formats will & be added whenever possible).',& screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('& The second file is the sequence file. f|& This should contain all of the sequences that were used in making 0
& up the alignments. This sequence file can be in 2 formats,& NBRF or UWGCG. IF the sequences are in NBRF format, all the ..& sequences should be in this single file.& If the sequences are in L
& GCG format, the GCG ’'file of file names'' should be used.& This format requires that in a single file there should be a If& list of the file names of & the GCG sequences. To show that you are using this type of& file, and not a sequence file, you should precede the file L,& name with a ’ ,& screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords ('(NB if the GCG format is used, all the & individual sequence names are presumed to end in ''.GCG'' and& this program will crash if they do not!)', screenwr, screenwidth)
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.5)THENCALL wrwords (' Calculating the Strongly Conserved ScRegions (SCR) . The& program defines a SCR as being any region & which is the same in all the alignments looked at. NB - & not all of the alignments are looked at because some of the
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.3)THENCALL wrwords ( ' GCG must be initialised before this program & is run - otherwise this program crashes. The GCG package is & needed to predict the secondary structures by the methods of & Chou & Fasman (CF) and Gamier, Osguthorpe & Robson (GOR) ,& carried out by the GCG programs PEPTIDESTRUCTURE and PEPPLOT.St PEPTIDESTRUCTURE gives a CF and GOR prediction and PEPPLOT gives St a GOR prediction without decision constants and a GOR prediction & with decision constants (output is called cf, gor, gor2, gor3 St respectively) . To run these programs, sequences need to be in Sc GCG format and so if sequences were input as NBRF format, they & are reformatted with the GCG program FROMPIR. This is done by & this program automatically', screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' Residues in a sequence are indicated in Sc a short-hand manner by using capital letters of the alphabet gSt eg. A=alanine. If a small letter is found in the f& sequence data, it must be changed to the correct capital letter. ySt The problem is that although ''a'' may indicate alanine, some %& sequence formats use small letters to indicate a cysteine St residue, with the next ''a'' found, bonded to St the first ''a'' residue, forming a cystine residue.
Sc You are asked to decide whether small letters are being used to ifSc indicate cysteines or if they mean the same as capital letters. ' , #Sc screenwr, screenwidth) J*-f
ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.4)THEN LCALL wrwords (St ' Screen width holds the number of characters that can be ySc displayed horizontally across the screen (eg. on a vtlOO y:Sc terminal, either 80 or 132 characters can be displayed) .
& The files that can be printed out are the final results file& (PRINT.ME) and the debugging data files (xxxx.debug)St if these were asked to be printed. The number & of characters per line has a default value of 132, the same Sc width as a line printer, so that these files can be printed for & hard copy. The other variables are used in calculating the & Strongly Conserved Regions - there is a separate help section & on these variables which you should read before modifying them.',Sc screenwr, screenwidth) I
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& alignments ALIEN & PILEUP produce can be very bad.& The program uses a default value of 15 alignments to look at,& however, the user can change this number if they wish -
Sc either at the start (in the change the program variables section)
Sc or in the calculate SCR section (with option number 4) ' ,
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' Once the number to look at is set,& which alignments are looked at can be choosen by the user or are
Sc generated automatically. ' , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (
&' The method to automatically choose alignments, uses the 
Sc number of identities in an alignment to pick out the ' 'good' '& from ' 'bad' ' ; the alignments with the highest number& of id''s are picked, then those with the next highest etc..'& , screenwr, screenwidth)
CALL wrwords (' With the number of alignments to be 
Sc looked at set, and with which specific alignments these are set, the & program then calculates the SCR''s.'.
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords ('Press RETURN for more information.',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)
READ (*,40) dummy CALL wrwords (&' However, instead of these semi-automatic or 
Sc automatic methods, an option exists for
Sc the user to completely define the SCR ' ' s themselves. To 
Sc do this, you first enter the number of the alignment that the 
Sc SCR''s will be choosen from (eg. if the alignment was the 
Sc 5th alignment in your input alignment file, you would enter 
Sc ' ' 5 ' ' ) . You then enter the starting & finishing positions 
Sc o f  the SCR''s (the numbering should be taken from the alignment 
Sc you have choosen. ) . ' , screenwr, screenwidth)CALL wrwords (' Calculating identical regions ;
Sc after the alignments to be looked at are choosen, regions & that are identical in all of these
Sc alignments are defined as SCR' 's. The minimum length that & a region can be is initially set at 3 residues. This was choosen 
Sc after careful consideration, but the user can change this if 
Sc they wish (although the range of values is set between 3 and 10) .
& Note that, the more sequences
Sc there are in an alignment, the less likelihood there is 
Sc of finding regions that are identical (very similar, yes.
Sc identical, no) . To try and reduce this effect, we limit 
Sc the number of sequences that we look at. If there are more 
Sc than this set number of sequences in an alignment, we pick 
Sc sequences to calculate the SCR' 's from at random. ',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)c ELSE IF (numinp.EQ.6)THEN GOTO 310 ENDIF
c get them to enter return when finished reading and then they go back to the c menu CALL wrwords ('Press RETURN when finished reading.',
Sc screenwr, screenwidth)READ (*,40) dummy GOTO 300c make a blank line so that everything is nice and legible 310 CONTINUEWRITE (6,40) ' ’END
SUBROUTINE rd„lcr (Icmum, start, end, alig„no, unit, numrows,&arr_x, ifail, offset)IMPLICIT nonecc INTEGER Icrnum, start, end, alig_no, unit INTEGER numrows, ifail, offset INTEGER width, x î :
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CHARACTER*!*) arr_x(*)READ (unit, iostat=ifail) Icrnum ‘iIF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 READ (unit,iostat=ifail) start IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 
READ (unit,iostat=ifail) endIF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 READ (unit,iostat-ifail) alig_no width-end-start+offset DO x=l,numrowsREAD (unit,iostat=ifail) arr_x(x)(offset:width) IF (ifail.NE.0) GOTO 8420 END DO 8420 CONTINUE END
I
SUBROUTINE wrwords (string, unit, screenwidth)IMPLICIT none sC
c this routine will write a string to unit of width, screenwidth c string should be just the length of the message or else lots of blanks may c get written, the width of the screen is set in screenwidth. 
c the string does need to have spaces in it separating words, c ie. this routine cannot be used for sequence output.C INTEGER screenwidth, strlen, pos, z, tmpwid, unit CHARACTER*(*) string 401 FORMAT (trl,a)
strlen=len (string) pos=l 415 CONTINUE
IF (strlen.LE.screenwidth)THEN WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:)ELSE
c
c find the end of a word and write up to that word iytmpwid=pos+screenwidth-l 417 continueIF (string(tmpwid:tmpwid).NE.' ')THEN
trrpwi d=tmpwi d-1 GOTO 417 ENDIF
i
WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:tmpwid) j|strlen=strlen-(tmpwid-pos+1) pos=tmpwid+l GOTO 415 ENDIF ENDc the old routine was this - the above will be fasterC tmpwid-screenwidth-1C 417 CONTINUE
C z=po8+tmpwidC IF (string(z:z).NE.' ')THENC tmpwi d= tmpwi d-1C GOTO 417 IC ENDIFC WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:z)
C strlen=strlen-tmpwidC pos=z+lC GOTO 415 WC ENDIFC to right this entire routine as a do routine: c pos=l I
c strlen=len(string) 1c DO WHILE (strlen.GT.screenwidth) 5c tmp=pos+screenwidth-lc DO WHILE (string(tmp:tmp.ME.' ') 1c tmp=tmp-l yc END DOc WRITE (unit,401) string(pos:tmp)
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c strlen=strlen-(tmp-pos+1)c pos=tnip+lc END DOC WRITE (unit,401) string{pos:}c END
SUBROUTINE wrarray (length, rows, tmpstr, ordera, array, name,&seq, unit, outwidth)IMPLICIT none
this routine can output sequences (either many or a single ) in the format of, numbering on 1 line and on the lines underneath, the sequences, rows is the number of rows in the array or 1 if just a single sequence to be outtedtmpstr is a string, at least the length of outwidth in which the datato be output is loaded - the data is names, space, sequenceordera contains the names of the sequences
name is the name of the sequence if only a single sequence to be outputarray contains the sequences seq is this single sequence
length is the length of the sequence strings to be outputted unit is the channel on which to output the data
CHARACTER*(*) array(*), ordera(*), tmpstr, name, seq CHARACTER*200 blankINTEGER length, tmp_length, rows, cntrl, cntr2, x, unit INTEGER outwidth, tmp_width, row, temp2, jmp INTEGER namlen data blank/'&
Sc
Sc
& ' /
if X is the length of ordera (in which are stored the names of the CHARACTERS) tmp„width=outwith~(x+1) - uses length of ordera+1 for the space in between the 2 strings.
FORMAT (trx+2, ) - 1 for non-printing 1st space & 1 for space in between the 2 stringstemp2=(cntr2-cntrl)+x+3
temp2 uses x+3 because; 1 space before the string, 1 space between the name and the sequence(s) & 1 for the maths of subtracting 1 number from another.
6301 FORMAT (a)
these FORMAT statements set
30 FORMAT (trl3,il)31 FORMAT (trl3,12)32 FORMAT (trl3,i3)33 FORMAT (trl3,14)34 FORMAT (trl3,i5)35 FORMAT (trl3,il,a,i2)36 FORMAT (trl3,il,a,13)37 FORMAT (trl3,12,a,12)38 FORMAT (trl3,12,a,13)39 FORMAT ( trl3,13, a, 13 )40 FORMAT (trl3,13, a, 14)41 FORMAT (trl3,14,a,14)42 FORMAT (trl3,14,a,15)43 FORMAT (trl3,15,a,15)
ensure that we know the value of the length of the input names so far, name should be the same length as ordera or smaller, but you never know if this may change in the future
x=LEN(name) namlen=LEN(ordera(1))
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AIF ( X . GT. nainl en ) naml en-x
c cntrl-1
cntr2=0tmp_width=outwidth-(namlen+1) tmp_length=length 
50 CONTINUEIF ( tmp_length.LT.tmp_width)THEN cntr2=cntr2+tmp_length ELSEcntr2=cntr2-ftmp_widthENDIF
G if the numbers would be too close together, just write the first number IF (cntr2-cntrl.LT.16)THEN 
IF (cntrl.LT.lO)THEN WRITE (unit,30) cntrl(cntrl.LT.100)THEN (unit,31) cntrl 
(cntrl.LT.1000)THEN (unit,32) cntrl 
(cntrl.LT.10000)THEN (unit,33) cntrl
ELSE IF WRITE ELSE IF WRITE ELSE IF WRITE ELSE WRITE ENDIF ELSE
(unit,34) cntrl
the length of the region in between is variablec writing both the numbers c10 CONTINUEIF (cntrl.LT.lO)THEN IF (cntr2.LT.100)THENWRITE (unit,35) cntrl,blank(1 ;cntr2-cntrl~2),cntr2 ELSEWRITE (unit,36) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntrl-3), cntr2 ENDIF
ELSE IF (cntrl.LT.100)THEN IF (cntr2.LT.10 0)THENWRITE (unit,37) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntrl-3),cntr2 ELSEWRITE (unit,38) cntrl,blank(1 ;cntr2-cntrl~4),cntr2 ENDIF
ELSE IF (cntrl.LT.1000)THEN IF (cntr2.LT.1000)THENWRITE (unit, 39) cntrl,blankd :cntr2-cntrl-5) , cntr2 ELSE
WRITE (unit, 40) cntrl,blankd :cntr2-cntr 1-6) , cntr2 ENDIF
ELSE IF (cntrl.LT.10000)THEN 
IF (cntr2.LT.10000)THENWRITE (unit,41) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntrl-7),cntr2 ELSE
WRITE (unit,42) cntrl,blank(1 :cntr2-cntrl“8),cntr2 ENDIF 
ELSEWRITE (unit, 43) cntrl, blankd:cntr2-cntrl-9) ,cntr2 ENDIF ENDIF
I
-
S 'id
I
I
1
I
c write the information c teitp2= (cntr2-cntrl) + (namlen+3 )IF (rows.EQ.1)THENtmpstr=' '//name//' '//seq(cntrl:cntr2)WRITE (unit,6301) tmpstr(1 :temp2)ELSE
DO row=l, rowstmpstr=' '//ordera(row)//' '//array(row){cntrl:cntr2)WRITE (unit,6301) tmpstr(1 :temp2)END DO
2 3 8
ENDIFWRITE (unit,fmt=■(/)') 
cntrl=cntrl+tmp„width tmp_length=tmp_length-tmp_width IF (tmp_length.GT.0) GOTO 50 END
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Appendix K The selection of alignments for each Loosely Conserved 
Region in eleven sequences of the serine protease family
240
AA Mix'n’Match alignment using sixty five inital alignments of eleven serine protease 
sequences, as listed in table 6.2, produces the output file ' p r i n t . m e'from  the 
Mix'n’MatchA program. The sixty five alignments are generated using the gap penalties 
as listed in table 3.2 and the scoring matrices listed in table 3.3 and shown in appendix 
C. The alignment programs used are ALIEN [283] and PILEUP [178]. The contents of 
the file ' p r i n t  .m e', showing the different possible alignments found for the nine 
Loosely Conserved Regions are shown below. The user choses a single alignment for 
each LCR and inputs it into the Mix'n'MatchB program which produces the final 
alignment.
■I
A
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region 1
LCR number: 1 from alignment number; > 1Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP QVSLNSGYHF CESEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLT TKFBO QVLL-HGEIAAF CPLHU QVSLRTRFGM MFCTBBO QVMLFRKSPQEL--LCNICHG QVSLQDKTGF---HFCNISGT MVRLSMG---------C dN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVNEENEGF CN2PKA QVAIYHYSSFQ CGGBSM.DATA2 bbbb.tttttTt.Btt C F .DATA2 bbbbbbt 11. .. .BBb G0R.DATA2 bbb.tTTTTTTT.TTT GOR2.DATA2 h b .ttTTttttt..tt GOR3.DATA2 bbbbttttthtb.Bbt
I
LCR number; 1 from alignment number; > 8Total number of gaps in LCR ; 3 6Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP  QVSLNSGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHH NLTTKFBO QVLL-HGEIAAF CPLHU QVSLRTRFGM HFCTBBO QVMLPRKSPQEL--LCNICHG QVSLQDKTGF HFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVNEENEGF CN2PKA  QVAIYHYSSFQCGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbbtttttttbttt CF .DATA2 bbbbbb,b .11, .BBb G0R.DATA2 ...htttttTTTTTTT GOR2.DATA2 hbhtttttttttbttt GOR3.DATA2 bbbbbt 11 thtbbb11 ?
1 r
':"AÏÎLCR number; 1 from alignment number; > 17Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP QVSLN SGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKM VSHHNLTTKFBO QVLL--HGEI— AAFCPLHU QVSLRTRFGMHF CTBBO QVMLFRKSPQ--ELLCNICHG QVSLQDKTGFHF CNISGT MVRLSMG C diN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLV-NEEN--EGFC 7;N2PKA QVAIY HYSSFQC #GGBSM.DATA2 bbbbtTtttt.ttttt dC F .DATA2 bbbbbbbbh.bbtbbbG O R .DATA2 bbb.tTTTtTTTTTTTGOR2.DATA2 h b .ttTTT.tTT.tttGOR3.DATA2 bbbbtttt.h .b .btt if
ILCR number; 1 from alignment number ;-- > 19Total number of gaps in LCR ; 3 6Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP QVSL--NSGYHF CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMV SHHNLTTKFBO QVLL-H GEIAAFCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFCTBBO QVMLFRK--S PQELLCNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRL--SMG------ CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVN EENEGPCN2PKA QVAI--YHYSSFQ— C yGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbttttTtttt.tt C F . DATA2 bbbbbB. . . . t . bbbb GOR.DATA2 bbb.tTtTTTTTTTTT G0R2.DATA2 h b .ttTtTTTtTtttt GOR3.DATA2 bbbbbtTTtt..bbtt
LCR number: 1 from alignment number:---> 21Total number of gaps in LCR ; 36Total number of identities in LCR ; 0 1Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods. dI
a
1NINTP QVSL— NSGYHF CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVIC dHPHB QAKMV SHHNLTTKFBO QVLL-H GEIAAFCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFC YTBBO QVMLFRK--SPQELLC 5NICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVN EENEGFCN2PKA QVAI--YHYSSFQ--CGGBSM.DATA2 bbbb.tttTtttt,ttC F .DATA2 bbbbbbtbb.t .bbbbG O R .DATA2 bbb.tTtTTTTTTTTTG0R2.DATA2 hb.ttTtTTTtTttttG0R3.DATA2 bbbb.tTTtt..bbtt
LCR number; 1 from alignment number:---- > 25Total number of gaps in LCR ; 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods. ;;1NINTP ---- QVSLNSGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMV SHHNLTTKFBO QVLL-H GEIAAFCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFCTBBO QVMLFRK--SPQELLCNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTC v.EXBO QALLVN EENEGFCN2PKA------------ QVAIYHYSSFQCGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbbtt.Tttttttt fC F . DATA2 bbbbbb. bb . t tbbbb ::îG0R.DATA2 ...htttttTTTTTTTGOR2.DATA2 hbhttttttTtT.ttt WGOR3.DATA2 bbbbbtttttt.bbtt
3
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LCR number: 1 from alignment number-:---- > 26 yTotal number of gaps in LCR ; 58 dTotal number of identities in LCR : 0 J.Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 18NINTP --QVSL--NSGYHF CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVI--CHPHB --QAKMV SHHNLTT 'ifKFBO — QVLL-H GEIAAFC ijPLHU --QVSLRTRFG MHFCTBBO --QVMLFRK--SPQELLC Ï?NICHG --QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRLSM--- G------- C , dN3EST --QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO --QALLVN--EENEGFCN2PKA --QVAI--YHYSSFQ--CGGBSM.DATA2 .,bbbb.tTTTt.ttttt C F ,DATA2 GOR.DATA2 GOR2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
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,bbbbbB.b.tt.bbbb : i.bbb.tTtTTTTTTTTT •hb.ttTtTTTtttttt .bbbbbtTTtt..bbtt ,s
- ,LCR number: 1 from alignment number:----> 27 r;Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6 dTotal number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs & >Struct. Pred. Methods,1NINTP ---- QVSLNSGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMV SHHNLTTKFBO QVLL-H GEIAAFCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFCTBBO QVMLFRK--SPQELLCNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFC 1NlSGT MVRL— SMG C ''N3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVN EENEGFCN2PKA--------------QVAIYHYSSFQC dGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbbt.tTttttttt dC F .DATA2 bbbbbBbb..t tbbbb G0R.DATA2 ...h .ttttTTTTTTTG0R2,DATA2 hbhttttttTtT.tttGOR3.DATA2 bbbbbtttttt.bbtt d1-
i
LCR number: 1 from alignment number:---- > 28Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 .'dNINTP QVSLN SGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHN LTT dKFBO QVLLHGEI AAFC ,1'PLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFC STBBO QVMLFRKSPQ--ELLCNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNlSGT MVRL SMGC 'N3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVNEE-N--EGFCN2PKA QVAIY HYSSFQC «,GGBSM.DATA2 bbbbttttTTTTbttt 1CF.DATA2 bbbbbbh.ttTBbbbb d,G O R .DATA2 bbb.TTTTTTTTTTTT &G0R2.DATA2 h b .ttTttTTTT.ttt H'GOR3.DATA2 bbbbttttt.TBbbtt
LCR number: 1 from alignment number:-----> 35 dTotal number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR Names of seqs &Struct. Pred, Methods.
1NINTP  QVSLNSGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMV SHHNLTTKFBO QVLLHGEI AAFCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFCTBBO QVMLFRKSPQ— ELLCNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRLS---------MGCN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVNEE-N--EGFCN2PKA  QVAIYHYSSFQCGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbbtttTttttttt CF.DATA2 bbbbbB.b.tt.bbbb GOR.DATA2 ...htttttTTTTTTT GOR2.DATA2 hbhttttttTTT.ttt G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbtttt.tbbbtt
LCR number: 1 from alignment number :-Total number of gaps in LCR ;Total number of identities in LCR ; Names of seqs &Struct. Pred, Methods.
1NINTP QVSLNSGYHF CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLTT----KFBO QVLL-H-GEIAA--FCPLHU QVSLRTRFGM HFCTBBO QVMLFRKS PQEL--LCNICHG QVSLQDKTGF HFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVN-EENEG--FCN2PKA QVAIYHYSSFQ CGGBSM.DATA2 bbbb.tttttTt.Btt CF.DATA2 bbbbbbtttb.b .Bbb G O R .DATA2 bbb.tTTTTTTT.TTT G0R2.DATA2 h b .ttTTTtttt..tt G0R3.DATA2 bbbbttttthhb.B .t
LCR number: 1 from alignment number:Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP  QVSLNSGYHF-CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLTT----KFBO QVLL-H-GEIAA--FCPLHU QVSLRTRFGM HFCTBBO QVMLFRKSPQEL— LCNICHG QVSLQDKTGF HFCNlSGT MVRLSMG---------CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVN-EENEG--FCN2PKA  QVAIYHYSSFQCGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbbtttttttB.tt C F .DATA2 bbbbbb,btbtbBBbb G0R.DATA2 ...htttttTTTTTTT G0R2,DATA2 hbhtttttttttBttt G0R3.DATA2 bbbbb tttt. .bBBtt
36
■ Id
LCR number: 1 from alignment number; >Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP QVSLNSGYHF----- CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLTT----KFBO QVLL-HGEIAAF CPLHU QVSLRTRFGM HFCTBBO QVMLFRKSPQEL--LCNICHG QVSLQDKTGF HFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVNEENEGF CN2PKA QVAI YHYSSFQ-CGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbttttttttTbtt C F .DATA2 bbbbbbtb..tbBBBb G0R.DATA2 bbb.tTTtTTTT.TTT GOR2.DATA2 h b .ttTTtttttBttt G0R3.DATA2 bbbbtttttht,BBbt
46
LCR number : 1 from alignment number :-Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP QVSLNSGYHF----- CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLT TKFBO QVLL-HGEIAAF CPLHU QVSLRTRFGM HFCTBBO QVMLFRKSPQEL--LCNICHG QVSLQDKTGF HFCNISGT MVRLSMG---------CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTCEXBO QALLVNEENEGF CN2PKA QVAI YHYS-SFQCGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbttttttttBbtt C F .DATA2 bbbbbbtb..t .BBBb GOR.DATA2 bbb.tTTtTTTT.TTT G0R2.DATA2 h b ,ttTTtttttBttt GOR3.DATA2 bbbbttttthtbBB.t
243
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LCR number: 1 from alignment number:---> 55Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP QVSL--NSG YHFCEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLT TKFBO QVLL-H-GEIAA--PCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFC diTBBO QVMLFRKSPQEL--LC djNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- C i*N3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTC dEXBO QALLVN-EENEG— FC dN2PKA QVAIYHYSS FQ-CGGBSM.DATA2 bbbbbttttTTttbttCF.DATA2 bbbbbbttt...BBbb dGOR.DATA2 bbb.tTTTTTTTTTTTGOR2.DATA2 h b .ttTTTtttt..tt yGOR3.DATA2 bbbbttttthhbBBbt
■-d;LCR number: 1 from alignment number:---> 56Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP QVSLNSGYHF-----CEZEC58 MAHLDIVTEKGLRVICHPHB QAKMVSHHNLT TKFBO QVLL-H-GEIA--AFCPLHU QVSLRTRFG MHFC dTBBO QVMLFRKSPQB— LLC KNICHG QVSLQDKTG FHFCNISGT MVRLSMG-------- CN3EST QISLQYRSGSSWAHTC dEXBO QALLVN-EENE--GFC ’N2PKA QVAIYHYSSFQ CGGBSM.DATA2 bbbb.ttttTT.,btt CP.DATA2 bbbbbbtttt..BbbbGOR.DATA2 bbb.tTTTTTT.TTTTGOR2.DATA2 h b .ttTTTttt.B .tt GOR3.DATA2 bbbbttttthh.B b .t
■t:
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region 2 Si
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:-> 1 'i'iTotal number of gaps in LCR ; 135Total number of identities in LCR ; 0 yNames of seqs & yiStruct. Pred. Methods.1 5 6 dNINTP Y ----- K-------SGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNN i:EZEC58------------------KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL--- H iSHPHB LFLNHSENA-TAKDIAPTLTLYVGKK QLVEIEKWLHPNYS-------- QV dKFBO I KPGVKITV----- VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASIN--KYSH idPLHU L----- EKSPRPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVBKIEMLDKIYIHPRYNWKE--NLDRNICHG  GVTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTIN---N----------- I;NISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRST------- KVLQAPGYNGT------ GK SN3EST V ----- DRELT---- FRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWN— TDDVAAGY .siEXBO L HQAKRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK--E--TYDF YN2PKA K----- N------ DNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSH YGGBSM.DATA2 hTTTtTtt..btthbbBbtt..thhttttttthhhbhb.bbtTttt.tth.HHHhhC P .DATA2 bBBTTTt.EBbbttBBBBBb..hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...httttTT...ThHttG OR.DATA2 h ....Tthbbbbt.bbbbbhHHHHHhHhhHHhhhhhhhhbbbbtttT.TTT.ThHHG0R2.DATA2 h B .TTTt.tbbbt.bBbb.ttttt.tthhhhHhhhhhhhbbbtTttTTTTtTT.hhG0R3.DATA2 b B .T .ttbbBbb.bbBBBbb.ttthhhhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbttttT.ttT. . . b
%
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 8Total number of gaps in LCR : 135Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP-------------------YKSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58------------------KGREITVILGAHDVRItAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL HHPHB LFLNHSENA-TAKDIAPTLTLYVGKK QLVEIEKWLHPNYS---------QVKFBO--------- I-- KPGVKITV----- VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYN--ASINKYSHPLHU---------L----- EKSPRPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRY--NWKENLDRNICHG---------------- GVTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTIN N -----------NlSGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRST--------KVLQAPGYNGT------ GKN3EST--------V---- DRELT----FRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWN--TDDVAAGYEXBO--------- L-- HQAKRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFV— K--ETYDFN2PKA  KNDNYEVWLGRHNLPENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 hTTTtTtt..btthbbBbtt..thhttttttthhhbhb.bbtTtttTT.hhHHHhh C F .DATA2 bBBTTTt.EBbbttBBBBBb..hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...htttt..tthhhHtt G O R .DATA2 h , . ..T .hbb. .t.bbbbbhHHHHHhHhhHHhhhhhhhhbbbbtt t . .TTTTThHH G0R2.DATA2 h B ,TTTt.tbtbt.bBbb.ttttt.tthhhhHhhhhhhhbbbtTttTTTTtTT.hh G0R3.DATA2 bB.T.ttbbBbb.bbBBBbb.ttthhhhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbtttTT.ttt. . .b
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LCR number; 2 from alignment number:---- > 17Total number of gaps in LCR ; 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP YK-------- SGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSYDSNT LNNEZEC58 KG-------- REITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL HHPHB LFLN HSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV--------KFBO IK-------- PGVKITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU LE-------- K--SPRPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFL EPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG GV-------- T--TS------ DVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNS---LTINNNISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDL------ QSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNGT----- GKN3EST VD-------- RELTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO LH-------- QAKRFTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEV- -EMTVKHSRFVKETYDFN2 PKA KN-------- DNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htTT..... thhhbbbbtttt..tttttthhhhh.b b .11111111HHhhhhhC F .DATA2 btBT Bttbbbbbbb.bbbb.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.tttttt.Hh.httGO R .DATA2 tt ........t ..bbbbbbBBBBB.hHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbtttttTtTTThHHG0R2.DATA2 tt.T. .. .TBth.bbbbb11 ttt 11hhhhHhhhhhhhbbbb11 tttTttttthh GOR3.DATA2 b b ,T ....B B .bbbbbbbbbtbttbhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbtttttt..b...b
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 19Total number of gaps in LCR : 13 5Total number o f  identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP --YKSG IQ VRLG-EDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58 K  GREIT VILGA-HDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-SAPNL HHPHB LFLNHSE-NATAKD---IAPTLTLYV--GKKQLVEIEKWLHPNY--------- SQVKFBO I KPGVKITV----- VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKY-SH-PLHU--------- L-EKSP--RPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHV-QEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPR— YNWKENLDRNICHG ----- G--VTTSD-VWAGEK-------- I-QKLKIAKVFKNSKYN— S— LTINNNISGT VSGSGNNTS ITA T G G W ------- DLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3EST V-DR-E LT--FRVWG-EHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWN— TDDVAAGYEXBO L  HQAKRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVK-HSR FVKETYDFN2 PKA KNDNYE--VW-------LG-RHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 hThtttTThbbttbbBBb.tttthtttTtttthhh.hhhbbtTttt...hhhhhhh C F .DATA2 b .btttTBBbbbtbBBBBBH.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.ttTt..h .thhhtt G O R .DATA2 httTTtttbbbb..BBBb.H .H ..b .HHHHHHhhhhhhhtabbbttT..TTTTThHh G0R2.DATA2 h.tTTttt.bbb..BBBb.httttttthhHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTtT.TTTtttt.h G0R3.DATA2 .Bttt....bbbbbBBBbbht 11 tbhhhhhhhhh.hhhbbbbbttt.T .tt.tbbb
a
33,:;:
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LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 21Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP ---YKSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY---------- DSNTLNNEZEC58 ---KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQII---------HESYNSAPNL-HHPHB LF------- LNHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV-----KFBO I KPGVKITV VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU L-EKSP--RPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRL------------FLEPTRKTBBO LLYPPMDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG -------- GVTTSDWVAGEKIQKLKI -AKVFKNSKY----------- NSLTINNNlSGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN-------------GTGKN3 EST V-DRELTFRWVGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWN-------- TDDVAAGYEXBO L HQAKRFTV RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVK-HSRFVK-ETYDFN2PKA ---KNDNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLS----- ADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 hTTttt..bbb.tthhb..ttttttbbb.thhb..ttt. C F .DATA2 b B .tTttBBBBB.tbbbb.h h .hhhhhhhhhhhhhtthh G O R .DATA2 h .tTtttbbbbbb...h ,hHhhHhh.hhhhhhhh.httH G0R2.DATA2 hBtTttt.bbbbt...hbhh..hhh.hhhhhhhh..tt. GOR3.DATA2 b B .ttttbbbbbbbb.bbhhttt.bbbhhhh..h..tt.
..Bttththhhhhhh ...Htttthhhthtt ...b.TTTttTthHH ..B.tTTTttttthh .bBbbTt....hh.b
I
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LCR number : 2 from alignment number:---- > 23Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP YKSG--------- IQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY---- DSNTLNNEZEC58 K-----GREITVI---LGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQXIHESYNSAPNL----HHPHB LFLN-HSENATAKDI APTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYS---------QVKFBO I KPGVKITV VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU LEKS--------- P--RPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRL FLEPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG ---------------- GVTTSDWVAGEKIQKLKI-AKVFKNSKY NSLTINNNlSGT VSGSGNNTSIT------ ATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQA PGYNGTGKN3EST VDRE---------LTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO L HQAKRFTV RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVK-HSRFVK-ETYDFN2 PKA KNDN---------YEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htttTtTTh.BbhHbbbb11 ttbbttttt thhhhh.b b .tttttt.thhhhhhh C F .DATA2 bttTTTTbBBBBbBBBBBbtbbbbbhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.tttTTtthht. tt GOR.DATA2 .ttT.TT.bbBBhh. . .bbBBBBbbhHHHHhhhhhhh.bbbtt tTTTttTThHh G0R2.DATA2 ,ttTTTTt.BBBhhb.h . .tt..tthhhhHhhhhhhh.bbbtttTTTttttthh GOR3.DATA2 .btttt.h .BBBbbBbbbbbbb.,bhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbtttTtbttt..bb
J'1-
1I
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LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 25Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of sags &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP YKSG--------- IQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58 KGRE--------- ITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-SAPNL HHPHB LFLNHSE-NATAKDI APTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYS-------- QVKFBO I KPGVKITV VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAI PYHSYNAS INKYSHPLHU L EKSP RPSSYKVILGAHQBVNLEPHVQEIEVSRL FLEPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG ---------------- GVTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKI - AKVFKNSKY NSLTINNNISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQS------- GAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNGT----GKN3 EST V  DRELT FRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO L HQAKRFTV RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVK-HSRFVK-ETYDFN2 PKA KNDN---------YEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 hTt.tTtthhb.hhbbbbtttt...ttttthhhhh..b .bttttttt.hhhhhh C F .DATA2 bttTTTt.BbBBbbBBBBbbbbbb,hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh..ttTTtt.h .htt G OR.DATA2 .tTT.T ..bbbBbbbbbbbbbBB..hHHHHhhhhhhh,bbbtttTTTTttThHh G0R2,DATA2 ,tTTTTt t tbbBbbbb, . .tttttthhhhHhhhhhhh.bbbtttTTTttttthh G0R3.DATA2 .btt.11bbbBBbbBbbbbbbb11bhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbb 111T111....bb
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 26Total number of gaps in LCR : 13 5Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of sags &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP --YK---------SGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY---- DSNTLNNEZEC58 KG----------- REITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-SA--PNL-HHPHB LFLN-HSENATAKDI-----APTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNY— SQV------KFBO I KPGVKITV VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKY-SH-PLHU LEKSP RPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHV-QEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPR--YNWKENLDRN1CHG ----G VTTSD-VWAGEK 1 -QKLKIAKVFKNSKYNS— L--TINNNISGT VSGSGNNTS ITAT G G W------- DLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3 EST VDR-E LT- -FRVWG-EHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDV- -AAGYEXBO L HQAKRFTV RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVK-HSR FVKETYDFN2 PKA KNDN-------- YEVW- -LGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 hthtttTT.hbtthbBBB...t t.tttttttthhh.hhhbbtTtttt.hhhhhhhh C F .DATA2 btbTTTTbBbbbtbBBBBBHhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.ttTt.thhtt.htt G OR.DATA2 ht tT.TThbbbbtbbbBb..H H ..b .HhHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbttT.TttTTTHHH G0R2.DATA2 httTtTT..bbbt.BbBbh.ttttttthhHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTtTTTttTTt..h G0R3.DATA2 .btT.tt .bbbb.bBBBBbh.tttbhhhhhhhhh.hhhbbbbbtttB. .btt. . .b
LCR number: 2 from alignment number; > 27Total number of gaps in LCR : 13 5Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP -----------YKSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNE2EC58 -----------KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-SAPNL HHPHB LFL-NHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKK QLVEIEKWLHPNY---------SQVKFBO I KPGVKITV----- VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYN--ASINKYSHPLHU -LEKSP— RPSSYKVIL— GAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEV-----SRL FLEPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRY--NWKENLDRNICHG -------- GVTTS D V W — AGEKI QKLKI-AKVFKN-----SKY NSLTINNN1SGT VSGSGNNTS ITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRST-------- KVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3 EST -VDRELTFRVWGEHNL- -NQNNGTEQYVGVQKIW-----HPYWN- -TDDVAAGYEXBO L HQAKRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVK-HSRF--VK-ETYDFN2 PKA------------------- KNDNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 httTttttbbbtthbbbBtt..thhttttttthhhbh.hbbttttt. C F .DATA2 BbbTtttbbbbbttBBBBBbtthhhhhhhhhhhhhhHhhhh.ttTT. G OR.DATA2 .htTH.,hbb.b .bbbbbbhHHHHHhhhhhHHhhhhHhhbBbbtTT. G0R2.DATA2 ..tTttthtb.bt .bbbbhttttt..,hhhHHhhhhhhhbbbttTT. G0R3.DATA2 b B .TtttbbbbbbbbbbBbbtttthhhhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbtTt.
hhhhhhh ...ht.tt TTttThHh Tttttthh t ....bbb
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 28Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP Y ---- KSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHP-----SY-- DSNTLNNEZEC58  KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL--HHPHB LFLN-HSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLH------------ PNYSQVKFBO I--------KPGVKITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAI PYHSYNAS INKYSHPLHU L---- EKSPRPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPT---RK------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG G---- VTT--- SDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTI------NN------NISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDL QSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNGT------- GKN3EST V--- DRELTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNT-- DDVAAGYEXBO L--------HQAKRFTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK- -ETYDFN2PKA K---- NDNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSA---DGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 hTTT.Tttthhtthbbbbt..tttttttt..tthbb.hhtttTttHHtthhhhh C F .DATA2 bBBT..t ..bbbbbBbbBb.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...hhHTtTT.tt.hhttGO R .DATA2 ......Ttth.tbbBBbbb.HHhHHHHhhhhhhhh. ..hbbt.tTTTTtTT.HHG0R2,DATA2 ,B ,T .TTtt.bbbbbbfob,ttt.thhhhhhhhhhhb...bbttTTTTTtttthh G0R3.DATA2 bB.T.Tttbbbbbbbbbbbb.ttthhhhhhhhhhbbbbbbb.ttTttttt.b .b
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LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 3 5Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP ------- YKSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHP---- SYDS-NTLNNEZEC58 ------- KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIH---- ESYNS-APNLHHPHB LFLN HSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV---------KFBO I--------KPGVKITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNAS INKYSHPLHU L-----EKSPRPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEV-SRLFLEPTRK-------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG------- G----- VTT---SDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKY-NSLTI---NN-------NISGT V— SGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQS— GAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNGT-------- GKN3EST V-----DRELTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKI-WHPYWNTDDVAAGY--EXBO L--------HQAKRFTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK- -ETYDFN2PKA--------------- KNDNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADG-KDYSH,T..t.Tth..bbbbbtt.tt.ttttt.hhhh.bbb.tttTttth.HhhHHHGGBSM.DATA2 h. C F .DATA2 b . GOR.DATA2 h . G0R2.DATA2 h . G0R3.DATA2 b .
...11 tbbbbbBbb.h h .hhhhhhhhhhhhhh..bt.tttttt.ht.tt .TTtt,.bbbbbbbb.HHH.hHHHhhhhhhhbbbbttt.tttT.TThHH .TTtt.bbbbbbb.ttttt.hhhHhhhhhhhbbbbt tttt 11TTTThhh .tttbbbbbbbbb...ttth.hhhhhhhhhbbbbbbt.bttttBthh..
LCR number: 2 from alignment number :---- > 36Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods,1 54NINTP -------- YKSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHP---- SYDSNTLNNEZEC58 -------- KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIH---- ESYNSAPNLHHPHB LFL------- NHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQ------ VKFBO I-------- KPGVKITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU--------- L-------- EKSPRPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----TBBO LLYPPWDIÎNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG------- G---------VTTSD------ VWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTINN-----NlSGT V -------- SGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNGT---- GKN3 EST V -------- DRELTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO L-------- HQAKRFTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK--ETYDFN2 PKA-----------------KNDNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 h ....... ttttthbbbb.ttttt.ttttthhhhhhhbbbtttttttt.hhHHhC F .DATA2 b ....... ttttbbbbbBb..bb.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.btt.ttt.h,httG O R .DATA2 h ....... Tttt.bbbbbbBBBb..hhHHHhhhhhhhbbbb.tttttTtTThHHG0R2.DATA2 h ....... Tttt.bbbbbhtt.11 thhhhhhhhhhhh.bbbttttttT tTThhhGOR3 . DATA2 b ......... t'. bbbbbbhbbb. t . hhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbbbttttttthh. b
LCR number: 2 from alignment number;---- > 37Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP YKSGIQVRLGEDNINW---------EGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY-----DSNTLNNEZEC5 8 KGRE I TV------------ILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHES YNSAPN- -LHHPHB LF------- LNHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNY------ SQVKFBO IKPG VKITV----- VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU LEK--SPRPSSYKVILG---------AHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFL--- EPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG GVT--TSD------ V W -------- AGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNS---LTINNNlSGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDL-------- QSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGY---- NGTGKN3EST VDRELTFRVWGEHNLN---------QNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO LHQA KRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK— ETYDFN2 PKA KNDNYEVWLGRHNLFEN---------ENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htt..t ...hbtth.bbEtTtTTt.ttttthhhhhhh.h b .tttth...hhhhh C F ,DATA2 bttTbbbbBBbb..bbbBB.,Tt .hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh..tttt. tt. t . ttGOR.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbBB. .bbhbh..... hhHHHhhhhhhhhhbb.ttttTTTtThHhG0R2.DATA2 tttt tbbbbbbb tbbb.b h .ttttthhhhHhhhhhhhh.bbtttttTTTttthh GOR3.DATA2 bbtt.bbbbbbbbbbbbbh..ttt..hhhhhhhhhh..bbbbbttttttt.b.b
LCR number; 2 from alignment number:---- > 39Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP YKSGI-------- QVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY---- DSNTLNNEZEC58 KGR----------- EITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL--HHPHB LFLN------ HSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNY------ SQVKFBO IKPGVK--------- ITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU LEKSP---------RPSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVS----- RLFLEPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG GVTTS-------- D------ VWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNS----- KYNSLTINNNlSGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDL------------ QSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNGTGKN3 EST VDREL---------TFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO LHQAKR-------- FTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK- -ETYDFN2 PKA KNDNY--------- EVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADPPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHBTThbbbbtttttt.ttttttthhhhhbb...tttttt.hhhhh .B.bbbbBb..bbhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhbbttttttt... tt ..HbbbbbbBBB.HhhhHHHhhhhhhhhhbBb.tttTTTtthHh B B H .bbbbhtttttthhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.tttttTtttthh BBHbbbbbbb,btthhhhhhhhhhhh..bbbbbttttttthbbb
GGBSM.DATA2 httttt. CF.DATA2 btttbT. G0R.DATA2 ttttbB. GOR2.DATA2 tttttT. GOR3.DATA2 bbtt.t.
I
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LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 44Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NINTP YKSGI--------- QVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58 KGRE I--------- TVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL HHPHB LF--LNHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV-----------KFBO IKPG VKITV----- VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASINKYSHPLHU LEK--SPR----------PSSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFL---EPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG GVT--TSD---------------- VWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNS---LTINNNISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN------------GTGKN3EST VDRELTFR-------- VWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO LHQA KRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK--ETYDFN2 PKA KNDNY-------- EVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htt.httt.h B .Hhbbbbtttt..tttttthhhhh...h.ttttth.hhhhhhh C F .DATA2 bttTbb.bBBBB.bBBbBbb..b .hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh..tt..tthht,tt G0R.DATA2 tttt. . .bbbBBHbbbbbb. . .bbhhhHHHhhhhhhh. .bb 1111.TTTTThHH G0R2.DATA2 tttttttt.BBBHbbbbb11 tttt thhhhhhhhhhhh.bbb11 tttTTtttthh G0R3,DATA2 bbtt.ttbbBBBHbbBbbbb.t .tbhhhhhhhhhhbbbfabb..ttt.tt. . . .b
I
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 45Total number of gaps in LCR : 113Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 54NlNTP YKSGI-------- QVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58 KGRE I-------- TVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL HHPHB LF--------------LNHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQVKFBO IKPGVK ITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAI PYHSYNAS INKYSHPLHU LEKSPRPSSY--------- KVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVS----- RLFLEPTRKTBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKENLDRNICHG GVTTSD----------------VWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNS----- KYNSLTINNNISGT VSGSGNNTS ITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYNG------------ TGKN3 EST VDRE L T F R W  VGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKI WHPYWNTDDVAAGYEXBO LHQAKR-------- FTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK- -ETYDFN2 PKA KNDNY---------EVWLGRHNLFENENTAQPFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htttttTT.B....bbbbttt.hhhttttt..b h .hhb.tttttt..hhhhhhhC F .DATA2 btttb.TBBB...BBBBBbt..hhhHhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhTTtttthh..ttGO R .DATA2 ttttbbTT.B ,..bbbbbbHhhHHHhhhhhhhhhhhh..bbtt,t .TttTThHhGOR2.DATA2 tttt.tTT.B...BBbb.htttt.thhhhhhhhhhhhh.bbttttttttttthhG0R3.DATA2 bbttb.T ,B B ,..Bbbb.h b .ttthhhhhhhb.hhhbb.b b .,ttt, ttt, bbb
LCR number: 2 from alignment number :---- > 46Total number of gaps in LCR : 135Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP YKSG IQV------RLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPS Y DSNTLNNEZEC58  KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL-HHPHB LFLNHSENA-TAKDIAPTLTLYV------GKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYS---------QVKFBO I KPGVKITV------VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAI PYHSYNAS--INKYSHPLHU LEKSPRPSSYKV ILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPT------ RK----TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNW--KENLDRNICHG GVTTS DV W A G E K ------- IQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTINN----NISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQS-------- GAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGY------NGTGKN3EST VD RELTFRV------WGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGY- -EXBO L HQAKRFTV------ RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK ETYDFN2 PKA KNDN YEV------WLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 httttttthbbb.HtbBBtt.tthhttTtttthhh.hhhbbtTttt.h t ..hhhhh C F .DATA2 b ..ttTTbbBbb..BBBBBB.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh1111hh11,.t .tt GO R .DATA2 .tTT.. .hbbbbh.BBBbbhHHH..HHHHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbtTTTT. TttThHH G0R2.DATA2 .tTTttt.tbbbhHBBBb.tttttttt.hHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTTTTT..ttTt.h G0R3.DATA2 bbtttttbbBbbHHBBBBbb.ttt.hhhhhhhhh.hhhbbbbhtTt..b ..ttttb
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 53Total number of gaps in LCR : 135Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods,1 56NINTP -----------YKSGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58 -----------KGREITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYNSAPNL HHPHB LFLNHSENA-TAKDIAPTLTLYV------GKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYS---------QVKFBO I----KPGVKITV-----VAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAI PYHSYNAS IN— KYSHPLHU LEKSPRPSSYKV ILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPT-------- RK—TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKE--NLDRNICHG GVTTS------DV----- W A G E K --------IQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTI--NN--NISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQS-------- GAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGY------ NGTGKN3 EST VD----RELTFRV-----WGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDV— AAGYEXBO L----HQAKRFTV----- RVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRFVK--E— TYDFN2PKA  KNDNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 httTtttthbfob.h .bBBtt.tthhttTtttthhh.hhhbbtTttt.hhhTThhhh C F .DATA2 bbb.tTTbbBbbTTBBBBBB.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhtttthh..TTthtt G OR.DATA2 htT....hbbbbt.bbbbbhHHH..HHHHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbtTTTTTTT.ThHH G0R2.DATA2 htTT 111.tBbbthbBBb.tttttttt.hHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTTTTTt tTTt.hh G0R3.DATA2 bB.ttttbbBbbhhbBBBbb.ttt.hhhhhhhhh.hhhbbbbhtTt..b .TT ...b
"I
:
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LCR number: 2 from---alignment number:--- > 55Total number of gaps in LCR : 179Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 60NINTP ------ YK-- S---- GIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFI-SASKSIVHPSY---- DSNTLNNEZEC58------------- KG-- R---- EITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKI-KVEKQIIHESYN----SAPNLHHPHB LFLNHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLV-----------EIEKWLHPNYSQV---------KFBO I KPGV KIT----- WAGEHNTEKPEPT- EQKRNVIRAI PYHSYNAS - - INKYSHPLHU -LEKSPRP-- S---- SYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEI-EVSRLPLEP------ TRK----TBBO LLYPPWDK-- NFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYN-W--KENLDRNICHG GVTTS------------ D V W A G E K ------- IQKL-KIAKVFKNSKYNSLTINN----NlSGT VSGSGNNT-- S ITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRST---------KVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3EST V  DRE L TFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYV-GVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGY—EXBO L HQAK RFT----- VRVGDRNTEQEEGN-EMAHEVEMTVKHSRF- -V- -KETYDFN2 PKA ------ KN-- D---- NYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFF-GVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 httTtttt....hBTT.bbBBbthhthhtttTTtthhHh.h h .bbtTttt.h.tthhhHHC P .DATA2 Bbb.tTtt...bBBB.tBBBBBBhhhhhhhhhhhhhhHhhhhhhhhttttbh.t.httttG OR,DATA2 h .T T ..tt...tbB.B .bbbbbHHHHHHhHhhHHHhhHhhhhhbbb.TTTTt.TTtThHHGOR2.DATA2 h.TTtttt...tBBBB.bBBbhtttttttt.hhHHhhHhhhhhbbbtTTTTtBtttT.hhGOR3.DATA2 bB.ttttt. . .bBBBBbbBBBbbhttthhhhhhhhhhHhhhhbbbbbtTtBbB.tt. . ..
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 55Total number of gaps in LCR : 13 5Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NlNTP-------- YK---- SGIQVRLGEDWINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY-----DSNTLNNEZEC58------  KG-----REITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-----SAPNLHHPHB LFLNHSE------ NATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV--------KFBO IKPGVK---------ITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASIN— KYSHPLHU LEKSPRP----SSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKE— NLDRNICHG-------  G-----VTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTINN-----------NISGT VSGSG------ NNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN-------GTGKN3EST VD RE----LTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWN--TDDVAAGYEXBO LHQAKR-------- FTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRF— VKE- -TYDFN2PKA-------- KN---- DNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htttt.t....thbbBB.tttthhttttttthhhb,.hbbttttthhhhT.hhHHC F .DATA2 b ..tTtT....ttBBBBBt.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...tttt.hHhTTt. ttGO R .DATA2 hhtT,tt....t .bbbbbb hHhHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbtttTtTTT.ThHHG0R2.DATA2 httTttt....ttbbbb.ttttttt.hhHHHhhhhhhhbbbttttTtTTTTT.hhG0R3.DATA2 bbttttt....tbbbbbbb.ttt,hhhhhhhhh.hhhbbbbbttt,,.tTT. . , b
II
LCR number: 2 from alignment number :---- > 58Total number of gaps in LCR : 135Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP ----- YKSGIQ---- VRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY-----DSNTLNNEZEC58 ----- KGRE IT---- VILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-----SAPNLHHPHB LFLNHSENATAKDI------- APTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYS---------QVKFBO I---- KPGVKIT----- WAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYKSYNASIN--KYSHPLHU--------- LEKSPRPSSYK---- VILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKE--NLDRNICHG G------ VTTSD-----V W A G E K --------IQKLKIAKVFKNS--KY--NSLTINNNISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQS-------- GAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3EST VD----RELTPR----- VWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNT---DDVAAGYEXBO L----HQAKRFT-----VRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRF--VKE--TYDFN2 PKA ----- KNDNYE---- VWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htTTtttthbbHHT..BB.tttt.httttttthhh.hhhbbtTttttHHht.hhhh C F ,DATA2 bbbTTtt.bBBB....BBBBhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh11 ttTHHhttt.tt GOR.DATA2 h.T..tttbbb.HB..bbbHHHH..hHhHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbttTTTTTT.ThHh G0R2.DATA2 h .TTTttttbBBHB..BbhtttttttthhHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTtTTTTTTtt. hh G0R3.DATA2 bBtTttt,bbBBHB, .BBbb.ttt.hhhhhhhhh.hhhbbbbbtttttt. tt. . bb y'f
LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 61Total number of gaps in LCR : 13 5Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NlNTP YK---------- SGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFISASKSIVHPSY DSNTLNNEZEC58 KGR------------EITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN---- SAPNLHHPHB L------ FLNHSENATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV--------KFBO IKPGVK--------- ITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNAS--INKYSHPLHU LEKSPRP-----SSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLPLEP------ TRK----TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNW"-KENLDRNICHG -------------------GVTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTINN----NISGT VSGSG-------- NNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3 EST VD RE---- LTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNTDDVAAGY—EXBO LHQAKR FTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRF- -V— KETYDFN2 PKA KN---------- DNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htTTT.T .... thbbBB.tttt..ttttttthhh.hhhbbtTttt.h.tthhhHHC F .DATA2 b t .TTT..... TTBBBBBt..b ..,,hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhttttbh,t ,httttG OR.DATA2 .ttT.b T ....... bbbbbBBBBBbhHhHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbTTTTt.TTtThHHGOR2.DATA2 .ttTttT.....t .bbbbbttttttt.hhHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTTTTtBtttT. hhG0R3.DATA2 .btTt.T .....t.bbbbbb.tttb..hhhhhhh,hhhbbbbbtTtbbB.tt....
iî
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LCR number: 2 from alignment number:---- > 62Total number of gaps in LCR : 135Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP YK------------ SGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFÎSASKSIVHPSY--- DSNTLNNEZEC58 KGR----------- EITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN-----SAPNLHHPHB LFLNHSE----- NATAKDI APTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYS--------- QVKFBO IKPGVK-------- ITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYHASIN--KYSHPLHU LEKSPRP------ SSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKE--NLDRNICHG -------------------GVTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNS--KY--NSLTINNNlSGT VSGSG-------- NNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAPGYN------ GTGKN3EST VD RE---- LTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWNT- -DDVAAGYEXBO LHQAKR-------- FTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRF--VKE--TYDFN2 PKA KN-----------DNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2 htttttT......hbbBB.tttt..ttttttthhh.hhhbbtTttttHHht.hhhhC F .DATA2 b t .tTT..... TTBBBBBt..b ....hhhhhhhhhhhhhhht 11 tTHHh111.ttGO R .DATA2 .ttT,b ...... t .bbbbbBBBBBbhHhHHHHhhhhhhhbbbbttTTTTTT.ThHhG0R2.DATA2 .ttTtt......t .bbbbbttttttt.hhHHHhhhhhhhbbbtTtTTTTTTtt. hhG0R3,DATA2 ,b,tt,t..... t.bbbbbb.tttb..hhhhhhh.hhhbbbbbtttttt.tt..bb
-3
from alignment number; >gaps in LCR : 13 5identities in LCR :
LCR number: 2 number;---- > 65Total number of Total number of Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 56NINTP ----- YK-----SGIQVRLGEDNINWEGNEQFI SASKS IVHPSY---- DSNTLNNEZEC58------------ KG-----REITVILGAHDVRKAESTQQKIKVEKQIIHESYN---- SAPNLHHPHB--------- LFLNHSE----- NATAKDIAPTLTLYVGKKQLVEIEKWLHPNYSQV---------KFBO IKPGVK----------ITWAGEHNTEKPEPTEQKRNVIRAIPYHSYNASIN--KYSHPLHU--------- LEKSPRP-----SSYKVILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK-----------TBBO LLYPPWDKNFTVDDLLVRIGKHSRTRYERKVEKISMLDKIYIHPRYNWKE--NLDRNICHG ------ G-----VTTSDVWAGEKIQKLKIAKVFKNSKYNSLTINN-----------NISGT VSGSGNNTSITATGGWDLQSGAAVKVRSTKVLQAP---------------GYNGTGKN3 EST VD RE LTFRVWGEHNLNQNNGTEQYVGVQKIWHPYWN- -TDDVAAGYEXBO LHQAKR--------- FTVRVGDRNTEQEEGNEMAHEVEMTVKHSRF— VKE— TYDFN2 PKA ----- KN-----DNYEVWLGRHNLFENENTAQFFGVTADFPHPGFNLSADGKDYSHGGBSM.DATA2.htttttt.....thbbBB.ttt thht ttttt thhhbhhhbbt ttt thhhhT thhHHC F .DATA2 b ..tTtT.,,,.ttBBBBBb..hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhtttt.h H .TTt.ttGOR.DATA2... hhtT.tt.....t .bbbbbhHHHHhhhhhHhhhhhhhhhbbbbtttTtTTT.ThHHG0R2.DATA2..httTttt.....t.bbbb.tttttttthhhhhhhhhhhhbbb.tttTtTTTTT.hhG0R3,DATA2 bbttttt..... bbbbbbb.ttt.hhhhhhhhh.hhh.bbbbttt..,tTT. . .b
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region
LCR number : 3 from alignment number:---- > 1Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NlNTP ASLDSRVASISLPT SCASAG--TQCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLPS PSDFIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAEV GRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTN-IFSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLPS PNYWADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLPS ASDDFAAGTTCVNISGT INQ----------PTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLPR AGTILANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELPT QEPELG--STCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTT.htttttttTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt...hhhhb.ttt.bB GOR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtthh.tbb..tttbbbb GOR2.DATA2 h h .tttbBBbB.tT...t ,bbbttttbbb GOR3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbbt.h .bbbbbbt tbbbB
LCR number: 3 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NlNTP ASLDSRVASISLPTSC A--SAGTQCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLPSPS DFIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAE VGRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTN-IFSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLPS PYWADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLPS ASDDFAAGTTCVNISGT INQ---------- PTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLPR AGTILANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELPTQE P--ELGSTCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTTthttt..ttTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbb tttt.hhhhb.ttt,bB G OR.DATA2 hhhtttbEBBBBtttt.b b .bbtttbbbb G0R2.DATA2 h h .tttbBBbB.tTtt..b .bbttttbbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbbt...bbbbbbttbbbB
I
250
' ' 5 , 1
LCR number: 3 from alignment number; >Total number of gaps in LCR : 69Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods,1 32NlNTP ASLDSRVASISLP TSCASAG--T-QCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLPSPSDFIHPGAM------ CWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSK-DY------ AEVGRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADR-DYTN— IFSKFGY-GYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLP----- SPNYWADRT-ECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDK-Q-TAAKLL-HAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLP SASDDFAAGT-TCVNISGT  INQPTL----KIATTTAYNQGTFT--N3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLP RAGTILANNS-PCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEK-DWAEATLMTQKT— GIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELP TQEPELG--S-TCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTT.t .ttttt.ttTTTtbb C P .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtTt.tB,hhh....t ...bBGOR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtT bt..tttbb.b b .GOR2.DATA2 h h .tttbbbbBbtTt.tbttt..httt..bbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbbBBBBb....hbbbbbbbb.b b .bbB
LCR number: 3 from alignment number :---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29ASLDSRVASISLP TSCASAG--TQCLVELTPAVNWPLP SPSDFIHPGAMCWVSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAEV GRVGYLELNSYVTPICIADRDYTNIFSKFGYGY-AVITDKVIPACLP SPNYWADRTECPlELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRASFSQTVSAVCLP SASDDFAAGTTCVIN----------QPTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTVTLNSYVQLGVLP RAGTILANNSPCYIRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIAKITDAVKVLELP TQEPELG--STCEtttt.bbbbbtTTTT.tttttttTTTtbb hhhhtbbbbbbbtt..thhhh..ttt.bB hhhtttbBBBBBtThhbtbb..tttbbbb h h .tttbBBbBttT..tt.bbbttttbbB bbbbbbBBBBBbb..htbbbbbbttbbbB
NINTP EZEC58 HPHB KFBO PLHU TBBO NICHG NISGT N3EST EXBO N2PKA GGBSM.DATA2 C F .DATA2 GO R .DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
LCR number: 3 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 58Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 31NINTP ASLDSRVASISLP TSCA--SAGT-QCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLP SPSDFIHPGA-MCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAE------ VGRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTN— IFSKFGY-GYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLP SPNYWADRT-ECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQ-TAAKLL-HAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLP SASDDFAAGT-TCVNISGT  INQPTL--- KIATTTAYNQGTFT- -N3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLP RAGTILANNS-PCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKT--GIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELP TQEP--ELGS-TCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTT.htttt.bttTTTtbb CF.DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtT..B.hhhbbbtt...bB G OR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtTHhbbbt.bbtttb.bb . GOR2.DATA2 hh.tttbbbbBbtT..bttt.bbttt..bbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbbBBBBb.hhhb.bbbbbbttb.bbB
LCR number: 3 from alignment number :---- >Total number of gaps in LCR ; 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NINTP ASLDSRVASISLP TSCA--SAGTQCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLP SPSDFIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAE VGRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTNIFSKFGYGY-PLHU AVITDKVIPACLP S PNYWADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLP SASDDFAAGTTCVNlSGT INQPTLKIATTTAYNQG----------TFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLP RAGTILANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2 PKA AKITDAVKVLELP TQEP--ELGSTCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttttbbbbbtTTTTtttttbbtTTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt.tthhhhhhttt.bB GOR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtT...t ..bbtttbbbb G0R2.DATA2 h h .tttbBBbBbtTttttt.bbttttbbB G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbb..ht.bbbbbtt.bbB
19
251
LCR number: 3 from alignment number; >Total number of gaps in LCR ; 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NINTP ASLDSRVASISLPTSCAS A — GTQCLE2EC58 VELTPAVNWPLPSPSDF IHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAEV GRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTNI-FSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLPSPNYV VADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNlCHG ASFSQTVSAVCLPSASDD FAAGTTCVNlSGT INQ----------PTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLPRAGTI LANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELPTQEPE L--GSTCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTTttt..HtttTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt..hhhhHb.ttt.bB GOR.DATA2 hhhtttbEBBBBtttt.tbbH.tttbbbb GOR2,DATA2 h h .tttbBBbB.tTtt.bbbHb.tttbbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbbtt.bbbbHbbttbbbB
37
LCR number: 3 from alignment number:---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR ;Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NlNTP ASLDSRVASISLPTSCAS A--GTQCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLPSPSD FIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAEV GRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPIClADRDYTNI-FSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLPSPNYV VADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLPSASDD FAAGTTCVNISGT INQ---------- PTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLPRAGTI LANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELPTQEPE L--GSTCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTTttt...tttTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt..hhhhHb.ttt.bB G0R.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtttt..bbh.tttbbbb G0R2.DATA2 h h .tttbBBbB.tTtt.bbb,b .tttbbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbbtt.bbbb.bbttbbbB
LCR number; 3 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred, Methods.1 29NINTP ASLDSRVASISLP TSCA--SAGTQCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLP SPSDFIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYA EVGRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTNI-FSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLP SPNYWADRTECPTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNlCHG ASFSQTVSAVCLP SASDDFAAGTTCVNISGT INQ----------PTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLP RAGTILANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELP TQEP— ELGSTCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTT.ttttt.ttTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt..thhhhbhttt.bB GOR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtThhbt.bbbtttbbbb G0R2.DATA2 hh.tttbBBbB.tT..tttbbbttttbbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbb. .htbbbbbb t tbbbB
44
LCR number: 3 from alignment number; >Total number of gaps in LCR : 3 6Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NINTP ASLDSRVASISLPT SCASAG--TQCLEZEC58 VELTPAVNWPLPS PSDFIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAEV GRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTN-IFSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLPS PNYWADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNICHG ASFSQTVSAVCLPS ASDDFAAGTTCVNlSGT IN----------QPTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLPR AGTILANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELPT QEPELG--STCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTT.htttttttTTtbb C F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt.,.hhhhb.ttt.bB GOR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtthh.tbb..tttbbbb G0R2.DATA2 hh.tttbBBbBttT...t .bbbttttbbb G0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbbt.h .bbbbbbttbbbB
55
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LCR number: 3 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 36Total number of identities in LCR ;Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1 29NINTP ASLDSRVASISLPT SCASAG— TQCLEZEC5 8 VELTPAVNWPLPS PSDFIHPGAMCWHPHB VSVNERVMPICLPSKDYAE VGRVGYKFBO LELNSYVTPICIADRDYTN-IFSKFGYGYPLHU AVITDKVIPACLPS PNYWADRTECFTBBO lELSDYIHPVCLPDKQTAAKLLHAGFKGRNlCHG ASFSQTVSAVCLPS ASDDFAAGTTCVNISGT IN-----------QPTLKIATTTAYNQGTFTN3EST VTLNSYVQLGVLPR AGTILANNSPCYEXBO IRFRRNVAPACLPEKDWAEATLMTQKTGIN2PKA AKITDAVKVLELPT QEPELG--STCEGGBSM.DATA2 tttt.bbbbbtTTTT.htttttttTTtbbC F .DATA2 hhhhtbbbbbbbtt...hhhhb..tt.bsGOR.DATA2 hhhtttbBBBBBtthh.tb...tttbbbbGOR2.DATA2 hh.tttbBBbBttT,..t ..bbttttbbbG0R3.DATA2 bbbbbbBBBBBbbt.h .bbbbbbt tbbbB 5"
.:s,.
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region
LCR number: 4 from alignment number :Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
203TSY--PDVLKC 3VRDPTSYTLRE -ANFKFTDHLKY — -GRSASILQY--E TQGT-FG-AGLLKENRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQV — — — — — — — — LQQ -GGSQQRYLLKLTR TNGQ-LA-QTL-QQRTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMSIE PGPDDFEFPDEIQCTTTTT.TTTttTtTtthhhh Tt.TT.TTTtTtt.ttbbbb ..TT.BBbbbb TTTTT.TTTTTTttt.bbbb tTtTT.TTTt.Tttbbbbbb
68
NlNTP 1NTK---EZEC58 KT---HPHB RN---KFBO KVFNR-PLHUTBBO ETtNICHG --R--NISGT ANRE--N3EST R---EXBO EK-N2PI-CA E---GGBSM.DATA2 TC F .DATA2G O R .DATA2 . . .TTG0R2.DATA2 TG0R3.DATA2 T
5
'IS
■I"I
55,
i
LCR number: 4 from alignment number;-Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NTK-SSGTSY PDVLKCEZEC58 KTGVRDPTSYT--LRE----HPHB R------- NANFKFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNR------ GRSASILQYPLHU --ETQ GTFGAGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNlCHG --R--------------- LQQNISGT ANRE------ GGSQQRYLLKN3EST LTRTN----- GQLAQTL-QQEXBO RTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMN2PKA SIE-PGPDDFE--FPDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTTT.tTTtt.hhhh CF.DATA2 Tt.TTTTTTTttthttbbbbGOR.DATA2 . . .T T ......TT. .bbbbbGOR2.DATA2 TTTTTTTTTTTTTthbbbbb G0R3.DATA2 tTt tTTTTTbtTtb.bbbbb
68
LCR number: 4 from alignment number ; -Total number of gaps in LCR ;Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NTK-SSGTS-Y PDVLKCEZEC58 KT------- GVRDPTSYTLREHPHB --RNAN FKFT-DHLKYKFBO K  VFNRGRS ASILQYPLHU --E-TQGT--FG--AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG — R---------------- LQQNISGT ANREGGSQQR YLLK-N3EST LTR-TNGQ— L AQTLQQEXBO R  THEKGRL SSTLKMN2PKA SIE-PGPDD-FEF-PDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTttTTTttTTTtthhhhC F .DATA2 TttTTTTtt.tHHHTtbbbbG O R .DATA2 ....TTTTTT BbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTTTTTTttT.Tt.bb.bG0R3.DATA2 tTTTTTTTtbtTb.bbbbbb
19
68
253
" 5I
I
LCR number; 4 from alignment number:---- > 21Total number of gaps in LCR : 68Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct, Pred. Methods,
1 20NINTP NTKS--SGTSY PDVLKCEZEC58 KT------- GVRDPTSYTLREHPHB RN-------ANFKPT-DHLKYKFBO K VFNRGRS ASILQYPLHU --ET--QGT-FG--AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNlCHG — R---------------- LQQNISGT ANREGGSQQR------YLLK-N3EST LTRT--NGQ-L AQTLQQEXBO R THEKGRL— -SSTLKMN2PKA SIEP--GPDDFEF-PDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTTtttTTTtthhhhC F .DATA2 Tt.T..TttttHHHTtbbbbGO R .DATA2 ...T ..TTTT BbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTTTTTTttTt.b b .bG0R3.DATA2 tTTTTTTTtbtTb.bbbbbb
N3EST  LTRTNGQL-AQTLQQEXBO R-~-THEKGRL— -SSTLKMN2PKA S---lEPGPDDFEFPDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TT ..TTTTTttTTTtthhhh C F .DATA2 TT ..T .ttTTTt.httbbbbGOR.DATA2   TTTT....BBbbbbG0R2,DATA2 TT ..TTTTTTTTTtt,b b .b G0R3.DATA2 TT ..TtTTTttT.tbbbbbb
LCR number: 4 from alignment number:----Total number of gaps in LCR : 6(Total number of identities in LCR ;Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NTKSS--GTSY PDVLKCEZEC5 8 KT------- GVRDPTSYTLRE
I
LCR number: 4 from alignment number:----> 26Total number of gaps in LCR : 68Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NT-K-SSGTSY PDVLKCEZEC58 KT-GVRDPTSYTL-RE----HPHB --KN ANFKF-TDHLKYKFBO K  VFNRGRS ASILQYPLHU---------------- ETQGTFGAGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG  R--- — —LQQNISGT ANRE GGSQ-QRYLLK-N3EST------------- LTRTNGQL-AQTLQQEXBO R THEKGRL SSTLKMN2PKA SI-E-PGPDDFEF-PDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTTtttttT.thhhh CF.DATA2 TTTT,tttTTthh.ttbbbbG O R . DATA2 ......TTTT.....bbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTT.TTTTTtTtThbbbbb G0R3.DATA2 TTTT.tTtTttttB.bbbbb
LCR number: 4 from alignment number:----> 27Total number of gaps in LCR : 68Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP N  TKSSGTSY--PDVLKCEZEC58 K  T GVRDPTSYTLREHPHB RN------- ANFKFTDHLKYKFBO K  VFNRGRS ASILQYPLHU---------------- ETQGTFGAGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG  R-- --- LQQNISGT ANREG GSQQRYLLK-TLlO T?cm ____T mramATOrAT rv/^ mr r\r> ,iy
:i3
HPHB RNANF------- KFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNRGRSA------ SILQYPLHU ETQ GTFG AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG R------------------LQQNISGT ANREGGSQQRY------ LLKN3EST LTR TNGQL AQTLQQEXBO RTHEKGRLS------ STLKMN2PKA SIEPGPDDFEF PDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTtTTTTTttt.TTtthhhh CF.DATA2 tttTtTTttb..HHttbbbbGOR. DATA2 . . . TTTT........ BbbbbGOR2.DATA2 TTTTTTTTttt.TTttbbbb G0R3.DATA2 tTTTTTTttbb.B .bbbbbb
254
LCR number: 4 from alignment number:-----> 44Total number of gaps in LCR Total number of identities in LCR Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NlNTP NTKSS— GTSY----PDVLKCEZEC5 8 KT-GVRDPTSY----T--LREHPHB RNANFKFT-------- DHLKYKFBO KVFNRGRSA------- SILQYPLHU ETQGTFG-A------- GLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG R------------------ LQQNISGT ANREGGSQQRY------- LLKN3EST LTRTNGQLA------- QTLQQEXBO RTHEKGRLS------- STLKMN2PKA SIEPGPDDFEF----PDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTtTTTtttt....TthhhhCF.DATA2 t t t T t t t t t t T t b b b bGO R . DATA2 . . . TTTT . B ....... BbbbbGOR2.DATA2 TTTTTTTttt....t .bbbbG0R3.DATA2 tTTtTttttbB...Bbbbbb
68 0
LCR number: 4 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 68Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NTK SSGTSY--PDVLKCEZEC58 KT------ GVRDPTSYTLREHPHB RN------- ANFKFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNR------ GRSASILQYPLHU ETQ------ GTFG-AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNlCHG R ------------------LQQNISGT ANRE------ GGSQQRYLLKN3EST LTR------ TNGQLAQTLQQEXBO RTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMN2PKA SIE PGPDDFEFPDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTT.TTTttTTTtthhhh CF.DATA2 tttTT.TTTTTtt.ttbbbbG OR. DATA2 . . . T T...... TT. BBbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTT.TTTTTTTt t .bbbb G0R3.DATA2 tTTTT.TTTttTttbbbbbb
j
LCR number: 4 from alignment number : --Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 2 0NINTP NTK-SSGTSY PDVLKCEZEC58 KTGVRDPTSYT— LRE----HPHB RN ANF— KFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNR------ GRSASILQYPLHU --ETQ GTFGAGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG --R--------------- LQQNISGT ANRE------ GGSQQRYLLKN3EST LTRTN GQLAQTL-QQEXBO RTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMN2PKA SIE-PGPDDFE--FPDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTtt.tTTtt.hhhh CF.DATA2 Tt.TTTTTTHttthttbbbbG O R . DATA2 . . . T T ...... TT. .bbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTTTTTTTTTTthbbbbb G0R3.DATA2 tTttTTTTTbtTtb.bbbbb
68
LCR number: 4 from alignment number:-Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NlNTP NTKSS GTSY--PDVLKCEZEC58 KTGVR DPT SYTLREHPHB R------- NANFKFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNR------ GRSASILQYPLHU E------ TQGTFG-AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG R------------------LQQNISGT ANRE------ GGSQQRYLLKN3EST L------ TRTNGQLAQTLQQEXBO RTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMN2PKA SIEPG PDDFEFPDEÏQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTttTTTtthhhh C F .DATA2 tTTTT...tTTt,.ttbbbbGOR . DATA2 . . . T T ...... TT. BBbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTT.GOR3.DATA2 tTttT. TTTTTTtt.bbbb TTttTttbbbbbb
255
—
LCR number: 4 from alignment number : -Total number of gaps in LCR Total number of identities in LCR Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NTKSS GT--SYPDVLKCEZEC58 KTGVR DPTSY TLREHPHB RNAN------- FKFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNR------ GRSASILQYPLHU --ETQ GTFG--AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG — R--------------- LQQNISGT ANREG------ GSQQRYLLKN3EST LTRTN GQL AQTLQQEXBO RTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMN2PKA SIEPG PDDFEFPDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTtTT...TTTTtTtthhhh CF.DATA2 TttTT...Ttttt.ttbbbbGO R . DATA2 . . . T T  TT. BBbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTT...TTTTT..bbbbb G0R3,DATA2 tTttT.,.TtTT,bbbbbbb
LCR number: 4 from alignment number;Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1 20NINTP NTKSSGT SYPDVLKCEZECS8 KTGVRDPT------ SYTLREHPHB RNAN------- FKFTDHLKYKFBO KVFNR------ GRSASILQYPLHU ETQ GTE G -AGLLKETBBO NRRETWTTSVAEVQPSVLQVNICHG R ------------------LQQNISGT ANREG------ GSQQRYLLKN3EST LTR TNG QLAQTLQQEXBO RTHEK------ GRLSSTLKMN2PKA SIEPGPDDF EFPDEIQCGGBSM.DATA2 TTtTTTTTT..TTTtthhhh C F .DATA2 tttTTTTTT..tt.ttbbbbGOR.DATA2 . . .T T  TT. BBbbbbG0R2.DATA2 TTTTTTTTT..TTtt.bbbb G0R3.DATA2 tTttTTTTT,,Tt .bbbbbb
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region
LCR number: 5 from alignment number :---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP KSA— YPGQITSNMEZEC58 VDYGYYEYKFQ---HPHB IRH-YEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI--RITDNMNICHG KKY— WGTKIKDAMNISGT RS-AYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF--TITPNMN2PKA ADA--HPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hht.htTtbbtttt C F .DATA2 tttt.bTt.b ..hb G OR.DATA2 tTTTTTTTtbtt.t G0R2.DATA2 ttTTtTtTttttbb G0R3.DATA2 bb.tttt.bbbbbb
LCR number: 5 from alignment number:---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP KSA--YPGQITSNMEZEC5 8 VD YGYYEYKFQHPHB IRH-YEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRST--KFSIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KAST--RIRITDNMNICHG KKY--WGTKIKDAMNISGT RSA-YGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSS--SFTITPNMN2PKA ADA--HPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hht.tTttb.ttt.C F .DATA2 tttTTttbb.h ..b G0R.DATA2 tTTTTTTTttttb.GOR2.DATA2 ttTTTTttttttbb G0R3.DATA2 bbttTtttt.bbbb
1
Ï'
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LCR number: 5 from alignment number:---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP K--SAYPGQITSNMEZEC58 V--D-YGYYEYKFQHPHB IRHYE-GSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI--RITDNMNlCHG KKY--WGTKIKDAMNISGT -RSAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF--TITPNMN2 PKA A — DAHPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hhthhtTtb.ttt.C F .DATA2 GO R .DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
tTTttbTtb.h..b TTTTTTTTttttb. ttTTtTtTttttbb .b.tt.ttt.bbbb
I«
LCR number : 5 from alignment number :---- >Total number of gaps in LCR ; 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP K-SAY-PGQITSNMEZEC58 VDYGYYEYKFQ- —HPHB IR-HYEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRÏ--RITDNMNICHG KKY-W-GTKIKDAMNlSGT -RSAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF--TITPNMN2PKA A-DAH-PDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 h h .tt.TtbbttttC F . DATA2 G OR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
LCR number :
ttt..bTt.b..hb TTTTTTTTtbtt.t ttTTtTtTttttbb .bttttt.bbbbbb
5 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs Sc Struct. Pred. Methods.1NlNTP K--SAYPGQITSNMEZEC5 8 VDYGYYEYKFQ---HPHB IRHYE-GSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI--RITDNMNICHG KKY--WGTKIKDAMNISGT -RSAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF--TITPNMN2PKA A--DAHPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hhtthtTtbbtttt CF.DATA2 tttttbTt.b..hb G OR.DATA2 TTTTTTTTtbtt.t GOR2.DATA2 ttTTtTtTttttbb G0R3.DATA2 .bbtttt.bbbbbb
„si.:
a
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LCR number: 5 from alignment number :Total number of gaps in LCR ;Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP -KSAY-PGQITSNM-EZEC58 VDYGY--YE--YKFQHPHB IR-HYEGSTVPEHT-KFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHM-PLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTE-TBBO KASTRI--RITDNM-NICHG KKY-W-GTKIKDAM-NISGT -RSAY-GNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSM-EXBO KLSSSF— TITPNM-N2PKA -ADAH-PDKVTESM-GGBSM.DATA2 hh.tt.Tt..ttt..CF.DATA2 ttt..bTt..h.hb.G OR.DATA2 TTTTTTTTT.ttt..GOR2.DATA2 ttTTtTtTtttt.b .G0R3.DATA2 bbttt.tt..bbbb.
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LCR number : 5 from alignment number:---- > 37Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number o f  identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NlNTP KSAYP--GQITSNMEZEC58 VDYGYYEYKF QHPHB IR-HYEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHHPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI--RITDNMNlCHG KKYWGT--KIKDAMNISGT R-SAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF--TITPNMN2PKA ADAHP--DKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hh .tt,Ttbbttt.CF.DATA2 ttt.tbTT.bh.hb G O R .DATA2 tTTTTTTTtbtt..GOR2.DATA2 ttTTttTTttttbb GGR3.DATA2 b b .tttTtbbbbbb
LCR number; 5 from alignment number:---- > 44Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP KSA--YPGQITSNMEZEC58 VD YGYYEYKFQHPHB IR-HYEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI— RITDNMNICHG KKYWGT--KIKDAMNISGT R-SAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF— TITPNMN2PKA ADA--HPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hhtt.tTtb.ttt.CF.DATA2 ttTttbTtb.h..b G0R.DATA2 tTTTTTTTttttb.G0R2.DATA2 ttTTttTTttttbb G0R3.DATA2 bbtttbttt.bbbb
LCR number: 5 from alignment number :---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP KSAY--PGQITSNMEZEC58 VDYGYYEYKFQ---HPHB IRH-YEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKP--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI--RITDNMNICHG KKY--WGTKIKDAMNISGT RS-AYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF— TITPNMN2PKA ADAH--PDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hhtthtTtbbtttt C F .DATA2 tttt.bTt.b ..hb GO R .DATA2 tTTTTTTTtbtt.t GOR2.DATA2 ttTTtTtTttttbb GOR3.DATA2 b b .tttt.bbbbbb
LCR number: 5 from alignment number:---- > 55Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP KSA--YPGQITSNMEZEC58 VDYGYYEYKFQ---HPHB IRH-YEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETBBO KASTRI--RITDNMNlCHG KKY--WGTKIKDAMNISGT -RSAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF— TITPNMN2PKA ADA— HPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hht.htTtbbttttC F .DATA2 GO R .DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
tttt.bTt.b . .hb TTTTTTTTtbtt. t ttTTtTtTttttbb .bbtttt.bbbbbb
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LCR number; 5 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 17Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP KSA--YPGQITSNMEZEC58 VDYGYYEYKFQ---HPHB IR-HYEGSTVPEHTKFBO LRSTKF--SIYSHMPLHU NRYEFLNGRVQSTETEBO KASTRI— RITDNMNlCHG KK--YWGTKIKDAMNISGT -RSAYGNELVANEEN3EST SSSSYWGSTVKNSMEXBO KLSSSF--TITPNMN2 PKA ADA— HPDKVTESMGGBSM.DATA2 hhtthtTtbbtttt C F .DATA2 ttt..bTt.b..hb GOR.DATA2 TTTTTTTTtbtt.t G0R2.DATA2 ttTTtTtTttttbb G0R3.DATA2 .bbtttt.bbbbbb
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region
LCR number: 6 from alignment number; > 1Total number of gaps in LCR : 32Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1YLEGGK DSC SPTTLRAAFM SKYQEDTCYHEGGK DSCHLAGGT DSCYKPGEGKRGDAC--ASGV SSCYPDTGGV— DTCG-DGVR SGCYDTQPE DACYLPGGK DTCTTTTTTTTTt tT b.TTtthHHttt T.TTTT.T.ttt tTTTTT,TTbbb .tTTTt.BBbBB
NlNTP EZEC58 HPHB KFBO PLHU TBBO NlCHG NISGT N3EST EXBO N2PKA GGBSM.DATA2 C F .DATA2 G0R.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
LCR number: 6 from alignment number : -Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR ; Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP YLEGGK DSCEZEC5 8  SPTTLRAAFHPHB M  SKYQEDTCKFBO YHEGGK DSCPLHU HLAGGT DSCTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASGV SSCNISGT YPDTGG— VDTCN3EST G-DGVR SGCEXBO YDTQPE DACN2PKA YLPGGK DTCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTTTttT CF.DATA2 b.TTttHHhttt G0R.DATA2 T.TTTTTTBttt G0R2.DATA2 tTTTTTTT.bbb G0R3.DATA2 .tTTTtTBBbBB
LCR number: 6 from alignment number:Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1YLEGGK DSCSPTTLR AAFM SKYQEDTCYHEGGK DSCHLAGGT DSCYKPGEGKRGDAC— ASGV---SSCYPDTGG— VDTCG-DGVR SGCYDTQPE DACYLPGGK DTCTTTTTt..TttT btTttt...ttt T.TTTT...ttt tTTTTt..Tbbb ttTTtt..BbBB
NINTPEZEC58HPHBKFBOPLHUTBBONlCHGNISGTN3ESTEXBON2PKAGGBSM.DATA2 C F .DATA2 G0R.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
I
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LCR number: 6 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 32Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP YLEGGKDS CEZEC58 S-PTTLRAAF—HPHB ---MSKYQEDTCKFBO YHEG-GK--DSCPLHU HLAGGTDS CTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASGVSS CNISGT YPDTG— GVDTCN3EST --GDGVRSG— CEXBO YDTQ-PE— DACN2PKA YLPGGKDT CGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTtttTTTT CF.DATA2 B.Tttttt.htT GOR.DATA2 T .TTTTt t , .11 G0R2.DATA2 tTTTTTtbbbbb GOR3.DATA2 ttTTTtbBBbBB
LCR number; 6 Total number of Total number of Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods. 1
from alignment number:---- >gaps in LCR : 32identities in LCR :
21
NINTPEZEC58HPHBKFBOPLHUTBBONlCHGNISGTN3ESTEXBON2PKAGGBSM.DATA2 C F .DATA2 GOR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
YLEGGK DSCS —  PTTLRA-AF MSKYQEDTCYHEGGK DSCHLAGGT DSCYKPGEGKRGDAC--ASGV SSCYPDTGGV— DTCG-DGVR SGCYDTQPE DACYLPGGK DTCTTTTTTTTTT tT b.TttthHHttt T.TTTT.T.ttt tTTTTt.TTbbb ttTTTt.BBbBB
LCR number; 6 from alignment number :---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 32Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP YLEGGK----DSCEZEC58 SPTTLR--- AAFHPHB  MSKYQEDTCKFBO YHEGGK--- DSCPLHU HLAGGT----DSCTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASGV----SSCNISGT YPDTGG--VDTCN3EST G-DGVR----SGCEXBO YDTQPE----DACN2 PKA YLPGGK--- DTCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTt.C F .DATA2 G0R.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
btTttt. T .TTTT. tTTTTt. ttTttt.
.TttT . . ttt . . ttt .Tbbb .BbBB
LCR number; 6 from alignment number:---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 43Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NlNTP -YLEGG KDSCEZEC58 -SPTTL RAAPHPHB MSKYQE DTCKFBO -YHEG-GK--DSCPLHU --HLAGGTDS--CTBBO -YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG ---- ASGVSS— CNISGT -YPDTGGV--DTCN3EST ----GDGVRSG-CEXBO -YDTQ-PE--DACN2PKA -YLPGG KDTCGGBSM.DATA2 .TTTTTTTTtTTTCF.DATA2 .bttttTtTTtttGO R .DATA2 .TTTTTTTTtt.tG0R2.DATA2 .tTTTTTT.bbbbG0R3.DATA2 .ttTttTtBbbBB
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I
LCR number: 6 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR ; 32Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP YLEGGK DSCEZEC58 SPTTLR AAFHPHB M  SKYQEDTCKFBO YHEGGK DSCPLHU HLAGGT DSCTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASGV SSCNISGT YPDTGG— VDTCN3EST GD-GVR SGCEXBO YDTQPE DACN2PKA YLPGGK DTCTttT . ttt .ttt Tbbb BbBB
37
GGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTt CF.DATA2 btTttt G0R.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
TTTTTT. tTTTTt. ttTTtt.
LCR number: 6 from alignment number : -Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP YLEGGK DSCEZEC58 SPTTLR AAFHPHB M— -SKYQEDTCKFBO YHEGGK DSCPLHU HLAGGT DSCTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASGV SSCNISGT YPDTGGV--DTCN3EST GD-GVR SGCEXBO YDTQPE DACN2PKA YLPGGK DTCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTtT..ttT
32
C F .DATA2 G OR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
btTttt...ttt TTTTTTT..ttt tTTTTtT..bbb ttTTttT..bBB
LCR number: 5 from alignment number; > 44Total number of gaps in LCR ; 32Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP YLEGGK DSCEZEC58 SPTTLR AAFHPHB MS KYQEDTCKFBO YHEGGK DSCPLHU HLAGGT DSCTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASGV SSCNISGT YPDTGGV--DTCN3EST GD-GVR SGCEXBO YDTQPE DACN2PKA YLPGGK DTCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTtT..ttTC F .DATA2 G OR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
btTttt...ttt TTTTTTT..ttt tTTTTtT..bbb ttTTttT..bBB
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LCR number; 6 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 32Total number of identities in LCR ;Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP YLEGG--KDS-CEZEC58 S-PTT--LRAAFHPHB M SKYQEDTCKFBO YHEGG KDSCPLHU HLAGG--TDS-CTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASG--VSS-CNISGT YPDTGGV— DTCN3EST --GDG— VRSGCEXBO YDTQP EDACN2PKA YLPGG--KDT-CGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTTTtttTT CF.DATA2 b.TTt..ttttt G0R.DATA2 T.TTTTTTtttt G0R2.DATA2 tTTTTTTTtbbb G0R3.DATA2 .tTTTTT.bbBB
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LCR number: 6 from alignment number;---Total number of gaps in LCR : 32Total number of identities in LCR ;Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NlNTP YLEGG KDSCEZEC58 SPTTL RAAPHPHB M SKYQEDTCKFBO YHEGG KDSCPLHU HLAGG TDSCTBBO YKPGEGKRGDACNlCHG --ASG VSSCNISGT YPDTGG— VDTCN3EST G-DGV RSGCEXBO YDTQP EDACN2PKA YLPGG KDTCGGBSM.DATA2 TTTTTT..tttT CF.DATA2 btTtt...tttt G0R.DATA2 T.TTTT..tttt GOR2.DATA2 tTTTTT..tbbb G0R3.DATA2 t tTTtT. .tbBB
These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region
LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- > 1Total number of gaps in LCR : 2 9Total number of identities in LCR ; 0Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1c SGKL—CAG------ VAVHDLEENTWYA TE— VEGTSFL CFE--KDKYIL MKSPYNNRWYQ CKK--NGAWTL RKDN-ADEWIQ CLV--NGQYAV TR— FKDTYFVC NGMW—bhhHTtTtbBB b b .HhttbBBB b b ..btttbBB BbtTbttttbB BbbTttttbbB
NlNTPEZEC58HPHBKFBOPLHUTBBONlCHGNISGTN3ESTEXBON2PKAGGBSM.DATA2 C F .DATA2 G OR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
LCR number: 7 from alignment number :Total number of gaps in LCR ;Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NlNTP --CSGK LEZEC5 8 --CAGV AHPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE— VEGTSFLPLHU --CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG — CKKNGAWTLNISGT RK-DNADEWIQN3EST — CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR— FKDTYFVN2PKA — CNGM WGGBSM.DATA2 ..b .ttTtbBb C F .DATA2 HHBbb.TbBBB G OR.DATA2 BBbb.11 tbBb G0R2.DATA2 Bbbbt ttt.bb G0R3.DATA2 BBBbbtt.bbb
LCR number: 7 from alignment number; >Total number of gaps in LCR ; 29Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods,1NINTP --C--SGKL—EZEC5 8 — C AGVAHPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE--VEGTSFLPLHU — CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG --CKKNGAWTLNISGT RK-DNADEWIQN3 EST --CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR--FKDTYFVN2PKA — C — NGMW—GGBSM.DATA2 ..bhttTtbBB CP.DATA2 HHB.httbBBB GOR.DATA2 BBb.btttbBB GOR2.DATA2 Bbb..ttt.bB G0R3.DATA2 BBB..tt.bbB
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LCR number; 7 from alignment number:-Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP — C— SGKL—EZEC58 C------- AGVAHPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE““VEGTSFLPLHU --CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG — CKKNGAWTLNISGT RK-DNADEWIQN3EST --CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR--FKDTYFVN2PKA —  C--NGMW—GGBSM.DATA2 b .bhttTtbBB
29 21
C F .DATA2 GOR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
hHB.httbBBB BBb.btttbBB Bbb..ttt.bB BBB..tt.bbB
LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 2 9Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP --C SGKLEZEC58 C-------AGVAHPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE— VEGTSFLPLHU --CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG --CKKNGAWTLNISGT RK-DNADEWIQN3EST — CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR— FKDTYFVN2PKA — C NGMWGGBSM.DATA2 b.bhttTtbbbC F .DATA2 GO R .DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
LCR number:
hHB.h .TbbBB BBb.btttbbb Bbb...tt.bb BBB..tt.bbb
7 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 2 9Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NlNTP CSGK------- LEZEC58 CAGV------- AHPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE— VEGTSFLPLHU --CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG — CKKNGAWTLNISGT RKD-NADEWIQN3EST --CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR--FKDTYFVN2 PKA CNGM------- WGGBSM.DATA2 btbtttTtbBbC F .DATA2 GOR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
..bbh.TbBBB bbbbbtttbBb Bb....tt.bb Bbbb. tt. bbb
LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- :Total number of gaps in LCR : 29Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP --C--SGK--LEZEC58 --C— AGV— AHPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE— VEGTSFLPLHU — CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG --CKKNGAWTLNISGT RK-DNADEWIQN3EST --CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR— FKDTYFVN2PKA — C--NGM— WGGBSM.DATA2 ..bhttttbBb CF.DATA2 HHB.httbBBB G0R.DATA2 BBb.btttbBb GOR2.DATA2 Bbb..ttt.bb G0R3.DATA2 BBB..tt.bbb
I
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LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- > 44Total number of gaps in LCR : 2 9Total number of identities in LCR : 0Names of seqs &Pred. 1 Methods.CSG------ KLCAG------ VAVHDLEENTWYA TE--VEGTSFL CF— EKDKYIL MKSPYNNRWYQ CK— KNGAWTL RKD-NADEWIQ CL— VNGQYAV TR--FKDTYFV CNG------ MW
Struct.
NINTP EZEC58 HPHB KFBO PLHU TBBO NlCHG NISGT N3EST EXBO N2PKAGGBSM.DATA2 btt.ttTtbbb C F .DATA2 bb..h .TbBBB G0R.DATA2 bbt.btttbbb GOR2.DATA2 Bbt...tt.bb G0R3.DATA2 Bbb..tt.bbb
LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 2 9Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1CSG--K---- LCAG------ VAVHDLEENTWYA TE— VEGTSFL CFE— KDKYIL MKSPYNNRWYQ CKK--NGAWTL RKDN-ADEWIQ CLV--NGQYAV TR— FKDTYFVCNG--M----WbttHTtTtbBb bbbHh.TbBBB bbt.btttbBb BbtTbttt.bb BbbTttt.bbb
48
NINTP EZEC58 HPHB KFBO PLHU TBBO NlCHG NISGT N3EST EXBO N2PKA GGBSM.DATA2 C F .DATA2 G O R .DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
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LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 29Total number of identities in LCR :Names of Seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP --C--SGKL—EZEC58 --CAGVA----HPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE--VEGTSFLPLHU — CFEKDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNICHG --CKKNGAWTLNISGT RK-DNADEWIQN3EST --CLVNGQYAVEXBO TR--FKDTYFVN2PKA --C--NGMW--GGBSM.DATA2 ..bhttttbBB C F .DATA2 HHBb.ttbBBB GOR.DATA2 BBbbbtttbBB G0R2.DATA2 Bbbbb.11 tbB GOR3.DATA2 BBBbbtttbbB
LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 29Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1CSG--K LCAG— VA----VHDLEENTWYA TE--VEGTSFL CFE— KDKYIL MKSPYNNRWYQ CKK— NGAWTL RKDN-ADEWIQ CLV--NGQYAV TR--FKDTYFVCNG— M----WbttHTtttbBb bbbHh.tbBBB bbt.btttbBb BbtTbttt.bb BbbTttt.bbb
NlNTP EZEC58 HPHB KFBO PLHU TBBO NlCHG NISGT N3EST EXBO N2PKA GGBSM.DATA2 C P .DATA2 G OR.DATA2 G0R2.DATA2 G0R3.DATA2
;
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LCR number: 7 from alignment number:---- ;Total number of gaps in LCR : 29Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP CSG— K LEZEC58 CAG--VA----HPHB VHDLEENTWYAKFBO TE--VEGTSFLPLHU CFE--KDKYILTBBO MKSPYNNRWYQNlCHG CKK--NGAWTLNISGT RKD-NADEWIQN3 EST CLV--NGQYAVEXBO TR--FKDTYFVN2PKA CNG--M WGGBSM.DATA2 btt.TtttbBb C F .DATA2 bbb.h .tbBBB G OR.DATA2 bbt.btttbBb G0R2.DATA2 Bbt..ttt.bb G0R3.DATA2 Bbb,ttt.bbb
I
I
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These are the different alignments found for loosely conserved region
LCR number: 8 from alignment number:-Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NlNTP --SGCAQKEZEC58 HP DAHPHB K CSAVKFBO E--ECAMKPLHU --LGCARPTBBO E--GCDRDNlCHG --SSTCSTNISGT --YGCARPN3EST SRLGCNVTEXBO E— GCARKN2PKA -HTPCGSAGGBSM.DATA2 tTTTtttT CF.DATA2 ..TTtttt G0R.DATA2 t.TTTTtt GOR2.DATA2 tTTTTTtt GOR3.DATA2 hTTttttt
1
LCR number: 8 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 22Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NlNTP -S-GCAQKEZEC58 HP DAHPHB K  CSAVKFBO E--ECAMKPLHU — LGCARPTBBO E--GCDRDNlCHG --SSTCSTNISGT — YGCARPN3EST SRLGCNVTEXBO E--GCARKN2PKA HT-PCGSAGGBSM.DATA2 tTTTtttT CF.DATA2 ...Ttttt GOR.DATA2 t.TTTTtt G0R2.DATA2 tTTTTTtt G0R3.DATA2 .TTttttt
LCR number: 8 from alignment number:---- >Total number of gaps in LCR : 22Total number of identities in LCR :Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP --SGCAQKEZEC58 HPDA----HPHB K CSAVKFBO --EECAMKPLHU L--GCARPTBBO --EGCDRDNlCHG S--STCSTNISGT --YGCARPN3EST SRLGCNVTEXBO --EGCARKN2PKA -HTPCGSAGGBSM.DATA2 tTTTtttT CF.DATA2 ..TTtttt G0R.DATA2 T.TTTTtt GOR2.DATA2 TTTTTTtt GOR3.DATA2 .Ttttttt
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LCR number: 8 from alignment number:Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR : Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.
1NINTP --SGCAQKEZEC58 H PDAHPHB K CSAVKFBO E--ECAMKPLHU L--GCARPTBBO E--GCDRDNlCHG S--STCSTNISGT Y--GCARPN3EST SRLGCNVTEXBO E--GCARKN2PKA “HTPCGSAGGBSM.DATA2 t.TTtttT CF.DATA2 t..Ttttt G0R.DATA2 t..TTTtt G0R2.DATA2 t .TTTTtt GOR3.DATA2 t.Tttttt
LCR number: 8 from alignment number:Total number of gaps in LCR :Total number of identities in LCR ; Names of seqs &Struct. Pred. Methods.1NINTP -“SGCAQKEZEC58 -HP DAHPHB K CSAVKFBO E--ECAMKPLHU L--GCARPTBBO E--GCDRDNlCHG S--STCSTNISGT Y--GCARPN3EST SRLGCNVTEXBO E--GCARKM2PKA -HTPCGSAGGBSM.DATA2 tTTTtttT CF.DATA2 t..Ttttt G0R.DATA2 t..TTTtt GOR2.DATA2 tTTTTTtt GOR3.DATA2 .TTttttt
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